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PREFACE. 

In preparing for publication this edition of a Syriac version of the 

Apocalypse distinct from that which has hitherto been the only one 

known, I have judged it best to reproduce the text paginatim et lineatim 

as it stands in the manuscript from which I derive it. I have merely 

restored a few letters and points which were illegible or doubtful in the 

original, usually marking such restorations with square brackets, and in 

every case indicating them in the Notes which I have added after the 

text. The Ms. has happily reached us in such good preservation, that 

the instances in which this has been needful are very few. The Syriac 

text, and following Notes, form Part II of this volume. My aim has 

been to place any Syriac scholar who may consult it, as nearly as may 

be in the same position as if he had the Ms. itself before him. This I 

believe bas been substantially effected, so far as is practicable in a 

typographical reproduction; though here and there, in the placing of 

points, slight variations have occurred,—probably immaterial, for in this 

respect the usage of the scribe seems to have been arbitrary. The 

prefixed autotype Plate gives a perfect representation of two columns of 

the Ms.; and a comparison of these with the corresponding columns of 

the printed text will show exactly the degree of faithfulness which has 

been attained in the latter. 

In Part I, I have given a reconstruction of the Greek text on which 

the translator may be supposed to have worked. From it, a student of 
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the New Testament who is unacquainted with Syriac, will be able to 

ascertain the textual evidence of this version less indirectly, and more 

surely, than through the medium of a rendering into Latin or English. 

At the points where doubt exists as to the underlying Greek, I have 

added such footnotes as may enable the reader of it to judge for himself; 

but, thanks to the fidelity and clearness of the translator’s work, such 

points are not many, and none of them is material. I may safely affirm 

that on every textual question of interest or importance, this version 

bears its testimony without ambiguity, and my Greek text conveys 

that testimony with precision. At p. exlv will be found an exact 

statement of the limits within which it may be relied on as a textual 

authority. 

To this text I have prefixed a Dissertation, in which I have fully 

discussed the Syriac text, and its underlying Greek. I have endeavoured 

to lead to the conclusion that this Apocalypse is a portion of the original 

‘* Philoxenian” New Testament, as translated a.p. 508, for Philoxenus 

of Mabug, by Polycarpus ‘the Chorepiscopus.” I have endeavoured to 

show, farther, that the other version of the Apocalypse, first printed 

by De Dieu in 1627, is a revision of this, and belongs probably to the 

Syriac New Testament of Thomas of Harkel, of a.p. 616. 

Whether I am right or not in these views, I think it will be admitted 

by competent critics that the version now printed is older than the other, 

is superior to it in linguistic purity and in textual value, and is therefore 

more worthy of being printed in future Syriac New Testaments as a 

supplement to the Peshitto, in company with the text of the four non- 

Peshitto Catholic Epistles, first edited in 1630 by Pococke. The affinity 

between that text of the Epistles and this of the Apocalypse is evident; 

whereas the De Dieu Apocalypse, alike in diction and in method, is 
Harkleian, harmonizing neither with the Pococke Epistles nor with the 

Peshitto. 
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In the Chapters of the Dissertation which relate to the Greek text, 

I have judged it most fitting to treat of the authorities—manuscripts 

or versions—apart from all textual theories, and simply in view of the 

facts presented by them when independently studied. I have therefore 

refrained from using the terms ‘‘ Neutral,” ‘‘ Western,” ‘ Alexandrian,” 

’ and soforth, as designating types of text. “« Syrian,’ 

I gladly take this opportunity of acknowledging the great liberality of 

the Earl of Crawford in giving me permission to borrow from his Library 

and to retain for many months this unique Ms. 

I have also to express my thanks to the Rey. G. H. Gwilliam, B.D., 

Fellow of Hertford College, Oxford, for the information which led me to 

the discovery of this version, and for much valuable advice and assistance 

in the course of the present work,—especially for his efficient help in 

deciphering the defaced colophon: to Mr. J. P. Edmond, Librarian to 

Lord Crawford, for many verifications of the readings of the Ms.: to 

Dr. Karl Horning, late of the Ms. Department of the British Museum, 

for collation with the original of my transcript of the extract from Ms. 

Add. 17193, page 35, Part II: to the Rev. H. Jackson Lawlor, B.D., 

Senior Chaplain of St. Mary’s, Edinburgh, and to the Rev. A. Edward 

Johnston, B.D., Assistant Lecturer in Divinity, Dublin, for careful reading 

and correction of the proofs of the Syriac text and matter pertaining to 

it, and for helpful suggestions, some of which are specially acknowledged 

in the Notes: to Mr. John I. Beare, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, 

Dublin, for similar services in the revision of the Greek text and appended 

Notes: to the Rey. John H. Bernard, D.D., Archbishop King’s Lecturer in 

Divinity and Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin, for useful criticisms and 

advice on the investigations contained in Chapters III and IV of the 

Dissertation: and to Mr. John B. Bury, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, 

Dublin, for valuable help in the topographical and historical inquiries, 

of which the results are summed up in Chapter VIII. 
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I desire to record, farther, the advice and encouragement which, in the 

progress of this work, I received from two eminent scholars whose loss, 

within the last few years, all who are concerned in Semitic studies have 

to deplore—Dr. William Wright, Professor of Arabic in the University 

of Cambridge, whose judgment guided me in the paleographic questions 

discussed in Chapter VII of the Dissertation ; and the Very Rev. Dr. 

R. Payne Smith, Dean of Canterbury, to whom I frequently had recourse 

and never without a satisfying response from his ready kindness and 

great learning—in doubtful points of Syriac scholarship. At his request 

I placed in his hands the sheets containing the Syriac text when first 

printed (in 1892), and references to them will be found in the latter part 

of his Thesaurus. 

It only remains that I should express my obligations to Mr. Weldrick, 

of the Dublin University Press, and to his staff, for the care they have 

bestowed on the printing of the work, especially of the Syriac text. 

JOHN GWYNN. 

November, 1896. 
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INTRODUCTORY DISSERTATION. 

THE SYRIAC VERSIONS OF THE APOCALYPSE. 

CHAPTER I. 

PREFATORY,. 

I.—Plan and Contents of the present Work. 

Tue Syriac version of the Apocalypse, which I now introduce to the 

knowledge of Biblical scholars, forms part of a Ms. of the New Testament 

in Syriac belonging to the Library of the Earl of Crawford. This Ms. 

was purchased in London by the late Earl in or about the year 1860, but 

no record has been preserved of the seller’s name, nor is it known how 

or at what time it was brought to Europe. In a Memoir published by 

the Royal Irish Academy, in vol. xxx of their Transactions (pp. 347 sqq.), 

I have already given a full account of it and of its contents, and an 

investigation into its date and history; and have also discussed the 

character, and endeavoured to determine the authorship, of the version 

of the Apocalypse which it contains. In the present Dissertation my 

principal object is to enter more fully than I have done in that Memoir 

into the consideration of this version: at its close I propose to give a 

summary of the results I have arrived at with regard to the Ms. itself. 

For the present it suffices to say of it that, among Syriac Mss. of non- 

European origin, it is unique, as being the only one that exhibits the 

entire New Testament 

four minor Catholic Epistles (2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, and Jude), but by 

the Peshitto text supplemented not only by the 

the Apocalypse,—that it was written in a Jacobite monastery of north- 

eastern Mesopotamia, and that its age has been variously estimated at 

from seven to eleven hundred years. 
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Immediately after the present Dissertation, forming with it Part’ Dot 

the present volume, I have given (pp. 1-48) for the convenience of students 

of the New Testament who do not read Syriac, in lieu of the usual Latin 

translation, a reconstruction of the Greek text of the Apocalypse which 

may be presumed to underlie the Syriac, with footnotes appended dealing 

with the relations of agreement and disagreement that subsist between that 

text and the other chief authorities. In Part II (pp. 1-29), I have printed 

the Syriac text complete, reproducing it page for page and line for line, 

exactly as it stands in the Ms.; followed (pp. 387 sgg.) by a body of 

Notes, in which I have indicated the chief points of interest in it, and 

the emendations required by it here and there. 

I1.— The Syriae Versions of the extra-Peshitto Books of the N. T. 

It is generally known that the Apocalypse and the Four Epistles above 

specified are not acknowledged as part of the Peshitto Canon; and that 

the Apocalypse is wanting from all, and the Four Epistles from all the 

earlier, and nearly all the later, Mss. hitherto described of the New 

Testament in Syriac, as well as from all the earlier printed editions, 

beginning with the Lditio Princeps of Widmanstad (1555). These Books 

were for the first time edited as part of the Syriac New Testament by 

Sionita in the Paris Polyglot of 1633, in a form substantially identical 

with the Syriac texts which had been separately issued—of the Apocalypse, 

by De Dieu in 1627,* and of the Four Epistles, by Pococke in 1630.” 

Thence they passed into the Syriac columns of Walton’s Polyglot (1657), 

and into all subsequent Syriac New Testaments. This text of the Four 

Epistles (‘‘ Pococke’s,” as it is commonly called) is the one exhibited in 

our Ms.; but of it I do not propose to treat except incidentally, my 

present business being with the Apocalypse. As regards the commonly 

printed text of the Apocalypse (known as ‘‘ De Dieu’s’’), there is no room 

to question that it is the work of an age much later than that of the 

Peshitto, and is formed on different principles. Its date and authorship 

are undetermined, but its affinity to the New Testament version of Thomas 

of Harkel is unmistakable. Of the few Mss. which contain it, however, 

* From the Leyden University Ms., Cod. Scalig. 18 (Syr.). 

» From the Bodleian Ms., Bod. Or. 119. 
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not one exhibits it as part either of the Harkleian version or of the 

Peshitto. Yet if not actually the work of Thomas of Harkel, it is 

wrought so strictly on the lines of the rigid and peculiar method intro- 

duced by him, that it cannot be placed earlier or (probably) much if 

at all later—than his time; and it may be provisionally assigned to the 

first half of the seventh century. 

It may naturally be—and in point of fact has bheen*—questioned 

whether Sionita, and (after him) Walton and subsequent editors, have not 

judged amiss in thus deviating from the practice of the Mss., and using as a 

supplement to the Peshitto, a version so widely remote from it in method 

and diction, as well as in probable age. In reply it may be fairly urged, 

that the object of these editors being to present a Syriac New Testament 

in all parts corresponding to the Greek and the Latin, they were justified 

in adopting the only version of the Apocalypse that was forthcoming, so as 

to give completeness to their publication even though homogeneity was 

unattainable.” Nor was there any reason to apprehend that students of the 

Syriac New Testament might be misled by this arrangement; for even a 

superficial knowledge of the language would make it impossible for a 

reader to mistake this supplement for an integral part of the version to 

which it is appended. Nor again (it may be added with hardly less 

confidence) could any competent scholar suppose it to come from the same 

translation as the other portion of extraneous matter above referred to— 

that which comprises the four non-Peshitto Epistles. These two supple- 

ments, though together included in the printed editions, were derived, as 

above stated, by two different editors, from two independent sources, and 

are associated in no known Syriac Ms. of the New Testament® of Eastern 

* As, e.g., by Scrivener, Introduction, Chap. III, § 3, p. 315 (8rd edition). 

> In like manner, but with some (though very recent) Ms. authority, Walton includes with 

the Peshitto Old Testament, 3 Esdras and part of Tobit in a version evidently Hexaplar. 

© The Paris Ms., Biblioth. Nat., Swpplément 79 (No. 5 of Zotenberg’s Catalogue), though it 

incorporates the supplementary Books with the Peshitto, is no exception to what has been stated 

above. It was written in Paris, in 1695, sixty-two years after the printing of the Paris Polyglot. 

These Books are found together in one Ms. of Oriental origin only—the Dublin Ms., B, 5, 16 

(Trinity Coll.). But this Ms. (see Zransactions, Royal Irish Academy, vol. xxvii, pp. 271, 283), 

is a transcript made in 1625 by a monk of the Lebanon for Archbishop Ussher; and it is not a 

Syriac New Testament, but a supplement to the Syriac New Testament. The combination of its 

contents (Apocalypse, Pericope de Adultera, Four Epistles) is but the reflex of Ussher’s desire to 
c2 
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origin. They have nothing in common save the negative fact that they 

do not belong to the Peshitto. The Syriac of the Apocalypse of the 

printed editions is unsparingly graecized, and its method is severely 

(even servilely) literal. The Syriac of the Four Epistles is idiomatic, 

and its method combines faithfulness with freedom. In both respects— 

diction and method—the former portion (as has been above said) bears the 

artificial character of the Harkleian; while the latter follows the lines of 

the Peshitto and makes a near approach to the excellence of that admirable 

version. Critics of experience and acuteness may perhaps detect short- 

comings on the part of the translator of these Epistles, and may fix on 

points in which he falls short of the Peshitto standard: but the ordinary 

Syriac student is conscious of no marked change of style when he passes 

in reading from 1 Peter to 2 Peter, from 1 John to 2 and 8 John. In 

the Ms. from which Pococke’s Editio Princeps of the Four Epistles was 

printed, they stand, not as in most earlier copies postponed to the Three 

Epistles of the Peshitto, but in their usual Greek order. I suspect that if 

the first editor of the Syriac New Testament in 1555 had had in his hands 

this or a similar Ms., these Epistles would have been unhesitatingly included 

by him, and accepted by Biblical scholars without question, as an integral 

part of the Peshitto. Or if questioned, they would have been questioned 

on grounds of external evidence—for, from the time of Cosmas Indico- 

pleustes* (sixth century), it has been known that the Peshitto Canon lacks 
these Epistles—not of internal discrepancy of style and language, or of 
inferiority of execution. 

procure the Syriac text of the portions of the New Testament that were wanting from 
Widmanstad’s edition ; and it gives no sure ground for presuming that the scribe found them in 
one and the same Ms. 

* In his Zopographia Christiana, lib. v1, p. 292 D. 
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CHAPTER IL 

THE PRESENT VERSION. 

I.—TIts Character and Merits. 

Wnuat has been said, in the previous Chapter, of the resemblance to the 

Peshitto borne by the ‘‘ Pococke” Epistles, may be affirmed, with at least 

equal confidence, of the Apocalypse in the version which f now publish. 

Lord Crawford’s Ms., whence I derive it, was (see pp. cx, cxi, 7/7.) 

in the possession of an Eastern—probably Jacobite—Patriarch in 1534. 

The Ms. on which Widmanstad’s Hditio Princeps of the Syriac New Testa- 

ment was mainly based, was sent from Marde, in Mesopotamia, in or 

before 1549, by the then Jacobite Patriarch, through the hands of Moses, 

one of his priests, who became Widmanstad’s helper in preparing that 

edition. This Ms. is not now forthcoming, but is known to have con- 

tained the whole Peshitto New Testament, and no more.” Had that 

Patriarch, instead of this copy, possessed, like the Patriarch of fifteen 

years earlier, and sent to Europe, the Crawford Ms., or one of equivalent 

contents, it may safely be presumed that Widmanstad would have, on its 

authority, given to the world, without doubt and in all good faith, a Syriac 

New Testament complete in all parts and commensurate with the Greek 

canon as commonly received. Thus the £itio Princeps would have 

exhibited, with the Peshitto and distinguished from it by no external 

indications, not only the Four Epistles, but the Apocalypse, in a version 

* For the history of Widmanstad’s edition, see the prefixed Dedicatio ad Div. Ferdinandun 

Imperat. Design. (a * * *, fo. 3 v°, et sgq.); and for the date of the mission of Moses see the 

Syriac Note appended to the Gospels (fo. 131 »’), which states that he was sent to Pope Paul [III], 

who died, November, 1549 ;—See also Wright’s Catalogue of Syriac Mss. in British Museum, 

pp. 215, 216, for evidence that he reached Rome before Pope Paul’s death. 

» See the prefatory Note to the Catholic Epistles (Widmanstad’s edition), BB. fo. 1, 0”) ; and 

the appended Epistle to Gienger (KK. fo. 3, v’). 
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so closely akin in style and language to the Books of the Peshitto proper, 

that even an accomplished Semitic scholar might readily fail to discover 

in the supplementary matter the traces of a later hand. Widmanstad 

seems to have been unaware that the Canon of the Peshitto fell short of 

the completeness of the Greek, and to have supposed that the absence 

of the Apocalypse and Four Epistles from the copy brought by Moses 

was a mere defect of that Ms.*  Better-informed critics would, no doubt, 

have challenged the Four Epistles on the grounds of external evidence 

above referred to; but as regards the Apocalypse no such evidence was 

then forthcoming 5) 
Book might readily have escaped detection. For, in point of internal 

and the supplementary character of the version of that 

evidence, it might well pass muster. The merits which I have above 

attributed to the version of the Four Epistles, distinguish—as it seems to 

me, in a degree even higher—the version of the Apocalypse which the 

Crawford Ms. associates with it. The Greek of the Apocalypse, above all 

other New Testament writings, has a Semitic cast, and therefore is capable 

of idiomatic, while exact, reproduction in a Semitic tongue, such as no 

effort of a translator could attain in rendering the Epistles in question, 

or any other part of the New Testament. Compared with the Peshitto 

proper, it will be found to rival it in vernacular propriety, while giving a 

closer rendering of the Greek: compared with the Apocalypse of the 

printed texts, its superiority in purity of idiom, maintained without 

sacrifice of fidelity to its original, will be apparent. 

That the present version deserves the twofold praise I claim for it— 

of faithfulness at once to the Greek original and to the Syriac idiom—will, 

I believe, be agreed by all competent critics who examine its text as 

printed at the close of the second Part of the present volume. It is so 

exact, that in comparing it with the original, no difficulty will be found 

in determining what reading of the Greek the translator had before him, 

except in cases where the deficiencies of the Syriac language—its want of 

case-endings, its poverty of verbal forms, or the like—make the discrimi- 

nation between two or more rival readings impossible: while at the same 

time it is so idiomatic, that no instance will be met with in which he has 

* See the references cited in the notes to last page. 
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sacrificed vernacular propriety for the sake of precise literalness of 

rendering. His serupulous fidelity to the substance of the Greek has 

nowhere betrayed him into the adoption or imitation of Greek construc- 

tions, by which the Syriac of the other version of the Apocalypse (in 

common with the Harkleian) is systematically debased. With him, every 

word, as well as every phrase, is, with rare exceptions, represented by a 

purely Syriac equivalent; and the expedient of naturalizing Greek words, 

adapted or transliterated, is resorted to only in the two extreme cases—of 

words which have absolutely no Syriac equivalent, such as ypuodmpacos 

(xxi. 20)—and of words which, by the usage of good writers, have been 

admitted into the Syriac vocabulary, such as d.vabjKy, orddiov, aro 

(xi. 19, xiv. 20, vi. 11); to which are, perhaps, to be added some words of 

doubtfully Greek origin, such as abuw6os, KyBords (vill. 11, xi. 9) and some 

names of precious stones in xxi. 19, 20, and elsewhere. But this practice 

is with him less frequent than even in the Peshitto New Testament.* It 

is to be added, that he steadfastly avoids the fault of most Syriac 

translators—the only one justly chargeable as habitual against the 

Peshitto, of a tendency to amplification and paraphrase. The result is, 

that it would be difficult for a reader unacquainted with the Greek of the 

Apocalypse to discover that he had here before him a translation, and not 

an original document. This is so partly, no doubt, in consequence of the 

character, already noticed, of the Greek, which being of Semitic rather 

than Heilenic cast, passes naturally, and without reluctance, into Syriac. 

But any scholar who compares this with the other Syriac version of the 

Apocalypse, marked as the latter is by a perpetual graecizing of diction 

and construction, will soon satisfy himself that the purity and idiomatic 

propriety which, in this version, are combined with close fidelity of 

rendering, are largely due to the happy method and skill of the translator, 

and not by any means altogether to the character of the Book with which 

he had to deal. 

IIl.—Its general Affinity to the Peshitto. 

Although, as I have said, even a practised Syriac scholar might well 51) ) Mi g 

have been misled into accepting this version as belonging to the Peshitto, 

* See below, p. xxx. 
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if the Syriac New Testament had first reached him in a Ms. like Lord 

Crawford’s, in which this is incorporated with the acknowledged Peshitto 

Books, I do not suggest it even as a possible hypothesis that it may be an 

integral part of that great version. Its affinity to the Peshitto is far from 

being so close as that of the other version to the Harkleian: it is such an 

affinity as bespeaks a translator not identical, or even contemporaneous, 

with the person (or any of the persons, if there were more than one) to 

whom we owe the Peshitto; but rather one who had made that version his 

study, and so imbued himself with its manner and spirit, that, in this his 

work supplemental to it, he naturally and without effort reproduces in 

the main its diction and idiom, and in great measure follows its method, 

though aiming at stricter adherence to his original. 

III.—Its special Affinity to the O. T. Peshitto. 

Careful scrutiny discloses a further characteristic of this version. 

Among the Books of the New Testament, the Apocalypse is not only the 

most Semitic in form, phrase, and spirit, but it is the one in which, 

though by indirect citation, the language of the Old Testament is most 

freely appropriated. No reader can fail to observe how it reproduces the 

imagery and the visions—often almost in the words—of the Hebrew 

Prophets, especially of Daniel and of Ezekiel. For adequately rendering 

such a Book into Syriac, therefore, an intimate knowledge of the Peshitto 

Old Testament would be invaluable—almost indispensable. This qualifi- 

cation our translator proves to have possessed in an eminent degree. 

His work has some closer affinities, bespeaking a more habitual familiarity, 

with the Peshitto of the Old Testament than of the New. 

This is not the place to discuss the question whether the Old Testament 

Peshitto is, in whole or part, an earlier work than the New (earlier even, 

as some Syriac writers claimed, than the Christian era),—or a later work, 

as J. D. Michaelis and other critics of the last century held ;—or whether 

they were contemporaneous and in fact parts of one great work of one 

translator, or company or series of translators, which opinion Gregory 

Barhebraeus, the great scholar of the Jacobite Church of the thirteenth 

century, was disposed to adopt ;—following (as it seems) the still higher 

authority of Jacob of Edessa, six centuries earlier, and followed by 
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(I believe) the majority of Biblical scholars who have studied the matter.* 

For my present purpose it suffices to note the fact, which is beyond 

question, that, while the diction of the Peshitto Bible as a whole is fairly 

homogeneous, it is more purely Aramaic in the Old Testament than in 

the New. Some may see in this a mark of higher antiquity; others (as 

it seems to me, with better judgment) may regard it rather as a necessary 

result of the fact that in the Old Testament the basis on which the 

Peshitto rests is Hebrew, while in the New Testament it is Greek. 

Hence the task of translation, in case of the Old, was simpler and easier 

than in that of the New. The former passed readily and without effort into 

a cognate Semitic tongue: in the latter, the translator (whether we are or 

are not to suppose one translator to have dealt with both), however stead- 

fast in his adherence to the Syriac idiom, could hardly avoid occasionally 

introducing Greek words,—such as, in point of fact, are not infrequent im 

his work.” Now in this respect, as I have said, the Crawford Apocalypse 

follows a stricter usage than that of the Peshitto New Testament; it con- 

forms more nearly to that of the Old, now and then even adopting from 

the Old a Syriac equivalent for a word (as evayyé\uov, Opdvos, kvBepvyjTys; 

xAiapxos) which, in the New, is (at least sometimes) represented by a 

transliteration. And, more generally, whenever its vocabulary passes 

outside the range of the Peshitto New Testament, it proves in most cases 

to have borrowed from the vocabulary of the Old. In the instances, not 

of frequent occurrence, where it uses words that are not to be met with at 

all in the Peshitto, Old or New Testament, it will be found usually to have 

the authority of one or more good Syriac writers of the best period of 

the language. The very few words employed in it which are unknown 

to Syriac literature and lexicography, are correctly formed, and from 

known roots. 

* See the passages cited from Barhebracus on Ps. x, and from the Preface to his Horrewm 

Mysteriorum, by Walton, Prolegomena, § 13, par. 16 ;—also by Wiseman, Horae Syriacae, LI, § ui, 

pp. 87, 103. See also the citation from Soaded [Jesudad] in the Praefatio ad Libr. Psalmorum 

of Sionita (Ad Lectorem, p. 3). 

For J. D. Michaelis, see his Zntroduction to the N.T., vol. II, pt. 1, ch. vil. § 2 [Marsh’s 

Translation ]. 

> See below, p. xxx. 
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1V.—Instunces illustrative of the foregoing Sections. 

I proceed to offer examples in illustration of the above statements ; 

referring for fuller details to the Notes appended to the Syriac text. 

i. The following words, so far as I know, are peculiar to ths 

version (S).* 

Mocs = movnpds (xvi. 2; for the usual <asea,—but see note m 

loc.); masts = povorkd (xvill. 22; from as1,—probably a coined word, 

ingeniously conformed to the sound of the Greek); eéad\ars = decdoé 

(xxi. 8); durtsstes = rerpaydves (xxi. 16). Also eain\ in daral xs 

= yahkoduBavos (1. 15). 

With these are to be reckoned, as uses or combinations elsewhere 

unknown of familiar words: 

Mmahax to = avyKowwrds (1. 9); too = ddikodpar (11. 11); ascas = det 

(iv. 1, and thenceforward) ; ¢advar’ = ciot (v. 6, xvi. 14). 

u. The following le outside the Peshitto vocabulary, whether of Old or 

of New Testament, but are otherwise sufficiently authenticated. Those 

marked *, here and under head iii., occur (some in slightly different 

forms) in &.? 

mima* = lepds, leparixds (1.6; see note there); Ktaxa* = yhiapds 

(111. 16); Xex* = Kohdovproy (iii. 18); duartsizass = Kvddev (iv. 8); 

eaai = ceopds (vi. 12, where see note; and elsewhere); Lax = ddnya 

(vil.17); rtidbumar, adumad* = adios (viii. 11); rasta = BiBdapisd.or 

(x.2); WaX* = pukGpa (x.3); LEX = ovpo (xii. 4); smiam* = Keypvoo- 

pévos (xvi. 4); Latasa* = pvpor (xviii. 13); tale = vadrys (xviii. 17); 

mémsar = evddpnors (xxi. 18); wKhaascm = Bdddvypa (xxi. 27); 

~e = pumapos (xxii. 11). I forbear to enter here the equivalents for 

Xpvaompacos, vaxwbos, auebvortos (xxi. 20). 

To these may be added the following words used in forms or combi- 

nations, or with meanings, unknown to the Peshitto (O.T. and N.T. alike): 

Ast, asic = cadzilo (vill. 6 and after); tem, ctamm, = Karyyopa, 

Katnyopos (xii. 10); dae for dre (xiii. 18); lade 5* (pl. emphat. masc. ) 

* Henceforth, for brevity’s sake, I use (as in my Notes) S to designate this version, and 
J . . e 

* for the version commonly printed. 
ba a a . 
Some of the words entered under ii. and iii. occur in the Syro-Hexaplar. 
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= wapOévo (xiv.2); tix = dmobvyioke (xiv. 13); s\y = Baro (xix. 18). 

tad, (= onyr) in tala Last = capddvvé (xxi. 20). 

ii. The following words, forms, and combinations, of words, belong 

to the vocabulary of the Peshitto Old Testament; but not of the New, though 

some (but not all) of them might naturally have found a place in it. 

IAA = TOSHps (1. 13); wKeoomlz* = AE (vi. 14); erish* 
= Sevrepos (ii. 11); wdtaa* = vedpol (ii. 23); tsrl* = efareibo 

(ii. 5); Aaseh* = 7) oixoupery (ii. 10); SLssa* = eyypto (iii. 18); mors 

= laos (Iv. 3); Waste = capdioy (ib.); Crass <hxro* (asx 5, xX. 1) 

= pus (tb.)3 aX 3oN = opdpaydos (7b.); KrsXaXy* = taros (iv. 6); 

earlx = kptaraddos (ib.); tad, = dvvé (iv. 8); hank, Lsac* (in 

Psh. only in titles of Pss.) = edxapuoria (iv. 9); esal* = odpayis (v. 1); 
azar = icyus (v.12, vil. 12); rtssoasm* = trmos (vi.2); easaw* 

= mvppos (vi. 4); cdv.wortm* = Wyos (vi. 5); tao = yoiw€ (vi. 6); 

exana* = dduvOos (vi. 13); [tea = tHKw (vi. 14),—see note i loc. |; 

aly 2e5* = yidiapyou (vi. 15, xix. 18); ud dis* = pérwzopr (vii. 3); 

moax = katpa (vil. 16); toss, Chad, = my7, ryyat (vil. 17, xxi. 6); 

eohx* = ovyy (viii. 1); eootea* = iBavwrds (viii. 3); eA ** = cards 

(viii. 4); exto* = yahala (vil. 7); wada* = pewrypevos (tb.); tNx* 

= kalo (ix. 2); Matas, Shunias,* = odpd, opal (ix. 10, xii. 4); Sotato 

= vaxwOos (1x. 17), = yadkndov [? kapynder | (xxi. 19); 0 eddies" = evppat- 

vopat (xi. 10 et bis); ete = Oewpa (xi. 12); tasah* = Spdxwy (xil. 3 ef 

passim); CN h* = Siddypa (ib., et bis); eovaax = cowrnpia (xii. 10); 

Stsui* = mdpdahis (xill. 2); etonx* = dpxos (ib.); Maoan* = atyparwoia 

(xili. 10); esanat* = ydpaypa (xiii. 16); vets [= xpapa] (xiv. 10); 

Naxuw* = Borzpis (xiv. 18); [wah = mavopar (xvi. 11)]; xatan* 

= Bérpaxos (xvi. 138); taias* = Bddrvypa (xvii. 4,5); Jano = 
= paxpdfer (xvill. 10, 15); ote e* = oipixdy (xvili. 12); teuz* 

= pdppapos (t.); ~asusan* = Kiwvdpopoy (xvii. 13); <xssa0* 

= cepidadis (tb.); Kesanl = AiBavos (ib.); Ko’ = drdpa (xviii. 14); 

artn* = Spunpa (xviii. 21); esaloo* = addrydovia (xix. 1); esahs* 

= pnpds (xix. 16); etd, = dpveor (xix.21); soal\ watn* = xpioraddos 

(xxi. 11); liam = odrdepos (xxi. 19); toms arta’ = ypvodhifos 
(xxi. 20); elats* = Bripuddos (ib.); Vaetraal* = romdlioy (ib.) ; 

5" = adaipo (xxii. 19). 

* Found once or twice in Peshitto N. T., but only in O. T. citations. 

» Found in the ‘‘ Pococke”’ Epistles. ¢ Written somewhat differently in Psh. 
d 2 
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Also, for ¢al¥ sissso = xvBepyarar (xviii. 17), compare 2 Chron. 

vii. 18. 
This list is, if not exhaustive, at least sufficient to make good what 

has been above said of our translator’s familiar knowledge and use of the 

Peshitto Old Testament. Instances are to be found also in which he 

employs words in senses for which Peshitto authority is not forthcoming 

until from the New Testament we pass to the Old;—a\s = émorpédo 

(i. 12); sossan* = Ceords (iii. 15); ude’ = evo (i. 16); ort 

= yeypappevos (v. 1, xx.15); sah* = odpayileo, catargppayito (ib., xx. 3) ; 

A\3 = mdivo (vil. 14); s.xsa* = perpa (Gar 1)i5 wathe* = peurvypac 

(passive, xvi. 19); aX, = ripuos (xvii. 4); wax [= ededas] (xvii. 12) ; 

1.5% = adaipo (xxii. 19). With these may be classed the use of ¢z4t5 

= vids avOpdrov (1. 18, xiv. 14), as in Peshitto Ezekiel passim; instead 

of the more adequate x1cs mts of Peshitto N.T., =, Harkleian, 

and Hexaplar. 

Moreover, it appears that certain idioms, apparently Hebraic, which 

in the Peshitto distinguish the Syriac of the Old Testament from that of 

the New, have passed into the version S (but not into ¥). Such are, 

the gerundive use of the infinitive with \ prefixed, in rendering héywvr 

(introductory to a speech, i. 17 e¢ passim) by tartsa\ (= 77798); and the 

representation of the adjective dpouos (as if dpotwpa, or ws dpotwpa), by 

the construct noun dass (iv. 3), or by 1 hasax ec (i. 13), or the 

like, (NWT, 273). In like manner, it is observable that S adheres to 

the usage of the Peshitto Old Testament as against that of the New (if 

the existing text may be trusted) and of &, in its frequent retention of the 

absolute forms of nouns usually met with only in their emphatic state ; also, 

of the characteristically Semitic mode of expressing the genitive-relation 

between two nouns by changing the primary noun (as in Hebrew) into the 

construct state, instead of prefixing x to the secondary noun. 

Thus, in place of the emphatic forms used in the Peshitto N. T., and in 

~, it borrows from the Peshitto O.T. the absolute forms— 

cemeada (1.16); Tass (iv.6); ear (iv. 8); peal (vii. 1); 

theare (ib.); Case (vii. 9); Lasss (ix. 18) ; eden (xi. 4)5 as (xi. 10); 

ca (xii. 14); erotata (xv.3); tal, (xvii. 9); ealsd (xvii. 12); 
Mon (xvill. 12); Leesa (ib.); easare (xxi. 17). 

The same is to be said of the use of the construct form in the expres- 
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SIONS—WTS Aas (ii. 28, xxii. 16); eamtaa try (iv. 4); .s1250 

réxoax (vii. 2, xvi. 12); Vacstad saa" (ix. 20); wsae alos (xi. 18); 

NI adhs (xiv. 6); calss nm (xvii. 14). 

Other phrases may be added, derived from the same source, such as 

the frequent xin catasas (for of Karoukobvres emt THS yHs, passim); a 

few, even, which are actual citations of it :—as pale ala Last asi* 

(v. 11; from Psh. Dan. vii. 10); Jas) dhaxlaa cts oe (xu. 14; Psh. 

Dan. vii, 25). Nay, in one or two places, the close following of the 

Peshitto Old Testament has drawn our translator aside from his usual path 

of literal exactness :—as vi. 11, where éru (usually = sad) is expanded 

into [ts sx (= ews Karpov), after Psh. Dan. vii. 12; and xviii. 22, where 

tor addyntai (<t>) he substitutes Cis at (= yern povorxdv [or 

avdAnriKov |),—a rendering so wide of the mark that it would be un- 

accountable, were it not an evident reminiscence of Psh. Dan. 11. 5; all 

the more notable, therefore, as an indication of the model on which his 

diction was shaped. 

To show fully the extent to which the manner and language of the 

Peshitto Old Testament, as distinguished from the manner and language 

of the New, have influenced the version of the Apocalypse now before us, 

it would be necessary to make a more detailed and systematic comparison 

than present conditions of time and space allow. But any student of 

the Peshitto, by a single careful reading of certain chapters of Ezekiel 

(such as i. and x.), or of Daniel (such as vii.), side by side with the 

parallel passages of the Apocalypse (in chapters i., iv., xili.), as they 

appear in this version, may sufticiently satisfy himself that those Books, 

in their Peshitto form, were familiar to our translator, and are repro- 

duced in the words, the grammatical forms, and the phrases, of his work. 

But though the points, such as I have indicated above, are not few, 

in which the version § follows the precedents of the Old rather than of 

the New Testament Peshitto, there remains, after allowing for these, a 

residuum of general and intimate affinity between it and the latter, in 

degree and extent far exceeding the diversity. The instances of the 

diversity do not strike one at a single reading, but are detected by 

* Found once or twice in Peshitto N. T., but only in O. T. citations. 
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painstaking examination ; it is a diversity limited,—I may say exceptional : 

the affinity is habitual; it exists throughout; it is so obvious that no reader 

could fail to notice it from the first. Or rather, it is so close that (as I 

have already said) none but a careful reader and experienced Syriac scholar 

would be likely to discover from internal evidence that this Apocalypse 

was not part of the Peshitto, if it had chanced to be incorporated with the 

Peshitto in the copies of the Syriae New Testament which first reached 

Europe, as it has been in the Crawford Ms. 

V.— Contrast between its Diction and that of the Harkleian Version of N.T. 

We shall most readily satisfy ourselves how few and unessential 

are the points wherein the Crawford Apocalypse deviates from the 

Peshitto New Testament model, if for the Peshitto we substitute the 

Harkleian (seventh-century) version as the standard of comparison, and 

note how distinct are the marks which prove our version to belong 

substantially to the earlier, as distinguished from the later, school of 

translation. In the Notes appended (in Part II) to the Syriac text, I have 

gone into considerable detail in noting the instances of variation, whether 

in words, or in grammatical forms, or in idioms, between it and the other 

version (=) of the Apocalypse, testing each by the two-fold standard above 

indicated,—of the Peshitto (Old and New Testament) on the one hand,— 

and of the Harkleian and its cognate Hexaplar on the other. The result 

of this investigation proves to be, as a matter not of theory but of fact, 

that on the whole, and with but a few unimportant exceptions, our 

Apocalypse stands to the Harkleian in a relation of strong contrast, but to 

the Peshitto at large (putting aside the distinction between Old and New 

Testament) in a relation of no less strong resemblance: while the other 

version no less definitely (probably more definitely) parts company with 

the Peshitto, and sides with the Harkleian. And I venture to anticipate 

that the reader of those Notes will follow me in the conclusion I have been 

led to draw, that while the latter version is certainly Harkleianized, and 

may well be actually Harkleian,—the work of Thomas of Harkel himself, 

or at least of a disciple of his method,—the version I now present is the 

work of an able and industrious translator, trained in a different and earlier 
school ; as a Greek scholar, competent to represent the original with 
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faithful accuracy,—as a Syriac scholar, belonging indeed to an age later 

than that which produced the Peshitto, but deeply imbued with the spirit 

of the Peshitto, and with conscious and successful endeavour reproducing 

the idiomatic freedom of its diction. 

VI.— General Contrast between this Version (S) and the rival Version (3). 

The Notes, in which I have indicated the successive instances as they 

occur of contrast between these rival versions, S and &, will serve to bear 

out the comparison which I have above drawn between them; and they will, 

at the same time, supply the readiest illustrations of the character and 

method of the version 8, its habitual conformity to Peshitto usage, and its 

exceptional deviations from the same. I proceed to summarize the main 

heads under which the points of contrast may be reduced. It will be seen 

that their nature may be briefly expressed by the statement, that ‘his 

version is idiomatic, following in the lines of the Peshitto, while that is 

graecized, identifying itself with the Harkleian. And this is so, alike 

as regards their grammar and their vocabulary, and as regards their 

general method. 

As to grammar and grammatical forms* :— 

(1). In &, the simple status absolutus of nouns is almost supplanted by 

the status emphaticus which is used indiscriminately: in 8, the absolute 

forms are of frequent occurrence’, especially in representing anartbrous 

nouns ;—see the examples above given, p. xxiv, to which (over and above 

those which occur in Peshitto New Testament) many more may be added 

such as waar, one cay, =—Ots, — $359, Oras, cross, wo, 

pAobo, ars, rst, AMAT, OIAaix, otE, NK, ena sad.” 

So too caer, oa, for rau, cea. A few of these, ey. _t1s9, seem 

to be peculiar to S. 

* Skat-Rordam, in the D¢ssertatio prefixed to his Libri Judicum et Ruth, sec. Vers. Syr.-Hex., 

has given a very complete and valuable account of the grammatical characteristics of the Syro- 

Hexaplar version, which may be profitably compared with the above notes on those of & 

> A very few instances of the reverse may be found; see, ¢.g., iii. 1, xiv. 17, xix. 9, and notes. 

¢ Even atter a cardinal number, § employs stat. emph. against rule; S usually stat. absol., 

exeept where the Greek has the article. 
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(2). The place of the lacking definite article is filled in = by the 

personal or demonstrative pronoun (as ac, ac, atom, alo): in S by 

the legitimate use of the status emphaticus. 

(3). The use of the séatus constructus in = is limited for the most part to 

a few fixed expressions, such as rMssts, Cintw 115, cdtals his, and 

its renderings of compounds, such as eiSwAdAurov, €id@doddzpys, HpL@pror, 

XAiapyos: in S, it is much more extensively used ;—see the examples of 

this given above, p. xxv; to which are to be added some which are common 

to S with the Peshitto New Testament.* 

(4). Greek adjectives denoting quality or material in = are often 

rendered by adjectival forms, as MtX— = mpwivds (11. 28), efastaa = tvpwvos 

(ix. 17): in 8, as if they were substantives in the genitive case. 

(5). The ordinal numbers are in = normally represented by numeral 

adjectives; in S by the cardinals with x prefixed,—with one exception, 

four times recurring, for which see note on ii. 11; also p. xxiii, below. 

(6). The possessive pronouns are in ¥ normally rendered as separate 

words, formed by attaching pronominal suffixes to the syllable Aus: in 

S, except where special emphasis is required, by the true Semitic mode of 

attaching the suftixes to the nouns denoting the object possessed. 

(7). The prefix x, when it stands for the relative pronoun, or for the 

article before a participle, is in } generally preceded by a demonstrative : 

in S, it frequently stands alone. 

(8). In such cases, = prefers to use ac, am, aim, pic: S for the 

most part, ©, ur, plc, which > avoids. 

(9). The reflexive pronouns (€avrdv and the rest) are in = imperfectly 

represented by ml am, -am\ ~aim, and such like combinations: never, 

as always in 8, by x with suitable suffix of person. 

(10). The indefinite 71s, in et zs, and sometimes in da7s, is in & 

rendered by ue: S treats both as equivalent to the simple 6s, and uses 
ue = zs, only in rendering éay tus. 

(11). Odde’s in ¥ appears as se ¢\: S renders it by + dul (this 

contraction, dul, is avoided in ¥, but frequent in §). 

* Three instances occur in S of the anomalous construction in which the governing noun in 

stat. constr. is followed by a preposition standing before the other noun (xiv. 8 [also 3], xvii. 8 

xvili. 17). 
? 
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(12). In S, dur usually appears with pronominal suffix : in S it is often 

used impersonally without suffix; and sometimes (as xvii. 4) we find even 

ram dur’ impersonal, with eam uninflected. 

(13). & prefers to express the substantive verb by dur, or eam, rather 

than by the characteristically Syriac use of the personal pronouns (enclitic) 

in this capacity: the latter use is frequent in 8. 

(14). Where , in expressing the present tense, cannot avoid the use 

of participle with enclitic pronoun, the latter is written separately (as 

dur ety, i. 11): in §, in case of the second person, the participle and 

pronoun are contracted into one word (deL», he). 

(15). The infinitive, expressing purpose or result, is in Y usually ex- 

pressed by infinitive with prefix 4; as austmal\ rhe = pedrev Badrew 

(ii. 10): in S often by future with prefix 1; as Msotas tad (é.). 

(16). "Oc, dca,-in ¥, are rendered by 1 -aum emia, 3 pion penta: 

in §, less exactly, by 1 Ms, or 3 te. 

(17). For of Noumoi, 7a hourd, & writes Cater ele: S dispenses with 

the demonstrative pronoun, and sometimes also with the prefix. 

(18). For wa (with subjunctive following) © has x etasse’: in S, the 

simple x usually suffices. 

(19). For ors, in causal sense, > always has x A\sa: S sometimes a Ms. 

(20). For éav py, = gives the exact rendering <i iv: Soften “ke 

(21). > habitually prefixes \ to the object of a transitive verb: S does 

so sparingly ; and only in cases where it is needed to prevent ambiguity. 

(22). In & the preposition ~ is used after the participle risa 

(= yéuov) : never in S. 

b.—As to idiom and vocabulary :— 

Instances oceur where a Greek idiom is retained by = in the shape 

of a literal translation ; while S represents it by an equivalent Syriac idiom. 

Such are: 

"Ev yaortpt exovoa (xii. 2) ;—in >, md dud Swtas ta: in S, wah s. 

Xpetav exw (iii. 17; ep. xxi. 28, xxii. 5);—in 2, al dur dina: in S$, 

und asim (or al asad). Maxdpios (of felicitation, xiv. 13, &c.); 

in 3, am ahkoa\: in §, mi samasal, (sce note on i. 3). 

With these are to be associated the transliterations of Greek words 

above noted (p. xxi) asa Harkleian habit of =, avoided in 8. The following 

are so dealt with in © (those marked f, also in the Syro-Hexaplar) :— 
e 
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dxparov (xiv. 10; S, Xb ei): dwod[A}¥ov (ix. 11; S, <tx): 

yoviat (vil. 1; S, cduar): Covnt (i. 13; S, tm): Kptoraddos (iv. 6; 

S, wast _,—but see xxi. 11, where S expresses this word by trans- 

literation): A¢Bavos (xvill. 13; 8, suas): vavrys (xviii. 17; S, tale): 

mooypyst (i. 13; S, <xaae) : oapodorv€ (xxi. 20; 8, c<rala AIT): 

rerpayovost (xxi. 16; S, durtsstsa): didhyt (v. 8; 8, Stas): yotn'et 

(vi. 6; S, as): ypuodduHos (xxi. 20; S, oes Ava). In many of these 

cases it will be observed that = has Hexaplar precedent. For yavia, Covn, 

NiBavos, vavrys, it has also that of the Harkleian; for xpvoraddos and 

dudhy, that of the Old Testament Peshitto. In a few more, it is counte- 

nanced by the Peshitto New Testament; as yévos (xxil. 16; 5, este): 

ebayyéduov (xiv. 6; S, ehtam): Opdvos (iv.4; 8S, eamiasa): Karyyopos, 

KaTnyopa (xii.10; S, tease, tases): KuBepyyrys (xvill.17; 8, ald toa): 

Aapmas (iv. 5, vill. 10; 8S, <tsars, <hrsolz): mpocwrov (iv.7; S, eae). 

In these last instances, however, as well as in some of the former, & 

proceeds by assimilation rather than mere transliteration of the Greek. But 

S, as well as ¥, borrows the Greek aivos, dyiv@rov (vill. 11), the Syriac 

ex3-X_being from its plural form unsuitable ; and likewise c.Bapwdds (xiv. 2), 

baxwos (xxi. 20), ypuoompacos (7b.); as well as ayp, Syvdprov, dvabyKn, 

KiBwtos, oTad.ov, oto\y, which may be set down as adoptions. Other 

seeming examples, such as pvpov (xvill. 13), cepidadss (7b.), are rather Semitic 

words reclaimed from the Greek ; and possibly some of those instanced above 

may have been borrowed from an Oriental, rather than a Greek source. 

Passing from these cases of graecism to the more general vocabulary of 

x, the materials for farther working out the contrast between it and its 

rival version will be found to abound. An examination of the examples 

(above collected) of words, forms of words, and phrases, borrowed by 8 

from Old ‘Testament Peshitto usage, will show that for a considerable 

number of them, = substitutes words, forms, and phrases belonging to 

Hexaplar, or other later and less classical Syriac usage. It would be 

easy, but it seems superfluous, to compile further lists of instances 

illustrative of the general proposition, which I have above laid down, and 

now repeat—referring the reader for the detailed proof of it to my Notes 

on the Syriac text in Part II—that, on the whole, S closely follows the 

usage of the Peshitto Old and New Testament, and ¥, more closely, that 

of the Hexaplar and Harkleian. A few instances will suffice for the 

present. Such are :— 
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ah = peravoe (i. 15 et passim; >, wahhe’): hax = paBdos 

(ii. 27; 3, Xt \aw): artes = ipdria (iii. 4 ef passin; S, ¢2zasl): 

emlz = cipyvy (vi. 4; ¥, S1.z,—see note oni. 4 and compare Esai. 

xlv. 7, in Hexaplar; and in Philoxenian,—see p. xevii): sauce = divapar 

(vi. 17 et passim; &, yr, sesadet): as = droxpivopar (vii. 13; 

S = 224): etotbaw = diBodos (xii. 9 ef passim); S, Crsets): 

mal = Gdc (xi.12; S, tatoad): Ass = doip [husband] (xxi. 2; %, taX). 

e.—As to general method :— 

The contrast between S and &, as regards use of words, shows itself in 

another point—important as illustrating their difference of aim and 

method. The translator ¥ is controlled in his work by a rigid rule of 

equivalents in translation, and aims therefore habitually, though not with 

perfect consistency, at rendering each Greek word, with mechanical 

uniformity, by a fixed and invariable Syriac representative: the translator 

S, on the contrary, guides himself by his own perception of fitness and 

adequacy, and freely varies his rendering of a word, as the varying sense 

of the original seems to him to require. I subjoin a list of such varied 

renderings in 8, adding [=] to the renderings of the rival version. 

‘Omiow (1. 10, = behind, tes> [3]: xii. 15, xiii. 8, = after, t5).— 

péddkw (1.19 et passim, = to be about to, mex [SX]: x. 4, = to be preparing 

to, as\=).—dvraxy (ii. 10, xx. 7, = prison, taeanes [his]: xviii. 2, 

= den, edia\s [S}).—diday7 (ii. 14, = teaching, Kraralss [SE]: ii. 15, 24, 

= doctrine, esoa\a+).—yeypappevos (i. 3, xiv. 1, e¢ passim, = written [of the 

contents of a book |, asha[S]; v. 1, = written on [of a roll]; and xx. 15 [of a 

name | = inscribed, yasx.%).—Opdvos (iv. 2 et passim, = throne, s.oo1ws [S; or 

maith]: xx. 4 = seat [of judgment |, <2ehasn).—rpdcoror (iv. 7 et passin, 

= ace,eeac: x. 1, = aspect, cat_s, [S, Maat |).—opilo (v. 6, vi. 9 e¢ 

passim, = to slay, sass [3], Aj: xiii. 3, = to wound, s%).—rézo0s (vi. 14 

et passim, = position, abode, Kxsax [SX]: xvi. 16, space, region, <td ).— 

kavpa (vil. 16, = hot wind [= cavowr |, ¢pax: xvi. 9, = heat, <mas (> )).— 

redo (x. 7, xx.7, = to complete, wiz: xi. 7 et passim, = to fulfil, a\sax. [ 

varies ]).—oxyvy (xiii. 6, xxi. 3, = abode, Mstz=a, [connected with ctx 

= oxnva|: xv. 5, = the Tabernacle, t@xazsa [> ]).—paxdpuos (xiv. 13 ef 

passim, of felicitation, \ smasad,: xx. 6, predication of felicity, <15a\, 

[S, etsd.al]).—dapmpds (xv. 6 ef passim, = shining, tas: xviii. 14, 

= sumptuous, sr»; [%, s+ 3 |).—epyprodpar (xvii. 16, xviii. 19, to be 
e2 
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forsaken, atx» [2]: xvili. 16, to be emptied, nt&orv). Elsewhere too, 5 

shows finer discrimination of meanings than ¥; as in restricting the com- 

bination rue -& to the rendering of édv 71s, while = uses it also for 

ei tus, —which latter 5S, with better judgment, represents by x @, 3 tur. 

So again, S consistently takes advantage of the doubtful gender of masaz, 

to distinguish between the visible sky (x. 6, xxi. 1 bis, feminine), and Heaven 

the divine Abode (passim, masculine): X makes it masculine, except x. 6, 

where it is feminine, —(inconsistently, see note 7 loc.). 

It is not to be denied, however, that our translator not seldom varies 

capriciously, and without apparent purpose (perhaps with a feeling like 

that which was expressed by the English translators of 1611, that every 

available word in the language was alike entitled, without ‘ unequal 

dealing,” to ‘have a place in the Bible”)—sometimes even to the 

detriment of the sense. In a few cases he seems to have intended a 

distinction, but to have failed to keep it in mind. Thus BiBdos, BiBréov, 

usually represented by réséva, are rendered ta, only (but not 

uniformly) where the Book of Life, or of Judgment, is spoken of. So 

again (see note on v. 1) there is an apparent endeavour to express 

ohpayilo, oppayis, by sal, “xa, where the seal closes; by pdr», 

eomhe, where it confirms: but it is not consistently carried out. But 

it is hard to imagine any reason why in one verse (i. 12) érurtpédw 

should first be rendered om, and then als; or why héyo, at the 

close of each of the Epistles’ to the Seven Churches, should be A\ss (the 

usual equivalent of \ad@), and everywhere else tak’; or why ofa should 

be sometimes ass and sometimes AY; or why dd (= dither) should be 

eatoa\ in iv. 1, and eal where it recurs, xi. 12; or why \apBave should 

be -a.m1 in vy.7 and 9, but Law in the intervening verse 8; or why the 

rendering of Oé\w should be first @sx5 and then the more usual es in 

xi. 5; or why aayveyxe should be moe in xvii. 3, but \soar in the 

closely similar verse, xxi. 10. Nor can it be said that there is any ad- 

vantage in rendering fvdy (v. 5, xxi. 12) by tha (elsewhere used 

for paBdos), instead of t5tz, as elsewhere; or in the almost alternate 

use of Waai and xo to represent ceopos. And further, something 

is lost when the rendering of Baéd\\w changes in xvill. 21 from use, 

for the casting of the stone, to xx, for the casting down of Babylon ; 

and again when the title 7 apyxy, twice assumed as His own by the 

Lord (xxi. 6, xxii. 13), is in the first instance translated Ké1x.1; in the 
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second, stax. In rendering all the Greek words above cited, except 

odpayis, cfpayile, & consistently employs a single equivalent. 

On the other hand, though > in these cases has avoided the needless 

variations of S in using two different Syriac equivalents for one Greek 

word, it is sometimes unhappy, when the Syriac has but one equivalent to 

represent two distinct Greek words, in its attempts to supply the defect;— 

as in the instance of the clumsy Wax hay (lit., beust-of-fang), beast of 

prey, by which (masculine), after Hexaplar and Harkleian precedent, it 

renders @ypiov, reserving the simple Khas» (feminine) to render Gaor. 

S, like the Peshitto, forbears to put violence upon the language, and is 

content to represent both words indifferently by has. And instances 

are not wanting where it is S that shows consistency, and = caprice. 

Thus, in both the places (viii. 7, xv. 2), where jive is spoken of as 

mingled (peptypevov), S renders the participle by &a: Y agrees in 

the former place, but in the latter changes to \jslws. \ So too mépvos is 

in § San in both instances of its occurrence (xxi. 8, xxii. 15): im &, it 

is ean in the latter only, usps in the former. 

d.—As to accuracy :— 

A few faulty or even mistaken renderings of the translator S may be 

be noticed here. For édedor (iii. 15), he has eam <a, which rather 

represents éde. (as in Peshitto): =, with Old Testament Peshitto and 

Hexaplar authority, gives a better rendering, sal. For doynpoovvy 

(xvi. 15), S has «hdhows, which would better stand for aicyvvn,* pudor, 

than (as here required) for pudendum: %, again from the Old Testament 

versions, finds a truer equivalent, giving the required shade of meaning, 

in wamiaa. A grave and misleading fault in 8 is, that (following the 

Old Testament Peshitto, as above noted, p. xxiv) he fails to distinguish 

between vids dvOpdémov (i. 13, xiv. 14) and the ordinary avOpw7os, but 

renders both indiscriminately by ¢zats.” Again, the rendering of 77pe 

(iii. 3) by team (intransitive), “take heed,” instead of +, (transitive), 

“keep,” as =, almost amounts to a mistranslation. Misunderstanding 

of the Greek appears also in the renderings (above noted, pp. xxiil, xxv) 

of xpt¥oradXos (iv. 6, xxii. 1), and avdyray (xviii. 22). Where he gives 

rézst for dpyaios (xii. 9; but not xx. 2), he obviously supposes it to 

* But see note on Greek text, zn loc. » See note on Syr. text, i oc. 
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mean ‘ chief,” and not ‘ ancient.” And in three of the places where the 

preposition Sud is followed by an accusative, he renders it by 115 (iv. 11, 

xii. 11, xiii. 14), as if it were followed by a genitive, instead of (as 

elsewhere) by Ls. None of these errors is shared by =. Again, of 

the two words in the Apocalypse which claim to be Hebrew, afadédev 

(ix: 11), and [ap ]uayedev (xvi. 16), while he represents the latter correctly 

by arXn, he goes wrong when he writes for the former, ata 

(= bondage), instead of lator (= destruction), ov (as Barsalibi in /oc. in his 

Commentary,—see below, p. 1xxxiii, note *) s>as0 (= destroying),—confusing 

the roots 728 and 72¥; a mistake into which = likewise falls. But 

the more serious error which ~ commits in translating Kardfewa (xxi. 3) 

by eth, “deciduous,” is avoided by 8, which gives correctly sw, 

‘‘eurse.” S is free also from the still grosser blunder, often noted as the 

chief blot in , by which the last five syllables of pecovparvypare (vill. 13) 

are torn from the word and perverted (as if odpav [év] atpare [ €xovtos }) 

into oh hum Ssoas Saagrs, “ which had a tail of blood.’ Of this I 

shall have more to say farther on (p. 1xxxii). 

With these may be noted a few instances where the renderings of S, 

though not wrong, fall short of his habitual level of exactness. Such are— 

For Pdérew (i. 12), aasal (= ywooew): wa petavojoy (il. 21), 

chaasdhl (= cls perdvoiar): apilujoa avrdv (vil. 9), misica\ (= cis 

dpOpov adrod). Of these, the second and third may perhaps be due to 

error of transcription; but they are akin one to. another, so as rather 

to suggest a tendency in the translator to use a verbal noun in place of 

the infinitive (or equivalent future with x) of the verb. £ contra, for 

cis Bhacdypiay (xiii. 6), he writes aasrXm\ (= Bracdypetv). (See 

further, p. Ixxvi). Such instances are seldom to be found in &, a version 

which tends to overstrictness rather than laxity of rendering. 

On the whole, and notwithstanding these blemishes, which are neither 

numerous nor (for the most part) serious, I am confident that any com- 

petent scholar who carefully examines our version will satisfy himself that 

it is one that does credit to the skill of its author, and to his knowledge 

and command wériusque lingue. The evidences above adduced will be 

found amply sufficient for my purpose in collecting them,—namely, to 

illustrate its character, method, and merits by a detailed comparison 

between it and its rival version. As regards %, our examination shows 

it to be a work industriously faithful and laboriously exact; but with an 
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exactness that is pedantic rather than scholarly, and a fidelity that is to 

the letter rather than to the spirit. In strong contrast with it, our version 

is seen to aim at accuracy in substance rather than in form ; its diction, as 

regards grammar as well as vocabulary, to be vernacular Syriac of the 

best period ; its manner, to combine idiomatic freedom with truthful 

reproduction of its original. | 

VIL.— Affinity as well as Diversity between the Versions. 

But this contrast is only one aspect of the relation between the two 

versions, as disclosed by a comparative analysis of both. Side by side 

with it will be found a close aftinity,* of which I now proceed to treat. 

a.—In variations of rendering :— 

Among the groups above collected of notable words in 8, derived 

from the Old Testament Peshitto or elsewhere, it will have been observed 

that, after setting aside those which belong to S alone, there remains a 

large proportion of instances found in = as well as 8. And this fact, 

of the existence to an appreciable though limited extent of peculiarities 

of diction common to 8 and &, proves to extend beyond the groups in 

question, and to pervade the two versions throughout. My Notes in 

Part II, though directed primarily to the points where S and > differ, 

record incidentally many points where they coincide: and anyone who 

reads the two texts together will note very many more which the Notes 

pass over without remark. In illustration of the affinity between the 

versions thus indicated, I proceed to adduce some instances in which &, 

deviating from what has been shown to be its habit, varies in its rendering 

of a word, and in so varying coincides with a like variation (even where it 

is to all appearance an arbitrary one) in 8. 

Of this class of cases, the most noticeable is that of devrepos, usually 

rendered by 8, eitha; by >, tush: but where it is an epithet of 

Odvaros, in ii. 11 and three other places, ¢xish by both. Again, both 

render Bddd@ usually by asin; S once only, vi. 13, by Wax, with 5. 

Both render oxynvd usually by tx: once only, vil. 15, by eXee. Both 

render kamvés usually by aah: once only, vill. 4, by cts. Both 

@ Coincidences within i. 1-8 are not to be relied on in this argument, that passage (see note 

in loc., Part II, p. 37) being apparently borrowed from & by the scribe of 8. 
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render xatw usually by tos: once only, ix. 2, by tyx. Both render 

Oeparrevu, xiii. 3, by oer’; but in the one place where it recurs, xiii. 12, 

by where. Both render Sicaros usually by ssa: twice only, xv. 3, 
xix. 2, by eara. Both render xéxwos usually by estasy: once only, 

xvii. 3, by mnssam. Both render wa py usually by mAs: once only, 

xviii. 4, by e¢sals. Both render «pa7é usually by swe: once only, 

xX, Dy . Both render odpayifw usually by sedux: once only, 

xx. 8, by sak. Both render adic usually by tor’: twice only, xxii. 

11 bis, by Sas. 

b.—In grammatical variations :— 

To this list may be subjoined the following collection of comcidences 

between S and © in variation of grammatical form or construction. Thus, 

in one place, i. 16, both make mzsax feminine: elsewhere (wherever 

the gender is shown) masculine. In four places only, i. 18, ix. 6, x. 7, 

xi. 6, S uses the form Kiva. for the plural emphatic of pas: Y agrees 

in these places, though elsewhere it usually writes Wamas, a form 

unknown to S, and rare in Peshitto. In iii. 18, four verbs occur in the 

subjunctive mood dependent on iva: of these the second only is, in both 

versions, rendered by an infinitive with prefix \; the rest by futures. 

Once only in S do we find a cardinal number with pronominal suffix, 

pemehssin, iv. 8: the same form occurs in > in the same place (else 
only vi. 6, where S omits). Once only, x. 6, is ssax feminine in =: 

as it is likewise there in S (see above, p. xxxii). Once only, xi. 13, 

both denote a fractional part by writing ~ 3+» before the cardinal 

number that expresses the integer (tox «a aw = “one out of ten”): 

instead of by a substantive formed from the cardinal, as elsewhere 

(e.g. Kala, ‘a third”). Once only, xvi. 19, both exhibit the very rare 

use of tAxdhe< in passive sense. 

Of some of these examples | shall have more to say, under another 

head: for my present purpose they suffice, as evidence of an affinity 

subsisting between the two versions. For some of the variations above 

noted reasons may be assigned; others seem merely arbitrary. As 

regards the former class, it is unlikely that two translators, working 

(as we have seen) on very different and even opposed principles, should 

be independently guided by the same reasons for varying: as regards the 

latter, it is inconceivable that they should independently light on the 
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same casual changes of rendering. It remains, therefore, that the above 

coincidences prove some relation of dependence to have existed between 

them; either, that the author of S had > in his hand, or that his work 

was in the hands of the author of ©. Which of these two hypotheses 

agrees best with the whole facts of the case, we shall see presently. 

VIIL.—Afinity between 8 and the ‘* Pococke” Epistles. 

To what has been said of the relation borne by the diction of S to that 

of the Peshitto on one hand, and on the other to that of the Harkleian 

and Harkleianizing &, it is important to add a short notice of the affinities 

traceable between it and that other version of which I have above spoken 

as being in vocabulary and general manner intermediate between the 

Peshitto and Harkleian—the ‘‘ Pococke” text of the Four Minor Catholic 

Epistles. 

One obvious feature of resemblance is the use of the particle L.x with 

personal suffixes (p. xxvii(6) ). Both employ it where emphasis requires 

it; both avoid the indiscriminate use of it as an equivalent for the possessive 

pronoun, or the possessive genitive of the personal pronoun, which is a 

Harkleian characteristic. Another is the preference for gale rather than 

rein, &c., preceding x, as = of, ai, ad (tb. (8)). Again, in the Pococke 

wiala,. is preferred to Kharalss (2 Joh. 9, 10), and Wide to chaos 

(2 Pet. i. 19) on the same principles as we have found (p. xxxi) to guide 

the author of 8. They agree also (and with them the Philoxenian Esaias, 

see above, p. xxxi) in rendering eipyjvy by tsalz (passim in Poc.), 

instead of its Harkleian and Hexaplar substitute ¢asz. Another like 

example is the unusual xs, xi. 5, for #ékw, stead of Moe (3 Joh. 13); 

and a more notable one is @tao. for tips, Instead of the usual torm 

(2 Pet. 1. 4). So, too, ¢stx», which is a favourite word in §, standing in 

place of the usual a.99, for poppaia and pdyaipa alike, appears, though 

in the abstract sense of adwous, in the Pococke text of 2 Pet. ii. 12. 

Also the remarkable use in 8 of tas, xiv. 13, = amofvyoKw (one of the 

few tokens it shows of an age later than that of the Peshitto), is 

paralleled by the Pococke rendering of awdfeous (= Advaros) in 2 Pet. 1. 14 

by wassas. A still more striking point of coincidence is the abuse of 
: 
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the adverb &urteds, xix. 10,* which 8 interpolates without authority, 

as does the Pococke, 3 Joh. 5. 

In all these instances, the Pococke rendering differs from that of the 

Harkleian version of the same Epistles, and thus emphasizes the fact of 

the coincidences with 8. Further, they serve to make it probable that 

other instances, in which the Harkleian as well as the Pococke shows 

like agreement with the diction of S (mostly against the ordinary 

Harkleian usage), are really cases in which the Harkleian has simply 

retained the language of the other, which (as I have elsewhere shown and 

shall presently have occasion to repeat) is certainly its parent version 

as regards these Epistles. Such instances are:—the employment of 

the unusual Wht» (for ous, Apoc. i. 16; for Bréupa, 2 Pet. 1. 8); of 

farsi (for 6 mriavav, Apoc. xx. 10; for ahavos, mravyrys, 2 Joh. 7, 

Jude 13); of <ataz (for apyy, Apoc. xxii. 13, 2 Pet. ii.4, 2 Joh. 5, 6, 

Jude 4). Compare also or (instead of tase), for d7épa (Apoc. xviii. 

14, Jude 12 [implicitly ]); and note that axX_ (Bdacdnpa) is followed in 

both by .>, instead of the usual \ (Apoc. xiii. 6; 2 Pet. ii. 12, Jude 10). 

It is to be added that, of the words above noted as common to the 

Pococke Epistles with S, none is met with in S, except aye, by which 

> (but not S) renders dpaccs, iv. 3 (bis). 

* This interpolation in xix. 10, and the attempts to get rid of the dpa yu in that verse, and 

again in xxii. 9, may indicate theological bias; anda like cause may possibly account for the 

twice-repeated omission (perhaps more probably due to homeoteleuton) of the yiAua éry of 

xx. 3,5. The rendering of dro6vjoxw (xiv. 13) above noted, and that of  Kupiaxi épa, 

1. 10, may be instances of the language of later ecclesiastical usage. 
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CHAPTER, ITI. 

PRELIMINARY STUDY OF THE GREEK TEXT OF THE APOCALYPSE. 

I now proceed to consider our version in its relation to the original 

in other words, to investigate the character of the Greek text on which 

it is based, which is, no doubt, the most important aspect in which it 

can be regarded. 

I.—The Authorities for the Text. 

The materials for the critical determination of the text of the 

Apocalypse are, indeed, far from deficient in amount or in variety. 

Early versions are forthcoming—Latin, Ethiopic, Coptic, and (of perhaps 

questionable antiquity) Armenian; besides early citations, considerable in 

number and extent, in writers Greek and Latin, Eastern and Western, 

ranging from Irenzus to Augustine. Five uncial manuscripts are extant 

(known as &, A, C, P, Q*), and about one hundred and eighty cursive— 

numbers far short (no doubt) of those by which the copies of other parts 

of the New Testament are reckoned, yet seemingly enough for adequate 

attestation. But of the cursives, though not a few (perhaps a larger 

proportion than in case of any other New Testament Book) give impor- 

tant textual evidence, the majority contribute little or nothing towards 

establishing the best text: and of the uncials, the total available is weaker, 

in evidential value as well as in number, than elsewhere in the New 

Testament. Of the five, Q (Cod. Basileensis) is of the eighth century ; 

but its text, as we shall see presently, is hardly to be distinguished from 

that of the average cursives of late date—inferior to not a few of them. 

P (Cod. Porphyrianus), though not earlier, but probably later, presents a 

* Designated B by Tischendorf; B, by Westcott and Hort. I prefer, with Tregelles and 

Weiss (see p. li), to avoid the confusion to which this designation tends, and to call it Q, as above. 
£2 
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better text; yet in value falls somewhat short of the earlier three. Of 

these, however, © (Cod. Ephrem Syri) is very defective, nearly two-fifths 

of the text of the Apocalypse being lost; while 8 (Cod. Sinaiticus), though 

entire, exhibits a text of this Book of quality distinctly below the normal 

standard of the MS.* A (Cod. Alexandrinus), on the contrary, in this 

Book rises above its usual level so as largely to make amends for the 

deficiencies of the other two, and is thus to be accepted as the main 

authority for the text; taking in some measure the place which, in the 

greater part of the New Testament, is by consent of most critics accorded 

to B (Cod. Vaticanus), and going far to compensate for the absence here 

of that great authority. 

Of the versions, I pass over the Ethiopic, Coptic, and Armenian, not 

in disparagement of their value, but merely because I am unacquainted 

with the languages in which they are written, and I distrust the second- 

hand knowledge of them which can be acquired through the medium of a 

Latin or other translation. Of the three, the Ethiopic Apocalypse is the 

one of best attested antiquity ; on the age of the Coptic a doubt seems to 

rest. If the Armenian New Testament (ascribed to the fifth century) 

is rightly believed to be based, in the main, on the Peshitto, it follows 

* Some facts which have been noted concerning & may, perhaps, serve to account for the 

inferior character of its text of the Apocalypse. 

Tischendorf assures us (Prolegomena to V.T. Sinait., pp. xxii, xxiii ; 4to edition of 1863) that 

no contemporary corrections, made by the diorthote whose hand appears in the emendations of the 

text of the rest of the New Testament, are to be found in the Apocalypse. In it, therefore, we 

have, as it seems, the text copied by the scribe from a single exemplar; not revised, as in the 

preceding Books, by a second person using a second exemplar. Moreover, there is reason to 

surmise that the single exemplar so used was not part of the same MS. as that from which the 

scribe derived his text of the previous Books of the New Testament. In the very opening of it, 

we are met by the singular fact that the heading and some part of the first column (thirty-two 

lines) are written (7b., p. xx, and note 1) by the person who in the rest of the New Testament 

acted as diorthote, but who wrote some Books of the Old Testament part of the MS. This may 

be accounted for by supposing that the New Testament scribe came to a standstill when he had 

completed the Epistles (on recto of fo. 126), his archetype (or archetypes—for he may have had 

three; (1°) Gospels, (2°) Paul, (8°) Praxapost.) containing no more; that his colleague, the 

diorthote of the other New Testament Books, having a copy of the Apocalypse, began (on 

fo. 126 verso) to write it as a supplement to the work of the former which he was engaged in 

revising ;—but that, after writing these thirty-two lines, he transferred his exemplar and the 

task of transcribing it to the other. 
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that the Apocalypse is not to be accepted as an integral part of it, but 

must have been added as a supplement. It will be interesting, therefore, 

to investigate whether any relation of dependence, or at least of textual 

affinity, can be traced between the Armenian and either of the Syriac 

versions of this Book.* Textual affinity may also be looked for between 

the Coptie and Syriac versions, inasmuch as the Coptic Church, being 

Monophysite, was in close communion with the Monophysite Syrian 

Church, from which, as I hope to show, both the Syriac versions proceed. 

Under the head of Versions, therefore (apart from the Syriac &, of 

which I have already treated, and to which I shall revert further on), I 

confine myself to dealing with the Latin. 

It is a happy circumstance, and a partial compensation for the 

comparative paucity of Greek manuscript authority, that the Latin 

attestation is, for the text of the Apocalypse, stronger and more varied 

than for any other part of the New Testament, except of course the 

Gospels. Besides the Vulgate, which gives valuable evidence, there is an 

almost complete text preserved in the Commentary of Primasius on the 

Apocalypse (pr), which, by comparison with the extensive citations of the 

Apocalypse in the writings of Cyprian, is proved to be (in the main) an 

“African” Old Latin text not later than the third century. Moreover, 

a large part of a text closely akin to, though not identical with, that of 

Primasius, has been recovered from a Paris Ms., the Codex Floriacensis, or 

Fleury palimpsest (/). Another version, quite distinct from these, and 

complete, has been found in the great Ms. (Vulgate, except as to 

Apocalypse and Acts) known as “ Gigas,” of Stockholm (g), which is 

* type: 

the Greek manuscripts, the Latin 

presumably of the ‘* European’ 

These then are the authorities 

versions, and the Syriac version ¥, by comparison with which I seek to 

determine the affinities and estimate the value of the Greek text which 

underlies the version 8. 

Even a superficial inspection of the notes attached to the Greek text 

in Part I, im/r., will suffice to prove that the text represented by S 

* Tf any such relation exists, it cannot be more than partial in extent; as is proved by the 

many instances in which the Armenian implies a Greek text different from that of S or of X. 

Eg. the word ipis (iv. 3), which they render correctly, was read and rendered by the Armenian 

(and also by the Ethiopic) in the false form tepets (as by & A and two mss.). 
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contains a large element common to it with that which distinctively 

belongs to the better uncials, combined with an admixture, large, but 

not so large, of readings attested by less ancient authority. The greater 

part of the textual criticism of the Apocalypse takes the form (as every 

student of it knows) of the question, whether to accept, or to reject, the 

evidence of $ ACP, or three, or two or even one, of them, against that 

of Q and the bulk of the cursives. In this conflict of evidence it will 

be found that our translator—or the editor of the Greek text he used— 

though too often led aside to follow the many, adhered in the main to the 

tradition represented by the earlier and presumably more authentic few. 

I1.—WMethod adopted, and Objects pursued, in this Chapter. 

As a preparation for an inquiry into the character and composition of 

the text on which our translator worked, it is important that we should 

enter into a detailed examination of the uncials severally; in order to 

enable ourselves to measure (1) the value of each of them as a standard, 

and (2) the affinity subsisting between the text of each and that of S, 

This examination, though a digression from our immediate subject, is 

really essential as preliminary to an investigation into the relations of 

the S-text; and it will moreover be found to possess some independent 

value as a study of the texts of the extant MSS. of the Apocalypse. 

I have, accordingly, judged it necessary (and I believe it will be 

sufficient), for a satisfactory comparison—(1°) of each MS. severally with 

the rest, (2°) of S with each of them, and with each combination of them 

(binary, ternary, or quaternary)—to form a full list of a@// the places 

having more or less divided MS. attestation, where the evidence of S is 

available. This list contains over 850 words or sentences, in ail of which 

one MS. (at least) varies from the rest: it excludes instances where all 

MSS. agree, as well as instances where 8 is indecisive (as in case of gram- 

matical or orthographical variation, ambiguity, conflation, or the like). 

But of the variants affecting these places, a large proportion are not 

only trivial in themselves, but are weakly attested—by a single MS. with 

little or no support. Such variants are plainly worthless as materials for 

the criticism of the text—the mistakes of a scribe writing carelessly, or 

following a damaged archetype which he was incompetent to decipher; 

they are of use only in so far as they serve to mark the character of the 

MS. in which they occur. For the purpose, therefore, of a comparison 
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of S* with the MSS., it is clearly needless to encumber our inquiry with 

a multitude of what are not in any proper sense to be counted as variants, 

but merely as blunders—instances not of divergency in the normal text, 

but of aberrancy from it. For that purpose, accordingly, I have reduced 

the list by striking out all such instances—where a MS. stands alone, or 

supported only by two or three mss. of no special authority, in a reading 

of no intrinsic interest or value; retaining, 

have the authority of one MS.—edther if (1°) commended by internal 

however, all readings that 

probability, or if (2°) confirmed by the approval of weighty critical 

authority, or by any appreciable support from mss., or by any of the 

Latin or either of the Syriac texts. In this reduced form I print the list 

in the Appendix to this Dissertation, below, pp. exxi, sqq. 

I1.— Character of the MSS. severally, as regards clerical Accuracy. 

Before laying aside, however, the list in its longer or unreduced form, 

it is worth while to ascertain what is to be learned from it that may be of 

service in a preliminary study of the individual character, and comparative 

accuracy, of each of the MSS. It will show us (1°) in how many readings 

each of them stands alone, thus giving a measure of the independence of 

each ; and (2°) what proportion of such readings, for each MS., is negligible 

or valueless, thereby testing the amount of error affecting each. 

The total number of readings recorded in the long list must, of course, 

be more than double the number of passages entered on that list—there 

being always two, and often three (or more) readings for each passage ; 

they, in fact, amount to nearly eighteen hundred. Of these, about 790 

are readings of single attestation. On examination, these prove to be 

very unequally distributed, as follows. Much the largest proportion 

belongs to 8, over 300. Q comes next, though far behind, with more 

than 200. <A follows, but not closely, with 150 or 160.  P shows the 

comparatively small number of 60 or 70.  C stands last with between 

40 and 50; but if the MS. were complete (see p. xl), its number would 

presumably be higher than that of P. 

Of the five MSS., therefore, 8 is the one that diverges most inde- 

pendently. The divergency of Q is not much more than two-thirds, that 

* In this Chapter, I shall use 8 henceforth to denote the Greek text that underlies the Crawford 

Syriac. 
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of A not much more than half, and that of P not much more than one-fifth, 

of the divergency of 8; while that of C is presumably about one-fourth of 

the same. Again :— 

Of the singular readings of ®: 

Over 190 prove to be negligible ; leaving 115 to be retained. 

Of those of A: 

Nearly 80 prove to be negligible ; leaving 81 to be retained. 

Of those of P: 

Nearly 20 prove to be negligible ; leaving 46 to be retained. 

Of those of Q: 

About 35 prove to be negligible: leaving 178 to be retained. 

Of those of C [probably over 70, if the MS. were complete }: 

About 30 [50] prove to be negligible; leaving 17 [26] to be 

retained. 

The total of these noteworthy singular readings is therefore 437. 

Thus the order of the MSS. in point of actual number of worthless 

singular readings to be neglected as blunders, is different from their order 

in point of divergency—except that & still heads the list. A now stands 

second to it, but very far off; C (probably) third; then Q; and P last. 

But when the number of these blunders for each MS. is compared with its 

total number of singular readings (which is the true test of the clerical 

accuracy of each), the result proves to be as follows :— 

Of the singular readings found in &, nearly two-thirds (°62) are 

negligible; of those in C, (probably) a slightly smaller proportion; and of 

those in A, rather less than one-half (-49): while for P the proportion is 

but °28; and for Q (lowest of all) but °17. 

It follows, therefore, that, as regards clerical accuracy, the two more 

recent MSS. stand higher—are more carefully executed and freer from 

errors of transeription—than the three older. More particularly :— 

8 is, of all the five MSS., far the least worthy of regard as repre- 

senting a defensible form of the text; it is aberrant rather than divergent 

from the rest, to the point of eccentricity. Not only does the number 

of its singular readings far exceed that of any of its brethren, but of 

these the proportion of quite worthless readings, set aside by consent of 

all critics (including even Tischendorf, notwithstanding his natural bias 

towards the MS. of his discovery,—see below, p. li), is much greater than 
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in any other MS. So many of its variants in fact are unquestionably mere 

scribe’s blunders, as to cast a doubt on some of the 115 which I retain; and 

I should hardly feel justified in retaining so many, even of those that 

seem possible readings, were it not that in each one of this latter class 

S has support, though scanty yet appreciable, from some one or two 

cursives of credit, or from a Latin version, or (as we shall find to happen 

in not a few notable cases) from 8S. I conclude, therefore, (1) that the 

text of the Apocalypse presented by 8 is one executed by a scribe who, 

through haste or incompetence, was careless in his work ; and moreover, 

(2) that the exemplar which he followed contained a textual element 

foreign to the normal uncial text, which element now finds only a rare and 

partial support in secondary authorities, mss. and versions. 

A also has a text seriously affected by inaccuracy. Yet the number 

of its singularities, though large, is little more than half of that which 

8 shows; and of these the greater part (81) are worthy of consideration— 

many of them (see below, p. lii) being accepted as certainly right by the 

best critics. Even of the rejected ones, few are absurd or impossible; in 

fact, some of those which I exclude from consideration have been more 

or less confidently approved by Lachmann (though by him alone)' I 

conclude (1) that the scribe of A was superior in carefulness, and still 

more in intelligence, to the scribe of 8; and (2) that he had before him 

an exemplar embodying a purer text. 

C shows a much smaller amount of divergency than either of the 

former. Even allowing for the lost portion of it, we cannot suppose it 

probable that the number of singular readings exhibited by its text, when 

entire, was half as large as for A. But though C, thus regarded, appears 

in strong contrast with 8 (which has, probably, not less than four times as 

many), i another aspect it comes very close to S—as regards the large 

proportion of singular readings of the worthless sort, which for C as for 8 

is, as we have seen, little short of two-thirds. This MS., therefore, 

presents a text deviating less than that of 8, or A, from the presumable 

uncial standard ; yet, where it deviates, deviating in such wise, and in so 

* It is to be borne in mind that when Lachmann constructed his text (first published in 

1831), A was the only MS. fully accessible to him; & and P were as yet undiscovered; Q was 

unknown to him, and C but imperfectly known. It was inevitable therefore that, resting as he 

did solely on uncial authority, he should follow A too implicitly. 
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large a proportion of cases, as to bespeak the hand of a seribe who was 

less intelligent than industrious, though careful and painstaking, and 

provided with a good exemplar. 

P stands well; both as to the fewness of its singular readings (less 

than the probable corrected number for C, not nearly half of the number 

of that for A, and little over one-fifth of that for 8), and as to the small 

proportion of them (much less than one-third) that consists of mere 

blunders or oversights. But here a new fact (to be considered more fully 

further on) is noticeable, that of the retained singular readings (46 in all), 

a large number prove to be singular only relatively to the uncial standard, 

nearly half being attested by ample cursive evidence; a thing which 

seldom occurs in case of 8, and more seldom in case of A, or C,—the 

singular readings of those MSS. having, for the most part, little support 

from mss. It thus appears (1°) that P is a carefully written MS.; and 

(2°) that, though later by three or four centuries than 8, A, or C, it keeps 

close in the main (but not altogether), to the text represented by their 

consent. It represents, apparently, an archetype akin to them, but 

admits (though sparingly) an element akin to the common cursive text. 

Q on the contrary stands widely remote in text from all the other 

MSS. Its singular readings are more in gross number than those of 

P, or C, or A, though not so many as those of 8. But the proportion of 

negligible ones among them is much less than even for P. And it is so 

much less than for & (for which the proportion has been shown to be 

exceptionally large), that the residue retained for consideration is much 

larger for Q than for & (178 against 115), very much larger (therefore) 

than for any other MS. For Q, as for P, I reserve these singular readings 

for subsequent examination, stating merely for the present that of the 

total 178, very few are truly singular, nearly all being supported by 

many, often a majority, of the mss. Q is thus shown (1°) to be a MS. 

more carefully executed even than P; but (2°) to tend much more strongly 

into deviation from the normal uncial towards the normal cursive text. 

To this tendency, which is the characteristic predominant in Q, and not 

to any want of skill or care on the scribe’s part, the wide divergency of 

this MS. from its brethren is in the main due. 

Thus our results are, that— 

(1) Of the three greater MSS., C is the most carefully, though not the 
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most intelligently, written; and comes nearest to giving a true presentation 

of the normal uncial text. The other two are more extensively affected 

by inaccuracy, to a degree which, in case of §, seriously impairs the 

authority of the MS. (as regards the Apocalypse), by reason of the nature 

as well as the number of the errors which disfigure its text. In ease of 

A, the errors are not only fewer but far less grave; and though it is not 

so free from blemishes as C, yet (and as we shall see further on) it 

exhibits other characteristics which more than redeem its credit, and add 

to its readings a value beyond that which attaches to those of the rest. 

(ii) To the two later MSS., P and Q, two characteristics belong in 

common :—(1°) that compared with the elder group, they are little 

blemished by mere copyists’ blunders; (2°) that each, where it stands 

apart from its fellow-MSS.—but Q much more than P—tends towards the 

common cursive text. They belong to a later age, when mere errors of 

transcription had (probably by a tacit and gradual process) been weeded 

out, and when, moreover, a second form of text, amounting to a distinct 

recension, originated we know not how, or how early, had asserted its 

place beside the presumably older text, which in process of time it in 

great measure superseded. To that older text P, in the main, adheres: 

the extent to which it was affected by the later text is measured by the 

number of readings (some 380) where in separating from the MSS. it is 

supported by many mss., together with more (some 15) where the com- 

bination P Q is so supported. Q, on the other hand, in its singular or 

quasi-singular readings, is (not, like P, exceptionally, but) habitually on 

the side of the cursives, showing in all only some 35 (barely one-sixth of 

its total) that can be reckoned even as subsingular. 

1V.— Character of the MSS. severally, as regards textual Value. 

Dismissing now the long list, with its encumbering detail of readings 

which attest hardly anything except the shortcomings of the several scribes, 

I proceed to consider our reduced list, as printed below, pp. exxy, s97. 

This list, though it still includes many readings of no avail towards 

the determination of the true text, exhibits (I believe) none that will not 

serve in this inquiry, as indicating the affinities of the attesting MSS., 

inter se, or with the mss., or the versions, whose readings I have compared. 

The passages entered in it, as reduced, are 538 in number, and the 

MS. variants recorded exceed 1100. 
g2 
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1. Divergence of each MS. from the rest. 

Our first inquiry must be, What does this list show to be the amount, 

numerically stated, of bona fide textual divergence (as distinguished from 

mere clerical inaccuracy) of each MS. from the consent of the rest ? 

For Q it is large—markedly larger than for any of the others; 

the number of variants in which it stands apart from them being (as 

above) 178. : 

Its contemporary (or perhaps junior) P, shows in strong contrast to it 

in this respect, standing apart in but 46 variants. 

For C the amount is less than for any other—but 17. If, however, 

the MS. were entire, the total would probably amount to 25 or even 30; 

but, even then, it would be the least divergent of the MSS. 

For A the amount is 81; largely in excess of that recorded for its 

contemporary C, and considerably above the record for P. 

Yet higher than A, but still below Q, ranks 8 in this comparison; the 

amount recorded for it being 115. 

To bring out yet more definitely the character of Q through the 

contrast between it and P, we may assume that the consent of 8 A C, the 

three oldest MSS., represents the consent of the uncials, and use it as our 

standard by which to compare P with Q. This combination, 8 A C, occurs 

122 times in our list. The result proves to be that P is with SAC 

87 times; Q but 26 times; while P is opposed to NAC but 34 times’; 

(, 96 times. 

Or, again, to avoid the uncertainty attaching to the combination 8 A C 

by reason of the imperfect state of C, we may take as our standard of 

reference the consent of 8 and A, which will be a fairly true standard, 

imasmuch as these two MSS., though each of them deviates largely from 

the normal text, deviate usually in different directions; so that the 

readings in which they agree form a text nearly free from the divergent 

element of each. This combination occurs 239 times; and on comparison 

* Not, as might have been expected, 35 (= 122 — 87); for in one place where 8 A C concur, 

P deficit. So again, P deficit in eleven places where & A concur, and therefore opposes them 

not 79 (= 239 — 160) times, but 68 (as next page). 
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we find that P agrees with it 160 times; Q but 58: while P opposes it 

but 68 times ;* Q, 181 times. 

Thus the isolation of Q among the MSS., already indicated in the 

earlier stage of our inquiry, becomes more pronounced as we study it 

farther. For we find (1) the Jona jide variants in which it stands alone 

are half as many again as those recorded for N, eccentric though the text 

of that MS. is; they are much more than double the number for A; 

not far from four times the number for P; and probably six times that 

for C. And (2) it turns out that when we compare Q with P, taking the 

combination S AC as standard of reference, the deviation of Q is over 

78 per cent., while that of P is under 28. Or, if we prefer 8 A as standard, 

the deviation of Q is still over 75 per cent.; that of P barely exceeds 28. 

2. Tendency of each MS. towards, or away from, the cursive text. 

Yet these numerical results, striking as they are, give but an inadequate 

representation of the character that belongs to Q relatively to its brethren. 

In order to appreciate that character, we must recall the fact, above 

touched on, that, far from being truly singular in the 178 places where it 

stands apart from the other MSS., it has in most of these places the support 

of some cursives,—usually of many, sometimes of nearly all, of them. 

Even if we turn back to our original unreduced list, which shows over 

200 places where Q so stands (including the rejected readings), the total 

number of variants of Q in which it has little or no cursive support is 

but 40,—less than one-fifth; whereas for P it is 35 out of some 65, more 

than half—a proportion largely exceeded in case of each of the older 

uncials. The characteristic fact disclosed by a study of the singular 

readings of Q is, then, that the position of standing as sole uncial at the 

head of a train of cursive authorities for a variant—a position not 

frequently held by P, very rarely by C, A, or 8,—is usual, indeed habitual, 

in case of Q.” The quality, as well as the quantity, of these instances, 

compels us to regard them as a transition on the part of Q (appearing 

* See note *, last page. 

» The readings where one MS. deviates from its brethren with large cursive confirmation are 

—for Q, 173 out of a gross total exceeding 200 (see p. xliii); for P, 30 out of between 60 and 70: 

while for the older MSS. such instances are so.rare as to be hardly worth notice or reckoning— 

for C, 2 out of 40 or 50; for A, 14 out of about 150; for &, but 22 out of over 300. 
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in P only as a tendency) towards a type of text distinct from that of 

its elder brethren—the text of the ordinary cursives. It is hardly an 

exaggeration to say of the isolation attributable to Q, that it is not merely 

a distance removing it from the other MSS. in degree, but a difference 

separating it from them in kind, such that Q (if considered irrespectively 

of age) is to be classed in text with cursives, in script alone with uncials. 

Whatever value attaches to it lies mainly in the fact that it is, by some 

two hundred years, the earliest manuscript witness to the normal cursive 

text of the Apocalypse as a whole. 

Of P it may be affirmed, in view of the contrast between it and Q, that 

it presents, in the main, a substantially ancient text, far though the MS. 

itself fall short of SAC in age. Its late date, no doubt, makes itself felt in 

the tendency (above noted) of its singular readings towards the cursive type, 

to which nearly half of them approach. But the total number of such 

readings is not great, and the tendency so manifested does not appreciably 

affect the general character of the text; which, considering the late date 

of the MS., is surprisingly true to the uncial consent. 

Of the singular readings of C, there is little to be said. They are 

fewer than for any other MS.; they show no appreciable leaning towards 

the cursive text; they present no character of special interest. 

Neither of the two remaining MSS. is so free as C, though both are 

more free than P, from traces which may be due to the influence of the 

rival text. A, and in a less degree &, deviates now and then in directions 

whither many cursives go with it. But of the singular readings of & on 

our reduced list, some few are worthy of notice; while those of A are 

very seldom such as may safely be let pass without consideration. Indeed, 

the question not seldom arises, whether, in some at least of the cases 

where &, and (still more) where A, has for its singular readings extensive 

cursive support, it may not be concluded—not that the sole uncial errs 

in company with many cursives; but rather, that some (now and then, 

most) cursives have retained a right reading in common with the sole 

uncial.* It is also noteworthy that now and then N, and A perhaps more 

frequently, is corroborated in a singular reading by two or three only— 

sometimes but one—of the exceptional cursives whose text is found else- 

* See e.g. v. 11, where & with most mss. reads os before @ovyv: and again, xx. 6, where A 

with most mss. omits ra before y/Ava—in each case, without farther uncial authority. 
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where to tend against the rest, from the cursive to the uncial type, such 

as the remarkable mss., 36, 38, 79, 87.*. Moreover, Latin attestation in 

many instances confirms the singular readings of 8, A, C, and P, even 

where cursive confirmation is scanty: in case of 8 or A more frequently 

than of C or P.? 

3. Value attached to each MS. by critical Editors. 

In order to test farther the comparative value of the five MSS., as inferred 

from the character of the singular readings of each, it is worth while to 

inquire, Of which of them have the singular readings most frequently 

commended themselves to the judgment of the best textual critics? 'To 

answer this question, I refer® to the Greek Testaments of Tischendorf (8th 

edition), and of Westcott and Hort ; and with them to the more recent and 

very carefully considered text appended to Bernhard Weiss’s elaborate 

textual study of the Apocalypse.’ The results are as follows :— 

From & sole, Tischendorf adopts its reading of 1.11 (Zyvpvav; also 11. 8); 

i. 15 (wervpwpev); ii.19 (om. cov); v.11 (ins. ws) ; v.13 (om. [a] éorc) ; 

vi. 13 (Baddovoa); ix. 11 (ins. &); xiii. 2 (AcdvTwy); xvi. 6 (atpara) ; 

xviii. 12 (uapyapitdv); xxi. 27 (6 wordy); xxi. 8 (Brérwv Kai axovar) ; 

xxii. 15 (zovdy Kat dirav) 3 xxii. 18 (€7 adrov 6 Beds). Of these, one only 

(uapyapitav) is accepted by Westcott and Hort (not without doubt), and 

by Weiss (undoubtingly).° Apart from these places, Weiss admits into 

his text toujoes (for roujyon, xiii. 15) from NS alone, with confidence (as in 

the former case)’; Westcott and Hort, to their margin only ; and with the 

same or similar uncertainty they give the above readings of v. 11, v. 13, 

xili. 2, xxi. 27; and also read with 8, xi. 4 (€vémov without art.); xiii. 10 

* Such instances are :—for &, with 36, xix. 17; with 38, xvi. 15:—for A, with 36, xvi.4; 

with 88, xvi. 12; xxi. 6 :—for P, with 79, xix. 10. See farther, p. lxiv, infr.; and Appendix, 

List II, 1 and 2. 

> See eg., for 3 1. 15; ii. 21; iti. 3:—for A, ii. 22; iv. 7; vii. 9:—for C, xiii. 17; xviii. 

23; for P, xviii.11. So also in some of the places in last note. See farther, p. Ixiv. 

* For the reasons stated, note to p. xlv, I do not refer to Lachmann’s edition. Those of 

Griesbach (1774—1806) and Scholz (1830-86) were likewise formed too carly for our purpose. 

4 Die Johannes-Apokalypse (in Gebhardt and Harnack’s Zexte u. Untersuchungen, VII. Band, 

Heft i.), Leipzig, 1891. 

© See Weiss, pp. 129, 131. 
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(daoxreiver) ; xiv. 8 (om. ayyedos). But they adopt unreservedly, xxii. 21 

(tOv ayiwv without ravrwr). 

From A sole, Tischendorf adopts os avOpamov, iv. 7; omission of Auas, 

v. 9; a&ios, v.12; e€wber (for ew), xi. 2; repetition of eis aiypahwotar, 

xill. 10; avOpwmos éyévero, xvi. 18; avrys, xvil. 4; peOovoar éx, xvii. 6; 

ereoev (bis), xvill. 2; omission of a76 Tod Oeov, xx. 9; yéyovav, xxi. 6; 

mavtov without tay ayiwv, xxii. 21; omission of ayy, xxii. 21. In all 

these places Weiss concurs, except xi. 2 (where he prefers the reading 

of Q); and he adopts moreover from A the omission of avrod, ii. 18 ; 

€or without a, v. 13; omission of the second dia, vi. 9; dvaroddv, vii. 2 

and xvi. 12; «at for the first pyre, vil. 5; efdov dydov wodvv, vil. 9; Kal 

for ov, ib.; dotparat before dovat, vill. 5; omission of avrots, xi. 12; 

toyvoev, Xi. 8; BaoaricOyoovta, xiv. 10; wtrdyer, xvii. 8; of adyOwol, 

xix. 9; omission of ta before yihia, xx. 63; insertion of ai7av Ocds, xxi. 3; 

ey eit, Xx1.6; Svopev before vdrov, xxi. 13; insertion of Kai after dcov, 

xxi. 16; é& for éwi, xxii. 16. Westcott and Hort agree with Tischendorf 

as to xi. 2, and with both Tischendorf and Weiss as to iv. 7, v. 9, xiii. 10, 

xvi. 4, xvil. 6, xvii. 2, xxi. 6 (yéyovar), xxii. 21 (om. duyv) ; also (doubt- 

fully) v. 12, xvi. 18, xx. 9. They admit moreover, but with doubt, the 

readings accepted by Weiss (as above) of ii. 18, vii. 2, vii. 3, viii. 5, xii. 8, 

xvi. 12, xvi. 8, xix. 9, xx. 6, xxi. 3, xxii. 16. Of the A-readings which 

the other two editors reject, they adopt 7@ for 7s, 11. 8, 11.18; omission 

of reoodpor, ix. 13: and they mark in their text as doubtful, or place on 

their margin, about a dozen more. 

From C sole, but two readings appear to have been received, and that 

into but one edition (Westcott and Hort’s), and with doubt :—omission of 

final auyv (vil. 12), and ov (for ovre) perevdnoar (ix. 20). In the margin 

of the same edition two C-readings also are noticed :—é€yere (ii. 10) ; 

omission of 67u (ii. 14). 

From P sole, no variant has been received into any of these three 

editions, except (doubtfully) by Westcott and Hort, the omission of é7 

(xxii. 5): but all three adopt the interpunction after daa apr (xiv. 13),* 

and after od«éze (xviii. 11), for which it is the only uncial authority. 

From Q sole, 'Tischendorf adopts aiwara, xviii. 24; ai7a, xxi. 6: Weiss, 

e€w, X1. 23 €yov, XVil..3; papyapirats, xvill. 16; 6 eds em adrov, xxii. 18: 

* In this place, 8 A C stand neutral, and Q alone opposes P. 

~ 
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Westcott and Hort, the last only ; but (doubtfully) pov, ii. 7; éyd, v. 4; 

6 (before per avrov), xix. 20; Xpuorodv, xxii. 21; and a few other 

Q-readings. In nearly all these, Q has large cursive support. 

It is clear then that A is, from this point of view, pre-eminent among 

the MSS. Of its 81 singular readings, Westcott and Hort adopt 13, and 

admit with reserve more than twice as many more. Weiss adopts 31. 

Even Tischendorf accepts 13,—a larger proportion than of those of his 

own MS., 8 (15 of 115). The other two editors, as we have seen, admit 

hardly any reading on the sole testimony of 8, or of C, P, or Q. In eight 

places, A stands as the sole MS. witness for readings, including some of 

the highest importance, which all the critical editions above cited concur 

in accepting; whereas not one place can be found in which any other MS. 

holds such a position of authority. In three other places there is a like 

unanimity in its favour, qualified only by notes of doubt in the edition of 

Westcott and Hort. But one such instance appears where & is the sole 

witness, and not one for any of the other three. Thus it is from A alone 

of the five that the text has received independent contributions towards its 

rectification, appreciable in number and in value.* Of it alone we can 

affirm that, where it stands as sole witness, it is signally right so often 

as to indicate the presence in it of an element of peculiar value and of 

probably primitive authority. 

4. Summary of results as to the MSS. severally. 

To sum up :— 

Of the three older MSS., C, and of the two later ones, P, exhibit on the 

whole a more fairly normal uncial text than the others do; the deviations 

of C being due mainly to deficiencies on the part of the scribe; those 

of P mostly to the influence of a distinct type of text. The remaining 

three deviate much more largely. Q is a late MS. with a text studiously 

conformed throughout by a careful hand to that cursive type which in P 

appears only to a limited extent, and from which A and 8, and still 

more, C, are in the main free. 8, over and above its abounding errors 

of negligence, presents a text, ancient undoubtedly, but far from being 

“It is to be borne in mind that I restrict our examination to the variants which are 

perceptible in S. If I were to include variations in orthography and grammar, the case for 

A would be still stronger. It exhibits many archaic forms, evidently retained from the primitive 

text, which the other MSS. have lost. 
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purely representative of the uncial consent,—debased, rather, by admixture 

of an alien element of unknown but early origin. A excels the rest in 

this, that it alone is characterized by singular readings which are to be 

accepted, not as divergencies from a standard text, but as survivals of the 

primitive and authentic text whence its brethren have diverged. 

NOTE PREFATORY TO CHAPTER IV. 

If the missing part of C were recovered, it is presumable that most, if not all, of the numerical 

details of the following Chapter would be modified. 

(1) The readings attested by C alone would be probably increased from 7 to 11 or 12.— 

(2) Of the 72 attested by N alone, 82 occur where C fails; some of these, therefore, would 

probably be transferred to the group NC. Similarly; of the 27 of A, of the 18 of P, and of the 

40 of Q, many would pass to AC, CP, CQ, respectively.—(3) Of the groups & A (18 instances), 

NP (11), N8Q (21), AP (13), AQ (4), PQ (15), for like reasons as above, many would be 

transferred to NAC, NCP, NCQ, ACP, ACQ, CPQ.—(4) The groups NAP, RAQ, 

NPQ, APQ, number respectively 45, 10, 20,12. Many transfers would be made from these 

to NACP, NACQ, NCPQ, ACPQ.—(5) An instance of the group NAPQ, in a place 

where C fails, might be changed into an instance of all MSS. concurring, and would thus pass 

out of our total list. But in point of fact, no such instance occurs. 

Hence it follows: 

(1) That the total number of 538 instances would probably be increased by a few singular 

readings of C; possibly to 542 or 543.—(2) That, as regards head 3, against this small increase 

in it, due to C, would be set a decrease under each of the other heads; the result being that the 

instances under head 6 would be on the whole diminished in number.—(3) That, as regards 

head y, the four binary groups containing C would each receive an increase (corresponding to 

the decrease affecting 8, A, P, Q, severally, under head 6); while the remaining six groups 

would be diminished. Under this head, then, as under 6, there would probably be a decrease 

on the whole——(4) That, as regards head £, the decrease under the six binary groups which 

exclude C would appear in the form of an increase in the six ternary groups containing C; while 

each of the remaining four (NAP, NAQ, NPQ, A PQ) would be diminished. But the range of 

probable diminution is very large in APQ, and much larger in NAP; and it is therefore doubtful 

whether, on the whole, the number of ternary groups would be increased or decreased.—(5) That, 

as regards head a, there would be an increase in the four groups which include C; and against 

this increase there would be no counter-decrease under & A PQ (see above). 

Thus (finally), the total number of cases would be increased, to a possible maximum of 

nearly 545; the distribution under each head would be altered, with the general result that 

the number under each of the heads 6, y, (8 doubtful) would be decreased, but under head a 

largely increased ; and the position of C, as the most frequent constituent of the groups, especially 

the quaternary, and as the most constant representative of the normal uncial text, would be 

rather strengthened. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

THE GREEK TEXT UNDERLYING THE VERSION S. 

I now apply myself to test the text that underlies S by comparing it 

with the text of the MSS., collectively in groups, and severally, by means 

of the appended collection of readings (list I, Appendix, pp. exxv, sq7.) on 

which this investigation is based. 

This list enables us to exhibit the facts of the case in a numerical 

form. It sets forth (as above stated, pp. xlii, xlii) in 538 places where 

the evidence of § is available, all the noteworthy variants which have more 

or less divided uncial evidence, none being omitted which even one uncial 

attests, if corroborated by any appreciable evidence of cursives, or by a 

Latin or Syriac version, or if approved by sufficient critical authority. 

1.—Numerical Expression of Amount of Agreement between S and each MS. 

I find that in these 538 places— 

S agrees with Q 218 times: so that in nearly three-fifths (320) of 

the cases before us it is opposed to Q. 

S agrees with P 285 times; so that the cases where it is opposed to 

P are but 253—considerably less than half (-47) of the whole number.* 

S agrees with A 290 times; the cases of agreement being very 

slightly more, and those of disagreement (248, being -46 of the whole) as 

slightly less, than are shown by P. 

S agrees with 8 330 times. Here, therefore, S finds most support, 

and the cases of disagreement are 208, less than two-fifths of the whole. 

S agrees with C (which I take last in order because of the rectifi- 

cation needed by its figures) 198 times. But masmuch as in 196 of the 

places in our list C is wanting, and is forthcoming therefore for but 342 

@ These figures require slight correction, inasmuch as P is wanting in rather more than 

twenty of the 538 places. 
h2 
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of them, it appears that we are to compare these 198 cases with a total of 

342 only; in other words, that if the MS. were entire, the 198 would be 

increased to something over 310. The proportion of agreement with S, 

therefore (so far as can be judged from the extant part of C), is consider- 

ably higher (about 58 per cent.), and that of disagreement correspondingly 

lower (about 42 per cent.), for C than for any of the others, except 8, which 

it closely approaches. 

This result is not, however, to be absolutely relied on, for we cannot 

be sure that the amount of agreement with S was as great in the lost 

parts of C as in the extant parts (see above, p. liv). 

The result, then, of the comparison of S with the uncials (setting C 

aside for the moment because of the uncertainty that attaches to its 
statistics) is, that S has the maximum of uncial support from &, and the 

minimum from Q: the instances of agreement being over 61 per cent. for 

8, and under 41 for Q, out of the total list of 538 readings; while the 

percentage for P is nearly 53 and that for A a shade higher—nearly 54. 

[That for C is probably intermediate between that for S and that for A. | 

Thus Q is the only MS. for which it is under 50 per cent. 

Il.— Variation of this Amount according to Group-distribution of the MSS. 

This comparison may be pressed farther, and fuller results may be 

obtained, by examining our list, and classifying the readings it records 

according as they are severally attested by one, two, three, or four MSS. 

The 538 places on the list, when thus classified, fall into four divisions, 

as follows* :— 

Cuass (a).—Where four MSS. agree with S, i.e., where it is supported by 

quaternary groups; of which places there are, in all, 141. 

Of these, the largest proportion, 66 (nearly one-half of the whole 

number) belong to the group NACP, ze., the one group which excludes 

Q; leaving 75 to the groups into which Q enters, of which 18 belong 

to SACQ, 9 to SAPQ, 26 to8CPQ, 22 to ACPQ. 

Crass (8).— Where three MSS. agree with 8, i.e., where the groups are 

ternary ; of which cases there are, in all, 127. 

Under this head the figures yield a result similar to (but more marked 

* The reader who is not disposed to go into numerical details may omit this section (II.), and 

pass on to section III., in which he wil! find the results summed up. 
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than) that found under (a), so far as this, that much more than half— 

almost three-fifths—belong to groups which exclude Q, as follows.—To 

group NAC, 7 belong; to NAP, 45; to NCP, 5; to AC P, 18; in all, 75: 

as against 52 belonging to groups containing Q, viz., 10 to SA Q; 2 to 

NCOs 20toN POs 4to ACO: 12 toA PQ: 440 CP Q. 

Crass (y).—Where two MSS. agree with S, i.e., where they give it their 

support in pairs; of which there are, in all, 106. 

Here we are met by a different result. Of these pairs, those into which 

Q enters are not far from equal in number with those which exclude it, 51 

against 55. Of the latter class, the pair 8 A numbers 13; 8C,5; NP, 11; 

BC 12 AP tas CP, lV. Of the former, SQ, 21; AQ, 14; CQ, 1; 

EQ; lis: 

Crass (6).— Where but one MS. agrees with 8, of which the instances are 

164 in all. 

Here, as under (y), Q stands high, the readings which it alone of the 

MSS. supports being 40, largely exceeding those supported by A, which 

are but 27, or by P and ©, which are but 18 and 7 respectively. But a 

new fact comes now to light as regards 8, which under this head proves to 

stand highest, supporting S in no less than 72 instances. 

Reverting now to the totals (as given above, p. lv) of agreements 

between S and 8 ACP Q severally, we find that the figures, when 

rearranged in view of the group-distribution, yield for each MS. the 

following results :— 

Of the 218 readings in which 8 agrees with Q: 75 belong to the 

quaternary groups (NACQ, 18; SAPQ,9; SCPQ, 26; ACPQ, 22): 

52 to the ternary (NAQ, 10; SC Q, 2; SPQ, 20; ACQ, 4; APQ, 12; 

CPQ, 4): 51 to the binary (NQ, 21; AQ, 14; CQ, 1; PQ, 15). In 

40, Q stands apart from the rest. 

Of the 285 agreements of S with P: 123 are in the quaternary groups 

(NACP, 66; SAPQ, 9; SCPQ, 26; ACPQ, 22); 104 in the ternary 

(NAP, 45; SCP, 5; SPQ, 20; ACP, 18; APQ, 12; CPQ, 4); 40 in 

the binary (NP, 11; AP, 13; CP,1; PQ, 15). In 18, P stands alone. 

Of the 290 agreements of S with A: 115 are in the quaternary groups 

(SACP, 66; SACQ, 18; SAPQ,9; ACP Q, 22); 96 in the ternary 

(SAC, 7; SAP, 45; SAQ, 10; ACP, 18; ACQ, 4; APQ, 12); 52m 

the binary (NA, 13; AC, 12; AP, 13; AQ, 14). In 27, A stands alone. 
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Of the 330 agreements of S with &: 119 are in the quaternary groups 

(NACP, 66; SACQ, 18; SAPQ,.9; SCPQ, 26); 89 in the ternary 

(NAC, 7; NAP, 45; SAQ, 10; SCP, 5; NCQ) 25. NP OF 20), 50 

in the binary (NA, 18; NC,5; NP, 11; 8Q, 21). In 72, N stands alone. 

Of the 198 agreements of S with C: 132 are in the quaternary 

groups (SACP, 66; SACQ, 18; SCPQ, 26; ACPQ, 22); 40 in the 

ternary (NAC, 7; SCP,5; SCQ, 2; ACP, 18; ACQ,4; CPQ, 4); 

19 in the binary (NC, 5; AC, 12; CP,1; CQ, 1). In7, C stands alone. 

[The probable corrected totals will be (see above, p. liv)—Agreements, 

811: quaternary, 207; ternary, 63; binary, 30; sole, 11.] 

If, again, we examine our four classes, a 6, to ascertain how the » again, Dp Ay 12a 9A) Sh 

five MSS. severally stand in each class, we find the following results :— 

For the above 141 cases where the groups are quaternary (class a): Q 

agrees with S in but 75 cases; P in 123; Ain 115; 8 in 119; C in 182. 

Thus in this class, 8 and A are nearly on a par as supporters of S; P but 

a trifle above them ; @ is considerably the lowest of all, and C the highest, 

even in its incomplete state [if it were complete, the figure would pre- 

sumably exceed 200, as above |. 

For the above 127 cases where the groups are ternary (class B):— 

Q agrees with 8S in but 52 cases; P in 104; A in 96; N in 89; C in 40 

[eorrected, 63]. Thus 8 and A change places, but keep pretty close 

together, and P not much above; Q being still distinctly the lowest: but 

C now falls below &, A, P, the highest place belonging in this class to P. 

For the above 106 cases where the groups are binary (class y):— 

Q in this class stands among the first, agreeing with S in 51 cases; 

P in 40; Ain 52; Sin 50; Cin 19 [corrected, 30]. Thus 8 and A are 

even closer together than before; but P is now distinctly below them, 

and C still lower than in class 8; while Q has passed from the lowest 

to almost the highest place,—by a shade higher than 8 and lower than A. 

In this class the figures for the several MSS. are less unequal than in 

a or B, except for C, which even as corrected is far behind the rest; but 

A is slightly first. 

For the above 164 cases where the MSS. stand single (class 8) :— 

Q appears in this class as agreeing with S in 40 cases; P in 18; 

A in 27; & in 72, far exceeding the rest; C in but 7 (corrected, 11], 
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far the lowest number. Thus 8 has in this class parted company with A, 

and now heads the list; Q following, though at a long interval; then A; 

then P; and finally C. 

IL1.—Analysis of the Figures arrived at in I. 

We are now in a position to analyze the figures above arrived at, and 

thus to prepare for interpreting their import as regards the relation borne 

by the MSS. severally to 8. 

In the case of Q, the total of its agreement with S, which as we 

have seen is much less than for any one of the other MSS. (218 instances), 

would be small indeed, if it were not more strongly represented (relatively 

to the others) in classes y and 6 than it is in classes a and B. In other 

words, 8 tends towards Q with greater relative frequency where Q stands 

alone or as one of a pair of MSS., than where it stands in a ternary or 

quaternary group. 

In the case of P, the results stand in sharp contrast to those arrived 

at for @. Not only does the total of its agreement with S (285 instances) 

largely exceed that of Q, but it shows its highest figures where Q is lowest, 

in the ternary and quaternary classes, and its lowest where Q is highest, 

in the class of pairs and in that of single instances,—dropping very 

abruptly as one passes from the two former classes to the two latter. 

Thus the support of P to Sis relatively much more frequent where P is 

one of a ternary or quaternary group, than where it stands apart, or 

paired with one other MS. 

The case of A yields results numerically akin to those found for P. 

The figures are nearly the same as regards the total (290), and are 

similarly distributed, though not so unevenly, among the four classes, with 

a drop in passing from a and B to y and 4, in the same direction as in 

case of P, but less in amount, 

The case of ® stands by itself, differing in more than one respect 

from the rest. For it the total of agreement with S (330) is higher, as 

we have seen, than for 8, A, P, or Q,—higher probably than even for C; 

but the distribution of its instances of agreement among the four classes is 

less unequal than for any other MS. It alone cannot be said to stand low 

in any one of the four classes; though not first in a, 8, or y, it keeps close 

to A in all three classes, and rises far above A and all the rest in the 
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fourth ; its preponderance in that class being so great as to overbalance 

the higher figures attained by other MSS. in the other classes. 

In the case of C, taking the MS. in its imperfect condition as it 

stands, the actual amount of agreement with S is, as might be expected, 

less than for any other (198): but if we assume that in the lost parts of it 

the proportion of agreement was the same as in the extant parts, the 

corrected total(as above, pp. liv, lv, lvi) will be about 311, little short of the 

total shown by x. and greater than for any of the rest. As the MS. stands, 

the distribution of the 198 instances, though similar to that in A and P, 

shows a more rapid diminution in passing from the quaternary class (a) 

downwards, than in A or even P. And when we rectify the figures for C, 

this unevenness of distribution will be enhanced ; for the probable increase 

of the total number of instances, from 198 to 311, will, as has been shown, 

fall presumably in class a mainly. Thus for C, if entire, it would pro- 

bably be found that its agreements with 8, which in class 6 are fewer 

even than for P, would in class a be almost as many as for 8. 

IV.—Interpretation of numerical Results. 

These numerical results, thus analyzed, give us an insight into the 

relation borne by S to the text of the five MSS. severally. 

1. S with Q.—The text of this MS. is, as has been shown above, of 

a type distinct from that in which the other four uncials tend to consent, 

and coincides largely with what may be styled the cursive text. The facts 

now established, of the relation between Q and 8, are:—That S agrees less 

frequently with Q than with any of the other four; that with Q alone its 

agreements are less numerous than its disagreements; that this comparative 

infrequency of agreement lies chiefly in the classes where Q occurs in 

combination with two or three of its brethren; but that, where Q stands 

alone among the MSS., or with but one other of them, 8 shows a relatively 

larger tendency to side with Q, and that the number of cases where S 

thus sides with Q (usually supported by many mss.) against the rest is 

considerable. It follows, therefore, that, on the whole, the text of S is 

mainly of the uncial type; that its adhesion to this type is most manifest 

where the MSS. are most agreed infer se; but that into it there enters an 

admixture, of secondary but appreciable amount, of a text of the Q-type. 

2. S with P.—The text in this case we have found to be of normal 
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uncial type, with but few individualisms. To it, therefore, as such, S in 
t he main keeps pretty close ; closest where the uncial consent approaches 
most nearly to unanimity. Where P stands alone, S is but seldom with it. 

3. S with C_—The text of C is, as we have seen, more purely repre- 

sentative of the average uncial than even P, or any other; and it is, of 

the five, marked by the least proportion of individualisms. In the class 
of instances where four MSS, concur, C is the one which supports S more 
fully than any other MS.; less fully than any other (very rarely indeed) 
in the class where the MSS. stand singly. Thus the case of C is similar 
to that of P, but more strongly marked. As a MS. representative of the 

average uncial text, it supports S more strongly, as an individual MS. less 
strongly, than any other of the five. 

4. S with A.—Numerically, the results in this case are closely akin to 
those we have found for the two preceding, except that the coincidences 
of 8 with the singular readings of A, are less infrequent than with those 
of C or P. And when we recall the fact (see above, pp. lii, liii), that 
many of these singular readings of A are of special value, tending, not as 
in case of Q, downward in the direction of a more recent form of the text, 

but upward towards a form more archaic than that of the average uncial, 

and presumably primitive, we are led to inquire whether S has retained 

any of these important readings. On examination, it proves to exhibit 

the following :—7@ for rfs, ii. 8 and ii. 18; omission of adrod, ii. 18; ds 

avOpomov, iv. 7; agos, v. 12; dvatohov (plural), vii. 2 and xvi. 12; cfdov 

oxhov wodvy, vil. 9; eEwOev, xi. 2; eis aiypadootiay repeated, xiii. 10; 

airs (for 77s yns), Xvi. 4; pelvovoar ex, xvii. 6; trdye, xvi. 8; erecev 

repeated, xvill. 2; insertion of ot before ddy@uvol, xix. 9; omission of rd 

before yQua, xx. 6; yéyovav, xxi. 6 ;—also (nearly) insertion of aizav Ocds, 

xxi. 8. § thus goes with A in an appreciable number of its most notable 

and approved singular readings (see especially note on xxi. 6, p. 49 in/r.). 

5. S with 8.—This is, as we have seen, an exceptional MS.; and we 

have seen that its relations with S are exceptional likewise. It exhibits a 

text fundamentally at one with the consent of AC P, yet with a large alloy 

of foreign and inferior metal. And S, as has been shown, agrees with it, 

on the whole, more extensively than with any other, the excess of agree- 

ment lying chiefly in the class of cases where 8 diverges in a direction 

away from the rest. That is to say, S agrees with 8, not only in so far as 

SN represents the average uncial, but (largely) in the individualisms, often 
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eccentric, which characterize 8. In fact, there are a few instances where 

the singular readings of 8 would hardly be worth recording, were it not 

that, though otherwise unsupported, or nearly so, they reappear in S: such 

as—insertion of etvat, ii. 20; insertion of daar, v. 5 [also Latin Vulgate]; 

Woxyv (for plural), viii. 9; pupiddas (for nominative), ix. 16 [also ¥]; ev 

Bw for eudoBor, xi. 13 (also lat. of Primasius) ; omission of Kat 6 apiOpods 

avTov, Xill. 18; diaxooiwy for e€axociwy, xiv. 20 [also ms. 26]; insertion of 

av7o@v, xxi. 12. I omit many examples where the variation is more minute, 

or where it is supported by one or two mss., or by &, or by a Latin version, 

or by some combination of such. None of the above has been adopted 

from S by any editor: but of the few other singular readings of N so 

adopted, with or without doubt (see p. li), S agrees in Zudvpvay (for Sp.), 

1.11, 11. 18; wervpopéva, i. 15; insertion of as, v. 11; Bdaddovea, vi. 13; 

insertion of @, ix. 11; AedvTwv, xiii. 2; dawoxretver, xili. 10; mowjoer, Xiil. 

15; papyapitav, xvill. 12; 6 wowwy, xxi. 27; Brérov Kai dxovwv, xxil. 83; év 

avTov 6 Meds, xxii. 18. In some of these, N has considerable support also 

from mss., Latin versions, or >. 

To sum up :—— 

S is in the main a witness to the normal uncial text ; but not altogether 

such. It is a mixed text, into which two main components enter, in 

unequal proportion: the larger component being a text adhering to the 

consent of SA CP (or the majority of them), and the smaller component 

a text agreeing with Q and the cursives. But in the larger component 

there is not uniformity in its adhesion to the uncials severally. In so far 

as it is simply normal, it keeps closest to C and P, especially the former ; 

but it is now and then abnormal ina direction where A, or more frequently 

8, leads it. Thus, where it leaves 8, A, C, and P for Q, it passes from 

the uncial to the cursive type; where it leaves A, C, P for 8, it tends to 

an aberrant form of text, and is so far discredited as sharing in the 

eccentricity of 8; where it leaves 8, C, P for A, it often appears to revert 

to a more authentic and probably primitive tradition, and shares, so far, 

in the credit that attaches to A as the MS. that on the whole preserves 

most faithfully the archetypal text. 
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V.—Fuarther Examination of the comparative Relations of S with Greek Texts. 

The comparison in value between the attestation of S by 8 and by A 

may be carried further by examining the 8 Q and A Q groups. 

Of the 21 8 Q readings of 8, Weiss accepts but five. Of these, Westcott 
and Hort admit but two, certainly ; the other three (with four more), 
doubtfully—nine in all. Tischendorf, biassed (as before noted) in favour 
of 8, accepts eight of these nine with three more—eleven in all. There 

remain nine, unanimously rejected from all three editions. 

But of its A Q readings, but 14 in all (all having ample cursive or Latin 

support), one only (the second insertion of ra dyémara in xxi. 12), though 

supported by good mss. and by the Vulgate, is unanimously and without 

question rejected by our editors. Weiss rejects two more, adopting eleven 

in all. These two, with a third, Westcott and Hort mark as doubtful, 

adopting nine with certainty. Tischendorf adopts six in all. 

So far, then, as these instances go, the contrast established between the 

SQ and the AQ groups points the same way as the contrast previously 

shown to exist between the class of cases where 8, and the class where A, 

is the sole uncial support of S. On the one hand, the 21 8 Q readings 

of S indicate that it goes with 8 in deviating towards the text of Q and 

the cursives; on the other hand, its rarer A Q readings (14) represent, 

for the most part, the exceptional retention by S, together with Q and its 

satellites, of the authentic text, for which A is the main authority. 

Again, comparing ier se the binary groups in which S has P for 

one of its supporters (8 P, A P, PQ), we find further confirmation of 

the above results. 

The PQ readings of S are 15. Tischendorf adopts five of these, of 

which two only are received into Westcott and Hort’s text; but they admit 

besides (with doubt) three of those which Tischendorf passes by. Weiss 

adopts four, agreeing with Tischendorf as to two only ; with Westcott 

and Hort only as to one of those two, and one which they place on their 

margin. Thus the three editions concur in rejecting six; in absolutely 

accepting only one. It follows, therefore, that P, even more decidedly 

than 8, so far as it sides with Q, is somewhat disparaged as a supporter of 

the text of S. 

The readings of 8 that are confirmed by combination with P meet 

with more approval from our critics. There are 11 such readings. Of 
i2 
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these, three are adopted by Weiss (the omission of éya, v. 4; Baaiedoovar, 

v. 10; per’ adrod 6, xix. 10), the first and third of which Westcott and 

Hort also admit, but doubtfully. Four more they admit also doubtfully, 

absolutely rejecting the remaining five. Tischendorf rejects three of these 

five, with one other, and adopts seven in all, including Weiss’s three. 

Thus, there are three of these readings which all agree in rejecting ; and 

there is not one accepted without reserve by all. Some of them have Latin 

support. 
But as regards the readings of 8 that belong to group AP (13 in all), 

the critics approach much more nearly towards agreement. Two of them 

they all reject (vypés before Ceords in iti. 16; the insertion of kat 

peuwronpévov after mvevuaros axafdprov in xviii. 2). All the remaining 

eleven, Weiss accepts; as do Westcott and Hort (with doubt as to three of 

them): Tischendorf rejects five of them. Thus there remain six unani- 

mously accepted. 

The conclusion yielded by the above comparison is, then, that P, as a 

supporter of §, is strongly accredited so far as it is confirmed by A; but 

less strongly where it is confirmed by 8; and that it is, on the whole, 

discredited by the more frequent instances where it agrees with Q. 

The relation borne by the S-text to that of the uncials, collectively, in 

groups, or severally, might be discussed farther ; but enough has been now 

said to establish the general conclusions above stated as to the text which 

our translator had before him, or formed for himself. 

It is to be added that, of the cursives 36, 38, 79, 87 above referred 

to (p. li), with which may be joined 1, 7, 28, 35, 49, 91, 95, 96, 152, some 

support S in conjunction not only with 8 or A, but with some other one 

of the MSS., or with one or more Latin texts, against the remaining MSS., 

and all or nearly all mss. Sometimes S stands with one or more of these 

against all other Greek copies, or even against all other authorities, Gre ek 

and Latin.* Of this perhaps the most notable instance is its agreement 

with 152 in the interpolation in ii. 13, for which see note in Joc. 

* The relations of S with these mss., especially 36, 38, 95, deserve to be examined more fully. 

And if the text to which the Commentary of Andreas is attached, were available in a trustworthy 

form, a comparison with it too would be important (see note on Greek text of vill. 12). 

I have noticed nine cases where 38 is the sole Greek supporter of S, seven where 95, three 

where 36; also twenty where 38 and S have with them but a few mss. and no MS.; twenty -three 
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V1I.—Kelations of 8 with the Latin Versions severally. 

In pursuing this investigation, it is important to examine the support 

which the S-text finds in the Latin versions—Old, and Vulgate. 

1. S with Latin and MS. support.—On this part of the subject I have 

touched more than once in the preceding discussion; and in list I (Ap- 

pendix, pp. exxv, sqq.), the Vulgate (both Amiatine and Clementine), and 

both forms of the Old Latin, appear throughout among the textual witnesses 

cited. Without going into detail, or classifying the Latin texts into groups, 

as I have done in examining the evidence of the Greek MSS., it will suffice 

in the first instance to state summarily that, out of the 538 instances entered 

in this list, S has the support of the Vulgate in more than 300 (in 317 if 

we take as standard the Amiatine text, as I shall do throughout; if the 

Clementine, in 332); of the European Old Latin (g) in nearly as many 

(304) ; of the African (pr) less frequently (in 267).* In nearly 100 of them 
none of these Latin texts is with 8. 

2. S with Latin support against all MSS.—Again, in the 215 instances of 

list IT (pp. exli—exli) in which S is against all MSS., there are 124 (II, 1 

and 3) in which it is supported by one or more of the Latin texts. The 

Vulgate is with it in about 50 of these (am, 44; c/, 55). But for the Old 

Latin the facts are noteworthy. In list I, pr, which we found to be lowest 

in list I, stands far ahead of the others, supporting S in 82 instances (two- 

thirds of the entire number); while g stands much on the same level as the 

Vulgate, supporting S in but 47. Farther; of these instances, the number 

in which pr is the only Latin text that agrees with 8, amounts to 36: while 

for g it is but 9, for the Vulgate, but 10 or 12. Moreover, of these 36, there 

are but 10 in which pr has any Greek support (that of a few mss., some- 

times of but one); but 6 in which ¥ is with it; and there remain 20 in 

which the combination pr 8 stands alone, opposed to the consent of all 

where 86 and 8. Of the uncials, 8 is found with 88 and §, against all else, four times; with 36 

and § three times: A with 38 and § once. Both & and A now and then have some other sole 

ms. with them and S. 

“It is to be borne in mind that no comparison can properly be made between these figures and 

those which show the amount of agreement between 8 and the MSS. severally (above, p. lv). 

In the 588 cases here used as basis of calculation, no account is taken of the cases where S differs 

from the Latin texts, with or against the consent of the uncials. Within the range of these 538, 

we may safely compare MS. with MS., or Latin text with Latin text, but not MS. with Latin, 

as regards extent of agreement with 8. 
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other authorities—Greek, Latin, and Syriac: whereas the like combination 

g S occurs unsupported but 4 times, and vg S but 38 times. In other 

words, the Vulgate and g, though they agree very largely with S in 

company with one or more of the uncials, very seldom do so when it has 

little or no Greek support: while pr, though it stands markedly below the 

other forms of the Latin in amount of agreement with S in the former 

class of cases, is far above them in the latter class—the class, namely, of 

subsingular readings. It thus appears that pr, standing thus lowest in the 

one class, and highest in the other, tends farther than do g and the 

Vulgate to deviate from the uncial text, or any uncial-attested form of 

text, into a line of its own; and moreover, that in this line it has, to an 

appreciable extent, S as the companion of its deviations. 

The interpretation of the facts thus ascertained seems to be: on the 

one hand, that (1) the coincidences between S and the Vulgate, or the 

European (g) type of Old Latin, form (for the most part)* no reliable 

addition to the results already obtained from our examination of S in its 

affinities with the MSS.; but may be illusory, resulting merely from the 

common relation borne by the Syriac and the Latin to known forms of 

Greek text, represented in one or more of the extant uncials. And, on 

the other hand, that (2) the coincidences between S and the African (pr) 

type of Old Latin, are real tokens of affinity traceable to a common source 

apart from all known MSS., a very ancient type of text, attested often by 

no extant Greek copy, or at most by one, two, or three cursives, of which 

type, in not a few cases, S and pr are thus the sole surviving represen- 

tatives. 

3. 5 with each several combination of MS. with Latin version.—It is worth 

while, however, to revert to list I, in order to ascertain how far each Latin 

text shares with 8 its inclination towards, or against, this or that form 

of text as presented by the uncials severally. 

The figures prove to be as follows, for each MS. so far as it agrees 
with S:— 

For 8; the combination vg 8 occurs 202 times, g 8, 200; pr 8, 175. 

For A the figures are: vg A, 222; g A, 197; pr A, 176. For P, vg P, 208; 

g Py 20l re, 169.) For @ 29° Qi del Olesen @ alla: 

* T have said, “‘ for the most part,” because in a few instances the unsupported coincidences 

of g at least with S, seem to betoken a common source distinct from all extant Greek. See 

especially xii. 10, and notes on Greek text there ; and xviii. 12 (réwwov). 
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I proceed to consider the questions which are suggested, and may be 

answered, by these figures. 

We have seen above that Q represents to a great extent a type of 

text distinct from that of the other MSS., and that S tends to the latter 

rather than to the former. The question then arises, Do the Latin texts 

tend towards the Q-type, or (like S$) away from it ? 

Let us compare the cases of Q and A. We have seen (p. lv) that, 

out of the 538 instances of list I, S is with Q three-fourths as often as 

with A. If then the tendency of the Latin texts was uniform as bet ween 

A and Q, in supporting §, the combinations v7 Q, g Q, pr Q would be 

three-fourths of the corresponding combinations vy A, g A, pr A. But the 

proportion actually found to subsist is much less than three-fourths, 

about two-thirds; and for vy Q especially, it is under three-fifths the 

amount for vg A. 

A comparison of the cases of 8 and P with that of Q leads to similar 

results somewhat less marked in degree. 

We infer then that the Latin texts, especially the Amiatine Vulgate, 

within the range of the agreement of 8 with the uncials, tend to follow 

the Q-type to a less extent than the type of the other uncials, especially 

« the type represented by A. 

We have seen (p. Ixi) that 8 contains an aberrant element, shared to an 

appreciable extent by 8. Does this 8-element appear in the Latin texts ? 

S, as has been shown, is much more frequently with 8 than with any 

other MS. Then, as before, if the tendency of the Latin, in supporting 5, 

were uniform as between 8 and the other MSS., we should find vy 8, 7 8, 

pr &, far outnumbering the like combinations for A and P severally, as well 

as for Q. But the above figures show that vg A largely and zy P slightly 

outnumber vg &, while g 8, pr 8, are about on a par with g A, pr A, g P, 

pr P. It is probable, therefore, that the Latin texts, while sharing with 

S its general affinity to the normal uncial text, tend, not like S, towards 

the N-type of that text, but rather towards that of P; or, still more, 

towards that of A—the tendency towards the A-type being most marked 

in the Vulgate. 
The relation of the Latin texts to 8, A, and Q, severally (putting aside 

P as less important and showing fewer characteristic features), will be more 

distinctly discerned if we confine our observation to the cases where one of 

these MSS. is the sole uncial supporter of 8. These cases number 72 for 
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8; 40 for Q; 27 for A:—that is, the concurrence of S with the subsingular 

readings of A is little more in amount than one-third of its concurrence 

with the subsingular readings of 8, and barely over two-thirds of its 

concurrence with those of Q. But when we examine how far the Latin, 

Old or Vulgate, goes with S in this respect, we find— 

In the 72 subsingular N-readings: vg 8, 9 times; g 8, 13 times; pr 8, 

12 times. 

In the 27 subsingular A-readings; vg A, 14 times; g A, 7 times; pr A, 

12 times. 

In the 40 subsingular Q-readings; vg Q, 12 times; g Q, 15 times; pr Q, 

13 times. 

It thus appears from this comparison that none of the Latin texts 

concurs, as they might all have been expected to do, nearly three times 

more frequently with 8 than with A. On the contrary, the Vulgate tends 

largely towards A rather than 8; the African Old Latin (pr) equally 

towards both ; while the European Old Latin (g), which alone inclines to 

8, does so in a ratio of less than two-fold. As to Q, all the Latin texts 

agree with it rather more frequently than with &. 

As between 8 and A, then, our conclusion is, that, within the range of 

the readings attested by 8, when those which are peculiar to A among 

MSS. are compared with these peculiar to 8, a much larger proportion of 

the former than of the latter prove to have Latin support, that of the 

Amiatine Vulgate most frequently—of the European Old Latin least 

frequently. The Latin texts therefore, and especially the Vulgate, share 

more or less in the credit which (as above shown, pp. lxi, ]xii) pertains 

to S by reason of its concurrence in some of the most distinctive readings 

of A. And, on the other hand, the Vulgate and the African Old Latin 

partake very little—and the European Old Latin in no great degree—in 

the aberrant element akin to 8 which discredits 8, and which (we conclude) 

was derived from some text unrelated to any known form of the Latin.* 

A remark of some importance here arises as regards the relation borne 

by S to the 8-text on one side, and on the other, to that represented by 

pr. We have seen that, as regards concurrence with S in subsingular 

> A few interesting and notable examples will be found in list I, and in IT, (1 and 3), where 

the Latin texts (or at least one of them—usually pr) stand with S in company with one MS. 

(see p. li, note »), or with one or two important mss., or with no Greek support. See, ¢.g., Tbs Les 

vy. 4; xiii. 10; xvii. 8; xvi. 12; 14, 20. 
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readings, N stands first among the MSS., and pr among the Latin texts. 

Now, of the 72 readings in which ®& is the sole MS. supporter of 8, pr 

concurs in but 12; and of the readings in which pr is the sole Latin 

supporter of S, 51 in all (15 of list I, 86 of II), 8 concurs in but 9 (all 

of course belonging to the 15, the 36 being non-uncial readings). And 

it proves on examination that, of these 12 N-readings, but one is found 

among the 9 pr readings. Thus, there is but one reading, among all the 

7583 (538 + 215) places of lists I and II (1, 2,3), in which pr alone of Latin 

texts, and NS alone of MSS., concur in supporting 8. This reading is a 

very trivial one—Bdérov Kai dxovoy for axovwv Kai Bdérov, xxii. 8; but 

is confirmed by a few cursives.*. From these facts it follows that the 

two elements of aberrancy by which we have found the text of S to 

be affected, one shared by it with S and the other with pr, prove to be 

distinct, each from the other. 

With regard to Q, when we inquire how far the Latin texts support it in 

the 40 readings where it stands with S sole among MSS., it is to be borne in 

mind that none of these readings is even subsingular in the full sense, but 

all are largely confirmed by cursive evidence. Comparing these 40 readings, 

however, as regards their Latin attestation, with the like 27 readings of A, 

we find that the former are not in any considerable degree more largely 

supported than the latter, except as regards the g-text—and that A, in 

fact, exceeds Q in point of concurrence with the Vulgate text. We may 

with some probability infer hence that the Vulgate (in its Amiatine form) 

admits less, and that the European Old Latin admits more, of the Q-type 

into its text than is to be found in S.? 

It is hardly necessary to explain that, in thus tracing out the extent of 

» Also by the Coptic, and by some texts of Andreas, and by Dionysius Alex. (ap. Euseb. 

HT #., vii. 25). 

> It may be presumed that the Vulgate, in the Apocalypse as elsewhere, is the result of 

Jerome’s revision of a form (perhaps ‘‘ European”’) of the Old Latin. With the African (or 

Primasian) text it has no special affinity ; and a comparison of it with g shows an extent of 

deviation such as to proye, either, that the Old Latin known to Jerome differed materially from 

the type (presumably European) presented by g, or, that he must have remodelled it largely into 

conformity with his Greek MS. or MSS. The result has certainly been that the Vulgate comes 

closer than either form of Old Latin to the uncial text. The facts and figures given above, as 

resulting from the comparison between A and §, A and Q, lead us to suppose Jerome to have 

used a text of the Apocalypse akin to A in revising his Old Latin: while g, on the other hand, 

seems to have been somewhat conformed to the Q-type. 
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the textual affinity that subsists between our Syriac and the Latin texts, 

I am not to be understood as suggesting it as, even in the lowest degree, 

probable that our translator was acquainted with any Latin version. 

There are, no doubt, 75 readings, out of the whole 753 which lists I and 

II (1, 2, 3) exhibit, for which there is no Greek evidence, but Latin— 

chiefly that of pr—in many cases unconfirmed by other versions than §. 

But these instances can be satisfactorily accounted for by supposing that 

the Greek texts which the translator chiefly followed (if he had in his 

hands more than one), or the chief factor in his Greek text (if he had but 

one), contained certain elements in common with the Greek text, or texts, 

underlying the Latin versions. 

VII.— Hypotheses to account for the Facts of the S-text. 

If then we desire to frame a theory of the formation of the S-text, we 

shall find that (sd far as concerns its relations with the Greek and Latin 

texts—without taking account of a large amount of aberration, not yet 

treated of, which is peculiar to 8) the facts as above stated will be 

sufficiently accounted for by either of two hypotheses: 

i. We may suppose our translator to have formed the text for himself, 

taking as basis one main exemplar, the text of which he modified at his 

discretion, to the extent of about one-third, by the introduction of readings 

from a second subsidiary exemplar. Or :— 

il. He may have followed the text of a single exemplar, which text was 

a composite one—of two factors, a primary and a secondary, the former 

predominating in the ratio of nearly two to one. 

In either case, the secondary text was of the common cursive type 

with Q as its uncial representative: the primary, a text of the normal 

uncial type, in character intermediate between N and A, partaking to some 

extent in the peculiar aberrancies of the former, and to a less but appreci- 

able extent in the special excellence of the latter; and, like both 8 and A, 

exhibiting extensive affinity with the texts represented by Latin evidence, 

but inclining towards the African Latin in its deviations from all uncial, 

and even from all Greek, authority. 

To go further back-—to inquire how the supposed primary source of 

the S-text came into close relations with texts of Latin attestation, or 

how it came to share in the divergencies of 8, or in the peculiarities of the 
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African Latin where it departs from the Greek and from the other Latin 

texts—would, I apprehend, be fruitless, or at least premature, in the 

absence of fuller material for investigation. 

Of the alternative hypotheses above suggested, I incline to the former. 

The admixture of the secondary element in S is not only, as I have said, 

unequal in amount to the other, but is uneven in distribution; readings of 

the Q-type tending to occur in patches, and then not to recur till after a 

not inconsiderable interval. This fact looks like the work of a translator 

with two copies in his hands: one used habitually; the other for ocea- 

sional reference only, and unsystematically,—perhaps capriciously, perhaps 

to clear up places where the sense presented difficulty. It is even an 

admissible conjecture that he may have noticed passages quoted from a 

text of the Q-type in some authoritative Greek divine of the fourth or 

fifth century (in which period that text had become prevalent), and may 

have endeavoured to conform his text accordingly* in such passages. The 

admixture of the secondary element, if due to a scribe, would probably 

have been more uniform, as being more mechanical. 

VIil.— Relation between the S-teat and the >-text. 

I now pass on to consider the text of 8 in its relation to that which 

underlies &. 

1. Their extensive agreement.— Directing our examination, in the first 

instance, to the first list (of the 538 places where the uncial evidence is 

divided), we find that S is supported by ¥ im about 350 of these—not far 

from two-thirds.” Now, although this list has been made primarily with a 

view to S, yet in making it I have throughout compared the ¥-text as well 

as that of S with the uncials, as regards both differences and agreements ; 

and moreover, it is as regards the uncial evidence a complete list. We 

may, therefore, safely accept it as an adequate basis for a comparison 

* Thus, as we learn from Moses of Aghel (Assemani, Biblioth. Orient., tom. 11, p. 83), it 

was the observation of discrepancies between the Peshitto text and that of the citations of Cyril 

of Alexandria from LXX and N.T., that led to the revision which bears the name of Philoxenus. 

See p. xevi, ifr. 

> I take no account here of agreements occurring in i. 1-8, for the reason given above, 

p. xxxv, note: nor in places where the rendering of & is indecisive, or its text uncertain. 
k2 
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between S and &, (1) infer se, and also (2) as regards the relation which 

each bears to the uncials, severally or collectively. 

We learn then from list I that S has an extensive textual affinity 

with =, and is nearer to it than to any one of the Greek MSS.; the 

number of the agreements of S with S (the one which comes closest 

to it) being but 330, with A 290, and with P 285, against the above 350. 

This extensive, though by no means universal, textual agreement between 

the two versions, is of itself sufficient to suggest the idea that they are 

textually akin—that, as has already been shown to be on other grounds 

probable, one of them is in part founded on the other. This inference 

is confirmed when we turn to list II, 1, 2, 3, (of the 215 readings which 

have only cursive or Latin attestation), and observe that even in this 

region where no uncial confirms 8, = is with it 52 times. And not only 

so, but of the readings (nearly 150; see below, p. Ixxvi) where S has neither 

Greek nor Latin support, there are 27 (see list II, 4) where & alone stands 

by it. Of these 27, few are of textual value ; the most notable being, the 

substitution of vdar for aiware (viii. 7), of the passive $064 for décw 

[Séoy | (xiii. 16), and of the accusative feminine ras wemedexiopevas [se., 

Wuyds] for the genitive masculine (xx. 4). Of the instances in list I, 1, 

2, 5, a few are remarkable, such as r@ év for ry ev (ili. 1), rovr@ inserted 

(xill. 4), dadyer for ovvdyer(xill. 10), riurov for tyutov (xviii. 12), as omitted 

(xix. 1). The rest, though in themselves sometimes uncertain and not 

seldom trivial—such as the substitution of plural for singular noun, present 

for past or future verb (or ice versa)—are collectively of appreciable 

weight as evidence of affinity between the texts represented by the two 

versions.* 

2. Their differences.—The relation, then, between S and & is on the 

whole one of unmistakable textual affinity. But it is by no means one of 

simple affinity. Out of the total range of the passages included in lists 

I and II (780 in all), they read alike in nearly 430, and differ in more than 

350 (about 45 per cent.): or, if we confine ourselves to the main list (I), the 

coincidences are, as we have seen, under two-thirds; the differences exceed 

one-third. Judged by either method of testing, the figures compel us to 

* The evidence of a Syriac version is apt to be precarious as to the nwmber of a noun, or the 

tense of a verb, inasmuch as the distinction in the Mss. as written is often made merely by a 

point or points. 
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conclude that the texts, though not independent, are far from being identical. 

A natural explanation of this mixed relation is to be found in the hypothesis 

that one of the two translators, having in his hands the work of the other, 

and using it as his main basis, yet revised its text at his discretion into 

partial accordance with some other text or texts—presumably of one or 

more Greek copies ;—in other words, that the later of the two translators 

of the Apocalypse dealt with the version of his predecessor, as Thomas 

of Harkel is known to have dealt with the Philoxenian version. 

If this be so, we may restate the above numerical results as follows. 

Within the range of the 780 instances collected in our two lists, 

probably fairly representative of the total text of the Apocalypse as 

affected by variation, the later translator has retained without change, 

to a large extent amounting to more than one-half, the text followed by 

the earlier, but has introduced changes also large, though less large, from 

another source. 

3. Comparative extent of agreement of S and ¥ severally with each MS.— 

The questions then naturally follow: What is the character of the text of 

each ? Which of the two is the more archaic? And the answers are to 

be found by instituting the comparison above proposed, between S and > 

in respect of the affinity borne by each to the uncials severally. 

The result then proves to be, that out of the total 538 places of list I., 

= agrees with Q in nearly 300; with P in a number slightly less; with A 

in a number slightly greater; with N in but 270 or under. With C the 

agreements exceed 200 [probably to be corrected, as before, to a number 

exceeding 300]. 

Comparing then these figures with those already ascertained (p. lv, 

sqq.) for S, we learn that, in their relations to A, C, and P, the two 

versions do not materially differ cnfer se. But with regard to 8 and Q 

the case is very different. Q, which stands markedly below the rest in 

the scale of agreement with 8, is nearly on a par with A [and C], and 

above P, in the scale of agreement with ¥. On the other hand, 8, to 

which S approaches nearest in text, is the one from which ¥ is most 

remote. The exact facts are as follows, as regards Q, 8, and A. 

As regards Q :— 

a 

against Q (with the other MSS., singly, or in groups excluding Q) in 223 ; 

Y is with Q (singly, or in groups including Q) in 298 instances; 
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in the remaining 17 it is ambiguous, or deviates from all the MSS. Thus 

its agreement with Q is over 55 per cent.; while that of S is but 40. 

In nearly every one of the groups which include Q, with few and 

slight exceptions, the agreements with ¥ are more numerous than with S; 

whereas in those which exclude Q the reverse holds good. In the two 

most important groups, SACP, SAP, especially, this fact is conspicuous, 

the numbers being for }: NACP, 54—against 66 for 8S; NAP, 35— 

against 45 for S. Thus the affinity between the =-text and Q is pretty 

uniformly distributed among the groups. 

In the class of cases which yields the surest test, that of agreement 

with one MS. against the rest, the result is even more plainly conclusive : 

is with @ alone 63 times; S with Q alone 40 times. 

From these figures then we draw the inference, that, while = resembles 

S in having a mixed text, partly agreeing with the normal uncial, partly 

with that represented by Q against the rest, the admixture of the 

Q-element is considerably larger throughout in ¥ than in S. 

As regards &:— 

> is with 8 (singly or in groups) in 267 instances; against 8 (with 

the others as before) in 254 (the remaining 17 being set aside as above). 

Its agreement with 8 is therefore under 50 per cent.; as against 61 for 8. 

This deficiency for = occurs for the most part in the groups into 

which NS enters without Q, and appears in hardly any group which 

contains Q. 

> is with 8 alone but 21 times; whereas the figure for 8 is 72. 

The inference here is, accordingly, that in most of the places where = 

seems to agree with 8, its agreement is really with Q, and that the aberrant 

S-element which marks the text of S is absent, or present in very much 

diminished amount, in *. 

As regards A :— 

The total number of agreements with A is (as has been above 

stated) somewhat greater for > than for S (801 for 290). But— 

This excess is due entirely to the groups in which Q enters with A, 

notably A C P Q (where & agrees 44 times; 8, 22); AP Q (2, 26; 8, 12); 

AQ (3, 23; S, 14). 
>is with A alone 18 times; S, 27 times. 
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The inference then is, that though A is with ¥ to an extent somewhat 

greater numerically than with S, the advantage of = is but apparent: in 

the class of readings specially characteristic of A, S comes closer to it 

than >. 

As regards P and C :— 

For P, and (so far as can be judged) for C, the facts are similar to those 

for A, but exist in a markedly less degree. They are not sufficient to 

supply grounds for distinguishing between § and ¥ as regards their textual 

relation to these two MSS. 

4. Probable Method by which one Text was formed from the other.—In the 

case of © then, we are led by the above facts to conclude that the under- 

lying text is one which, if we are to regard = as the derivate version and 

S as the primary, has been altered from that of S so as to bring it nearer 

to the Q-type of text, and to set it therefore farther from the text attested 

by the consent of the better group, SAC P, altered, that is, in the 

direction of deterioration. The author of S, therefore, on this hypothesis, 

had S before him, and modified it extensively into conformity with a 

Greck copy not much differing from Q.—If on the other hand we accept 

the converse hypothesis, and regard 8S as a revised and corrected recension 

of ©, we must suppose a basis-text akin to Q, revised and corrected in the 

authority of a copy such as 8, A, C, or P—probably approaching nearest 

to 8, the MS. which shows the closest affinity of text with S, but retaining 

some important traces of A. The process under this theory must be 

admitted to have been, on the whole, one of textual improvement. 

Yet the transformation, under the latter hypothesis, of ¥ into 5, was 

not altogether for the better; nor, if the former hypothesis be preferred, 

was the transformation of S into = altogether for the worse. For, as we 

have seen, > does not follow as S does the aberrancies of 8; nor do I find 

that it has, like S, a considerable number of hardly defensible readings 

peculiar, or nearly so, to itself. If then S is a revision of =, we must 

own that along with a large amount of better readings it has admitted a 

considerable, though smaller, amount of worthless ones; if © is a revision 

of S, it is undeniable that, in parting with much that ought to have been 

retained, it has rejected not a little that deserved rejection. The total 

of aberrant element that can be held (on this latter supposition) to have 

passed from S into &, is represented by 73 instances where = concurs 
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with S in readings which are weakly attested (7.e., without MS. evidence, 

or by 8 only ;—of which readings S$ contains 287* in all)—together with 

the 27 readings in which & alone is with S (out of nearly 150 where S 

has no Greek or Latin support). 

IX.—The Divergencies of S from all other Texts. 

It remains that I should treat of the singular readings of S. 

These form a large—but, I apprehend, by no means important— 

element in its text. Their total number is not accurately determinable. 

But it appears that there are over 120 instances of variations probably 

belonging to the underlying Greek ; setting aside many more which seem 

due to carelessness, conjecture, or caprice on the part of the translator ; 

and some which may be set down as errors of the Syriac scribe—especially 

such as affect a prefix consisting of a single letter, as for example (what 

seems to have frequently occurred), the omission or insertion of the 

copulative vaw. All that seem worth noticing are recorded (7 loco) in the 

notes on the subjoined Greek text. 

1. The following may be deserving of mention here as examples. 

Some are substitutions, of which a few evidently represent etacistic or 

other orthographic mis-readings in the Greek : as ovvrpiBere [ or -ere |, for 

curt piBerar (ii. 27); méon em avOpwrov for maton... (1x. 5); emt ra 

mpoocwna for ore Ta mpata (xxi. 4); and perhaps 6¢ avrys for duavyys 

(xxi. 21). Others again may, perhaps, be due to laxity of rendering; as 

els petdvorav for wa petavonoy (il. 21); and so again the passive nvotyn 7 

odpayis for nvote tv odpaytda (vi. 5); and (conversely) the active od ju7} 

evpyoeis for od py edpeOn (xviii. 21); erdavyoas for émavyOynoay (xviii. 23); 

det adrov A0oar for Set avtov AvOAvar (xx. 3). Again, we have ore émuKpav- 

Onoav ta voata for ex Tov bddTwr OTL emiKpavOnoay (vil. 11); and as a 

* These are—(1) Attested only by N, 72; (2) by a few mss. with or without Latin support, 

140; (8) by Latin only, 75. S and & concur in 21 of (1); in 388 of (2); in 19 of (3). In this 

reckoning I do not include the Q-readings. They cannot be supposed to have been derived by & 

from 8 ; and most of them have strong cursive attestation. 

It is noteworthy that as regards & (the MS. with which § has the maximum and & the 

minimum of agreement), = rarely agrees with its singular readings except in company with 8. 

A similar observation holds good, though not so extensively, with respect to the 36 (p. lv) 

singular readings of pr. In 6 of these 36, & concurs. 
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parallel instance, orpépew ta vdara for emi tov bdaTav oTpépew adta 

(xi. 6). But the brief of ob yeypappévor for dv od yéypamtat Ta dvdpara 

(xii. 8) is balanced by the expansion ot doBovpevor 7d 6vopa adrod, of ot 

fpoBovpevor avrdv (xix. 5). Other notable instances are:—ras yuyas Tas 

exhaypevas for ras puyas Tov eopaypeéver (vi. 9);* emt Cwipy Kal emi anyds 

for émt Cons [Céaas | mnyds (vi. 17); Oatdoons for dBiacou (xi. 17; xvii. 8); 

peTa Tov peydhov for Kat Tots peyddous (xi. 18, and so xix. 5); tHV oKynrHY 

. +. Tov oKHVovVTaV for THY aKHVHY avTov [Kai] TOUS... TKNVOUVTAS (xill. 6); 

Seomdras for édevbépovs (xiii. 16); Kat at éxardv (with altered punctuation) 

for ei pi) at éxartdy (xiv. 3); Sika Kai ahynOwa ta epya for dicavar Kat 

ahynOwoi ai ddot (xv. 3); BiBdlov .. . THS Kpioews for B. THs Cons (xx. 12); 

HeTpov Kahapov for wétpov Kaddpov [Kdhapov] (xxi. 15); 7a yeypappeéva for 

ol yeypappévor (xxi. 27); Baoeds atrav for Bacedoovow (xxii. 5). 

More deserving of consideration are the substitution of xeypyowpéva for 

Kal Kexpuvowpern, So as to relate to the ‘“ purple and scarlet,” not to their 

wearer (twice, xvil. 4, xvill. 6); and of éwi ra iwdria adrod emt rods pypods 

avrov tor émt 7d iuadrioy Kal emi Tov pypov avrod, so that the Name of Him 

who sat on the white horse is written ‘‘on the garments [that were] on his 

thighs”, not ‘‘on His garment and on His thigh.” One reading stands 

by itselfi—the unmeaning compromise (between é€weddes dwoBddd\ew and 

eweddev[-ov | drofavety), ewehdes aofavety (iii. 2). A few others may be 

more or less plausibly accounted for as due to errors of the Syriac scribe 

(see notes 7 loc. on the Syriac text); as idod ai ovat ai do aapOov for 7 

ovat 9 Sevtépa ane (xi. 14); eyévero Gddacoa as vexpos for éyévero aipa 

@s vekpov (Xvi. 3); viod for dpriov (xxi. 14); Bdérwv for diddv (xxii. 15). 

Of the omissions a few are considerable in point of extent. Thus (to 

pass by some instances which may be accounted for by homeceoteleuton in 

the Syriac) the following sentences, or parts of sentences, are wanting : 

Tov KdOnpevov ert TOV Apdvov, Kal amd THS dpyns (before Tod dpviov, vi. 16); 

kal mpooexvvyoav 7@ bed (before héyovtes, vil. 11); Kai ovrws eidov rods 

immous ev TH Opaoer (beginning of ix. 17); at yap ovpat avrav cporae 

oper, exovoa Kepdhas, Kai ev avtats adikovor (end of ix. 19); Kat 7 

eLovoia Tod xpiotov avrTov (xii. 10); ta yap epya attav aKohovbet per’ 

avrav (xiv. 13); ore e&npavOn 6 Oepiopos THS ys (xiv. 15). In one 

* Cp. xx. 4 for a similar reading, in which § alone concurs. 

® Many minor omissions will be found pointed out in my notes on the Greek text. 
1 
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instance, where but one word is left out, 6pa (before zy, which is made to 

belong to what follows, xix. 10), it seems impossible to doubt that doctrinal 

bias has been at work; and perhaps the same cause may have excluded 
a dypu tek\eoO7 Ta xidua ery from xx. 3.* This latter instance, however, may 

be accounted for by homceoteleuton in the Greek ; as may also those noted 

above in vi. 16, xiv. 13. 

Of cnsertions, the most remarkable are: rod €BSdpuou [or tiv €Bddpunr, 

scil., davyy], alter tod ovpavod (x. 4); Kat 6 Spdkwv before Kat 7d Onpiov 

(xvill. 11); BrMheus* kai adra between ov«ére and ov py (xvil. 4); Kat 6 ads 

avrov after Aavid (xxii. 16). Also on the margin, beside ii. 23, is added, 

Kal Tmawevow vas KaTa Ta epya vuov. A few others, which might be 

added under this head, belong rather to the category of double renderings 

or conflations :— 

v. 10, Bacwretav Kai tepets | kat Bacidets |. 

me 
9 , \ rn \ 9 , 

Vi. 9 VLKYNTNS [Kal VuKov | KaL WA VLKYOY), 

a \ Di nF Wad , 

(or, vkov Kal eviknoe [ Kal iva vixnon]). 

me xl. 11, mvedua Cav... eiondOev ev avrots ... kai | mvevpa Cans emecev 

€m avtous |. 

Xvill. 17, éwt Tdv Troiwy | ext Toro | Théwr. 
Ms ~ XN ‘ , > a \ \ {2 ee Te) 

xix. 19, kal ra otparevpata avrov ... [Kal 7a orparevpata adrav |. 

But it is not certain that any one of these represents a conflate reading 

in the Greek original of S. All of them may have been introduced into 

the Syriac by the translator, whether hesitating between two texts, or 

between two renderings of one and the same text; or possibly by a scribe 

interpolating S with readings from = or from some other quarter. In each 

case these possibilities have to be considered ; and they will be found fully 

discussed in the notes appended to the Syriac text, and (more briefly) in 

those at the foot of the Greek text. Here, it will suffice to say that vi. 2 

and xi. 11 seem to be examples of double rendering, but that each of them 

is capable also of being accounted for as produced by a scribe’s inter- 

polation from %: and that in case of xviii. 17 the conflation may be 

apparent onlv (arising from the lack of a proper equivalent in Syriac for 

méw). In the remaining two instances (the first and the last of the above 

* But see note on Greek text im loc., and cp. xx. 5, where a like omission is countenanced by 

many Greek authorities. 
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five) conflation properly so called indisputably exists; but whether derived 

by the Syriac translator from his Greek copy, or due to interpolation by 

him of a variant from a second copy, or by the scribe from ¥ or some other 

version, is open in each case to question.* 

2. It will be convenient here to deal with certain apparent singular 

readings of 8, which are really corruptions of the Syriac text due to 

clerical errors of the scribe; though that subject more properly belongs to 

Chapter VIII. The following is a sufficiently complete list of the errors 

of this nature (certain or highly probable), which I find in it :— 

evat for toty (1.16); hotrod for Katede (11. 13); how for 

She (11.17); Sazans» for Mrazay (7., context correspondingly 

modified, and words omitted); dev for <a (iii. 1 ); <tmas for <tai 

(vi. 12); etov for nso (7b.); tedhee for ztadhed (vi. 14); taniss for 

also (ix.11); <tmaX_ for Wram& (x. 2); <\ for kw (x. 7); 

~asacas for .Aascs (xi. 6); Wtas for exai (xi. 19); Sasa for 

waaad (xi. 1); xish for trush (xu. 7, context correspondingly 

modified); em for ¢<xm (xi. 10); Khasi for haste’ (xill. 2) ; 

Htordhe for Atoorde)d (xiii. 8); stasdh for stash (xiii. 12); ead 

for mts\h (xiii. 14); hhustor for Khotorn (xv. 1, xxi. 9); aah for 

aoh (xv. 11); chix for Chaz (xvii. 12); Cass for aps (xvii. 14); 

a tsco1 for gets (xvii. 16); ehassso for chase (xvii. 8); sah 

for pada (xix. 9); mbkxmxrh for mhathes (7).); azrdadeoa for 

a.xrradd ah (xix.17); oo for mam, (xx.3); Sdraso for chim (xx. 6). 

See also notes on the Syriac text, xvill. 3, 7,9; xxi. 11. 

Of the above, a few (as i. 16, xii. 1, xvi. 14) may possibly represent 

Greek variants. Two or three (as vi. 14, xii. 3) are plausible readings ; 

and might well be judged worthy of adoption if there were any ground 

for supposing the Apocalypse to have been originally written, or to be 

based on a document written, in an Aramaic idiom. Especially may this 

be affirmed of the trXdhe (= eraxy) of vi. 14, which not only suits the 

context, but agrees with the taxyoovrar (LXX) of Isaiah xxxiv. 4, which 

this passage follows closely (compare the unusual 6dvvOovs of vi. 13,—in § 

exaaa, the word by which the Peshitto renders the nas (= falling [fig ] 

of the passage of Isaiah, where LXX merely has os dvAXa winter). 

@ Instances of conflation are to be found also ii. 18, ix. 2; but for each of these there is 

Greek authority, as shown in the notes on the Greek text. See also xvil. 17, xx. 9, xxii. 6. 

12 
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CHAPTER V. 

REASONS FOR ACCEPTING S AS THE PRIOR VERSION. 

I reruRN now to the question, What is the relation subsisting between 

our version and the version usually printed ? 

Above, pp. xxxv—xxxvil, I have shown that, in diction, there is a close 

and unquestionable affinity between S and & in point of vocabulary, 

widely though they differ in method and in idiom. And we have now 

ascertained farther (pp. lxxi, sqq.) that, im text, there is affinity likewise. 

Thus by two distinct and independent lines of inquiry, we have been 

led to the conclusion that the two versions are not unrelated zzfer se,— 

that one is based on the other. Which, then, is the original, and which 

the derivate? Is = a remodelled form of 8, with its idiom graecized, its 

freedom reduced into literal and uniform servility, and its text modified 

on the authority of a text of the Q-type? Or is S a revision of &, 

rewritten into idiomatic Syriac, and textually emended by the help of a 

Greek exemplar not distantly akin to N ? 

The latter seems at first sight an admissible hypothesis. It supposes a 

reviser working on the basis of ¥ in much the same way as Symmachus 

appears to have worked on the basis of the Old Testament version of 

Aquila, or Jerome on the basis of the Old Latin New Testament. 

But I do not believe it possible for any competent scholar who 

examines the two versions side by side, to hesitate in decidig in favour 

of the former hypothesis. The literalness of = is not like that of the 

Old Latin—the barbarous simplicity of an early and unlearned translator, 

—it is the studious and pedantic literalness of conscious effort. It is thus, 

no doubt, like the literalness of Aquila, but of Aquila as the reviser of the 

work of the LXX, not as the precursor of Symmachus; still more, it is 

like—rather, it is essentially the same as—the literalness of Thomas of 

Harkel contrasted with the freedom of the Peshitto. 
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In confirmation of this judgment, I offer the following :— 

I. Analogy of the ‘‘ Pococke” and Harkleian Versions of the Four Epistles. 

—One part, especially, of the Harkleian version enables us to bring the 

matter to a definite test. Let anyone first compare a chapter or two of S 

with the corresponding portion of ¥, and then proceed to compare, in like 

manner, one of the ‘‘ Pococke” Epistles with the same in its Harkleian 

rendering; and he cannot fail to convince himself that the mutual 

relations, and probably therefore the history, of these two versions of the 

Epistles are precisely analogous to the mutual relations and history of 

these two versions of the Apocalypse ;—so that if we can solve the 

questions of relative priority and dependence between the Pococke and 

the Harkleian, we shall have at the same time obtained a probable solution 

of the same questions as between S and ¥. 

But, as regards the Pococke and the Harkleian, it may fairly be 

claimed that the solution is clear beyond reasonable doubt.* The 

Harkleian is known to be—in fact, professes to be—a derivate version 

formed from a prior one by a twofold process, of forcing the diction of 

the basis-version closer to the Greek idiom, and of revising its text by 

the help of one or more Greek exemplars. A mere comparison of the 

two will satisfy any student, that in the Pococke Epistles we have the 

prior version on which the Harkleian was formed. Analogy, therefore, 

points to the conclusion that, similarly, we have in § the basis-version of &. 

This argument rests on the general relation borne by S to ¥, and the 

parallelism between it and the relation borne by the Pococke to the 

Harkleian version of the Minor Epistles. I proceed to show, farther, that 

it is amply confirmed by many particular facts and classes of facts. 

Il. Traces of S betrayed by S.—Some such facts & itself yields, as follows: 

a. It has been shown (p. xxxi) that uniformity of rendering is prominent 

among the characteristics which distinguish ¥ from 8S. It has been shown, 

too (pp. xxxv, xxxvi), that to this uniformity there are some exceptions ; 

and instances have been given where &, in varying its rendering of certain 

words, follows an identical variation in S. Of such instances no explana- 

tion seems possible, except that the version which is habitually uniform is 

here ‘retaining the language of the version which habitually varies. 

* See Transactions of Royal Trish Academy, vol. xxv, pp. 297, 298; also the article 

Potycarpus (5), in Dictionary of Christian Biography, vol. iv, p. 482. 
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b. Again: we have seen (p. xxviii (3)) that, for the most part, = avoids the © 

status constructus, which S not infrequently employs. In the few instances 

where & deviates into the use of this form, it coincides (or nearly so) with 8. 

Thus we have in both etadea 52 (ii. 14, 20); akea Last ast 

celts (v. 11); and eagle? [or a2s3] a1254 (vi. 15, xix. 18) in %, where 

S has tal o245, for yudiapyo.. Each of the two latter instances 

contains a further pomt of deviation on the part of © from its own usage 

into that of S. In the first of them we have the two plurals absolute (see 

p- xxvii (1)); in the second, the avoidance of the Greco-Syriac tatslia 

which even the Peshitto New Testament sanctions. In v. 11 the 

coincidence may, no doubt, be due to the Peshitto of Daniel, vii. 10, 

whence ¥ might have derived it directly ; but then again it is to be noted 

that the adoption of the language of the Old Testament Peshitto is 

habitual in 8, not in ©. On the whole, the inevitable inference from these 

and like examples seems to be, that the influence, and therefore the 

priority, of S is manifested in exceptional departures such as these, and 

those noted in paragraph a, from the usual method and diction of >. 

ce. In rendering the name ’ABaéddepr (ix. 11) by ata, the versions 

show their interdependence by falling alike into the mistake of referring it 

to the root T3Y instead of TAX. But to render such words is the habit of 

S: to transliterate them of >. Thus for ’Azod[A]vov (in same verse) S 

writes tz; S, Laralaarc; compare also xvi. 16, where for [Ap ]payeddrv, 

S writes arXoa; Y, Catt eésnie. It follows, therefore, that = is to be 

presumed to have derived its misrendering from 8. 

Ill. Forecast fulfilled by S.—Again: in 8 we have the fulfilment of a 

memorable critical forecast, suggested more than a century ago to the acute 

mind of J. D. Michaelis by a singular blunder in ¥. He notes* that in it 

the words derov weropévov év wecovparvyparte (vill. 13) are ludicrously mis- 

rendered, ok bur ors Sasars chs ems wtar ctx = “an eagle 

flying in the midst which had a tail of blood” (pecovpavypate being read and 

rendered against sense and grammar alike, as péow ovpav aiwarr); and he 

points out that in the like passage, xiv. 6, this gross error is corrected.” 

Hence he infers ‘“ that there were two or more translations, and that one 

* Introd. to N. 7., vol. 11, pt. i, ch. vii, s. 10 [Marsh’s Translation ]. 

» Only in part, however ; pecovpavypare being here rendered as if otpave, aivate. Where the 

words again recur, xix. 17, they are rightly rendered. 
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was interpolated from the other; and, if I am not mistaken, the proper 

translation of perovpavnua may be referred to the more ancient version, 

and the false one to that of Philoxenus” [7.e. to =, which Michaelis 

supposed to belong to the Philoxeniau version]. Now in § the words are 

correctly rendered in all three places. Seeing then that the discovery of 

S proves Michaelis to have been right in divining the existence of an 

earlier Syriac version of the Apocalypse, free from this blunder, it is 

presumable that he is likewise right in his judgment that the version which 

translates the words in question correctly throughout is the earlier version. 

IV. Traces of S in the Apparatus attached to ¥—In the few available 

Mss. of ¥ (but three in all),* the remains appear of an apparatus attached to 

the text, of asterisks and marginal notes, similar to what is found in many 

Mss. of the Harkleian. In the Harkleian this is admittedly an integral part 

of the translator’s work, and includes (cater alia) references made by him to 

the readings of the version on which his was based. If, therefore, it can be 

shown that some of the marks or notes in the Mss. of © refer to the text of 

8, it follows as a probable inference that S was the basis of =. Now we 

find (a) in the Leyden Ms. (=/) some forty asterisks ; (6) some Harkleian- 

like marginal notes in the Dublin Ms. (=@), and one in the Nitrian (=7).* 

These asterisks and notes are, in each Ms., by the same hand as its text. 

Of the asterisks, as being most important in view of their known Hexaplar 

use, I treat first.” 

a. In much the greater part of the places where the asterisk occurs in 

x/, it can be understood as referring to something inserted in, or omitted 

from, the text of © as compared with that of S. In one or two of these 

places it cannot be accounted for by comparison with any other known 

textual authority. One such place is vill. 9, where S and & render 

without Greek authority as if rdvrwy (S, Las; S, scala) stood before 
KTirpatwv, an asterisk being set in } before the inserted word. Of this 

no explanation is to be found, except that the translator of ¥, finding in S this 

“ See Part II, p. 36, for these Mss. There is also in the Bodleian an incorrect copy of part 

of % (Thurston, 18, fo. 75). Part of its text is embodied in the Commentary of Barsalibi (on 

Apocalypse, followed by the Harkleian Acts and Epistles) in the Brit. Mus. Ms., Rich. 7185; for 

which see Hermathena, vol. v1, pp. 409, 410 ; vol. vit, pp. 145, 146, and Plate. 

» The Florentine Ms. (Sf), which is missing, is known to have been marked with asterisks. 

One instance (i. 2) is recorded by Adler, WV. 7. Versiones Syr., p. 78; but I do not make use of it 

in this argument, for the reason stated above, p. xxxv, note. 
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insertion, adopted it (with a slight change) and marked it as such with *. 

Thus again, xix. 16, an asterisk stands before Lxa (= xai ézt), for which no 

reason can be imagined except that it points to the small but highly signifi- 

cant variation of S (and S alone) in omitting a (= kai), so as materially to 

change the description contained in this passage, as noted above (p. Ixxvii)." 

Since then in these two cases the asterisk can only refer to 8, it becomes 

highly probable that it refers likewise to S in many of the other places in 

which some slight and obscure Greek authority may be found for the 

variant noted by it 

avotywv | of the Greek copies, 8, with one ms. (13) only, reads dvoife 

(= #»h94), as does also ¥, but with the pronoun am (= aizds) prefixed 

as for example, v. 5, where for the dvot€ar [or 6 

and marked *. It seems likely that the translator of = retained the »éa4 

from 8, inserted the pronoun to make the meaning clear, and noted by 

the * the deviation from the Greek. We conclude, therefore, that the 

asterisks, which in two cases certainly, and very probably in many 

more, refer to the S-text, prove the version to which they pertain to be 

posterior to S. 

b. None of the side-notes in Sd (which are but five or six in all, and 

occur within the first nine chapters) is available for our present inquiry. 

They throw light on it only in so far as they help to show that probably ¥ 

was originally equipped with a full Harkleian apparatus. But the one 

note on the margin of Xn is quite to the purpose. It stands over against 

i. 10, and consists of the letters 25 ts (7c. ¢az5 a3), which is the 

rendering in 8 of 77 Kupiaxy, as if rHs pas caBBdrov, a gloss recorded 

from no other authority. 

V. Like traces in Barsalibi’s Commentary on ¥.—Further evidence, 

tending to show that many more such notes relating to S were formerly 

to be found attached to %, is yielded by the (inedited) Commentary 

of Barsalibi (see p. Ixxxii, note *) on the Apocalypse, which he cites ac- 

cording to &. Following it he writes ssal\wats for cpiarahdq (iv. 6), 

sovlieia for diddas (v. 8); rls [-orsls] for yadkyndeév (xxi. 19), 

and swarklwats [swalhamts] (xxi. 20). But he explains the first by 

cmt, the second by etasy, the third by mstato, and the last by 

moms A<a,—in each case by the rendering of 8S. Now of these three, 

* The obelus ¢ would more properly be used here than the *; but the two signs appear to have 

been confused, and used indiscriminately by scribes in noting variations of text. 
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the second (at least) is a rare word, and (what is specially notable as 

evidence) the first is a mistranslation, unlikely to have been happened 

on by two translators independently. Again, though (as above noted) 

he writes "Avo\Wor, as S, in the transliterated form alae (ix. 11), 

he gives as one interpretation of it, Wt (‘‘ Looser,” ‘ Releaser”), which 

is the rendering of S (after the reading ’AvoAvov). These instances 

go far to prove that Barsalibi had some knowledge of S; but their 

infrequency looks as if he knew it but partially and indirectly, and 

suggests the probability that his copy of = may have been furnished 

with a series of marginalia which survive in these glosses of his, and in 

the single gloss attached to Sn. 

VI. Conflutions in & embodying Renderings of S.—Then, further, in view 

of these facts, all tending to prove that ¥ was originally furnished by its 

author with marginal variants and other signs indicating its relation to 

a prior version, which presumably was 8, it becomes highly probable 

that certain examples of conflation exhibited by ¥, in which one member 

of the conflate reading agrees with the reading of S, are due to the 

transference of such marginalia into the text, and thus serve to reinforce 

the evidence showing the dependence of © on 8. It is true that, on the 

other side (as shown above, p. Ixxviii), S also has its conflate readings, 

of which two or three may possibly be due to interpolation from &. 

But in case of 8 there is no ground for surmising that it was issued by 

its author (as = apparently was) with the appendages of side-notes and 

asterisks of the Harkleian fashion ; and (as we have seen) every one of 

the S-conflations may have been (as some of them certainly were) in the 

underlying Greek; or (if belonging to the Syriac text) may have been 

introduced by the translator from some source other than =, or from > 

by a subsequent transcriber. 

Three or four such examples of conflations in ¥, due presumably to 

the influence of 8, may be pointed out. 

Ava 7d Oé\npa cov joav (iv. 11). S (see p. xxxiv) misrenders this, 

OD Wide WD (= Sia Tov Oedyjpatos...). % (which nowhere falls 

into this mistranslation of da) has here S=06 » Amato’ Las au5 

aam ~ Amada ide (= Sia cod eioi Kai dia 76 OeAnpad god Hoar) ; 

of which sentence the first member has no authority except the mis- 

rendering of 8, out of which it has no doubt been formed. 
m 
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"Iva cxorus$y 75 cpizoy abvey, wai q Hpépa py Garg (vii. 12) = 
renders mas “1 <ma. -aszss _semliu: ~<hlod ~~: 
where the asx» makes the passage uniniellizible as well ‘as ungramma- 

tical §=But aa» has iis proper place im S, which iollows a variant 

wai doxoricfycar ..-.- osx €Samve—in which it is to be noted that au 
éoxovisOycar is a readig peculiar to S, supporied only m part by a very 

few authorities which read «ai éoxozio#y. The above =-rendermg is 
that of =/», where aaz» appears as a crude imierpolaiion; but =dp 

atiempt io shape the sentence mio sense and grammar by reading 

fons is es eo. Here we detect ithe actual process of conflation, 

earried out by the omission of a final ce and the imseriion of the prefix 

3: and we ean hardly avoid the conelusion thai iis firsi siage was a 
marginal aazwso (= «ai éoxozi ay), as alternaiive for vest joe 

oxo7u7 9g), inserted by the translaior i» signify thai he found the former 

im S, but substituted the latter im his text on the authority of his Greek 

exemplar. (See note on Greek iexi ia lee. for oxovio$y) 

Kai 70 Gpoispa ver dxpiter Gpows [-a, or aj izsos (ix 7) Here 

S renders efzats <hasat wor’... . <trasesto 2s usual: while = has 

eéxats dares wa’ poad . .. - ntaacese (= aai 75 Gpoieps - - - - Gpouws Os 
Gpoispa ) Thus > (adopting the reading opou) renders the adjective 

twice over,—first (more sas) by ¢.>a3, then by 3 Shae we. which is 

the rendering of Gpows characieristic of 3 (see p. xxiv) Here again 

we detect conflation m >, and irace it io S, whence % may easily have 

been derived by a process like that which = beirays in viii. 12. 

For aspfor (xxi 4) = gives --t-as (rather—<zappfor) 5, treating 

the verb as first person singular, gives Wve. In Ed we find 2 conflate 

reading tas ,2\i< [si] of which the former word indicates that a 

former copy of > bore on iis margm the reading of S. 

Thus the asterisks of = the sdenoie extant m =m, and the 

side-noies which probably are represented by ihe glosses of Barsalibi, 

and in the above-cited conflaie readings of ¥,—all presumably due to the 

author of >—alike evince his knowledge of S. 

VIL Renderings borrowed from 3, and maperfecilg assimilaied, by >— 

Finally, to complete the evidence for the priority of S_ I have to point 

out that, m some places, the dependence of = on it is beirayed by the 

inadvertence of the translator in so imperiectly a%imilaimeg whai he has 
retained of S, as to leave iraces of its origin. Thus— 
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In rendering ds 6 qdwos datva & 7H Suvape aizod (i. 16), S has for 

daiva, the feminine tors, thus treating tzsx (= Fos), which is of 

common gender, as feminine; and (consistently) for aizod, the feminine 

cals. likewise has the feminine verb; but the following pronoun 

appears as ols (masculine) in all the copies. Elsewhere in both versions, 

méz=ax is masculine. Apparently the author of = has altered the pronoun 

into the more usual masculine, but overlooked the verb. 

For €« 74s apas tov wepacpod 77s peddovons (iii. 10), S has 

BALT tases, = ek Tod TEipacpov Tov pédAdovTos,—omitting 77s dpas and 

changing the participle from feminine to masculine, so as to agree with 

wetpacpov (the former noun being feminine and the latter masculine in 

Syriac, as in Greek)—a reading unattested otherwise, but consistent and 

intelligible. , after the Greek, replaces 77s dpas (Khsxx), but leaves 

the participle in the masculine, thus representing a reading é« 77s épas 

Tov TELpagpov Tov péAdov70s,—also unattested otherwise. The probability 

is, that this arose from an oversight on the part of the author of =, who, 

when he corrected the S-text by inserting 1 Wh&sax before Ssa.ms, 

forgot to conform the gender of ts to that of char. 

For xparotv7as sols téooapas avémous 77s yas, va py mveéq avEepos 

(vii. 1), = writes twat az hs ised’ .sid’s vat ssixl phew. 

Now that ewot (= dvepos), though usually feminine, should thus be 

masculine at the end of this sentence, as it is also in S, is not without 

precedent: but that it should be, as here, feminine in the first part and 

masculine in the second, is so strange as to lead us to ask how it is to be 

explained. The explanation is found when we turn to S, in which, instead 

of <xat asic we find <xat &xsie, a form of expression which leaves 

the gender indeterminate, so that the following sot a3 involves no 

incompatibility. Apparently, the author of = replaced the <sat Ksstc 

(properly = rv rerpdéa tov avépov) of S by the more literal tyat sic 

(feminine), but neglected to change the gender of the following masculine 

verb mx. 

= renders wa ph ms Sintra. dyopdoa % Todqjoa (xill. 17), by 

pel of slit Kets ar eis, without the usual and (almost) 

indispensable prefix 1 before p=ts. This is at once accounted for by 

comparison with S, which writes esta or cota rare etis after an 

\* See Skat-Rérdan, Dissertatio, § 34, Annot. 1 (in his edition of the Hexaplar Judges and Ruth). 
m 2 
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unattested reading wa py tis dyopdoa 7) twhyoat (verbs in optative, 

without Svvy7a1). The author of & inserts sada, after his Greek; but 

omits to supply the x to connect its dependent verbs. 

In xviii. 4, Wa po) ovyKowdonte ..... Kal wa pr dAaByre, both 

versions (as noted above, p. xxxvi), vary the rendering of the recurring 

iva py (tsals .... x). In §, there is a valid reason for this: Kat is 

omitted (against all other authorities) from before the second wa, so as to 

make the second clause subordinate to, instead of co-ordinate with, the first. 

In &, the copulative conjunction is restored; and yet the varied rendering 

of the second tva py, which has significance only in the absence of that 

conjunction, is retained, and retained contrary to the uniformity which 

is with > the normal practice. 

Thus, in our comparative survey of 8S and &, considered simply as 

versions representing substantially the same original,—we are led, (1) by 

the analogy of the relation borne by the ‘‘ Pococke” to the Harkleian 

version of the Four Epistles, and (2) by the tendency of = to betray its 

dependence on 8, by occasional lapses from its own artificial, exact, and 

rigid manner into the variations, the idioms, the errors, and (in general) 

the peculiarities, of S—to conclude that S is the prior version, and = a 

revision of it. 

VIL. Lextual Affinities of each Version—When we revert to our com- 

parative study of the Greek texts underlying each version, we find no 

lack of independent evidence to confirm this conclusion. F'or— 

It has been shown (pp. Ixxiii, sqg.) that, comparing the texts of the 

two versions, S proves to tend, in general, more decidedly than = does, to 

the more archaic type of text,—to that which I have called the ‘normal 

uncial” type (of 8 AC P), as opposed to the type represented by Q and the 

bulk of the cursives. And this archaic character of S appears farther, 

in a special way, in the fact that its special affinities are (pp. ]xi, xii; 

pp- lxv, Ixvi),—(1) among the uncials, with 8 the oldest Greek MS.; and 

(2) among the Latin versions, with the Primasian, the earliest known form 

of the old Latin,—probably the oldest version extant of the Apocalypse. 

It has been shown, farther (pp. Ixxy, Ixxvi, notes), that = is to a great 

extent free from such singular and subsingular readings as are largely 

present in S—(of three main classes, (1) 72 readings attested by 8 alone 

of MSS.; (2) 36 readings attested by pr alone of Latin texts; (3) nearly 
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150 readings which have neither Greek nor Latin attestation),—yet that 

it shares to a limited but appreciable extent in the aberrancies of S. It 

concurs in 21 out of the 72 N-readings, in 6 out of the 36 pr-readings, 

and in 27 of the readings in which S is unsupported by Greek or Latin. 

Thus it appears that three distinct elements, characteristic of S, occur 

likewise, in a less degree but in a form identical so far as they occur, in &. 

These elements then—the readings of these three aberrant types 

in which = concurs with S, 

> exceptional. 

are in S normal and characteristic, in 

Hence the inference is (as before, pp. lxxxi, Ixxxii, in the matter of 

peculiarities of diction), that the version in which such readings excep- 

tionally occur, has borrowed or retained them from the version in which 

they are habitually present :—in other words, that the text of =, as well as 

its diction, shows signs of dependence on that of 8. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

DATE AND AUTHORSHIP OF S. 

I now enter on the questions of the probable date, and authorship, of 

the version 8. 

I.—Irs Dare. 

1. Direct Evidence of Brit. Mus. Ms., Add. 17193. 

As to its date, we have one certain fact to limit our inquiry: it is 

earlier than the year 874 a.p. For though the Crawford Ms., whence 

I derive the text I now publish, was probably (see below, pp. exiii, sqq.) 

written late in the twelfth century, a considerable extract from the 

Apocalypse (vii. 1-8), which when examined proves to belong to 8, is 

included in a volume of Miscellanies (Brit. Mus., Add. 17193, fo. 144), 

bearing date A. Gr. 1185 (= ap. 874). So far, but no farther, the 

external and direct evidence carries us. 

2. Indirect Evidence of Crawford Ms., Syr. 2. 

But the Crawford Ms., when we turn back to it, will be found to 

contain internal and indirect, but cogent, evidence of the antiquity of the 

text of the Apocalypse exhibited in it, The very blunders which disfigure 

the text (see p. lxxix), serious as they are and far from infrequent, cannot 

be reasonably set down to carelessness or stupidity on the part of the 

scribe, who seems to have done his work accurately and with intelligence, 

as is shown by its comparative freedom from such blunders in the rest of 

* For this extract see Appendix to Part II, p. 85, where it is printed in full as it stands in 

Add. 17193. This Ms. is fully described by Wright, Catal., pp. 989, sqg.; who notes that the 

extract is ‘not according to the ordinary version” (7.e. 3). 
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the New Testament. They are probably to be accounted for by supposing 

either that the text had passed through many stages of transcription before 

it reached him, or that the exemplar whence it was derived by him, was 

one much damaged by time or mischance.* The latter supposition agrees 

well with the fact, elsewhere pointed out, that it appears to have lost its 

first leaf, so that he has been obliged to supply the first eight verses of 
chapter 1. from a copy of &.° In farther confirmation of this explanation 

it is to be noted that these blemishes in the text do not appear with any 

uniformity of distribution, nor yet are they scattered at random: they 

tend to occur in groups,—three or four in a page, preceded and followed 

by many pages free from flaw, in such wise as to suggest that the archetype 

had suffered from injury or decay in places corresponding to these groups. 

The other supposition—of repeated transcription, is also confirmed by the 

state of the text of our Ms. in the passages where the blunders oceur; for 

in some of them (see, ¢.g., notes on the Syriac text, ii. 17, xii. 7), particles 

or points have been inserted with the effect of forcing some meaning on 

the misreadings, so as to betray the care of a scribe not content to copy 

merely, but bent on editing his text into intelligibility. It is clear that 

the text, needing to be so edited, cannot have been recent when it came 

into his hands. Hither supposition, if admitted, would go far to account 

for the state of our text; and either of them implies the lapse of 

generations, perhaps centuries, between the translator and the twelfth- 

. century scribe. Neither of them excludes the other, and it may well be 

that both are true. On the whole it seems probable that two or three (if 

not more) transcripts stand between our Ms. and the original; and that 

some one of them was separated from its successor by a long interval. 

3. Inference from Comparison of Texts of vii. 1-8, given in above Mss. 

A comparison of vii. 1-8 in our Ms. with the Nitrian copy of the same, 

enables us to carry the matter farther back. The two texts vary slightly 

mer se. One point of difference is, that, while our Ms. misplaces the 

“sealing” of Levi in verse 7, postponing it to that of Issachar, the other 

Ms. omits it from the text but has it on the margin, supplied in a different 

* Frequent use cannot be supposed as a probable cause of the damage, for the Apocalypse was 

not included in any Syriac Lectionary system, 

” See the notes on Syr. text, i. 1-8; also Zransactions, R.I.A., vol. xxx, p. 414. 
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script, and apparently by a second hand. The inevitable inference is, that 

both represent an older copy which passed it over altogether. Of the other 

differences, some are in matters of grammatical form, as follows. For 

pearclsn (verse 1), vat hase (7d.), lor As (id.), petx As (verse 4), 

of the Crawford text, the Nitrian has—Warwls, 20% asic, abr As, 

cdot geen ;—so that in each case it substitutes a less archaic form for 

amore archaic. So too, as to orthography, it writes (verses 2, 8) ato, 

~oimh, for Latarsi, -atmerd, of our Ms. We are thus led to the 

important conclusion, that our Ms., though probably three centuries later 

in date than the Nitrian book of Extracts, represents an earlier form of 

the text;—in other words, is derived, immediately or mediately (and if 

mediately, then through a line of accurate transmission), from an ultimate 

exemplar older than the Nitrian,—so much older as to belong to an earlier 

stage of the language than that which prevailed in the age to which the 

Nitrian Ms. belongs,—the latter half (namely) of the ninth century. 

4. Internal Evidence of the Version. 

We should, therefore, be obliged to ascribe a considerable antiquity to 

this version, even if we had no grounds to rely on save those that are 

yielded by the Crawford Ms. whence we derive it, and by the older 

Nitrian Ms. which preserves a fragment of it. And in this ascription we 

are confirmed by the internal evidence of the version itself. For, as 

has been shown in detail in Chapters IJ and III, on the one hand its . 

diction is that of the earlier stage of Syriac literary use in translations 

from the Greek, before the Syriac language had been debased by the 

alloy of grecism; and, on the other hand, its ¢ea¢ appears to have had as 

its prepollent element a Greek basis conformed in the main to the earlier 

type represented by the agreement of the ancient uncials NAC, with P 

following—which type is known to have passed more and more out of 

currency among Biblical students as generation followed generation. In 

the eighth century, or even in the seventh, a text of such type would be 

unlikely to be adopted by a translator; and a translator of that age would 

hardly rival, in his language and style, the purity and ease of the Peshitto. 

Thus we have here two lines of argument, each confirming the other, both 

tending alike to the common conclusion that, for a version of such quality, 

based on a text of such character, an earlier date must be assumed than 

the eighth or seventh century. 
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5. Inference from probable Date of &. 

A more definite approach to its date may be made by means of its 

relation to the other version (=), of which, as has been shown, it must be 

regarded as the predecessor. The date and authorship of £, indeed, are 

not known with certainty. But we are assured that the missing Florence 

Ms. (=f, stated to be written by one Jacob of Hesron, a.p. 1582) had a 

colophon describing ¥ as the work of Thomas of Harkel.* This description 

is confirmed by the fact that while Barsalibi, in his Commentary on the 

Apocalypse, Acts, and Epistles, makes = his basis (see pp. ]xxxiii, note *, 

Ixxxiv) in the Apocalypse, which he places first, he comments on the 

following Books in the Harkleian; thus as it seems treating = as part of 

that version. And the internal evidence amply bears out what these 

authorities thus affirm or imply. Apart from all external testimony, we 

find the method and diction of = to be beyond dispute Harkleian ; so that 

it may without impropriety be designated the Harkleian Apocalypse, in 

this sense that, whoever be the translator, the translation is Harkleian in 

its manner and language—the production, if not of Thomas himself, then 

of a disciple and continuator, belonging to his age, trained in his school, 

a rigorous adherent of his system. Now the date of Thomas is accurately 

recorded; he did his work a.p. 616. Tf then we may assume that the 

=-version of the Apocalypse was part of the Syriac New Testament as 

revised by him, or at least a supplement appended to it not long after his 

time, it follows that the S-version, being prior to it, cannot be reasonably 

assigned to a period later than the sixth century. 

No later period, as has been shown above, would suit the facts of 

the character of the version, whether viewed on the Syriac side, in its 

grammatical and literary aspect,—or on the Greek side, as a witness 

to the text of its original. And this coneurrence of evidence, internal 

with external, textual with linguistic, seems sufficient to warrant us in 

accepting the conclusion to which we are led by the facts and inferences 

above stated. 

* These statements as to the Florence Ms. are made by Lelong (Lvblioth. Sacra, tom. 1, p. 191 

{ Boerner’s edition, 1709]), on the authority of a Catalogue communicated by Montfaucon. It is 

to be hoped that this Ms. may be recovered and the above account verified. It was missing when 

Bernstein sought for it at Florence in or before 1854 (Bernstein, De [Thark/. Transl., p. 8). 

n 
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Il.—Its Auruor. 

It remains to examine whether we can with any probability trace its 

origin and conjecture its author. 

1. Not Jacob of Edessa. 

One negative conclusion we may, in the first instance, lay down with 

confidence, and thus narrow the field of inquiry. Putting aside for the 

moment the reasons above given for assigning it to a date earlier than the 

seventh century, we may unhesitatingly affirm that neither our version 

nor the rival one can be the work of Jacob of Edessa, whom, as a Biblical 

scholar and translator, high in repute in the Jacobite Church, one might 

naturally suggest as the probable author of one or other. His manner is 

known to us, from his version of the Septuagintal Esaias, extant in a 

Nitrian Ms. (Add. 14441) in the British Museum ;* and it is unmistakably 

distinct alike from the manner of S and from that of =. His date, 

moreover (seeing that his activity covered the second half of the seventh 

century and passed into the eighth, ending in his death, a.p. 708), would 

oblige us to assign = to a period so improbably late as the eighth century, 

if we supposed him, in the latter years of the seventh to have produced S. 

But we have, farther, direct evidence to the same effect in a Syriac 

rendering of Apoc. xvil. 3-6 (contained in a Syriac Catena on Genesis, 

compiled by the monk Severus, appended to the Commentary of Ephraim 

on that Book), ascribed (apparently with good reason) by the editor of the 

Roman edition of Ephraim, to Jacob of Edessa,°—as follows : 

hares Is ham <asstia .<sm1s “smi lar Khdw bud 3. 

sae <z.t al down .arags <b ham xls .<homan 

chasil, <an lst .@tuwts Sma iam bua f. ims Khia 

dad choi Liam git asda miaw bra 5. -mhains Khartaka 

ca hap sais ac hdl hapa 6. cxins Khasiisa chaails 

»SOET ,marcrm7 soy pSta  .estor oor 

Here, after making all allowance for looseness of citation (such as is 

shown in the transference of <=m%> <>m3=0 from verse 4 to verse 3), 

> Printed by Ceriani, in Monumenta S. et P., tom. v, fase. 1, pp. 7 e¢ sgg. 

> Ephraim 8., Opera Syr., tom. 1 (Roman ed.), p. 192. 
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we find on comparison with the corresponding passage in S and &, that 

we have a version materially different from both, alike in diction and 
in text.* 

2. Presumably identical with Translator of ** Pococke” Epistles. 

But in endeavouring to reach a positive conclusion which may be 

accepted as at least provisional, it is necessary to proceed gradually. As 

a first step in our inquiry, it is to be observed that the combination in 

which S comes before us, and its accompaniments, are at least suggestive 

of its probable authorship. It has reached us as an integral part of a 

New Testament in Syriac,—Peshitto, supplemented by the addition of the 

Books which lie outside of the Peshitto Canon. It may fairly be pre- 

sumed that when the scribe and his fellow-workers or directors arranged 

the contents of the volume, the supplementary matter which they incor- 

porated in it with the Peshitto, was borrowed by them all of it from one 

and the same source: that is, that this version of the Apocalypse comes 

from the same hand as the version of the Four Minor Epistles. 

3. This Presumption confirmed by Internal Evidence. 

For so far, this is a mere presumption, arising out of the external fact 

that the S-version of the Apocalypse and the Pococke version of the Four 

E pistles are associated in the same Ms., in the same supplementary relation 

to the Peshitto New Testament. But when we follow up the clue thus put 

in to our hands, and examine the two versions side by side, the presumption 

be comes materially strengthened. I have already noticed (pp. xvii, xvil1) 

the internal resemblance that subsists between them. In method and in 

diction alike, they are similar works: they belong to the same stage of the 

language, they occupy the same midway position as regards their literary 

eharacter—more exact in rendering than the Peshitto, more free tlian the 

Harkleian. They are, to all appearance, products not only of the same age, 

but of the same school,—it may well be, of the same hand. This general 

similarity, moreover, between the two versions, includes (as pointed out 

above, pp. XXXVii, Xxxvili) some special points of coincidence in diction, 

which raise to a high degree the probability of their common authorship. 

* Thus, ¢.g., S and = read zopvay in verse 5, with all Greek authorities ; whereas in Jacob’s 

rendering, as in the Latin, a reading zopvedv is followed. 
n2 
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If then we assume on these grounds that this version of the Apocalypse 

is by the same hand as the version of the Four Epistles with which it is 

associated in the Crawford Ms., and to which it bears a close affinity alike 

in general character and in particular details, we arrive at a determined 

date, and a known name. For it is certain, as I have shown,* that these 

Epistles are part of the version made a.p. 508, by Polyearpus, ‘ the 

Chorepiscopus,” under the direction of the famous Philoxenus of Mabug, 

after whose name it is styled the ‘ Philoxenian” version,—to be dis- 

tinguished as the ‘‘ Philoxenian proper” or ‘‘unrevised Philoxenian” from 

the Harkleian, which (though too commonly confounded with it) was 

really the result of a revision of it in which its text and its diction were 

largely modified, more than a century later, by Thomas of Harkel. That 

Polyearpus included the Apocalypse in his work, may be assumed in the 

absence of evidence to the contrary. We are told by Moses of Aghel, 

that he translated ‘‘the New Testament’? (no Book or Books being ex- 

cepted); and inasmuch as his translation of the Four Epistles proves that 

‘““the New Testament” is not to be here taken as limited to the Books 

of the Peshitto Canon, there is no reason to suppose that he did not—but 

every probability that he did—translate the Apocalypse likewise. 

4. Also by analogous Case of % and Harkleian. 

A second, and quite independent, line of probable inference leads to 

the same result. The version %, as we have seen, is either a part of the 

Harkleian New Testament (which, for the like reason as has been above 

assigned in the case of the Philoxenian, may be presumed to have 

included the Apocalypse), or a supplement to it, wrought in sedulous 

imitation of its method. It is probable therefore that, like the rest of 

the Harkleian, © was constructed on the basis of a prior version forming 

part of the New Testament as translated by Polycarpus. It is therefore 

also probable, and in the same degree, that S, which is unmistakably the 

basis of =, is to be identified as the Apocalypse of which Polycarpus 

was the translator. 

It is to be observed, that each of these chains of probability holds good 

apart from the other. The former depends on the affinity between S and 

the ‘‘ Pococke” Epistles; the latter on the relation of S, as basis-version, 

@ See reff., note *, p. Ixxxi. * Ap. Assemani, Biblioth. Orient., tom. 11, p. 83. 
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to =. If either of our two distinct lines of argument be accepted as 

valid—if we admit it as probable, either that the S-Apocalypse is from 

the same hand as the Pococke Four Epistles,—or that the ¥-Apocalypse 

is a part (supplemental at least if not integral) of the Harkleian New 
Testament,—on either assumption (and the probability of each rests on a 

sufficient basis of its own), it follows as an almost inevitable inference, 

that our Apocalypse is the work of Polycarpus, and belongs to his version 

of the whole New Testament into Syriac, the Philoxenian proper of 

A.D. 508. 

5. Also by Affinity between S and Philoxenian Esaias. 

Of this inference, confirmation is forthcoming from yet another quarter. 

Moses of Aghel (wé supr.) states that ‘‘ David” was translated for Philoxenus 

from the Greek by Polycarpus, along with the New Testament; and a 

note appended to the great Ambrosian Ms. of the Syro-Hexaplar version 

(Esai. ix. 6), informs us that the Philoxenian version extended to Esaias 

also. This version of the Psalms is not recorded as extant, but that of 

Esaias (after the LXX) survives in some large fragments, identifiable as 

Philoxenian beyond all reasonable doubt, preserved in the Ms., Add. 17106 

of the Nitrian Collection in the British Museum, which has been printed 

by Dr. Ceriani in his Monumenta Sacra et Profana* (cited by me as “ Phx.,” 

see Pt. II, p. 36). The internal evidence of these fragments shows that 

the version to which they belong was in style and language closely akin 

to S;° and also that, though based on the LXX, it bespeaks an author 

to whom the Peshitto Isaiah was familiar,—a note of identity with the 

author of 8, of whom, as we have seen, familiarity with the Peshitto 

diction, especially that of the Old Testament, is a marked characteristic, 

preparing us to find in him an Old Testament translator. It is a note- 

worthy fact, moreover, and one that serves to reinforce the preceding 

arguments, that this Philoxenian Esaias bears to the Syro-Hexaplar Esaias 

of Paul of Tella a relation closely parallel with the relation borne by the 

Pococke version to the Harkleian of the Four Epistles, or by S to &. 

* Tom. v, fase. i, pp. 9, sgg—On the authorship of these fragments, sce Ceriani, p. 5; and 

Dict. of Christian Biogr., vol. wv, s.v. Potycarpus (5), pp. 480-433. See also Wright, Catal., 

p- 28, for his account of the Ms., which he assigns to the seventh century. 

> See the points of affinity between S and Phx., recorded passim in my Notes to Part II. 
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On all those grounds we are, I venture to think, entitled to claim 

this Polycarpus as the author of the version of the Apocalypse herewith 

printed,—at least until some more probable theory shall have been 
advanced. 

6. Objections answered. 

(1.) To authorship suggested for S :— 

Against this theory of the authorship, one argument (and I know of no 

other) may be urged.  Barsalibi, the great teacher of the Monophysite 

Church of the twelfth century, in commenting on the Apocalypse, follows 

(as we have seen, pp. Ixxxiil, note, Ixxxiv) the version =; and though a 

few tokens appear of his knowledge of S, they are doubtful, and, even 

if certain, could be accounted for by the very probable supposition that he 

derived them from marginal notes attached to his copy of S. Is it likely 

(at may be asked) that so learned a scholar as Barsalibi should be ignorant 

or negligent of a version of this Book bearing a name so great and so 

revered in his Church as that of Philoxenus? This objection (it is to be 

observed) is raised—not with regard to the existence of S in the time of 

Barsalibi (for of that we have found Ms. evidence dating three centuries 

before him,—see p. xc), but with regard to the view that it belongs to 

the Philoxenian New Testament. And as so raised, it admits of a 

complete answer. Barsalibi, in the same work in which he comments on 

the Apocalypse according to the =-text, not only comments on the Four 

Epistles according to the Harkleian text, but states* expressly that he 

knows of no other. If, then, we are to conclude that S cannot be 

Philoxenian because Barsalibi ignores it, we must extend the same con- 

clusion to the Pococke text of the Four Epistles, which he likewise 

ignores. But that text is demonstrably Philoxenian, notwithstanding 

Barsalibi’s negative witness to the contrary. His negative witness, 

therefore, against the claim advanced for 8, that it too is Philoxenian, 

may be safely set aside. 

(2.) To authorship suggested for © :— 

So again, the theory which makes the  -Apocalypse part of the 

Harkleian New Testament is open to an objection,—a serious one, though 

* Ap. Pococke, Pref. ad Lectorem, prefixed to his edition (1630) of these Epistles. 
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of negative character. This Book is absent not merely from the New 

College Ms. (No. 333) of the Harkleian (which supplied the text of White’s 

edition, but is defective at the end, and therefore inconclusive as a 

witness), but from the Cambridge Ms. (Add. 1700), the only known un- 

mutilated copy professing to be complete.* In this matter, Barsalibi is a 

witness on our side; for (as noted above, pp. Ixxxiii, note *, xciii) he seems, 

in the Commentary above referred to, to have known it as associated with 

the Harkleian version of the Four Epistles,—probably deriving it from a 

Ms. of the Harkleian, in which the Apocalypse stood, as in 8, before the 

Acts, the Epistles following after.” That the Apocalypse is wanting from 

the Cambridge Ms. may be a fact of no farther significance than is its 

absence from many Greek cursives;—to be accounted for simply by the 

prevalent custom of most Churches of excluding the Apocalypse from 

their lectionary systems.* 

In estimating the weight of the above considerations, it is to be borne 

in mind that the argument for accepting S as Philoxenian, and the 

argument for accepting © as Harkleian, are in the main independent each 

of the other, each resting on sufficient grounds of its own. They may 

therefore be regarded as mutually confirmatory ; and to argue that if = be 

the work of Thomas, § is probably the work of Polycarpus, or vice versa, 

is valid reasoning, and not a vicious circle. 

» Except these two, no known Harkleian Ms. exhibits the Acts and Epistles. 

> Thus the copy used by Barsalibi would be similar in arrangement to the Crawford Ms., only 

with the supplementary Books derived not from the Philoxenian proper but from the Harkleian. 

¢ For the adverse opinion of Adler, who denied (Verstones Syr., p. 78) that & could be 

Harkleian, and for the grounds on which that opinion is to be rejected, see Zransactions, R.I.A., 

vol. xxvii, p. 304. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

THE APOCALYPSE IN THE SYRIAN CHURCHES. 

In the course of the preceding inquiry, it has distinctly appeared that 

the Apocalypse was not only unread in public, but had no great currency 

even among students of Scripture, within the Jacobite communion,—the 

body which, though lying under the reproach of heresy, unquestionably 

represents the national Syrian Church, and is honourably distinguished 

by its zeal for Biblical literature. To the divines of the rival Nestorian 

Church, and to its Biblical scribes, the Apocalypse, and with it the Four 

Epistles, appear to have been absolutely unknown. 

It seems worth while to put together the facts, so far as I have been 

able to ascertain them, which indicate the extent of knowledge of this 

Book, existing among Christians who studied the Scriptures in Syriac, 

traceable back from the latest point at which that knowledge may reason- 

ably be presumed to have been acquired in or from the East, and 

independently of printed editions of the Syriac New Testament. 

I.—The Apocalypse known to certain Members of Syrian Churches. 

1. Of the seventeenth and sixteenth centuries—In the seventeenth century 

the Apocalypse, in the version ¥, is known to have been in the hands 

of three persons belonging to Syrian Churches ;—of a priest of Amid 

(Diarbekr) ‘Abdul Ahad, who transcribed it with the rest of the Scriptures 

in Paris, 4.p. 1695 ;* of Gabriel Sionita, who edited it from a Ms. or Mss., 

no longer forthcoming, for the Paris Polyglot, 1683; and of Joseph, a 

monk of Kenobin, in the Lebanon,. who transcribed it for Archbishop 

Ussher, in 1625°—the two last-named being Maronites, the first no doubt 

a Jacobite. 

° This copy is numbered 1 to 5 in Zotenberg’s Catalogue, q. v. 

> See Zransactions of R.I.A., vol. xxvii, p. 283. 
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To these, the sixteenth century adds two more—Jacob of Lesron (in 

the Lebanon country), who wrote the Florence copy in 1582, and (as it 

seems) Caspar, whose name appears in the colophon of the Leyden copy, 

described as ‘from the land of the Hindus” (Ms0%:m,—not sation, 

as printed by De Dieu).* Thus, of these five, the last was apparently 

of the Syro-Indian Church of Malabar; three were Maronites; and one 

only was of the Jacobite Church of Mesopotamia—the other four be- 

longing to communities subject to the See of Rome. All five, however, 

worked merely as transcribers,—in Europe, or for European scholars ; 

and it was, no doubt, under European influences that their transcripts 

were made: but the fact that they had, or had access to, Mss. whence 

they transcribed the text, proves that, in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries, copies of the Book in this version were still preserved among 

Syrian Christians in three regions so remote one from another as 

Mesopotamia, the Lebanon, and Malabar,—not only in the Jacobite 

Church whence it sprang, but in two other Churches ecclesiastically and 

doctrinally distinct from it. As regards the Apocalypse, therefore, Wid- 

manstad was no doubt correctly informed by Moses of Marde, in 1554-5,” 

that the non-Peshitto Books in Syriac were then extant in Mesopotamia. 

For so far, the evidence points to ¥ as the form in which the 

Apocalypse was known in the places named; but the version §, too, is 

proved, by a note entered in the Crawford Ms. (see pp. ex, exi, m/r.), to 

have been in the hands of two successive owners in the same Mesopotamian 

region, in 1554,—of one Saliba, and of a Patriarch (probably Jacobite but 

possibly Nestorian) Simeon of Hatacha,* to whom he sold the Ms. 

2. Of the twelfth, eleventh, and ninth centuries.— For three centuries 

before that date I am unable to adduce any evidence of knowledge of 

either version; but when we go back to the twelfth century, both come 

again into view. Shortly before the year 1200, as I hope to show in 

the following Chapter, the Crawford Ms., in which the Apocalypse in the 

version § is, as we have seen, ranked high among the New Testament 

Books, and ascribed to the Fourth Evangelist, was written in the very 

heart of the Jacobite Church, in a convent of Salach, in Tur‘abdin. Not 

many years earlier is to be placed the composition of the Commentary" of 

* See De Diew’s Apocalypsis, p. 164. 

> See reff. in note >, p. xvii, to Widmanstad’s Epistle to Gienger. 
d * See below, pp. ex, exi. See above, p. lxxxili, note *. 
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Barsalibi (the leading divine of the Jacobite Church of this century), who 

died Bishop of Mabug, a.p. 1171,—in which the Apocalypse is ascribed to 

St. John and expounded after the =-version. An earlier Commentary (of 

unknown authorship and date), contained in the Ms. Add. 17127 (Brit. 

Mus.), embodying the text I have designated as =n, written a.p. 1088 

in a convent near Alexandria, proves that Syrian monks of the eleventh 

century, settled among their Monophysite brethren in Egypt,*—the country 

in which the Harkleian New Testament was produced, a.p. 616, by a 

Syrian Bishop,—knew the Apocalypse in the Harkleian or Harkleianized 

S-version. This is at once the earliest Syriac Commentary on the Book,” 

and the earliest evidence of the existence of >. For §8, we are enabled 

to bring proof two centuries earlier, in the shape of the fragment of it 

(Rey. vii. 1-8), included in the collection of extracts, Ms. Add. 17198 

(Brit. Mus.), written a.p. 874. This Ms. is no doubt Jacobite, and was in 

Tur‘abdinese hands a.p. 1493, but its place of origin is uncertain (the 

second part of its name, which began with taa, being illegible’). 

3. Of the seventh and sixth centuries—About 200 years before the date of 

this Ms., Jacob of Edessa, as we have seen, knew and cited the Apocalypse, 

but in a rendering of his own. It is uncertain, however, whether he 

translated the whole Book, or merely the passage from Rev. xvii. (see 

above, p. xciv); and we can only infer from it that he did not know, or 

did not care to quote, S or ¥. The latter, as I have endeavoured to 

prove, is to be regarded as a work of Thomas of Harkel or a continuator 

in the earlier part of his century, the seventh; and the former is to be 

placed still earlier, as part of the Philoxenian New Testament, in the 

sixth. I am unable, however, to point to any evidence in the writings of 

Philoxenus to show that he knew the Apocalypse in any form.* 

4. Of the fourth century.—In the fourth century, however, we find it 

distinctly cited, and aseribed to St. John, by the greatest of Syriac divines, 

Ephraim, in one of his Sermones Evegetici, as follows :— 

* The Coptic Church was in close communion with the Syrian Jacobite Church, both being 

Monophysite. 

> The Commentary may be considerably earlier than the date of this Ms.; but that it is of 

Syriac origin, and not a translation from the Greek, is proved by the fact that the author cites, 

and explains, the verse viii. 13 as mistranslated in %, attributing a ‘tail of blood” to the eagle. 

© Wright’s Catalogue, pp. 989,992. See also p. xc, supr.; and p. 85, Pt. I, ifr. 

4 No citation of it is recorded in Dr. Budge’s edition (1894) of Philoxenus. 
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m\ kom ashan cmamha Sot Mohs piv ctw miaslvs 

wearsan com dur el . asd sar smalls wam dura . nicl 
asams tanls holes min ow IW mr Wo MSis A scmastaes 

.casal, ac moh 

“In his Revelation, John saw a book great and wonderful, which was 

written by God, and there were on it seven seals. There was none that 

was able to read it in earth nor in heaven save the Son of God alone who 

Himself wrote it and sealed it.” 

Here we have a brief summary of Apoc. v. 1-3, but too loosely worded 

to admit of comparison with the text of these verses as it stands in S or &. 

Ephraim seems to have written the above from an inexact recollection of 

the passage, which he may have known only in the Greek. It does not 

therefore prove that in his time a Syriac version of the Book existed. 

But elsewhere’ he apparently cites Xoo as ease from Apoc. xxi. 6 

(also xxii. 17), with a slight variation (70d Cavros for rs Cons), im which it 

is to be noted that S (with =) concurs against all other authorities. 

So too in his elder contemporary, Aphrahat, there seems to be a trace 

of the Apocalypse under a Syriac form akin to the two extant versions, in 

the remarkable phrase, twice used by him,° taish has, ‘the second 

death.” Yet this reference must be accepted as a doubtful one, in view 

of the fact that the same phrase occurs more than once in the Targums. 

Il.—Its Circulation very limited. 

On the whole, it seems most probable that this Book, excluded as it 

was (by ignorance rather than of set purpose) from the Peshitto Canon, 

remained unknown to Syriac-speaking Christians for perhaps four centuries, 

except to the comparatively few who had access to, and could read, the 

Greek original. It may well be that the author of our version was the 

first to place it within reach of his countrymen in their own tongue. In 

> Opera Syr., tom. u, p. 882, Sermo Lxegeticus in Ps. cxl. 8. So far as I know, the 

genuineness of this Sermon has not been disputed. 

> Hymn. vii In Fest. Epiph. (Hymni, &e., tom. 1, p. 66, ed. Lamy). In his Greek works some 

references to the Apocalypse are to be found; but I do not cite them, feeling doubtful whether 

we can accept anything as altogether his which does not survive in Syriac. 

© Demonstr. vii. 25, viii. 19 (Paris, 1895). See the editor’s Prefatio, p. xliii; see also my 

note on the Syriac text, ii. 11 (Part II., p. 438). 
02 
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the numerous translations of the writings of the Greek Fathers, with 

which Syriac scholars of the sixth century (and perhaps earlier) sought 
to compensate for the dearth of original Syriac theology, the points of 
difference between the Greek and Syriac Scriptures must have been 
noticed by Syrian readers ;—and above all, the absence from the Syriac 

of whole Books which stood unquestioned in the Greek. In the account 

of the origin of the Philoxenian version, given (see note a, p. xxi) by 

Moses of Aghel, it is plainly suggested that the object of Philoxenus, 

in issuing that version, was that his people should learn to know the 

Scriptures in a form assimilated to that in which their Greek-speaking 
brethren of Alexandria and elsewhere knew them. 

Yet it is plain that the Apocalypse never became familiarly known 
im the Jacobite or any other of the Syrian Churches. It was rarely 

transcribed, rarely commented on, had little influence on their religious 

mind, and contributed little if anything to their religious thought or 

phraseology. The hymns and liturgies, in which alone Syriac religious 

literature is rich, are with hardly an exception devoid of all such Apoca- 

lyptic imagery and language as we meet at every turn in the hymnology 

of the West,—whether of the medieval Latin Church, or of English 
Christendom, Anglican and Nonconformist alike. 

I11.— Value of the Versions S and &. 

But if, as it seems we must admit, both the Syriac versions of the 

Apocalypse have failed to commend the Book to Syriac readers, neither 

of them is therefore to be lightly esteemed: each has a value of its own. 
The one which has now been for more than two centuries and a-half known 

to scholars, is interesting in its capacity as a supplement to the Harkleian 
version, and shares with it the merit of usefulness for critical purposes by 

reason of the very literalness which is, from a literary point of view, its 

fault. The other, which I now give to the public, is to be prized as being, 

together with the Four Epistles published by Pococke, the total of what 
time has spared to us of the Philoxenian version, once famous but now 

surviving only in these remnants,—small in bulk, yet constituting the 

portion of it best worth preserving, imasmuch as in these Books alone the 

translator worked directly on the Greek before him, without having (as 
in the other Books) the Peshitto to draw hin aside from the faithful 

rendering of his original. This Apocalypse therefore, and the Four 

Epistles, come to us as a monument of the learning and industry of 
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the Syrian Monophysite Church of the early sixth century. They are 

valuable alike in their literary aspect, as a successful presentation of the 

Greek original in a Syriac version of adequate exactness, without sacrifice 
of idiomatic purity, and from the point of view of the textual critic, as 

reproducing the text (or perhaps a combination of two or more texts) that 
was accessible to a scholar in the Euphratensian province immediately 
after the close of the fifth century. 

In closing this investigation, 1 may be permitted to quote the con- 

cluding sentences of the Memoir I have already referred to* :— 

‘We justly claim [for this Version], as regards its general tone and 
manner, that it approaches the excellence of the Peshitto; and in point 

of force, directness, and dignity, that it gives worthy expression to the 

sublime imagery of the Apocalyptist. It has strength and freedom such 

as few translations attain; such, in fact, that it would not be difficult to 

make out a plausible case for accepting it as the Aramaic original, or a 

close reproduction of an Aramaic original, of the Book. In it, far more 

fully than in the cramped and artificial diction of its reviser, the Aramaic 

idiom asserts its power to supply for the burden of the divine visions an 

utterance more adequate than could be found for them in the Greek which 

is their actual vehicle. From it, as a comparison of the two versions 

shows, the latter one has borrowed the touches of simple majesty which 

ever and again raise it out of its usual level of painstaking and correctness : 
in it, I may almost venture to say, more perfectly than in the written 

Greek, we may read ‘the things which shall be hereafter’, well-nigh in 

the form in which St. John first apprehended the divine word that came to 

him, and inwardly shaped into speech the revelation of ‘the Lord God, 

which is and which was and which is to come, the Almighty.’” 

* Transactions, R. I. A., vol. xxx, p 398. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

ACCOUNT OF THE CRAWFORD Ms. (SYR. 2). 

To the preceding study of the version S, I deem it fitting to append a 

brief account of the Ms. in which it has reached us,* and of my reasons for 

believing it to have been written in the latter years of the twelfth century. 

I.— Description of the Ms. 

The Ms. must have consisted, when entire, of twenty-four quinions 

(240 leaves), with a single sheet (2 leaves) subjoined. It contained the 

whole New Testament, with the Pauline Epistles placed last. Four leaves 

have been lost (the first of the first quinion, the first and tenth of the 

twenty-fourth, and the former of the final pair), and with them the first 

twelve verses of St. Matthew i, the greater part of the Epistle to Titus, 

and Hebrews xi. 28 to end, have disappeared. Otherwise the sacred text 

is complete, except that a few more verses of St. Matthew, and a few of 

the Acts, have perished owing to the mutilation of two or three leaves. 

Besides the 238 leaves which remain, eleven have been inserted imme- 

diately after the Fourth Gospel, exhibiting a Harmony of the Passion- 

narratives. Thus the Ms. has now 249 leaves. The last leaf contains the 

Subscription and Colophon. 

That leaf alone is (on both sides) written in single column, the rest in 

double columns throughout. The last page alone is in a cursive hand: 

the preceding one, in common with the rest of the Ms. (including the 

eleven inserted leaves) is in a clear and regular estrangelo, of a well- 

* For fuller details, see the Memoir above cited (Transactions of R.I.A., vol. xxx, p. 347). 

This Ms. is No. 12 of the apparatus attached to Mr. Gwilliam’s forthcoming edition of the 

Peshitto Gospels; also of my list of Mss. of Poe., in Hermathena, vol. vit, pp. 285, 286. 
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marked but not archaic type. Here and there a word is interlined 

(prima manu) in cursive. The cursive olaph (|) appears not infrequently, 

especially when final; also the cursive faw (2), especially before final }. 

In the text, the vocalization is sparingly indicated—usually by the 

simplest method—of points above or below, now and then by Greek 

vowels attached to unusual words, or to such as would be ambiguous if 

without vowels. On the whole, the Ms. is in good condition, and hardly 

any part of its contents is illegible, except in the last leaf, which 

(especially its latter page) has been so damaged as to be decipherable 

with difficulty and (in a few places) not with absolute certainty.* 

Il.—Jts Contents. 

It comprises the New ‘Testament, in the Peshitto version, supplemented 

by the Apocalypse (as now for the first time printed, Part Il., pp. 1-29), 

and the Four Minor Catholic Epistles (in the version known as ‘ Pococke’s 

text”). Its contents are thus unique in two respects. rst, 1t exhibits 

the Apocalypse in a version which is (as above shown in detail) quite 

distinct from the version hitherto included in printed Syriac New 

Testaments, from the Paris Polyglot down to the latest. And secondly, 

it is the only Syriac Biblical Ms. (excluding from that title such 

transcripts made from European libraries, as e.g. the Ms. No. 5 of 

Zotenberg’s Catalogue, Bibliotheque Nationale) that presents to the student 

a complete New Testament, according to the canon ordinarily received, 

whether Greek or Latin ;—including with the Peshitto not only, as a few 

other Mss. do, the four non-Peshitto Epistles, but the Apocalypse,—of 

which Book the few extant Syriac copies exhibit it in the other version, 

and apart from the Peshitto.”. The Books are continuously arranged ; 

each Book, after the first, beginning in the same column in which the pre- 

ceding Book closes, with but a narrow interval of separation. ‘The order 

is, I believe, unexampled: Gospels, Apocalypse, Acts and seven Catholic 

Epistles, Pauline Epistles. It is remarkable that the supplementary Books 

* See the autotype reproduction of two columns of the Ms., in the Plate facing title; also 

the photographic facsimile at foot of p. ev, supr. 

> In the copies Z and x it stands alone; and so also, we are told, in the lost copy f. In d, it is 

associated only with the ‘‘ Pococke”’ Epistles. See p. xv, note °, supr.; and Part I, p. 386, e/r. 

° See however ermathena, vol. vii, p. 410, note +; vol. vii, p. 145, note *. 
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thus interpolated into the Peshitto are in no way distinguished by the 

scribe from the others. The Apocalypse follows St. John’s Gospel, and is 

in turn followed by the Acts (see Plate), as closely as St. John follows 

St. Luke. And in like manner, the Four Epistles are placed—2 Peter 

after 1 Peter and before 1 John, which last-named Epistle is succeeded by 

2 John, 3 John, and Jude,—as in Greek and Latin Bibles: whereas in the 

few other Syriac Mss. which exhibit these non-Peshitto Epistles, they are 

mostly subjoined (as, e.g., m the great Cambridge Syriac Bible, Oo. I, 1, 2) 

as a sort of appendix to the New Testament. Nor do the notes prefixed 

or appended to these interpolated Books distinguish them in any way from 

the rest. On the contrary, the superscription of the Apocalypse assigns 

it to “St. John the Evangelist,” and the subscription to ‘St. John Apostle 

and Evangelist,” as if to assert its equality in the canon with the Gospel 

that immediately precedes : and in like manner the subscriptions of 1 Peter 

and 1 John are “the first Epistle of Peter”, ‘the first Epistle of John”, 

thus connecting them respectively with 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, which 

follow; whereas in purely Peshitto Mss. they are usually described as 

“* the Epistle of Peter”, ‘‘ the Epistle of John”; and so even in our Ms. in 

the superscriptions. 

Our Ms., however, contains clear indications of the supplementary 

character of these Books. Its margin bears two distinct series of numbers, 

both of which are usually found in Syriac New Testament Mss. Of these, 

one series divides each Book into the 89 OF Sections peculiar to Syriac 

usage, 165 in number: the other into Lessons, for the Sundays and 

Holydays of the year,—nearly three times as many as the Sections. 

To each Lesson is prefixed (in the text) a rubric indicating the day to 

which it is assigned.* These two systems of division, however, relate to 

the Peshitto text only. The supplementary Books are passed over in the 

marginal numeration of Sections and of Lessons alike. In the Four 

Epistles a few lesson-rubrics are inserted; but none in the Apocalypse. 

The exclusion of all these Books from the division into Sections amounts 

to a negative intimation that they were not known to the Syrian Church 

when that division was made. Of the Four Epistles, the same may be 

said with regard to their exclusion from the Lectionary series ; but hardly 

* See Plate, second column, for numerals of both series, and a rubric, prefixed to Acts i. 
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of the Apocalypse, inasmuch as many Churches which know it and accept 

it as canonical have judged it to be unsuitable for public reading. 

But when from the text of our Ms. we turn to the Subscription which 

occupies the recto of its final leaf, we find a direct and positive statement 

that none of these Books lay within the scope of the sectional division,— 

as follows: ‘The Book of the New Testament; in which there are 

165 sections; besides the Revelation and the four Epistles.” Of these last, 

the verses, or prpara (¢254Xa&8) are numbered, 1373 in all; and the 

Subscription then goes on to reckon the verses of the Gospels, Acts, and 

Pauline Epistles. The rest of the page records the number of Chapters or 

tizhor, Eusebian divisions or xavoves, Parables, Miracles, and Testimonies 

(Old Testament citations), contained in each Gospel severally. I have 

printed this Note in full (lime for line) in Part IH, p. 31, and have added 

a translation, p. 95. , 

The Colophon written on the verso of the same leaf gives us the name 

of the scribe, Stephen, a monk; of the person for whom it was written, 

Gabriel, also a monk ; and of various fellow-monks, relatives, and friends, 

to some of whom he professes himself indebted for instruction or for 

assistance, and for whom he asks his readers’ prayers. He also names the 

place where he wrote,—‘‘the monastery of Mar Jacob the recluse of 

Egypt and Mar Barshabba, beside Salach; in Tur‘abdin, in the dominion 

of Hesna Kipha.” I have reproduced this Colophon in Part II, p. 32, 

and have given a translation of it (pp. 98, 99). Of the persons and places 

named in it I shall have more to say farther on. 

It is unnecessary to describe the contents of the eleven inserted leaves 

which precede the Apocalypse, farther than to state that the Passion- 

Narrative contained in them is compiled from the Harkleian Gospels, and 

is portioned out into lessons for Good Friday. Though written by a hand 

probably identical, certainly contemporaneous, with that which wrote the 

New Testament, they form no part of the Ms. proper. It is complete 

without them; and not only so, but they are intruded into one of the 

quinions of which it is composed—the eleventh, between its eighth and 

ninth leaves. The verso of the eighth leaf breaks off in the last verse of 

St. John’s Gospel, and the rest of that verse (four lines) runs over into the 

recto of the ninth, where it is followed by three lines of subscription ; so 

that, if these eleven leaves were removed, the Fourth Gospel would appear 

in unbroken integrity, and the New Testament would be complete and 
Pp 
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continuous. But by a peculiar arrangement, such as I have not met with 

in any other Ms., Syriac, Greek, or Latin, these seven lines, needed to 

complete St. John after fo. 8 of quinion 11, are repeated at the head of the 

first column of the recto of the first intruded leaf, and then followed by the 

Harmony headed by its superseription, occupying ten leaves and the recto 

of the eleventh. The result is, that the Four Gospels with this Harmony 

admit of being separated from the following Books so as to form a volume 

complete in itself. 

The verso of the eleventh of these leaves, originally left blank, now 

exhibits a record, in a much later and very inelegant cursive hand, of the 

purchase of the Ms. by ‘“‘Simeon of Hatacha, Patriarch, named Taibu,” 

in A. Gr. 1845 (A.p. 1554) from a deacon named Saliba, the price being 

“one hundred and twenty “athmanth (casirésadhs) ;—probably equal to 

about £3 15s. sterling.* 

Of the origin, history, and age of the Ms., our knowledge is limited to 

the facts stated or implied in the Colophon, and in the memorandum of 

sale above described, together with such inferences as may be drawn from 

the contents of the volume, and the handwriting. I have discussed these 

facts and inferences at length in the Memoir already referred to: here 

I propose to give a summary of the results arrived at in that discussion, 

adding a few points which [ have noticed since it was published. 

IlI.—Its Place of Origin. 

The region of Tur‘abdin® (now Jebel-Tur), where the Ms. was written, 

is a hilly district in the north-east part of Mesopotamia, for centuries 

the headquarters of Jacobite monasticism, and still the chief centre 

of the dwindling Jacobite Church. The name of the scribe, Stephen, 

is not elsewhere met with, so far as I have ascertained, but ‘the 

monastery of Mar Jacob the recluse of Egypt, near Salach,”’ where 

he wrote, was a Jacobite house, and Salach, in Tur‘abdin, was the 

seat. of a Jacobite Bishop. The first owner of the Ms., Gabriel, the 

monk for whom it was written, belonged to the town of Beth-nahle, 

also in Tur‘abdin, of which district Hesn-Kipha (now Hasankef), was 

a ¥w 
* See Payne Smith, Catal., col. 612, for “athmanth. 

>» See Zransactions, R.I.A., vol. Xxx, pp. 856-358, for Tur‘abdin, Salach, and Beth-nahle ; 

also for Hatacha, which lay some 50 miles outside Tur‘abdin. 
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the chief stronghold, and for many generations the political capital. Of 

its contents, the parts supplementary to the Peshitto,—the Four Epistles, 

and (as I have endeavoured to show) apparently the Apocalypse, are of 

Jacobite origin; as is also the interpolated Harkleian Passion-Harmony. 

The modified form of the estrangelo character in which it is written, 

and the occasional Greek vowels inserted, are Jacobite likewise. Thus 

we may safely conclude that it is a Ms. in every sense Jacobite. 

IV.—Its History. 

Between the date, which I now seek to determine, of Gabriel, its 

first owner, and the date (some thirty or forty years ago), when it was 

purchased by the late Earl of Crawford, the only fact in its history known 

to us, is the above-mentioned sale of it in 1534. The seller, however, 

‘Saliba the Deacon” is an unknown person, and the purchaser, ‘Simeon 

Taibu [or Taibutho] of Hatacha,” cannot be identified with certainty. 

He is styled ‘“ Patriarch,” and if we may presume him to have been the 

head of the Jacobite Church, he was probably the prelate known officially 

as Ignatius XVI, otherwise “Abdallah of Hesna d’ Atta.* If so, the Ms. 

was presumably kept by him at Deir-Zaferan (the convent of Mar Ananias) 

near Marde,—then, as now, the seat of the Patriarchs. But seeing that, 

at the date specified, the Nestorian Church of the East had at its head a 

Simeon as ‘ Catholicos,” for which title ‘‘ Patriarch” was commonly used 

as equivalent,—and had a footing in the chief Jacobite centres, even in 

Marde,—it may be that by this sale the Ms. passed into Nestorian hands.° 

How, or when, or by whom, it was brought to England, or from whom 

it was purchased for the Library where it now is stored among so many 

treasures of Oriental learning, is unknown. 

V.—Its Age. 

In the Colophon, it will be observed that, though the names of 

places and persons are fully recorded, no date is given®; nor among 

the persons named is there one whose date is known. The age of the 5 

* See Transactions, R.IA., vol. xxx, pp. 859-860. » Ib., p. 860, note Ff. 

* The date may have been noted on the lost penultimate leaf of the Ms. 
p 2 
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Ms. must therefore be inferred from such indications as are yielded by 

its handwriting and its contents. On the back of the modern English 

binding, the volume is lettered ‘Cire. a.p. 1000”; but on what grounds, 

or by what authority, this date was suggested, does not appear. 

a. Arguments for and against an early date-——The experts in paleeography 

to whom it has been submitted have given very various judgments on 

its age—some dating it as late as the twelfth century, some as early as 

the ninth, or even the eighth. A perfect idea of the handwriting and 

present aspect of the Ms. may be obtained from the Plate, which re- 

produces with absolute fidelity two columns of it as specimens. It will 

be seen that its estrangelo is not of the purest or earliest type. The 

dolath and rish are curved, not rectangular ; the he, vau, and mim are 

closed, not open; the semeath is joined with the following letter. In 

all these respects, and in the occasional insertion (prima manu) of Greek 

vowels (see facsimile, p. ev), it deviates from the usage of Mss. prior to 

the seventh century. But the rounded dolath and rish have been relied 

on by some as tokens of a date not later than 4.p. 1000, inasmuch as a 

reversion to the square archaic forms took place about that time, due (as 

is supposed) to the revival of estrangelo by John, Bishop of Kartamin 

in Tur‘abdin (consecrated a.p. 988). 

I am of opinion, however, that these tokens are unreliable. For— 

(1). The revival of the square forms did not supersede the contem- 

poraneous use of the curved forms, as is proved by Mss. which exhibit 

both. For example, in the Syro-Hexaplar estrangelo Ms. of Genesis, 

Brit. Mus., Add. 14442, ascribed to the seventh century, the text exhibits 

the square forms of these letters, but the curved forms prevail in the notes, 

which are unquestionably contemporaneous with the text.» Again, the 

Ms. Add. 12139 (Brit. Mus.), dated A. Gr. 1311 (= a.p. 1000), is written in 

its earlier part in the modified estrangelo of our Ms., and resembles it in 

the rounded forms in question and in other minor details,—but suddenly, 

in the middle of a page, changes to the square forms and adheres to them 

* These notes are written, according to Ceriani, ‘‘charactere medio inter estrangehelum et 

maroniticum”.—Monumenta S. et P., tom. 1, fase. ii, p. xviii. The same is true of the notes in 

other like Mss.; ¢.g., sometimes of those in the Ambrosian Syro-Hexaplar (eighth century). 
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for the rest; though the colophon testifies, and the uniformity of the 

handwriting in all else confirms, that one scribe wrote the whole. All 

these Mss. are Jacobite. 

(2). The extent and permanence of the revival effected by John of 

Kartamin has been over-estimated. The statement of Barhebrzeus,* who is 

our authority in the matter, merely conveys that John restored and carried 

to perfection the use of the estrangelo among his own monks, so as to 

enrich his monastery with many volumes, and (no doubt) to organize for 

Tur‘abdin an active and influential school of caligraphy. If his scribes 

preferred the square forms, the fashion did not last very long, even in his 

own monastery. In the Bibliothtque Nationale there is a Ms. (Zotenberg, 

No. 41), written by a monk of Kartamin, .p. 1194, in which the estrang elo 

closely resembles that of our Ms., not only in general character, but in 

every characteristic peculiarity, including the curved dolath and rish, which 

have been relied on as arguments for an eighth- or ninth-century date. 

b. Reasons for assigning Ms. to close of twelfth century.—After a careful 

comparison of a large number of Mss., especially those of the ‘ Rich ” 

collection in the British Museum, and of the Bibliothtque Nationale, 

Paris, and a full consideration of the evidence yielded by the Crawford 

Ms. itself, I have come to the conclusion that it belongs to the latter years 

of the twelfth century. This is the period to which, after inspection of 

some photographs taken from it, it was assigned by the person who was 

best qualified to speak with authority in such a matter—the late Dr. 

William Wright, of Cambridge. Another expert paleeographer, Dr. Karl 

Horning, late of the British Museum, to whom I showed the Ms. without 

informing him of Dr. Wright’s judgment, at «once pronounced the same 

opinion. 

I will briefly state the grounds on which this judgment rests— 

Evidence of handwriting —The handwriting of the Ms., which as I have 

shown has been assigned to an earlier date only on grounds which are 

untrustworthy, bears a real and close resemblance to the estrangelo Mss. 

written about the year 1200—closer than to those of any previous or 

* Chron. Eecles., 1, 76, col. 417 (ed. Abbeloos and Lamy). 
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following age. Dr. Wright and Dr. Horning, independently, fixed on one 

Ms. of the Nitrian collection as especially like it in general character,— 

Add. 12174 (Brit. Mus.), a volume of Lives of Saints, written a.p. 1196 in 

the great Jacobite monastery of Melitene, a little north of Tur‘abdin. 

Farther research, especially among the ‘ Rich” Mss. and those of 

the Bibliothtque Nationale,* disclosed to me the fact that nearly all the 

extant Biblical Mss. written (as this was) in or near Tur‘abdin, present, 

more completely than those of any other origin, the peculiarities of hand- 

writing and usage which characterize our Ms.,—the agreement in this 

respect being twofold, for it is observable in the cursive character in which 

(as in our Ms.) the colophon is usually written, as well as in the estrangelo 

of the body of the book. Moreover, all these Tur‘abdinese Mss. of which 

the dates are known or probably assignable, prove to have been written 

within the period specified: whence it may reasonably be inferred that, 

as regards the production of such Mss., the activity of the Tur‘abdinese 

monks began after the middle of the twelfth century, and did not continue 

far into the thirteenth. 

I am thus enabled to affirm two propositions :— 

(i). That the Biblical Mss. which are most clearly distinguished by the 

marks which are characteristic of the Crawford Ms., are Mss. written 

within the region, and the period, above indicated,—v7z., in Tur‘abdin, in 

the latter part of the twelfth century. 

(ii). Conversely, that a Biblical Ms. marked by such characteristics is 

presumably a Ms. of that region and that age. 

Mention of Tur‘abdin in the Colophon.—The above results (though the 

research which led to them was suggested by the local and ecclesiastical 

relation between Tur‘abdin whence our Ms. comes, and Melitene, the home 

of Add. 12174) might have been arrived at even if the colophon which 

specifies the birthplace of our Ms. had perished or had never been written. 

On the mere evidence of the handwriting, with its accompanying peculia- 

rities, I should have claimed it as belonging to Tur‘abdin or some adjacent 

Jacobite centre. But when we call to mind the fact stated in the 

colophon—that the Ms. was written in a principal Tur‘abdinese monastery, 

@ The detailed particulars as to these Mss. are given at length in my Memoir (in Transactions, 

R.1.A., vol. xxx, pp. 364 sqq.). 
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by a Tur‘abdinese monk, for another monk also Tur‘abdinese ;—it follows 

unquestionably that the twofold heads of evidence, of its characteristics 

in point of handwriting e, and of its Tur‘abdinese origin, give twofold 

force to the presumption raised above, that it belongs to the years just 

before, or the years just after, a.p. 1200. 

The inferences which the colophon yields extend beyond the indication 

of the place of origin of the Ms. There are, farther, inferences from— 

Structure and wording of Colophon; in which respects it closely re- 

sembles like notes appended to the other Tur‘abdinese Mss. above referred 

to. Some of these come so near to it in their wording that much help 

is to be had from them in the difficult task of deciphering the nearly 

obliterated final page of our Ms.; whereas its fashion and diction differ 

widely from those of Mss. of earlier or later date, or of other regions. 

Here then we have the internal evidence of the scribe’s language and 

matter, concurring with the external evidence of his handwriting, in 

determining the age to which he belongs. 

Political situation implied in Colophon; in the mention of ‘the 

eahax (= dominion, or principality) of Hesna Kipha.” It appears from 

the Annals of Abw’lfeda* (and is confirmed by the Chronicon KEeclesiasticum 

of Barhebrzeus) that Hesn-Kipha, a strong fortress on the Tigris,” became 

for the first time the capital of a eat \az (ie., of the dominion of 

a quasi-independent sovereign prince, fiz) in the twelfth century, 

under the Turcoman chief Sokman, son of Ortok (4.p. 1101); by whose 

line, the Ortokids, it was ruled till 1221-2. Here then the evidence 

points, as before, to the twelfth century. Another authority supplies facts 

which serve to determine the date to the latter and not the former part of 

that century, and at the same time to account for the lack of Tur‘abdinese 

Mss. of earlier date. From the Life of John, Bishop of Marde, based 

on his own autobiographic memoranda,’ we learn that when he was 

consecrated, a.p. 1125, he found that, in his diocese and the adjoming 

region of Tur‘abdin, the monasteries were and had been for two hundred 

years deserted or even in ruins. This statement is no doubt exaggerated, * 

« Annals, tom. 11, p. 336; Iv, pp. 192, 892 (Adler’s edition, Copenhagen, 1790). 

» Transactions, R.I.A., vol. xxx, p. 358. 

© Ap. Assemani, B.0., tom. 11, pp. 216, 220-223, 228. 

4 The facts above stated as to Kartamin show that, there at least, there was a flourishing 

monastery little more than a century before John of Marde. 
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as to the duration or the extent (or both) of the desolation described ; but 

we may safely accept it as evidence that a long period of violence and 

disorder had preceded the rise of the Ortokid dynasty,—as the authorities 

above referred to amply attest. And the restoration of monasticism which 

this John is stated to have effected, in the rebuilding of monasteries and 

the refurnishing of them with books, which appears to have been the 

employment of his forty years’ episcopate, implies that he lived under a 

settled government and enjoyed from it some measure of protection. 

Indeed the narrative of Barhebrzeus records instances in which, towards 

the end of the century, the intervention of the Ortokid prince (though 

a Mohammedan) in the affairs of the Jacobite Church was sought and 

obtained.*| Thus the monks of Tur‘abdin and the adjoining region (for 

Amid was added to the Ortokid princes in 1183,” and Marde was ruled 

by another branch of the same house’) were free to follow the impulse 

to wards sacred letters which seems to have been originally given by John 

of Marde, and which was carried on and enhanced by two more noted 

p ersons who came after him,—Barsalibi, who died Metropolitan of Amid, 

A.D. 1171, and Michael (the Great) his friend and supporter, who died 

Patriarch, a.p. 1199. Thus the historical indications implied in the word 

wil \ax—of a monastic life in Tur‘abdin pursuing its employments in 

som ething of security under the rule of a sovereign Prince—lead us, as 

the palzographical indications have already led us, to assign the Ms. to 

the latter rather than the earlier years of the twelfth century. 

Personal statements of Colophon as to the scribe, and his uneles—Stephen 

the scribe tells us that he was instructed in writing by his uncles, monks 

like himself. He is therefore not of the first, but of the second or a later 

generation, of the caligraphers of the Tur‘abdinese school. That school 

can hardly have been in operation before the middle of the century: and 

he therefore (especially as three of the five uncles named are described as 

‘“‘deceased”’?) probably belongs to a time not earlier than its last quarter. 

Farther: there is something to be said of the names of certain of these 

uncles; his ‘paternal uncles, monks: Mas‘ud deceased and John and 

Simeon.” To these men, Stephen tells us, and to two “maternal uncles, 

monks and priests, deceased,” he owed his training ‘‘in the matter of 

* Chron. Eecles., 1, 91, col. 607, 611, 613. 

» Abw’lfeda, Annals, tom. tv, 54. © Ib., tom. m1, 350. 
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doctrine and of writing and soforth.” He wrote, therefore, at a time when 

two of these five persons were still living—the brothers John and Simeon, 

both monks and (as is implied) scribes. Now in a Paris Ms. above referred 

to, No. 41 Zotenberg (Biblioth. Nat.)—a copy of the Gospels bearing in 

its handwriting and all its characteristics the closest possible affinity to our 

Ms.—there is mention of two brothers, John and Simeon, monks, born at 

Mido, in Tur‘abdin, and trained at Kartamin: one of whom, Simeon, wrote 

the Ms., and died in November 1194, as is recorded in a note appended 

by John. I these brothers are the John and Simeon, ‘ paternal uncles” 

of the scribe of our Ms., it follows that the Ms., having been written in 

Simeon’s lifetime, cannot be later, but probably is not many years earlier, 

than 1194. The names are too common to permit us to regard the 

suggested identification as certain: but considering that the geographical 

area our inquiry deals with is a limited one,* and the class of skilled 

Tur‘abdinese caligraphers more limited still,” it seems fairly probable that 

the monk Simeon, who died in 1194, after writing the Paris Ms. No. 41, 

and who had a brother John also a scribe, was the Simeon who, with his 

brother John, instructed Stephen in caligraphy, and lived to see him 

produce the Ms. whose date we are investigating. 

Unless, therefore, we are prepared to go back to a date earlier than that 

of John of Kartamin earlier than the period of ecclesiastical chaos that 

prevailed (as we are assured) for two centuries before the time of John of 

Marde—to go back, that is, to the opening years of the tenth century,—to 

an age when the type of estrangelo was not nearly so close to that of our 

Ms. as is the estrangelo of the late twelfth-century group,—an age in 

which we have no evidence that Tur‘abdin possessed any caligraphers,— 

it seems that there is no date to which any Tur‘abdinese Ms. can, with any 

plausibility, be assigned earlier than the middle of the twelfth century. 

And in the case of the Crawford Ms., the particulars stated in the 

* The greatest length of Tur‘abdin is about one hundred miles. Marde adjoins its border, 

and Amid (Diarbekr) is less than one hundred miles from Salach. For the topography of these 

regions, see Badger’s Westorians (1860), vol.i; Taylor’s Travels in Kurdistan, in Journal of Royal 

Geographical Society, vol. xxxv (1865) ; Prym and Socin’s Der neu-aramdische Dialect des Tiir-Abdin 

(1881), tom. i (Hinlettung); Sachaw’s Reise in Syrien u. Mesopotamien (1883), also his review of 

the work of Prym and Socin, in Zertschrift der Morgenl. Gesellschaft, BA. xxxv, pp. 287 sqq. 

» See Zransactions, R. I. A., vol. xxx, pp. 370, 371. 
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colophon tend to place it in the fourth rather than in the third quarter 

of the century. 

(6.) Contents and arrangement of the Ms.—An argument, moreover, 

which seems to preclude the assignment of an earlier date to the Ms., 

independently of paleographic considerations and of the evidence of 

the colophon, is to be drawn from the contents of the Ms. and their 

arrangement. As has been stated, it not only includes the four non- 

Peshitto Epistles, but reckons them among the Catholic Epistles, on a 

par with the three of the Peshitto, placing them in their usual Greek 

order, so that 2 Peter comes next after 1 Peter and before 1 John. Now, 

of the few other Syriac Biblical Mss. which exhibit these Epistles in 

combination with the Peshitto (less than a dozen in all), none is older 

than the eleventh century; only one (Add. 14473, Brit. Mus.) can be 

confidently counted older than the twelfth, and in that one they are a 

mere appendix added by a hand possibly of eleventh century to a much 

older copy of the Peshitto Acts and Three Catholic Epistles; in the 

remaining two (Cambridge Univ. Libr., Oo.i., 2; and Paris, Biblioth. Nat., 

Zot. 29) they’stand all four together, after the three of the Peshitto. And 

a like arrangement is found in Mss. even as late as the fifteenth century— 

as in the Amsterdam Acts and Epistles (No. 184) in which the Four are 

separated from the Three by the interposition of the Pauline.* The earliest 

dated Syriac Biblical Ms. which places the Seven in their Greek order is 

a New Testament dated 1471 (now preserved at Utica, U.S.A.),” but the 

British Museum copy of the Acts and Epistles (Rich. 7162), which follows 

the same order, is perhaps earlier.© Thus it appears that our Ms., even if 

we date it, as I venture to do, about 1200, presents much the earliest 

Syriac example of this arrangement. It is improbable in the highest 

* This Ms. (see Zransactions, R.I.A., vol. xxvu, p. 313), now containing only the Acts and 

Epistles, appears to have been once a complete New Testament, of which the first 173 leaves are 

missing. I have elsewhere (7d., vol. xxx, p. 878) shown it to be probable that in the lost leaves 

the Apocalypse followed the Gospels, as in the Crawford Ms. It may be confidently conjectured 

farther that, should those leaves be recovered, they would be found (after the analogy of the 

Crawford Ms.) to exhibit the Apocalypse in the version §, as the extant leaves exhibit the Four 

Epistles in the ‘‘ Pococke”’ version. 

> Published in phototyped facsimile by Professor 1. H. Hall: Baltimore, 1886. 

© Rosen and Forshall (Catal., p. 25) assign it to fourteenth century: Wright corrects this to 

fifteenth (Catal., p. 1203). 
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degree that a Ms. exhibiting the New Testament Books in such an order 

should belong to an earlier age. The Seven Epistles are indeed found 

arranged as of equal authenticity, in a peculiar order (1, 2, 3 John ; 

1, 2 Peter, James, Jude), in one Syriac Ms. dated as early as a.p. 823 

(Add. 14623, Brit. Mus.). But this Ms. is not a Biblical one like the 

rest, but a mere volume of miscellanies; and does not therefore form a 

precedent for the order observed in our Ms., which is a complete New 

Testament, arranged for ecclesiastical use. It is, in fact, surprising that 

a Ms. of such contents and so arranged, rubricated for Church reading, 

and with one or two Lessons appointed from non-Peshitto Books, should 

belong to an age so early as even the end of the twelfth century ; for 

the order in which the Epistles stand would incline us to place it rather 

in the fourteenth, were it not that the character of the handwriting forbids 

so late a date. 

On the whole, we may with some confidence conclude that the Ms. 

was written in the latter half, probably in the last quarter, of the twelfth 

century ; yet (we may perhaps add) not later than a.p. 1194. - 

q2 
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CXXil APPENDIX TO DISSERTATION. 

PRELIMINARY MEMORANDUM TO APPENDIX. 

In constructing the following Lists, and the footnotes to the Greek text, I 

have taken the evidence of the cursives chiefly from the Apparatus Criticus 

of Tischendorf’s Greek Testament (eighth edition), with the corrections 

made by Dr. C. R. Gregory, Prolegomena, pp. 1298 sqq.; but have also 

used the editions of Griesbach, Lachmann, Scholz, and Tregelles, as well 

as the collections of the late Dr. Scrivener (Codex Augiensis, pp. 530 sqq.; 

Adversaria Critica Sacra, pp. 148 sqq.), and of the late Rev. W. H. Simcox 

(Journal of Philology, vol. xxu1, pp. 285 sqq.). From the last, I derive the 

readings of mss. 68 and 152, including the very remarkable one of 11. 13, 

in which 152 is the sole supporter of S. In case of the alleged variant, 

yéyove for yéyova, xxi. 6, I have judged it necessary to ascertain the 

readings of mss. 10, 17, 41, 94, 95, with the results that 10 and 17 prove 

to have been wrongly alleged for the variant; 95 deficit; and 41 and 94 

remain as its only authorities.* 

For the evidence of the uncials, I have throughout collated the 

facsimile texts :—Of 8, Tischendorf’s great edition, St. Petersburg, 1862 ; 

of A, the photographie reproduction, London, 1879; of C, Tischendort’s 

edition, Leipsic, 1843; of P, his edition in vol. VI of Monumenta Sacra, 

Leipsic, 1869; of Q, his edition in the Monumenta Sacra, Leipsic, 1846, 

with his revised text of same, Appendix N.T. Vat., Leipsic, 1869. 

For the Latin texts I have used the following editions :—Of 

‘“‘Gioas”, Belsheim’s (Christiania, 1891)’; of ‘Fleury’s Palimpsest”, 

Berger’s (Paris, 1889); of Primasius, Haussleiter’s (Erlangen, 1891); of 

* For these results, I have to express my thanks, as regards ms. 10, to Mr. F. J. H. Jenkinson, 

M.A., Librarian, Cambridge University; ms. 17, to Monsieur Omont of the Bibliothéque Nationale; 

ms. 41, to Professor Ignazio Guidi of the Royal University of Rome ; and mss. 94, 95, to Mr. F. 

G. Kenyon, of the British Museum Library. 

> I am indebted to the Right Rev. John Wordsworth, Lord Bishop of Salisbury, for the use of 

a copy of this edition, carefully corrected from the Stockholm Ms. 
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the Vulgate, Tischendorf’s WW. 7. Amiatinum (Leipsic, 1850) for the 

Amiatine, and a Paris edition (1877) for the Clementine. The few 

readings cited from Cod. Armachanus, I have derived from the Ms. in the 

Library of Trinity College, Dublin. 

For the Syriac (=) I have used De Dieu’s edition (Leyden, 1627) of 

>; but have verified its readings by reference to the Leyden Ms. (Cod. 

Scalig., 18 (Syr.)), and to a collation of it for which I am indebted to 

the Rev. H. Jackson Lawlor: I have also used the texts given in the 

Paris and London Polyglots of Sp. For Sd and Xn I have used the 

actual Mss., B. 5.16 of Trin. Coll., Dublin, and Add. 17127 of Brit. Mus., 

p. 36. 
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ABBREVIATIONS, &c. 

In the following lists, and in the footnotes to the Greek Text, 

py stands for the text embodied in the Commentary of Primasius, 

g for that of the Ms. ‘‘ Gigas’’ (Stockholm), 

h tor that of the Fleury Palimpsest (Paris), 

vt for the consent of pr, g, h (or of pr and g where h deficit), 

am for the text of Cod. Amiatinus, 

el for the Clementine, as printed, 

vg for the consent of a, cl, 

arm for the text of Cod. Armachanus, 

lat. for the consent of vf and vg. 

The MSS. are SACP Q, as in Tregelles, and in Weiss (see pp. xxxix, xl, swpr.). 

Themss. are numbered as by Tischendorf and Gregory; ‘‘mss.” stands for the consent of these. 

By ‘‘nearly all”, ‘‘most”’, “‘many”’, ‘‘some”’, ‘‘few”’, are to be understood ‘nearly all mss.”, 

“most mss.”, ‘‘many mss.”, ‘some mss.”, ‘‘ few mss.”’. 

3, 3d, Sl, Xn, Sp stand for the commonly known Syriac version, and the various texts 

of it, for which see p. 36, Part II. %/* signifies that the reading of 3/7 is marked 

in the Ms. with * (see above, p. lxxxiii). 
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1.—The following is a collection of readings of 8, which are attested by one 

or more, but not all, of the MSS.; showing in each case, how the Greek, Latin, 

and Syriac, evidence is divided. 

Reapines oF §. 

i. 3, tods Adyous, ACP, nearly all mss., lat., S: 

4, 6dv, RACP, 1, 7, 28, 38, 49, 79, 91, 96, 
99, &e., g, h, vg, &: 

4, om. éorw, S A CQ, many, 3: 

5, AvLov, or -cas], NAC, 1, 7, 28, 36, 38, 

79, h, pr, 3: 

5, ins. npov, NCP Q, most, g, h, vg, &: 

6, éroincev, 8 ACP, most, (lat. ?), 3S: 

6, 7pas, NPQ, most, g, pr, el, S; (or jpiv, A, 

38, few): 

6, Tov aidva, N: 

6, wns. TOV aimvov, NCQ, most, g, h, vg, &: 

7, SWovrat, N, 1, 12, 152, 5: 

8, om. apxi) Kat TéAos, AC PQ, most, h, pr, &: 

9, ev Inoot, NCP, 38, g, am: 

9, Kai dia, SPQ, most, h, S: 

9, add Xpiorod, Q, most, pr, &: 

11, om. éyo cite ..... éoyatos, kat, § A CQ, 

most, lat., 3: 
11, Zprvpvav, N, am: 

12, om. éxet, SACP, many, lat., &: 

12, éAdAyoe, P, 1, 7, &c., many, =: 

13, om. éxra, ACP, 1, 28, 38, 152, few, h, pr, 

am, 3: 
14, Aevkait, N ACP, most, g, vg, S: 

15, wervpwpevea, N, few, lat., 3; (AC, 7s): 

18, apyv, Q, most, S: 

19, om. det, AP Q, mss., lat., 3: 

20, éemitys 8., NCP Q, mss., 3: 

20, as cides, P, 1, 79, few: 

li. 1, rG ev, AC: 

2, Korov cov, § Q, many: 

2, xai ort, NC PQ, mss., lat., =: 

2, eivar, Q, most, vt, cl, S*: 

3, tzopmovav execs before éBaor., NACQ, most, 

lat., 3: 

5, éxrértwxas, P, 1, 7, 28, 79, some, g, vg : 

5, om. tay’, NACP, g, vg: 

7, om. éxrd, SPQ, mss., lat., &: 

7, om. avira, SN, 91, 96, few, g, el: 

7, om. péow, NACA, most, pr, vg, =: 

Counter Rerapines. 

& Q, few mss., sing. 

Q, 36, 87, 95, 97, pref. @eod. 

P, many, lat., ens. 

PQ, most, g, vg, Aov[ carte |. 

A, 1, 12, 16, pr, om. 

Q,7 
(G} a 

, h, am, hpov. 

, 86, &e., roujoavee. 

AC PQ, mss., lat., 3, pl. 

AP, 28, 79, 97, few, om.; (pr ?). 

ACP Q, most, lat., sing. 

SN, 1, 28, 85, 36, 79, 87, many, g, vg, ms. 

Q, most, h, pr, cl, &, add. (A, 25, substit.) Xprore. 

AC, many, g, pr, tg, om. oud. 

NACP, 28, 36, 79, few, g, h, vg, om. 

P, 1, 7, 86, 38, &., ms 

ACP Q, mss., v¢, cl, 3, Spvpvar. 

Q, most, zs. 

NCQ, most, lat., impf.; (A, pres.). 

& Q, most, g, el, ins. 

Q, many, Aevkai Kat, (h, pr, om. X.). 

PQ, most, —or. 

NA QP, 36, 38, lat., om. 

NC ins. 

A, lat., év 77 6. 

NACQ, most, lat, 3, om. 

NPQ, mss., 3, THs ev, (lat. ?). 

ACP, many, lat., 3, om. cov. 

A om kal. 

NACP, few, am, om. 

P, 7, 28, 388, 79, few, after. 

NACQ, most, pr, S, rérTwxas. 

Q, mss., pr, &, is. 

AC ins. 

ACP Q, most, pr, am, &, ms. 

P, 1, 28, 35, 36, 79, 91, 96, many, g, ms. 

Tr 
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Reapines or S—continued. 

om. pov, NACP, 1, 28, 36, 79, &e.: 

THs, NCP Q, mss., (lat.?), &: 

Zpidpv., A, am: 

om. Ta epya cov kai, A C P, few, lat. : 

Bracdynpiav tHv, N, &: 

éx, NACQ, most, lat., 5: 

pnoev, © P, most, lat., =: 

om. 6n, SACP, many, lat. : 

6 8dBodos before ef tudv, ACPQ, most, 

PY, U9, Xs: 
ééere, NQ, most, vg, =: 

npepas, Q, many, g, vg, >: 

om. Ta epya cov kai, N ACP, 88, lat. : 

kai ev, AC, 91, vg: 

om. [ev] ais, AC, pr, vg: 

avrecxas, A, 97 and some, 3: 

mugtos, N PQ, most, lat. : 

o7t, NA PQ, mss., g, el: 

edidage, Q, most, &: 

payciv, NACP, 1, 28, 36, 38, 79, 91, &., 

later: 

om 0 pod, S ACA, nearly all, lat., &: 

ovv, AC Q, most: 

vikavtt, X, 92, g, el: 

om. payetv, SA CQ, most, pr, vg: 

éx, X, 36, 91, yr, 3; (P, 1, 7, 28, 79, 96, &e., 

G70) : 
To év, A, pr, &: 

6dOarp., A, 36, 38, lat.: 

tropovyv cov, AC PQ, nearly all, vg, 3: 

ToNv, N, 36, few, g, (wodAa, few, pr; ddrcya, 

1, el): 
yovatka cov, AQ, most, pr, &: 

éavtnv, ACP, most: 

mpopyrw, NAC, most, g, &: 

civar, N: 

Gércx, NCPQ, mss., g, vg, 3S: 

Barro, AC, most, pr, am, &: 

avtav, A, 1, 36, 79, &c., pr, am, el: 

tpav, ACP, nearly all, vt, am, 3: 

Babéa, ACQ, most, 3S: 

Bard, XQ, 1, 14, 91, 92, few, pr, vg: 

av nw, NAC P, most, lat., =: 

ovvtpiBera[e], NAC, 1, 7, 38, few, g: 

e[ 7 |weAAes, Q, many: 

amodaveiv, SACP, many, lat., 3: 

Counter ReEapines. 

Q, most, lat., &, ens. 

A, To. 

NCPQ, mss., vé, cl, &, Suripv. 

& Q, most, 3, zs. 

ACPQ, mss., om. ryv, (lat. ?). 

P, 1, 28, 36, 79, 91, 96, few, om. 

ACQ, 38, few, 7. 

Q, many, &, 2s. 

N, many, g, after. 

AP, 46, pr (g om.), éxnre; (C, Bere). 

NACP, 1, 7, 28, 87, 91, &., pr, 7repav. 

Q, nearly all, =*, zs. 

NPQ, nearly all, vt, &, om. 

PQ (N, év rats), mss., g, &, is. 

NCP Q, most, lat., avrias. 

AC, 14, 92, 3, add. pov. 

C, pr, am, &, om. 

NACP, 1, 28, 79, few, lat., ed/dacke. 

Q, many, &, pref. kai. 

P, few, ins. 

NP, many, lat., >*, om. 

ACP Q, all else, pr, am, &, add. aire. 

Pi , 7%, 14, 28, 795, 9, &e.; 9, 3,008. 

ACQ, most, om. (Q with accus.). 

NPQ, mss., g, vg, THs ev; (C om.). 

NCP Q, mss., &, add. adrov. 

N, 49, vt, om. cov. 

ACPQ, nearly all, am, 3, om. 

NCP, 1, 7, 36, 388, 95, &e., g, vg, om. cov. 

NQ, 7, 69, few, 3, avryv; (lat. ?). 

PQ, 7, 36, 87, 96, pr, vg, tpopyrny. 

ACPQ, mss., lat., 3, om. 

A, pr, 76€Ance. 

PQ(N, xadd), 38, few, g, el, Baro. 

NCP Q, most, g, some vg, &, airis. 

Q, 38, el, airod ; (N om.). 

NP. 1, 28, 36, 79, &., lat., Baby. 

ACP, most, g, 3, BadXo. 

Q, 14, 93, 94, 95, 97, 98, few, Sd (mg), avorgw. 

PQ, most, pr, vg, &, cvvtpiByoerac. 

NACP, many, lat., 3, ewedAorv. 

Q, many, aroBadAeuv. 
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Reapines oF S—continued. 

li. 3, pvnpoveve, N, 14, vt: 

3, Kal Type, NACP, 1, 7, 38, 87, 91, 96, &., 

Tat: 3): 

3, yenyopnons, AC PQ, mss., g, vg, &: 

3, emi cé ds, NQ, many, vt, am, el, S: 

5, ovTws, NAC, many, lat., 3: 

5, mepiBdddAcra, C, &: 

7, aywos before adyOivds, C PQ, mss., lat., S: 

7, om. abriy, NACP, many, lat., >: 

7, om. ei py 6 avolyov, SACP, many, lat., =: 

7, dvotye, ACP, 1, 36, few, lat., 3: 

8, airyv, AC PQ, nearly all, 3: 

9, yraow [yvdcovrac], AC PQ, nearly all, 

9; 19, Bi: 
9, éyo, NACP, many, g, vg, 3: 

12, dvoua pov, NACP, many, vf, am, el, &: 

14, kai, N: 

16, Yvxpos ot're Ceatds, AP, few, vg, (vt om.): 

17, Gre zAovotos, AC, 1, 28, 35, 38, 79, 87, 95, 

&e., J, Vg, (pr om.) : 

18, zap’ €“0d before xpvoiov, NAC P, many, g, 

vg, (pr om.), 3: 

18, aicyivn, NACQ, nearly all, lat., =: 

18, €yxpica, NAC (P, eyxpicov), 7, 28, 36, 

few, (lat. ?), (3?): 

20,? Kat eiceAevoouar, § Q, many, pr: 

iv. 1, 7 dwvy, A PQ, mss., g, vg, S: 

2, kat edbéws, P, 1, 7, &e, el: 

3, ips, PQ, nearly all, lat., =: 

4, wat kv«Adbev, A P (8 om.), many, lat. : 

5, eviriov Tod Opovov airod, Q, most, S: 

5, al, Q, most, g, am: 

7, os avOpwrov, A, 11, 18, 86, pr, vg, (g de- 

viates) : 
8, &v exadrov, N, 38, &, (lat. ?): 

8, airav, NAP, many, g, vg, 3S: 

8, adyvos ter, AP, most, lat., &: 

9, durv, &, 32, 95: 

0, duyv, N, 32: 

10, Badrotor, AP, many, g, (pr?), (vg ?), &: 

11, 6 kvpios kai, NA Q, most, am, S: 

11, om. 6 dyvos, NAP, some, pr, vg: 

11, joav, NA (Q, 14, 388, otk joav), most, g, 

vg, (pr?), &: 

OXX Vil 

CountER Reapines. 

ACPQ, nearly all, vg, 3, add oiv. 

Q, many, om. 

&, pr, petavonoys. 

ACP, 1, 12, 28, pr, some vg, om. emi oé. 

PQ, many, otros. 

NAP Q, mss., lat., fut. 

NA, after. 

Q, many, zs. 

Q, many, 7s. 

8 Q, most, fut. 

N, 49, lat., om. 

N, 14, pr, yroon. 

Q, many, pr, om. 

Q, many, some vg, om. pov. 

ACPQ, mss., lat., 3, om. 

NCQ, most, 3, €. ovre wy. 

NPQ, many, %, om. dre. 

Q, many, after. 

P, 7, 36, acynpocrtvy. 

Q, most, va éyxpion [-er |. 

AP, 1, 7, 28, 36, 88, 79, &c., g, vg, 3, om. Kai. 

NS, pr, pref. idov. 

S& AQ, most, vt, am, &, om. Kal. 

NA, 28, 79, tepets. 

Q, many, &, om. kai. 

NAP, 1, 86, 38, few, lat., om. adrod. 

AP (N om.), 1, 36, 94, pr, el, 3, a. 

P, many, %, as dvOpwros; (N, ds Sporov avOparw) ; 

Q, most, avOpw7rov. 
A PQ, most, &v xa@ &. 

Q, many, pr, om. 

Q, many, novies ; (N, octies). 

A PQ, nearly all, lat., 3, om. 

AP AQ, nearly all, lat., 3, om. 

8 Q, many, pres. 

P, some, vt, el, Kvpre. 

Q, many, &, es. 

P, many, eioé. 

a C hiat, iii. 19—v. 14. “ 
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Reapines or S—continued. Counrer ReEapines. 

v. 1, e£wOev, PQ, most, lat. : NA, 1, 14, &., 3, omucber. 

2, agcos, NAP, 38, few: Q, most, lat., S, add. éori. 

3, om. ava, NAP, 1, 28, 36, 49, 87, 91, &e., Q, many, &, 2s. 

lat. : 

4, om. eyo, & P (A om. vers.), 1, 36, few, g, =: Q, most, pr, vg, ins. 

5, ék, &, 14, (lat. ?): ; APQ, nearly all, 3, prefix 6. 

5, Adoa, N, cl: APQ, mss., vt, am, 3, om. 

8, ai ciow, AP, most, (lat.?), Bln: 8 Q, 36, few, 3 dp, a eciow. 

9, quas, NPQ, nearly all, lat., 3: A, 44, om. 

10, Baoirevoovow, NP, 1, 36, 49, 79, 87, 91, AQ, 7, 14, 28, 35, 38, &c., 3, pres. 

96, 97, 98, &., g, am, (pr, el, —coper) : 

11, as dwvyv, N, most, >: A PQ, 1, 14, 49, 79, few, lat., om. as. 

12, aétos, A: NPQ, mss., (lat. ?), 3, neut. 

13, 8, NAQ, 7, 14, 38, 87, 91-98, &e., g: P, 1, 28, 35, 36, 49, 79, 87, 96, &c., pr, vg, 3, 5 éorw. 
18, kat broxdtw tis yns, A PQ, most, vt, an, &, 4, 95, few, some vg, om. 

cl, &: 

13, Garacons a (6) éort, PQ, many, pr, vg; (A, , 28, 88, 79, few, g, &, om. 

most, Gadkacons ear) : 

18, mavra, NAP, 1, 35, 36, few, g, 3: most, pr, vg, mavras; (Q, wavra Kal wavtas). 

13, Kat nxovoa, 8 (Q?), 35, 36, 87, 98, &e., 9g, B: AP, most, pr, vg, om. kai. 

13, €yovras, NPQ, most, lat., (3?): A, 1, 12, A€yovra. 

13, kai 7d dpviv, N PQ, mss., lat. : A, 3, om. 

13, om. aujv, NAP, 7, 35, 87, 94, few, lat., 3: Q, most, zns. 

14, A€yovra, Q, most: NAP, 1, 7, 28, 35, 36, 38, 49, 79, &., lat., 3, EAeyov. 

Viz 1, OTe NEAL CHE lia 28 OOO Olam Occe noes Q, most, am, cl, ott. 

some vg, =: 

1, érra, NACQ, most, lat., 3: P, 1, 28, 79, few, om. 

1, kai ide, NQ, many, vt, cl, 3: ACP, many, am, om. 

2, kat eiddov, NACP, many, g, an, el, &: Q, many, pr, some vg, om. 

3, om. kai ide, AC PQ, most, am, 3: N, few, vt, cl, ins. 

4, muppds, NC, many, lat., 3: APQ, many, zupds. 

4, €300n aitd, SC PQ, nearly all, vg, 3: A, 31, vt, om. aird. 

4, &« [dd], NCP Q, most, lat., 3: A, 7, few, om. 

4, wa, Q, most: NACP, many, lat., 3, prefix xai. 

5, om. xai ide, ACP, many, g, am: SQ, many, pr, cl, X, ns. 

5, om. kai etdov, Q, many, g, cl: SACP, 1, 7, 28, 36, 49, 79, 91, &c., pr, am, &, ms. 

6, om. as, Q, most, gy, vg, &: NAC P, few, pr, ins. 

6, kpiOjs, Q, most, (lat. ?) : NACP, 1, 79, few, &, pl. 

7, dovnv, NA, 1, 28, 36, 49, 79, 91, 96, &c., CPQ, most, vt, some vg, &, om. 

am, cl: 

7, om. kat ide, ACP, 1, 7, 28, 36, 38, 49, 79, & Q, most, vt, cl, S, ens. 

91, 96, &c., am: 

8, éeravw avrov, NS AQ, most, lat., &: CP, 1, 12, om. adrod. 

8, HKoAovVOe aiTd, SQ, most, lat. : qk. per’ aitod, ACP, 1, 7, 28, 49, 79, 91, 96, 97, 

&e., (3, HK. pet airdv). 
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Reapines or S—continued. 

vi. 8, éd067 atta, Q, most, lat., =: 

9, om. trav avOporov, A CQ, most, lat., =: 

9, dua THY, NCP AQ, mss., vg, =: 

10, éxpagav, SA CQ, most, pr: 

10, fora peyddy, NACP, 1, 7, &e., lat., =: 

11, édorw, RACP, 7, 14, 28, 35, 36, 38, 49, 
79, 87, 91, 92, 96, &c., lat., 3: 

11, ére xpovov, CP Q (N, ext xp.), mss., el, S: 

11, puxpov, NACP, 1, 28, 36, 38, 79, and few, 

g) Vg, (pr om. vers.), 3: 

11, rAnpwOdor, AC, 22, 9, vg, (3?): 

11, kai of ddeApol, NACP, mss., g, =: 

11, of pédXovres, NACP, many, g, vg, =: 

12, dre, NACQ, most, g, cl, 3S: 

12, péyas éyévero, NC PQ, nearly all, pr, el, &: 

12, pédas eyevero, NQ, 7, 14, 35, 87, 91, 98, 

(S05 # 

12, Ayn, NRACQ, most, g, v7, &: 

18, él, &, 47, vg: 

18, BddXovca, N, 35, 87, 90, 97, &e., &, 

(Barodoa, most) : 

15, éAe’bepos, AC Q (SN om.), most, lat., =: 

17, airav, NC, 38, 9, vg, Sinp: 

vil. 1, Kat pera, NPQ, mss, 3: 

1, radra, P, 1, 28, 36, 79, 92, 95, &c., lat., 3: 

1, wav, NP, 1, 28, 36, 49, 79, 91, 96, &.; (A, 
3. om): 

2, dvatoddv, A, 90: 

2, ekpage, NCQ, mss., lat., S: 

3, pyre [nde] tHv, NCP Q, most, vf, some 

vg, >: 

6, vedbard, N, cl, &: 

9, om. Kai idov, A, pr, vg; (C om. idov) : 

9, ov, NCPQ, mss., lat., =: 

9, avrov, NACP, 1, 14, 36, 92, few, 3: 

10, 76 Oecd, NCP Q, nearly all, lat., S: 

11, évesiov Tod Opdvov, N ACP, many, lat. : 

12, aidsvwv anv, SA PQ, nearly all, gy, vg, 3: 

14, pov, NC PQ, nearly all, vg, &: 

14," airds NAP, 1, 49, 79, 91, 96, &., g, 
vg, 3: 

16, rewaoovow, R, 36, pr, vg, &: 

16, dupyoovoww, P, 1, 35, 36, 88, 87, 152, 9: 

Counter Reapines. 

NACP, 1, 28, 49, 79, &c., é6. adrois, 

NP, 1, 36, 49, 91, 96, few, ens. 

A, vt, om. dua. 

P, 1, 36, 38, 79, g, vg, &, impf. 

Q, many, accus. 

Q, many, om. 

A, am, transp. 

Q, most, om. 

SPQ, most, active. 

Q, vg, om. Kal. 

Q, many, prefix kal. 

P, many, am, pr, pref. Kat. 

A, 31, g, am, transp. 

ACP, 1, 28, 36, 38, 79, &c., lat., 3, transp. 

P, 1, 35, 49, 87, 91, 96, &c., pr, om. 

ACPQ, nearly all, pr, (g om.), &, eis. 

ACPQ, 14, 36, 49, 92, few, lat., BddAAet. 

P, 1, 28, 38, 49, 91, 96, &c., pref. was. 

AP AQ, nearly all, pr, Sd, adrod. 

AG, lat., om. kal. 

SA CQ, most, Todr7o. 

CQ, most, lat., re. 

NCP Q, nearly all, (lat. ?), 3, sing. 

AP, impf. 

A, 38, few, am, cl, Kad. 

APQ, mss.. ot, am, add. pw; (C, v). 

NPQ, mss., g, 3, ens. 

A, Kad. 

Q, most, lat., om. 

A, 88, genit. 

Q, many, &, add. airod. 

C, 28, pr, om. auyv. 

A, 1, vt, om. 

Q, most, (pr?), om. 

APA, nearly all, g, add. ér. 

N AQ, most, pr, vg, &, add. er. 

= C hiat, vii. 14-17. 
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vili.2, edd0noav, SC PQ, most, lat., S dlp: 

5,“ kal dotparat after Bpovrat kat dwval, AQ, 

(P, after d. cai B.), many, lat., Sa: 

éavrovs, PQ, mss., 3, (lat. ?): 

peprypeva, AQ, most, gy, rg, &: 

om. ayyedos, NS: 

om. mupt, Q, many: 

om. €pos, AT Q, nearly all, 3: 

tov év 77 O., NAP, many, 9,h,( pr, piscium), 3: 

Yoxyv, NS: 

duepOapy, Q, many, lat. : 

cis dWivOiov, &, 7, 28, 49, 79, few, lat.: 

py pavy before 70 tpirov aitas, & A P, most, 

vg, (vt?) &: 

Hr DH DDO DANN ao 

13, é€vos, AQ, mss., lat., S: 

18, derov, NAQ, most, lat., S: 

ix. 2, om. kal nvoige.... 4BVooov, & Q, most, am: 

, ov0€ wav yAwpov, A PQ, nearly all, g, vg, S: 

, pevserar, Q, most, lat., S: 

3, 6 Oavaros before dw attav, NAP, 1, 28, 36, 

88, 79, &e., lat., S: 

7, dpovor xpvod, NAP, 1, 28, 35, 36, 79, 87, 

Senate er 

10, 9 efovota aitav, NAP, 1, 35, 36, 87, &e., 

Is PY, VY: 

4 

4, petorwv attav, Q, most, pr, cl, &: 

6 

6 

11, Kai €yovow, P, 1, &e., lat., S: 

11, ér aitav before Baoiiéa, NAP, 1, 14, 28, 

; 36, 79, 92, &e.: 
11, 0, &, 2, pr, vg, 3: 

11, xai é€v, NAP, 1, 36, few, pr, vg: 

12, epxerar, NA, 7, 14, 49, &., S: 

12, 18, ova’. Mera tatra 6, 8: 

ran a tecodpwv, PQ, most, pr, cl: 

15, «is riv jméparv, Q, many, &: 

16, dvo [dis], NAP, 1, 28, 36, 79, &e., g, vg, 

(pr, 6xrd), 3S: 
16, prvpiddas, N, S dlp: 

18, €« Tov kazvod, CP, 1 few, g, el, &: 

18, éx Tov Geiov, P, 1, 31, 79, &e., g, &: 

20, ovre [ovdd] petevonoay, NS A PQ, many, 

lat eee 

Counter REaprnGs. 

A, 35, 87, 98, 95, 96, 3, sing. 

A, 16, 28, S dlp, after B. before ¢. 

& A, airovs. 

SP, some, some vg, (pr?), sing. 

APQ, mss., lat., 3, 2s. 

SAP, many, lat., 3, ws. 

$8 35, 68, 87, (lat. ?), es. 

Q, many, ¢/, om. tov, (am om. clause). 

APQ, mss., g, vg, (pr?), 3%, plur. 

NAP, 1, 28, 49, 79, 91, 96, &e., 3, plur. 

APA, nearly all, 3%, eis awuwOor. 

Q, many, after. 

NP om. 

P, 1, 7, 28, 36, 79, few, ayyéAov. 

AP, 1, 7, 28, 36, 38, 49, 79, 87, 91, 96, few, vt, 
el, &, is. 

S, 38, pr, om. 

NAP, 1, 28, 79, few, g, am, om. pron. 

AP (, dvyn), 1, 36, 88, few, pres. 

Q, most, after. 

Q, most, xpvoor. 

Q, most, h, &, ééovoiay €xovow. 

8 AQ, most, om. Kad. 

Q, many, lat., =, after. 

A PQ, mss., g, om. 

Q, most, gh, &, ev dé. 

PQ, most, lat., plur. 

AP, 1, 28, 49, 87, &e, lat., &, otal pera tadra. Kaid; 

(Q, 14, oad. Kat pera tadra. 6). 

A, 28, 79, g, am, &c., &, om., (S& om. clause). 

AP, many, om. eis THv, (S om. clause). 

Q, most, om. 

APQ, mss., lat., }, nominat. 

8 AQ, most, am, om. éx, (pr om. clause). 

SACQ, most, vy, om. ex, (pr om. clause). 

C, many, ov peter. 

a C hiat, viii. 5—ix. 16. 
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&tdwa, before Awa, N: 

mopvetas, C PQ, mss., lat., 3: 

adAXov, NAC, 35, 36, 38, 87, few, lat., >: 

BiBrapis.ov [ -.aprov ], SACP, 1, Ke., vg, &: 

Tais.... Pwvais, N, 7, 9, (pr om.): 

ore, ACP Q, nearly all, vg, 3: 

om. thy deEtav, A, 1, 36, few, vg: 

om. Kat THV OdNacoay Kat To ev aiTH, NA, 38, 

49, 98, &., vt: 

éreheo On, NACP, most, Sdln: 

dovAous airod, Q, many, (lat. ?), (3 ?): 

BiBrapid.ov [-rdaprov ], % PQ, most, &: 

BiBAapid.ov [-cdaprov |, ACP, 1, 14, 28; 36, 

49, 79, 91, 96, &c., pr, (g om.), &: 

ds péde before yAvk’, NCP, nearly all, g, 

vg, (prom.), 3: 

Aéyer, P, 1, 7, 28, 38, 49, 79, 91, 96, &., 
vt, cl, S: 

Kal etoTyKer 0 ayyeXos, Q, 14, 35, 36, 49, 79, 

91, 96, &., 3¥: 
THhv eowbev, N, 1, 35, 87, few: 

exBare eLwbev, A, 1, 14, 28, 35, 36, 49, 79, 

87, 91, 92, 96, S: 
dv0 Avxviat, N, (3 ?): 

ot [ai] evoiov, AC PQ, most, g, &: 

éotates, NA CQ, most, vg, S: 

dd (2), CP Q, nearly all, pr, =: 

abrovs (2) after 6. ddikjoat, S: 

tov otpavor after krXetoar, NACP, 1, 28, 36, 

49, 79, &c., lat., 3: 

ev racy TANyH before dcakis, NACP, 1, 28, 

36, 388, 49, 79, &e., lat., 3: 

Ta 7wropata, NP, 1, 35, 36, 38, 49, 79, 87, 

Ole G&en lat. S:: 

dvddv kal Aadv, N, cl, &: 

7a mTopara (1), P, 1, 28, 36, 38, 49, 79, 91, 

95, 96, &e., g, vg, (pr om.), &: 

Kat yutov, NACP, 28, 49, 79, 95, &e., g, 

vg, (pr om.), &: 
adyoovor, Q, most, vt, cl, S: 

evppavOyncovrar, Q, most, lat., =: 

mwépovow, AC, 1, many, lat., X, (Q, many, 

dwcrovew) : 

CXXXxi 

Counter ReEaprnas. 

ACP Q, mss., lat. &, after. 

NS A, Tovypias. 

PQ, most, om. 

Q, most, vt, BuBXrCLov. 

ACP Q, mss., vg, 3, ac yus. 

N, 37, 79, vt (que), doa. 

NCPQ, nearly all, vé, &, ens. 

CPQ, most, vg, 3, ms. 

Q, many, lat. (fut.), Sp, reder Oy. 

éavtod dovAous, SB ACP, most. 

AC, 6, 14, lat., BuBAcor. 

SQ, most, vg, BuBrcov. 

AQ, 36, after. 

N AQ, most, am, &e., plural. 

NAP, most, lat., om. 

APQ, most, lat. &, ripv eSwfev. 

Q, most, (vg ?, vt om.), ekBadre ew; (N, eKB. coo, 

P, &B. éowbev). 

ACP Q, mss., pref. at, (lat. ?). 

&, 7, 14, 35, 87, 82, 95, &e., pr, vg, om. art. 

P, 1, 7, 28, 36, 88, 49, 79, 91, 95, &c.,. vt, Eordoar. 

NA, subj., (38, fut.), g, vg. 

ACPQ, many, g, vg, between; (many, pr, 3, before). 

Q, many, before egovelar. 

after GeAjowor, Q, most. 

A CQ, most, sing. 

ACPQ, mss., lat., 3, éransp. 

NAC Q, most, sing. 

Q, many, om. Kal. 

N ACP, 1, 28, 36, 79, few, am, &c., pres. 

NACP, 1, 28, 36, 79, few, pres. 

 P, 28, 36, 79, few, some vg, wen7ovew. 

4 C hiat, x. 10 (payov)—xi. 3. 
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rpeis, WP, 1, 14, 28, 35, 36, 38, 49, 91, 96, 
152, &c., lat.?: 

nkovoav, NA CP, few, vg: 

airots, NC PQ, nearly all, vg, 3S: 

kal ev éxetvy, N ACP, i, many, lat., 3: 

dpa, NACP, 1, 36, 95, few, pr, vg, 3: 

ev PoBw, N, 14, pr, (vg, in timorem) : 

om. aunv, A C PQ, most, lat., 3: 

oi évaoriov, & C P, most, lat., &: 

KaOynvrat [-pevor], A CP, most, lat. : 

ort, A PQ) most; late, si 

diapbeipavtas, C, 7, 35, 4£, 87, 91, 96, few, 

late 5 

ev TH otpave, & PQ, most, pr, vg, >: 

airod, ACP, 1, 28, 35, 36, 79, 87, 85, 
&e.,; 3: 

kat ceopos, S ACP, most, lat., S: 

exovoa Kal, NC, 95, vt, am: 

kpalovea [ kpaler], am, & A P, some: 

Kal @divovoa, A, &: 

pédas before zup., AP, 1, 28, 86, 49, 79, 

87, 91, 95, 96, &c., vg: 

zupos, CQ, 1, many, 3: 

éoryner, C, 3; (14, 92, éorn): 

éxel, NA PQ, most, g: 

6 MixanA, © C PQ, mss., lat. : 

ioxvoav, & CP, 1, 28, 36, 79, many, lat., 3; 

(Q, 14, toxvor) : 

6 odis, A CP Q, nearly all, g, vg, &: 

[kara |oxnvodvres, A C PQ, most, 3: 

dvo, & Q, most, (lat. ?): 

ows Tpépytar, Q, most : 

ext TH, NA PQ, mss., lat., 3: 

eotabnv, PQ, nearly all: 

dvopa, NCP, 1, 28, 79, 95, &e., vt: 

AeovTwv, N, 14, 92, S: 

éx Trav, N A CP, most, lat., >: 

ott [ds] eOwxe, NACP, 35, 36, 79, 87, 95, 

&e., pr, am, &: 

divarar, NA CP, 1, 28, 35, 36, 38, 49, 79, 

87, 95, 97, &c., lat., : 

Bracdnpiav, PQ, most, Sn; (am, genit. 

sing.) : 

Counter READINGS. 

A CQ, many, 3%, pref. art. 

Q, most, g (pr om.), Sdp[lom.; n, nxovee |, nKovea. 

A, 28, g, om., (pr om. clause). 

Q, many, om. Kat. 

Q, many, 7€pa. 

ACPA, nearly all, g, 3, euoBor. 

&, 12, 18, 38, 40, zs. 

AQ, 1, 7, 14, 92, 95, few, om. oi. 

8 Q, many, &, pref. ot [oi]. 

8 C, some lat., pref. kal. 

SA PQ, most, pres. ptep. 

AC, 14, 35, 38, 87, 92, 95, few, g, h, pref. 6. 

Q, most, g, (pr hiat), vg, tod Kupiov; (N, 94, A, 

TOU Mecod). 

Q, many, om. 

A PQ, nearly all, el, 3, om. kai. 

Q, some, pr, some vg, expagev; (C, some, g, el, &, 

impt.). 

SCP Q, mss., lat., om. Kai. 

NCQ, most, vt, &, after. 

NAP, many, lat., tuppds. 

SAP Q, nearly all, eornxe, (lat., stetit). 

C, few, h, pr, vg, 3, om. 

A, 3, 67e M. 

A, many, tcxucer. 

S, 1, pr, om. 6. 

&, few, lat., katouxotyres. 

ACP, 7, 28, 36, 79, 95, few, 3, pref. ai. 

NACP, 1, 28, 36, 79, 94, 95, few, lat., 3, ozov 

TpeeTar. 

C, pr, om. éxi. 

NAC, 87, 92, lat., 3, éoraOy. 

AQ, most, vg, &, plur. 

ACPA, nearly all, lat., sing. 

Q, few, om. ék. 

Q, most, g, cl, ro dedwxorr. 

Q, most, dvvaros. 

NC, some, (BAacdypcas), A, some, (BAaodypa), cl, 

(92), (pr om.), Sdlp, plur. 
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moujoa, A CP, 1, 28, 36, 79, 95, few, g, vg, 

(pr om.), 3S: 

viknoat attovs, % Q, most, 

lat., S: 

eis aiypadwolav bis, A, am and some vg; (S, 

with 33, 35, 87, cl, &c., &, ins. am [em |ayer): 

amoxtetver, N, 28, 35, 73, 79, 95, g, &: 

Kal €000n .... 

, Gavarov aitot, N A CQ, nearly all, 3: 

iva before kai tdp, NACP, 1, 35, 38, 87, 

&e., lat. (yr om. kat), &: 

kata. before éx tod otpavod, NP, 1, 95, 

few, 3S: 

kataBaivev, NACP, 1, 28, 35, 38, 79, 95, 

&e., g, vg, (pr, ptep.), &: 

ext, Q, 7, 14, 38, 81, 92, &e., 3: 
ext THs yys, NACP, 

most, lat. : 

Ou Ta ONmeta .... 

6, 8, 1, many, vg: 

exe, NAC P, 1, many, lat.: 

[ard] THs payaipas Kal noe, NA CP, 

many, lat., 3: 

dotvar before rvedpa, NAP, 1, many, lat., 3: 

om. va kal .... 4 €ikwv TOD Onpiov, C, 14, 

28, 78, 79, few, 37: 

momoe, N, 14, 36, 78, 79, 92, 95, 98, (3 ?): 

iva door, AP, 7, 36, 95, few, vt, cl, 3: 

xapaypa, NAC P, 1, 28, 35, 36, 38, 79, 87, 

95, 97, 98, &c., lat., 3: 

iva, NC, 28, 79, 96, few, pr, some vg, &: 

Tov dvépatos, C, pr, some vg, S*: 

om. [kat] 6 apiOds airov, N: 

ééjxovta, © A PQ, nearly all, lat., 5: 

om. dpibos, SACP, many, lat. : 

yeypappevov, 8 C PQ, mss., lat. : 

9 povy wv, SA CQ, many, lat., S: 

os gdynv, AC, 1, 28, 36, 79, 95, &e., v9: 

ovtoé ciow of, NCP Q, most, vt, am. cl, &c., 3: 

otra of, NACP, 1, 28, 88, 152, g, am, cl, 

&e. : 

trdyy, N PQ, most, g, vg: 

HyopacOycav, $ A CP, many, lat. : 

azapxy, A C PQ, nearly all, g, vg, &: 

ovx evpéOn after ev TO oT. aitov, NACP, 

1, 28, 36, 49, 79, 91, 95, 96, &., lat., 3: 

Counter Reapres. 

Q, many, add. roXemov ; (N, 6 OeXex). 

ACP, 1, 14, 92, few, om. 

NC PQ, many (others vary), semel. 

CP Q, nearly all, fut. ; (A, droxrav6jvac). 

P, 14, 92, lat., om. airod. 

Q, most, after. 

A CQ, most, lat., after. 

Q, most, kataBaivy. 

NACP, many, g, vg, «is. 

Q, 3, om. 

ACPQ, 28, 35, 79, 87, 92, &c., vt, ds, (5°). 

Q, most, &, impf. 

Q, many, Kai élyoev azo THs payxalpas. 

Q, many, after ; (C om. dotvar). 

NA PQ, most, lat., Sdnp, cns. 

A PQ, (C om. clause), most, lat., roujon. 

NQ, 14, 28, 35, 38, 73, 79, 87, 92, 93, 94, 98, &e., 
am, om. wva (1,49, few, is. tva before aroxravOicr). 

Q, many, plur. 

AP AQ, most, 9, vg, pref. Kat. 

SAP Q, mss., y, am, el, [7)] 7d dvopa. 

ACP Q, mss., lat., 3, as. 

C, 5, 11, déxa. 

Q, many, &, is. 

A, &, pref. ro. 

P, some, dwvyv. 

NPQ, most, vt, &, om. as. 

A, some vg, om. ovTol iow. 

Q, most, yr, some vg, &*, otrol eiow ot ? os >t tes gq; =a) 4 

AC, 7, 28, 36, 87, few, pr, (3 ?), tmdyer. 

Q, 7, 14, 38, &c., &, pref. ixd Tyco. 

N, 16, 39, pr, aw dpyijs. 

Q, 7, 14, 35, 38, &e., before. 
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yép, © Q, nearly all, cl, =: 

adXrov, ACP, 49, 79, 91, 95, &e., lat., &: 

ért tous, NACP, 338, 35: 

kadnpevous, & C PQ, most, lat. : 

@cév, NACP, 1, 28, 49, 79, 91, 95, 96, 
&c., pr, am, 3: 

om. ayyedos, &, 95: 

éxece bis, AP, 1, 28, 36, 49, 79, 91, 95, 

&e:, lat: Si: 

y, AC, 35, 88, 90, 95, &., vg, &: 

aityns, ACP, most, lat., =: 

adrois, NCP Q, mss., g, vg, &: 

év TH ToTypinv, & C PQ, nearly all, lat., S: 

Bacavicbycerar, SCPAQ, nearly all, lat., S: 

aiovas, § AQ, most, lat., &: 

aidvev, § A PQ, nearly all, lat. S: 

éx Tov odpavod before Aeyovons, A C PQ, 

nearly all, lat., 3: 

Kupiv, § AQ, mss., lat. : 

arobvycKovres araptt., P, many, am, &: 

vat before Aéye, AC P, many, lat., 3: 

[rot] Oepioa, A C P Q, nearly all, lat., 5: 

eenAOev, NC PQ, mss., cl, S: 

6 €xwv, AC, g, vg, 3: 

povy, S AQ, 38, 95, few, g, h, vg (pr om.) : 

70 dpéravov before cov, N: 

nkpacav at otadvAai, SACP, 1, 7, 28, 38, 

49, 79, &c., g, h, (pr om.), vg, S: 

aitas, NACP, 1, 28, 38, 49, 79, &., 9, h, vg: 

ert THY ynv, N, 38, 97: 

THY peyaArnv, NX, 1, 7,28, 35, 79, 87, 91, 94, 

95, 97, 98, &e.: 
dvaxociwv, &, 26: 

Tod Onplov before ris eixovos, SACP, many, 

latest 

éx THs eikovos, AC PQ, nearly all, §: 

aidvev, & C, 18, 95, vg (am, celorum), &: 

add. ce, &, 7, 38, 95, few, cl, 3: 

dovos, NACP, &., 1, 28, 36, 38, 79, pr, vg, 

x: 

mavra Ta €Ovn, S$ ACP, many, lat., &: 

ot €xovres, AC, many, 3: 

€xk Tov vaodv, NACP, 1, 7, 28. 36, 79, 94, 

&er, lat, sy 

om. ot noav, $ ACP, many, lat. : 

Counrer Reapryes. 

ACP, 12, vt, am, om. 

8 Q, many, om. 

Q, most, Tovs ; (38, 97, lat., %?, Tots). 

A, 14, 28, 79, 92, &c., 3, xarotxodvras. 

Q, most, g, cl, Kvpuov. 

AC PQ, nearly all, lat., 3%, om. 

CQ (N om. clause), many, semel. 

PQ, most, vt, om. 

Q, some, tavrns. 

A, pr, aire. 

A, 7, 16, 39, é« Tov zornpiov. 

A, 8, 14, 36, 92, plur. 
CP, 1, 7, 14, 28, 79, 92, sing. 
C, 28, 79, sing. 

&, 38, after. 

CP, Xpicra (3X, Ged). 

Q, many, vt, el, droOvicKovtes. amapte; (NAC, ?). 

Q, many, after; (SN om.). 

N, 38, rod Gepispod. 

A, vt, am, om. 

8 PQ, mss., 2, pr, om. 6. 

CP, most, 3, xpavy7. 

ACP Q, mss., 3, after; (lat. ?). 

Q, many, sing. 

Q, many, &, tis yijs- 

ACP Q, nearly all, lat., 3, eis rH y. 

ACPQ, 14, 38, 49, 90, 92, 96, &e., pr, 3, Tov 
péyav 3 (9, vg 2). 

ACP Q, nearly all, lat., 3, éfax. 

Q, many, after. 

N, 7, 38, few, 2, pr, (9, vg ?), om. ex. 

AP AQ, nearly all, vt, éOvar. 

ACP Q, most, vt, am, Ke., om. 

Q, most, g, aytos. 

Q, 7, 14, &c., wavres. 

NPQ, many, (lat. ?), om. 

Q, many, om. 

Q, many, &, ins. 
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Reapines or S—continued. 

Aivoy [Awody, -ods], NPQ, nearly all, vf, 

Clie 

éxra pvdas, AC PQ, mss., lat., =: 

éx Tov kavvod, Q, many, &: 

é« Tov vaov, NAC P, many, lat., Sdup: 

éxta diadas, NAC AQ, most, g, pr, vg, &: 

devtepos ayyeAos, Q(N om.), nearly all, c7, 3: 

Cioa, SPQ, nearly all, g, h, (pr om.), vg: 

év 7H Oadacon, S PQ, mss., lat. : 

eis Tovs, AC PQ, nearly all, lat., 3: 

eis Tas, Q, most, &, most vg, eri ras: 

eyévovto, A, 36, 95, vt, &: 

atua, AC PQ, nearly all, lat., =: 

édwkas before aitots, N, 14, 92: 

aévor, AC PQ, mss., vt, ed: 

ayyedos, N, 1, 28, 85, 36, 38, 49, 79, 91, 96, 

&e., pr, el: 

tovs avOpuimrovs before ev zupi,s A C PQ, 

many, lat., 3: 

om. ot avOpwror, SACP, 1, 36, 38, 79, 95, 

&c., lat. : 

éx Tov EXxOv, NB AC Q, nearly all, lat., ¥: 

avatoAév, A, 1, 28, 38, 49, 79. 91, 96, &e., 

(lat. ?): 
Seer ee rine , 
€k TOU TTOpaTOS TOV SpaKorvTos Kai, AQ, nearly 

all, lat., 3: 

tpia before dxafapra, NAC, 1, 7, 28, 36, 

38, 79, 91, 95, 96, &e., pr, vg, (g om.), &: 

& éxropeve [-ov |] rar, AQ, most, lat., =: 

emt rovs, AQ, nearly all, lat., 3: 

éxetvys, Q, most, pr, (3 ?): 

epxetat, N, 38, 47: 

peyadn, © Q, nearly all, lat., S: 

vaov, NA, 14, 92, 95, few, pr, vg, 3: 

cevopos eyéveto peyas, NA, 1, 14, 28, 36, 

49, 79, 91, 92, 95, 96, &c., g, eg, most, >: 

avOpwrot éyévovto, HQ, nearly all, g, vg, 

(pr om.), 3: 

ai moves .... éreoav, AQ, mss,, lat. : 

yepov, Q, most, lat. : 

éxov, Q, most: 

om. kat before kexpyowp., PQ, many: 

Counter Reraprnes. 

AC, 38, 48, 90, am, &e., Ador. 

, some vg, om. éxra. 

NACP, many, lat., om. ek rod. 

Q, many, S/, om. 

P, 1, 28, 49, 79, 91, 96, &c., h, om. éxra. 

ACP, 18, 95, vt, am, om. adyyeXos. 

AC, 95, 3, om. 

AC, 3, pref. rd, (Sp, tar). 

N, 18, 31, ei rovs. 

CXxXxvV 

NACP, 49, 79, 91, 95, 96, few, vt, some vg, om. prep. 

NCP Q, nearly all, vg, sing. 

&, 36, 39, plur. 

ACP Q, nearly all, lat., 3, after. 

N, an, &e.; (3 pref. orep, or ore). 

ACP AQ, many, g, am, &, om. 

8, many, after. 

Q, most, &, zs. 

P, 38, om. éx. 

NCQ, most, &, (lat. ?), sing. 

NC, three mss., om. 

Q, many, after. 

&, 1, 79, 95, few, éxmopeverOar. 

&, 38, «is Tous. 

& A, 14, 38, 92, 95, few, g, vg, om. 

AQ, nearly all, lat., 3, plur. 

A, 1, 12, 46, om. 

Q, many, add. rod otpavod; (1, 28, 36, 79, &e., g, om. 

Q, many, pr, some vg, om. verb. 

A, 38, sing. 

N, 5, sing. 

NAP, few ?, (S$ ?), masc. 

SAP, few, (lat.?), (3 ?), mase. 

WA, 1, 7, 36, 38, &c., lat., 3, ans. 

yao’). 

a See note in loc. > P hiat, xvi. 12—xvii. 1. © © hiat, xvi. 13 (&s Barpaxot)—xviil. 
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Reapines or S—continued. 

(after wopvetas) airs, A, 1, 7, 28, 35, 36, 38, 

49, 79, 87, 91, 95, 96, &., vg: 

x Tov aiuaros, A, 1, 7, 28, 36, 49, 79, 87, 

&e., lat., 3: 

Kal ék Tov aipatos, NAP, many, lat, &: 

Gada péya before doy aityv, N, 88: 

ép® before cor, AQ, many, g, el, &: 

brayer, A, 12, pr, (g, vg, wet) : 

GavpacOynocovrar, AP, 3: 

éri THs yys, NAP, many, g, 3: 

Ta évopara, & P, many, lat. : 

70 Onpiov before dtu jv, NAP, most, lat., &: 

det before airoy petvar, Q, many, lat., &: 

avtos, A P, many, lat. : 

ourw, NPQ, mss., vt, am, el, &: 

ceive, A, pr, vg, &: 

Kat yupvyv, & AP, most, lat., S: 

Kal Tooa. play yvopnv, SPQ, nearly all, 

(pr ?), 3: 

7Hs yns, NAP, many, lat., 3: 

éxecev bis, A, 1, 7, 86, 49, 79, 87, 91, 95, 

96, &e., lat. 55, (2, ter): 

mvevpatos akaldptov Kal pepronuevov, AP, 

1, 36, 38, 73, 79, 152, &., g, 3: 
om. kal dvAaky TAVTOS épvéov aKxabaprov Kal 

pemwonpevov, P, 1, 7, 14, 36, 38, 73, 

79, 87, 152, &e. : 
Tov olvov, 8 PQ, mss., vt, el, &: 

eéeddere, NAP, 1, 49, 79, 91, 95, 96, few, 
IY) >: 

e€ avtns before 6 Aads pov, A Q, nearly all, 

later 

dutAdoare aitH, P, 1, 7, 38, 91, &e., 3: 

motnpiv, AC P, many, lat., 3: 

kAavoovow [-ovrar] adtyv, P, 1, 79, few: 

KrAavcover .... tevOjcovow, Q, most, vy, 3: 

overt with preceding, P, 49, 79, 91, lat. : 

papyapitov, &, 85, 87, 95, vt, &: 

Evdov, NC PQ, mss., vé., : 

xu[v |¢popov, ACP, many, lat., =: 

om. Kal dwpov, Q, most, pr, el: 

kat otvov, NA CP, most, lat., &: 

érupa cov, SACP, 35, 87, 95, pr, am: 

Woyijs gov, Q, 35, 87, many, g, el, &: 

cipjoovow, NAC P, 35, 36, 87, few, vg, 3: 

Counrer Reapryes. 

Q, most, vt, TAS ys; (N, 3X, airys kai tHs yns; P om.). 

PQ, many, om. ek; (N, 38, dat.). 

Q, many, om. Kai. 

A PQ, nearly all, lat., 3%, after. 

NP, 1, 14, 36, 49, 79, 92, 96, &., pr, am, after. 

S PQ, nearly all, &, infin. 

8 Q, mss., Gavpacovrar; (lat. ?). 

Q, many, pr, vg, THY ynV. 

AQ, many, 3%, sing. 

Q, many, after. 

AP, many, de? after airov; (N after petvar). 

8 Q, many, (3 ?), otros. 

A, some vg, ovk. 

NPQ, mss., g, Neve. 

Q, 1, 86, 97, &c., om. 

A, 79, 9, vg, om. 

Q. many pref. ézi. 

S& Q, many, semel. 

SQ, most, pr, vg, om. Kat pepo. 

SN AQ, most, lat., &, crs. 

AC, an, om. 

CQ, most, pr, sing. 

NCP, 88, after. 

NAC Q, most, 7, vg, (pr deviates), om. adr7. 

SQ, 7, 14, 38, &e., add. airs. 

NAC Q, most, lat., S, om. airyv. 

NACP, 1, 49, 91, 95, &ec., vé, pres. 

A CQ, most, &, with folowing ; (N neutral). 

Q, most, papyapirov ; (A, -éraus; C P, -ras). 

A, vg, ov. 

8 Q, many, genit. 

NACP, 35, 36, 79, 87, &., g, am, 3, ms. 

Q, some, om. 

Q, nearly all, g, cl, 3, om. cov. 

NACP, 95, pr, am, om. cov. 

Q, most, vt, evpns. 
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Reaprnes oF S—continued. Counter Reaprnes. 

xviii. 15, «Aadovres, S$ AC P, many, lat. : Q, many, &, pref. ai. 

16, kat A€yovres, P, many, pr, vg: NAC Q, many, g, &, om. Kai. 

16, ovaé bis, SACP, many, (35, 87, ter), lat., 5: Q, many, semel. 

18, xarvov, NCP AQ, nearly all, vé, 5: A, 10, vg, toov. 

18, om. ravtn, NS A PQ, mss., pr, &: C, 9, Vg, ms. 

19, [ér]éBadov, S AC Q, nearly all, vg, &: P, few, vt, impf. 

19, &kpagav, AC, 35, vg, &: SN PQ, nearly all, g, (pr?), impf. 

19, Kat N€éyovtes, PQ, most, gy, am, S: NAC, 1, 35, 87, 95, &e., pr, el, om. Kal. 

19, ovaé bis, AC PQ, most, (36, 87, ter), lat., 3: N, 36, 95, few, semel. 

20, kat of drdcroda, NA PQ, most, pr, vg, &: C, few, g, om. Kat ot. 

21, pvrdov, PQ, most, g, (pr ?), Sdn: A (ptdwor), C(uvdixdy), vg (molarem), Sp; (NS, Aor). 

21, om. év airy, ACP, nearly all, lat., &: SQ, 14, 92, 2s. 

22, oddmvyyos (N, 35, 87, &, plur.): ACPQ, mss., lat., cadmiorov. 

22, om. kat hwviy pirdov . . . ett, N, 38, 87, 93, ACP Q, most, lat., ns. 

98, few, 3: 

23, kal das... ér, NCPAQ, nearly all, vt, an, A, 26, some vg, om. 

el, &: 

23, avy co, C, vt, am: NPQ, mss. cl, 3, wns. ev. 

23, hovy visdys, C: SA PQ, mss., lat., 3, om. dovy. 

24, aiva, NACP, 1, 38, 79, few, lat., (3 ?): Q, most, plur. 

xix. 1, dda before dvvayis, ACP (SN om. % 80éa), Q, many, g, &, after. 

few, vg, (pr om. 7 dbvapus) : 

5,* cal of doBovpevor, AQ, mss., lat., &: NCP, om. kai. 

8, xabapov Kal Aapmpor, 1, 36, few; (A. Kal Kad, NAP, few, vf, am, om. kat. 

Q, many, ¢/, 3): 

9, Tod yapov, A Q, most, pr, vg, &: NP, 1, 36, 79, few, g, om. 

9, Kai Aéyer prow ovTor, AP Q, most, lat., &: N, 56, 38, 98, few, om. kat A€yer por. 

9, Adyo, AP Q, mss., lat. : N, S*, add. pov. 

9, of ddnOuwol, A, 4, 48: & PQ, nearly all, (lat. ?), 3, om. art. 

9, rod @eod before cia’, A P Q, most, lat., 3: &, 1, 38, 49, 79, 91, after. 

10, kat rpocexvvynca, P, 73, 79: 8 AQ, nearly all, lat., 3, tpooxvvjcar. 

11, kadovpevos, SQ, most, vt, an, cl, y: AP, 1, 79, &c., some vg, om. 

12, ds prog, A, 35, 36, 87, 91, 95, &., lat., 3: S PQ, most, om. 

12, om. dvopata yeypappeva cat, AP (SN om. Q, many, 3*, ms. 

farther), 1, 7, 36, 79, &c., lat. : 

14, om. ra before ev 7d ovpavd [rod otpavod |, AP, many, pr, vg, &, ms. 

Ores) 80,985 095.875 905 SC... 

14, évdedupévors, SN, 152: A PQ. nearly all, lat., }, nominat. 

14, kat kafapov, &, few, g, el: A PQ, most, pr, am, %, om. cat. 

15, om. dictopos, S AP, 1, 36, 38, 79, &e., g, Q, most, pr, cl, S*, ans. 

am.: 

17, dAXdov, &, 86; (AP, 1, 38, 49, 87, 91, 95, Q, many, &, om. 

96, &., lat., €va) : 

a C hiat, xix. 5 (al of wey.) ad fin. 
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Reapines or S—continued. Counter Reapryes. 

xix. 18, kat pixpov, SAP, most, lat., 5: Q, 14, 36, 38, 92, 98, om. Kai. 

20, per airod 6, NP (A, 41, pref. of), 14, 38, Q, most, g, 3, 6 per avrod. 

49, 79, 91, 96, few, cl, (pr ?, am ?): 

xx. 1,* €v 77 xeipt, N, 38, lat., &: AQ, nearly all, ei rijv xetpa. 

2, om. 6 wAavav THY oikouvpervny dAnv, NA, 1, Q, many, &, zs. 

79, 95, &c., lat. : 

4, xia, NA, 1, 49, 79, 91, 96, &e., (lat. ?): Q, most, &, pref. art. 

5, om. of Aowrde . . . xia Eryn, N, 7, 14, 92, AQ, many, lat., ins. 

&C., 212 
6, xiAva, A, most, (lat. ?) : NS Q, 14, 38, 92, few, &, pref. art. 

7, orav teAcoOn, N A, most, lat., S: Q, many, pera. : 

8, wavra, N, 79: A Q, nearly all, lat., &, om. 

8, év tais, N, 14, 385, 87, 92, few: A Q, most, lat., 3, pref. ra. 

8, kal cvvayayeiv, N, 73, 79, 152, few, lat. : A Q, most, S, om. kai. 

9, dvd Tod @cot, PQ, many, g, vg, 3S: A, 79, few, pr [Aug. ], om.; (9 om. clause). 

10, drov, N, some, some vg: : A PQ, most, vt, am, cl, & add. xa. 

11, éravw aitov, N, 38, &: A PQ, nearly all, lat., éx atrot [-6, or -dv]. 

12, peyadovs before puxpovs, & A P, most, lat., S: Q, few, after. 

13, epya aitav, & A P, most, vg, (vt?), &: Q, 7, 14, 92, &c., pron. sing. 

xxi. 1, dwmAOov [-av], NAQ, 38, 92, 94, 97, &e., P, 35, 87, 98, &c., g, vg, sing. 

: pr [Aug.], 3: 

2, ek rod ovpavod before dd Tod @cot, N A Q, P, 1,49, 79, 91, 96, &c., after. 

most, lat., 3: 

3, ovpavod, PQ, nearly all, vt, S: NA, 18, vg, Opovov. 

3, Aads, P Q, most, lat., S: NA, 1, 79, 92, few, plur. 

3, per avrdy [Kat] €orar, AQ, many, g, vg, &: NP, many, pr [Aug. ], €orae per’ adrov. 

3, abrots [-Gv] @cds, A, vg, 3; (P, 79, &Kc., Meds 8 Q, 1, 7, 38, 92, &., vt; om. 

avTav) : 
4, om. ar aitav, & A P, many, lat., &: Q, many, zs. 

5, xawa before zavta, NAP, 1, 35, 38, 49, 79, Q, many, &, after. 

87, 91, 96, &., lat. : 
5, ins. pou before ypawov, & P, many cl: AQ, many, vt, am, &, om. 

5, murrot before aAnOivol, NAQ, many, lat., 5: P, many, after. 

6, yéyovar[ -aow }], A, 38, Iren.; (41, 94, yéyove; NPQ, nearly all, 3, yéyova. 

lat., factum est) : 
6, éyo, & PQ, nearly all, S: A, 38, 39, lat., add. eipi. 

6, dHcw, & A P, many, lat., S: Q, many, add. aire. 

7, avtos KAnpovopyjce, NAP, 1, 7, 88, 49, 79, Q, many, deécw aia. 

91, &c., lat., 33 
7, éora, A: NPQ, mss., lat., &, pref. aires. 

7, pou vids, A PQ, nearly all, lat. : &, 14, 98, few, &, pov vids. 

8, Kal dpaptwdois, Q, most, S* : NAP, 1, 49, 79, few, lat., om. 

9, THY vipdyyv before THv yuvatka, NAP, 1, 35, Q, 7, 49, &c., after. 

38, 79, 87, few, lat., >: 

9 P hiat, xix. 21—xx. 9. 
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Reapryes oF S—continued. 

ad Tov @cod, N A P, many, lat. : 

kal emi Tots TUAGoW ayyeAous daddexa, NPQ, 

: mss., vt, am, el: 
Bt Aus 
ovopata avTav, NX: 

yeypappeva, , vt: 
[7a] dvépara tov dddexa, AQ, many, g,vg, 3: 

avato\js, NAP, 1, 36, 38, 79, few, 3: 

Boppa...vorov... dvopdv, PQ(N, B... 

B...8), nearly all, v#, ci, 5: 

kal TO Tetxos aitas, NAP, some, lat. (vg, 

om. aitns), 3: 
doov, § PQ, most, 7: 

xtArddwv, S& AP, many, lat. : 

euerpnoe, N AP, many, lat., S: 

om. nv, AP, g, 3: 

kat ot Gepéedvor, S, 1, 7, 35, 49, 79, &e., 

(vt ?), cl, &: 

kal 6 devtepos .. . Kal 6 Tpitos, N: 

dudexa papy., A PQ, mss., yg, vg, Sdp 

[2 deficit] : 
kal exactos, P: 

e& évds, S A, nearly all, lat., =: 

airy’ ) yaép, NAP, many, lat., >: 

dépovor, SA P, many, lat., &: 

om. Kal THY TYnnv, SAP, many, vt: 

om. Tav eOvav, S AP, many, lat. : 

om. wa eicéhOwowv, S$ AP, many, lat., >: 

6 woav, N, 7, 38, 90, 94,97, 98, &e., (g?), S: 

Tous KapTovs, N: 

éxet, 1,7, &.; (NAP, 35, few, lat., 3, ex): 

ody e€ovor xpefav, A, lat., S: 

gpurds [Kai] Avxvov, SA, 38, 79, few, lat., S: 

§dlov, NAP, 1, 35, 38, 49, 79, 91, 96, lat., 
>: 

adrovs, PQ, nearly all, vg, 5: 

eire, NAP, many, pr, vg, &: 

om. pe, A PQ, mss., lat.: 

BrXerov before axovwv, &, 78, 79, 152, few, 

pr: 
nKovoa kai, % A, many, lat. S: 

kal 6 purapods pur. err, & Q, most, lat., : 

ToLovvTeEs TAS €vTOAGS avTodv, Q, nearly all, g, 

&e., S: 

Counter Reapinas. 

Q, many, (3°), é« 7. O. 

A, some vg, 3%, om. 

A PQ, mss., lat., %, om. prqn. 

A PQ, mss., vg, 3, ervyeypappeéva. 

NP, many, pr, om. 7a dvopara. 

Q, most, plur. 

INR iy Che ON AD Beare 

Q, most, om. 

A, some, pr, &, vg, add. kat. 

Q, many, &, add. dudexa, 

Q, many, om. 

SQ, nearly all, pr, vg, ms. 

A PQ, many, am, om. Kat. 

A PQ, mss., lat., S., om. xa. 

N, pr, x, om. dwOEKa. 

& AQ, mss., lat., &, om. kad. 

PQ, 79, 92, pref. as. 

Q, many, airi yap 7. 

Q, many, add. aire. 

Q, many, vg, &, es. 

Q, many, &, zs. 

Q, many, zs. 

CXXXIX 

A, few (zo.dv), PQ, many (rolovr), pr, vg, om. art. 

APQ, mss., lat., &, sing. 

Q, many, om. 

NP, 1, 35, 49, 79, 91, 96, &., pres.; (Q, 7, 38, &., 

PQ, most, om. dwrds kal. 

Q, 7, 92, 94, 97, 98, om. 

NS A, 35, vt, pref. én’. 
, 

Q, many, g, A€yet. 

&, 3, ms. 

AQ, most, g, vg, &, after. 

Q, many, add. ore. 

A, 1, 35, 68, 97, few, om. 

ov xpeia). 

SA, 7, 38, vg, (pr hiat), rAbvovTes Tas TTOAAS ator. 

« P hiat, xxii. 6 (rdxer)—ad fin. 
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Reapines or S—continued. 

piriav [Préxov] before rovdv, AQ, many, 

PY, YG, %: 
emt, SQ, most, : 

6 mpwives, & Q, mss., pr, &: 

éx avrov before 6 Meds, & (A om.), 49, 79, 

91, 96, &e.: 
mdnyas, & A, most, lat., S: 

om. anv, N, vt: 

Xpiorod, Q; nearly all, g, vg, 3S: 

mavTwv Tov ayiwv, Q, most, S: 

dunv, & Q, nearly all, am, el, S: 

Counter Reaprines. 

S, 35, few, g, after. 

A, 38, 79, few, g, vg, (pr om.), év. 

A, 9, vg, pref. Kat. 
Q, most, lat., S, after. 

Q, some, pref. éxra. 

AQ, mss., vg, &, 2s. 

& A, 26, om., (pr om. vers.). 

S, 9, 0m. ravrwv; (A, vg, (el add. ipov), om. tov ayiwv). 

A, 79, g, some vg, om. 



APPENDIX TO DISSERTATION. exli 

Il. The following is a collection of 215 readings of S which have no support 

from the MSS.; but only from mss., or Latin, with or without =: 

27 supported by & alone (242 in all). 

together with 

1. Readings (49) of 8 supported by some one or more of the mss., and of the Latin versions, (18 of them 

also by &); against all USS. : 

i) a 

il. hoe 

vi. 

ix, 

S 160) (boo Nr So ic at Oo ro. 

10, 

xill. 10, 

ve 4: 

add. traits, 7, 16, 9, vg, &. 

a, 34, 35, 38, 72, 87, pr. 

@eo without pov, 1, tew, pr. 

6€, 36, pr. 

ovdets KAeter, 1, 36, 49, &e., lat., &. 

om. as, 1, 94, &e., pr. 

ins. TO BrBAtov, 7, 36, vt, some vg, S*. 

ev TH yn, 1, few, pr. 

tov oivov before 7d €Aaov, 86, pr, vg. 

om. TAS yns, 38, arm. 

eiotyKecoay [ éorjKxerav |, 38, few, g, &. 

peyadys katonevyns, 36, 38, few, g. 

om. noav, 73, h. 

Kévtpa ev, 1, 7, 28, 35, 86, 38, 79, 87, 90, 

92, &e., vg. 

kal 9 eSovoia, 1, 36, 79, &e., h, pr, vg. 

Tov otopmatos, 91, 95, lat. 

hoviv nkovoa, 7, vt, cl. 

Bpéxn teres, 1, few, g. 

év [rats | jepas, 1, pr, &. 

xapyoovrat, 38. lat., &. 

cod, 28, pr. 

Bpovrat Kai dwvai, 14, 28, 36, 38, 73, 79, 

Sis Ola Gs be oe 

eiyev, 38, h, cl, &. 

€x TOU ovpavod, 95, g, pr. 

ddayet, 33 (385, 87, érdyer), vt, cl, S*. 

el, 36, 38, 49, 95, 96, few, of, el, 3. 

xvi. 4, dyyehos, 1, 35, 36, 38, 49, 79, 87, 91, 96, 

16, 
xviii. 8, 

xis iL; 

1, 
16: 

Ke es 

14, 
14, 

9 ay Ll 

ll, 
EX, Ds 

ete 
12, 
ee 
21, 

&c., some vg, 3. 

kat [6] dovos, 1, 36, 95, few, vt, &. 

ms. ayyedos, 1, 35, 36, 49, 79, 87, 91, 96, 

&e., pr, el. 

ims. ayyeXos, 28, 35, 36, 49, 79, 87, 91, 

96, &e., vt, el. 

ins. &yyeXos, 1, 28, 35, 36, 49, 79, 87, 91, 

96, &c., vt, el. 

cis, 1, 14, 28, 49, 79, 91, 92, 96, &., lat. 
év [7] AiBAw, 73, 79, 95, lat. 
mépeott, 1, 36, 73, 79, 152, few, g, &. 

Troujoovow aityy after yuuviv, 34, pr. 

om. 6 Oeds, 38, 96, few, pr. 

om. ws, 1, 7, 38, few, vt, 3. 

70 cw, 36, 47, 152, pr, vg, &. 

kaAetrat, 1, 36, 49, 79, 91, &e., lat. 

Tas xetpas, 94, vg. 

éotw before 6 Gavaros, 49, 91, 96, few, el. 

om. 1) Ayu TOD wupds, 1, 94, &e., pr [ Aug. ], 

el 

Kat 6 dworyp, 1, 7, &e., pr, el. 

Tiiw, I4, J, vg. 

gpurtiler, 79, &e., g, am, &. 

kat 6 dduk@v, 68, pr. 

kata 70 épyov, 73, 79, lat. 

ins. kai after épxéoOw, 33, 46, cl, X. 

npav, 30, few, lat., &. 

2. Readings (91) of S supported by one or more of the mss., (15 of them also by &); against the MSS., 

and the Latin versions : 

Aare airy aie 
NevKat ws epiov Kai as, 8, 

emt Tovs 7d0as, 72. 

add xetpa, 1, 28, 91, 92, 96, few, 3. 

om. Tas xpvoas, 97. 

ib om.-éxra before AvxviGv, 38, 69, 97. 

éavtovs before "Iovdatous, 28, 73, 79, &. 

6 dtaBoXos before BadAcv, 38, 95, &. 

pref. kat to 6 paptus, 68, 87. 
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ii. 

lil. 

iv. 

vi. 

viii. 

ix. 

Xis 

Xxil. 

xiil. 

Xvi. 

ne © © 

— 
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ins. OTL Tas praptus [ pov] tiers, 152. 

Tap bor, 95. 

om. Orov 6 Satavas Katoukel, 38. 

adjKas, 26, 36, &. 

om. 6€, 3l. 

re7Anpwpeva before ta epya, 40. 

om. pov after TO vad Tod cod, 11, 29, 36. 

om. ott, 28, 152. 

opapayduv, 14, &. 

add éaros [-ds |, 34, 35, 68, 87. 

ins. Técoapa, 68, 87. 

ins. adXdov, 35, 87. 

avot&e., 13, &. 

om. éxta, 73. 

jvolyn  oppayis 7 tpityn, 28, 78, 79. 
Exdotw aitav, 28, 73, &. 

kal Kpatovvtas, 28, 73, 94, 3. 

eyevero, 68. 

ins. éyéveto before ws, 95. 

ayiwOos ... awivOov, 7, 28, 79. 

kal éoxoticOy . . . ov« eave, 35, 68, 87. 

ext THs yys, 388, 97, 3. 

avodvwv, 49, 98. 

6, 28, 49, 79, 91, 96, few. 

ootis, 38. 

det aitovs, 87. 

om. xai after orov, 1, 7, 14, 85, 86, 87, 92, 

few. 
eJewpovr, 38, 97. 

avtots, 17, 36. 

om. ert, 7, 28, 73, 79, 152, Sn. 

avtov, 43, 47, 87. 

om. oropa (2°), 38. 

mounoer evwriov, 34, 35, 87. 

Kal Toujoe, 34, 35, 87. 

kal Toujoet, 35, 87. 

TH €ikove TOD Onpiov Kai woujoe, 14, 78, 

97, >. 
om. Aéywv, 14, 92. 

€x Tov vaovd before ot exovtes, 94. 

emi Ta oTNOn, 28, 73, 79. 

ert THY ynv, 28, 73. 

ext THY ynv, 1, 28, 49, 79, 91, 96, &e. 

ants JL, 

15, 

18, 

xvii. 138, 

live 

Xviii. 3, 

4 

10, 
13, 
14, 
14 

14, 
16, 
22, 
23, 

XK. 

xc: 

xxi. 5, 

TO Ovoj.a TOD Mcod, 91. 

aicxvvyv, 7, 29. 

om. Kat povul, 12, 152. 

ree ys 
eauTor, |. 

, ey AE 
play yvopyv avtov, 95. 

merotike, 18, 36, 37, 78, 79, 

om. kai before iva py AdByre, 152. 

oval ter, 35, 87. 

ious, 95, 3. 

cov bis, 35, 87. 

7a Naprpa arndOev, 1, 79. 

15, etpyoovow ot europor. few, 3.4 

om. kai before keypvo., 1, 79, 152. 

om. Kal Tas... ebpeOn ev cot er, 14, 92. 

ezAavyoas, 87. 

Kai pera, 1, 36, 388, 49, 79, 91, 96, &e. 

om. kat before devtepor, 98. 

aveBn, 73, 79. 

doviy os, 36. 

kaOapov [Kat] Aaprpov, 1, 36, 73, 79, 152, 

Tov ovpavod, 38, (rHv ovpavar, 8). 

ins. avtod alter twar., 87, 152. 

om. Tact, 95. 

om, wavtwv, 1, 152. 

ins. addov, 16, 32, 39., 

TO OcG Kal TS Xproro, 38. 

Gre ereAéoOn, 152, (1, -Gyoar). 

TOU TpoTwrov avTod, 95, &. 

om. ort, 94. 

om. NiOw (2), 1, 7, 38, few. 

om. [rdv | vidv, 12, 78, 79, 94, few. 

70 wAdtos aut (1°), 7. 

TO pykos avTns (2°), 73. 

kapxnowv, 35, 68. 

kal kata, 98. 

éxel, 1, 7, 38, 152, few. 

éxet, 1, 7, many. 

TOV TVEvpaTuV TOV ayiwy TpopyTov, 35, 68. 

ev Taxer, 12, 

dpa’ py, 68, &. 

Kata 70 epyov, 78, 79. 

Kat 6 dotynp, 7, 35, 49, 79. 
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3. Readings (75) of S supported by one or more of the Latin versions, (19 of them also by S); against 

all Greek MSS. and mss. : 

1. 10, oddAmvyya A€yoveay, h, pr, &. xii. 14, tAavyjoer, am, &. 

14, om. Aevkov, h, pr. 16, rojoer, vg, &. 

a = ; 
1. 5, om. ovv, pr. xiv. 6, Aaois....pvAds, pr. 

oiea 
7, om. aita, g, el. 8, wns. atta, pr, &. 

aa fac STZ ludvov aN i 8, tis exxAnoias XZ |uvpvys, lat. 20, émi cradiwv, pr, vg. 

9, mTwWyeElav Tov, J, VY: 
28, xapdiav, pr. xv. 6, ins. kat before Aapmpor, vt, el. 

7, om. xpvoas, pr. 
1. 1, Te, pr, &. x 

.e ; ; : 
1, Kat ort, pr. xvl. 3, is. 7) Oadacoa, g, h. 

7, THs exxAnolas PiiadeAdetas, J, VY. 16, cvvdéer, cl. 

9, ék Tov, pr, &. 

14, ris exxAnotas Aaodsxetas, lat. xV.15, ep av, pr. 
19, ovs, p, vg. 18, om. €orw, pr, arm. 

iv. 1, cdAmcyya, vt, 3. xvill. 1, ins. kai before pera, pr, vg. 

3, Aov, vg, &. 3, om. Tov Oupod, pr. 

5, om. mupos. 4, ths TAY, 9: 

7, om. kai before 7d Gdor, pr. 12, AGwv Tipiwy, pr, &. 

9, dre eocar, vt. 12, é« EvAov Tipnov, g. 

{yn . 4 She 14, 7) erifupia, pr. 
v. 4, Kai Adoa tas odpayidas airod, pr. ames j 

G. diovres, oF 17, év tH Gadracon, vt, el, &. 
t Jak 4 J _ , 

20, etdpativerbe, pr, &. 
Ld ‘ * 9 , = , 

vi. 8, Kat eidov irrov xAwpor, pr. 23, tats happaxecas, lat. 

Vii. 9, dvdAqjs, pr. 2 A 
Paseo xix. 1, dxAwv roddGr, pr, vg. 

vill. 11, ds ayw96., h, pr. 2, xElpov, pr, vg. 

ix. 7, 7d Suolwpa, g, 3. By oxhoy mahoy, pr. 
my, 6, om. 6 @eds, pr. 

17, Tov oropartos, lat. ; Hes : 
Noses 8, eore after dukarmpata, J, vg. 

pee a 20, Kat Getov, arm 
21, om. ovre ék TOV KAEupaTwv aiTov, pr. , : , 

cd , 

x. 11, €@veor before Aaois, cl, &. xx. 4, i emt, lat. 

xi. 3, Wa mpodyrtevc., pr. xxi. 5, etré prot (2d), el. 

8, Tov TAaTELOY, J, Vg. 8, 4 eory, lat., >. 
, ; 

9, punpata, p, vg, Sdnp. 14, om. dudexa before droordXovs, an. 
aie? x 

15, €Baoitevoer, am. 18, xpvatov kafapov, pr, am, &. 

19, om. avrod after vag, arm. 21, xpvolov kabapod, pr. 
Kil. 2, xpdlovea, am. 23, ins. €or, lat. 

an ; , 27, om. THs Cwns, pr. 
xill. 4, ims. tovTw, pr, &. 

10, ws. kat after traye, pr. Xx. 8, eyo, am, arm. 

10, doris ev pay., pr, vg. 9, etre, vg, &. 

10, é€v paxaipa droxtavOycerat, g. 17, om. 6 Oéduv, g. 
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4. Readings (27) of S supported by 3; 

TVYKOLVOVOS UBOV. 
pen és 

7™7 €v Inoov. 

paorots avTov. 
° ¢ 
6 for a. 

ri d€eiay before tHv dioTopov. 

ins. kai before idov. 

, , 
pupids .... XUALas. 

oy 

voate for aipare. 

TAVTWV TOV KTLOLATOV. 

Tov cadmiyyov. 

om. €£ovolav. 

ins. eis before tiv Huepay and Tov pnva. 

oou.... GOV. 

against all Greek and Latin teats : 

xiii. 16, 3067. 

16, rdv yeipov .... TOV deErov. 

xiv. 9, yapaypya adrod. 

xv. 5, ins. ov. 

6, or7On ator. 

xvil. 4, AMovs Tipiovs. 

9, T@ ExovTL. 

XVili.18, pédas Kal copara. 

16, Adous Teplors. 

19, tov oTpaTevpdtov. 

xx. 4, Tas wemedekiopevas. 

xxl. 38, avtots Ocds. 

Xxii. 2, ins. ézi before rod rordpov. 

5, om. éx before aitovs. 



NOTE. exly 

NOTE PREFATORY TO GREEK TEXT. 

The following Greek Text of the Apocalypse is offered as a substitute for a Latin or other 

translation such as is usually subjoined to a version of a Book of Scripture into a language not 

generally familiar to Biblical students. 

In constructing it, I have taken as basis the ‘‘ Revised” Text of 1881 (in preference to the 

“* Received,” which is universally admitted to be exceptionally unsatisfactory in this Book), 

altering it throughout into conformity with the readings which the version 8 appears to have 

followed. In the great majority of the cases where there are variants affecting the sense, 

including nearly every one of interest or importance, the reading which the translator had 

before him is\determinable with certainty. 

But there remain not a few instances in which the evidence of the Syriac is indecisive of 

the reading of its original. This is so, of course, in most (though not all) cases of variation of 

orthography ; but it occurs, moreover (in consequence of the limitations of the Syriac tongue), in 

variations affecting—(1) the case of nowns, as between genitive, dative, or accusative, after éri— 

(2) the tense of verbs, as between aorist and perfect, or between present and aorist participle— 

(3) the use of prepositions, as between azo and éx, or between insertion and omission of év— 

(4) the presence of the article (which however S not seldom is able to express more suo). In all 

such instances, I have retained the reading of the ‘‘ Revised,” and have pointed out in a footnote 

the ambiguity of S. 

The text of 8, as it has reached us, abounds in superfluous insertions of the copulative 

conjunction. These I have mostly retained, but it may be that I have overlooked some of them. 

They seem to be unmeaning, due merely to the idiosyncrasy of the translator, or (not improbably) 

of the scribe. 

I have accurately reproduced the interpunction (except in one or two instances, to each of 

which I have called attention in a footnote)—inasmuch as, though in some places evidently 

wrong, it seems to have been on the whole carefully and consistently carried out. 

In the few instances where the rendering is vague or erroneous, I have not shaped the Greek 

into conformity with it; but have given the text which the paraphrase or mistranslation was 

presumably intended to represent, adding an explanatory footnote. 

Where error of transcription, admitting of obvious correction, occurs in the Syriac text, I have 

made the Greek represent the reading as corrected, marking the place with an asterisk ( # ). 

Where error seems to affect the Syriac text—whether on the part of the translator or of the 

scribe,—such as to leave it doubtful what was the reading of the original, I have rendered- the 

Syriac into Greek, marking the doubtful words with an obelus (ft ). 

For the corrections made, or required, at the places marked with * or }, the reader is referred 

to the Notes which follow the Syriac text in Part II. 



exlvi NOTE. 

In the Footnotes subjoined to the Greek, I have not attempted to give anything like a 

complete apparatus criticus; but merely to indicate the characteristic features of the text which 

underlies S. I have accordingly passed over (generally speaking) without remark such of its 

readings as are attested by uncial evidence, except where the reading is an interesting one and 

the attestation that of a single uncial. But I have been careful to note every one of its readings 

which is unconfirmed by each and all of the uncials without exception. 

Of this class (of non-uncial readings) many are absolutely peculiar to 8. These do not for 

the most part commend themselves as deserving of consideration; and I have therefore judged it 

sufficient, without forming a complete list of them, to put together, at p. Ixxvi e¢ sqq., supr., such 

of them as seem to be in any degree noteworthy. 

The rest of the non-uncial readings recorded in these notes, are those which have the support 

of one or more cursives, of one or more Latin texts, or of 3,—or of some combination of these 

authorities. All such readings will be found accurately registered and classified in List II supr. 

(pp. exli—exliv). That List is in fact an Index of all readings of the S-text which have other 

than uncial attestation. 

In like manner, List I (pp. ¢xxv—exl) will be found to be a complete Index of all S-readings 

for which there is more or less equally divided uncial evidence. 



GREEK TEXT WITH FOOTNOTES. 



ADDENDA, CORRIGENDA, AND DELENDA, 

LN PARI 

Page 4, notes, column 2, line 3, after & add (prefixing To) 

a5 OSes A 2, , 19, for 48 read 49 

a) 05, LeXt, 95 2, ,, 1, for yovatka oov read yuvatka cov 

», 20. notes, ; 1, ,, 28, before éxxAnolas add rhs 

TOs a as 2, ,, 18, for last read third 

59 hs eas Ah 1, ,, 18, after ra, THs add év, ev 

adie os a 2, ,, 15, after mss. add and pr 

Pe ie ns a 1, ,, 18, defore > ' add (with 7@ prefixed) 

aa, backs Pr, 2, ,, 20, before & add (with ro prefixed) 

3 kOon a5 . 1, ,, 3, for puyxpés read Wuxpos 

se MCOe aa 1, ,, 17, before with dele parenthesis 

sls oa Pe 1, ,, 38, after 94 add and & 

Pe ee 4 1, ,, 1, before All add So &. 

SyetOs Lys 7 2, ,, 16, after So add X, and 

seeOse iss * 1, ,, 1, after mss. add &, 

aareOn hate A ly 5, ea orneg read am 

sates ais ‘5 25) 45 Lo, for MESS. read mss. 

$1805 95 5 2 25 10; after P dele Q 

ye dU st as n 2, ,, 11, after reading. add P om. sentence 

Soames ss 1, ,, 17, 18, before 87 dele 35, 36, 

SLO natn 33 2, ,, 15, after So add &, 

57 405 aa <5 De Loy forts read 49. 

$0 Ss on 5 2, ,, 14, after 98. dele parenthesis 

A Oe 5 1, ,, 12, after mss. add and g and el. 



17 Io; 

AIWOK AATF 1> 

H ETENETO 

EIZ TON 

5) , A = a 
I. “Atroxahuyus “Inood Xpiotov, Hv 

yy lal A wn 

COWKEV avT@ 6 O€ds, SetEau Tots 
, nw A wn 

dovAots avtov’ & Sec yeverbar ev 
, V2 , > , Ni 

TANEL’ Kal €onpaver amooTei\as dia 
al . , = las A yA th wn 

Tov ayyéov avTov' TH dSovAW adTod 
5 a , aA b - ‘\ , 

2 Iwavvyn, os euaptipnoe tov hoyov 
A ~ ‘\ A 

Tov Meov, Kal THY paptupiay “Inood 

Xpworov, ova eide. 
55 , e 9 , \ e 
3. Makapwos 6 avaywdoKwv’ Kal ot 

°. 4 ‘ , An 

akovovtes ToUs oyous THs Tpody- 

TELAS TAUTYS’ KALTNPOVITES Ta EV AUTH 

yeypappéeva’ 6 yap Kalpos eyyus. 

4’lwavyns Tats exTa exk\ynolats Tats 
> ile) , . i 2 c A ‘\ > ‘2g F 

ev TH Agta’ yapis vply Kal Eipnvn 
SigeaNes Cary: Lem , No vel 5 , 
amo 6 wv" Kal O HV" Kal 6 €pydopeEvos, 

Kal amO TOV EnTa TVEVLaToOVY & 
> , ~ , > A ‘\ > ‘ 

5 €YWTLOV TOU Opovou QUTOVU, KAL A7O 

ATION IOANNHN TON EYATTEAISTHN. 

> lal r A c ed ec &. 

Inoov Xpiotov 0 paptus, 0 TLOTOS, 
13 cal A \ ce 

O TpwTOTOKOS TOY VEKP@V, Kal O 
A iw , Lal ~ c 

apyov tov Baoiéwv THs ys, 6 

ayaTav nuas Kal \dwy Huas EK TOV 

ApLApTLOV HUaV ev TH alwaTL aUTOV™ 
be > , e lal , ¢ ‘ 

Kal erolnoer nuas Baowdelay tepav 
lal a lal A ec 

T@ O€@ Kal TaTpl avTov' ai’T@ 7 
, A ‘ , > ‘ 7A 

d6€a Kal 70 Kparos els TOV aidva 

TOV aloOvov anv. 

[dod epyerar peta TaV vepedov’ 
” , 

Kat owovTar avtov mavtes obadpol 
bi 4 > x > Vt e ‘\ Kal oiTwes avTov e€eKevTyoav" Kal 

, > > > ‘ A“ e \ 

KOWovTaL €7 avTov TaTar at pvdat 

TS YS. val Kal apnv. 
> 

Eyo eiue 70 A kai 7o O, déyer 

a 
c > id (4 , 

O EpXopevos, O TavTOKpaTwp. 

= co» 
Kvpuos 6 OE€ds 6 wr, Kal 6 Kal 

"Eyo@ 

I. 1. Observe the interpunction ; a lesser stop after 
@éos, and a greater after adrod. 

3. tatrns] With &, g, and vg, and mss. 7, 16: vt, 

and all MSS. and most mss. omit. 

4. &]| S and & are not decisive as between & (of 
C Qand most mss.) and r@y (of 8 A anda few); but are 

clearly against & éorw (of rec. supported by Pandafew). 

5. 6 ayar@v] So &, but all Greek authorities have 
this and the following participle in the dative case. 

Avwy] Or aor. ptep., as all Greek: &, €Avoev. 

ex] Or ard: Syriac has but one equivalent for 
these two prepositions. 

B 

6. juas] Or juiv, the Syriac being ambiguous ; 

but jas is more probably indicated, as in verse 5, and 

as avtovs in the parallel passage, v. 10. 

iepav] Or feparixny. No other authority but = 
for adjective: see note on Syr. text. 

aiTté| Or @, with & only. 
Tov aigva] So x, and Sd (but see note on 

Syr. text). 

7. dpovra] So %, with 8 and a few authorities, 
but apparently & alone supports mavres dpOadpol. 

kal aujv| S alone inserts xaf. 

8. A...) Sand & write, Olaph and Tau. 

1 

~ 



ATIOKAATYIS. 

> , € >. ‘ e A A 

Iwavvns 6 ddedhods buav Kal ovyKot- 
XN e lal > A a ‘ > A 

vavos vmav ev TH Odiper Kal €v TH 

Umropovn TH ev “Inoov, eyevounv €v 
wn , wn ¢ , e ‘ 

TH vnow TH Kadovperyn Hate dia 
‘\ , lal A ‘\ ‘ ‘\ 

Tov Noyov Tov Meod, Kal Sia THY 

10 paptuptav Inoov Xpiotov" Kai eye- 

vopnv ev TVEvMAaTL EV TH KUpLAKH 
(2 , 6 ‘\ ” > fai ‘ 

NEPA Kal HKOVTGE OTiTw Lov pwvnVv 

aN t aN a éyovcay' peyalnvy ws oadmyy you 

1& Bdéres ypaov eis BiBXtov, Kat 
, lal c ‘ > yA > 

méeuiov Tats emTa EKKAynolaLS’ Els 

"Edecov' Kat eis Zuvpvav' kai eis 
, A 3) , ‘ 

Hépyapov Kat els Ovarepa Kat 

Lapodes Kat eis PuiladeAdecay Kat eis 

12 Aaodixevav. Kat éréotpepa Bdérew 
‘ ~ 4 > , > > lal 

Thy pwvyv yTis €ekadnoe MET EmOv. 
‘\ > / a c a , 

Kal eTLOTpEWas, eioov énTa Avyvias 

13 \Xpuaas’ Kal ev péow Tov huxvi@v 

I. 9—I7- 

9 ca ’ , . \ >’ 8 5 , 

opovov vie avOpaov' Kat evdedupe- 
‘ 

vov ToOnpy’ Kal TEpreCwopmevov TPS 
Aw lal wn A c 

Tols pagTots avTov Cavnv ypvonv’ 7 

dé Kehahy avrov Kat ai Tpiyes avrov 
c 

AevKal ws Epiov? Kal ws YL@V" Kat Ot 
Cn ‘ 

6pOarpot avtod ws POE wupds* Kat 

ol 7d0€s avTOU Gpotor yahkod\tBave 
> , \ e ‘\ 

Ev Kapiv@ TETUPHpEVa’ Kal 7» Pwvy 
> aA if ‘ ¢ , nw ‘\ 

avTov ws hovy vddTwy TOMY. Kat 
»¥ > n a \ > a > , 
eyov ev TH SEELA YELPL aVTOV, aaTE- 

pas €mTa* Kal EK TOU OTOMATOS AUTOU 

*hophaia o€eta exmopevomervn’ Kat 
e ” > A e ec Y {? > rn 

7 Os avTOU ws O HrLos hatver Ev TH 

Suvaper avTov. Kal OTE Eldov avTor" 
»” > ‘A ‘ , > lal iJ 

€Tega ETL TOUS TOdAaS GaUTOV ws 
, fe . » X } ‘ > ~ 

vexpos’ Kal eOnke THv Seiav adtov 

xXelpa em epe héywv, pn poBov 

eyo eit 6 Tp@TOS Kal 6 EayXaTOS. 

9. ovykowwvrds tudy] S and & alone ins. pronoun. 

év tH brouovy | Before bm., most Greek copies 
om. év TH. All ins. BaotAela kat, as do also nearly all 
the versions, the exceptions being aeth. and & [d/p; 

but not 7]. 

Th ev Incov] (i) All else except = om. 77. 

(ii) 3, almost alone, subjoins Xpior@: Q and most 
mss. read év Xp.’Ing.: A and ms. 25, ev Xpior@ only ; 
a few mss. and rec., "Ijood Xpiorov : NC P and one ms. 

(38) support 8, as also g, and am; but h and most texts 

of vg [including arm] agree with Q; pr with 5. 

Xpiorov| So Q and most mss., and = and most 
versions: but the other Greek copies, and lat. (except 

pr and arm) om. 

10. kad éyevdunv] S alone ins. kat. 

kupiaky | Lit., THs was oaBBarov: but as this 

is evidently a Syr. gloss (found also in margin of 3) 
I place kupiaxy in text. 

adAmvyya A€yovoay] So &, but all else genitive, 

except and pr. A corrector of 8 gives Aéyougay, but 

does not alter caAmvyyos. 

11. a] So mss. 35, 38, 72, 87; and pr: all else, 8. 

Zudpvav] So x (alone of Greek copies), and the 

best texts of vg [including am]; all else, Sudpvay. 
Similarly ii. 8. 

12. BAérew] Lit., eidéva. 

éAdAnoe] So P and many mss.: nearly all the 
rest, and lat., €AdAe: (= doubtful). 

2 

13. Suowoy vid] Or du. vidv; lit., ds duotwua viod 

as S (not &) usually. 

kal évd.| Allelse om. kal: also (except 3) avtod. 

14. ai tpixes airov] S alone ins. pronoun. 
kal ws} So one ms. (8) only: all else, Aevxdy 

[kal] ws; except A and pyr, which om. Acveai as well 
as Aeukév. 

15. memvpwuevm|] So & (though using a different 
verb), with x and a few mss., also lat. and other 

versions ;—or perhaps memupwuervns (rev.) with AC: 

against memupwuevat (rec.) of P Q and most authorities. 

Both 8 and & treat the ptep. as relating to yaAkoAiBavy 

(gender doubtful), not (as yr and apparently g and vg) 

to kauivm. S alone om. as before év kau. 

16. &ywy]| The Syriac expression (same in § and 3) 
would rather = éye: (or efyev, as 8 and a few authori- 

ties), but sometimes = €xwy (as vi. 2,in both versions), 
Syriac affording no participial equivalent. 

deka Xetpt avrov] More exactly x. a’tod 77 5., 

as Q. But the Syriac idiom requires this order, and 
8 therefore warrants no inference as to the Greek. 

*houpata deta] S represents mvedua dt’, a 
manifest gloss, probably of the Syriac. See note on 
Syr. text. All else ins. d{crouos betore d€eia. 

17. ext] So ms. 72 only: x and ms. 18, eis; all 
else mpds. 

xeipa| So a few mss. and =: the rest om. 
eye] Lit., dt: eyo. 

A reads duolwua vid. 

=) 
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1. 18—11. 7. 

‘\ e A ‘\ by , Lory x kal 6 Cav Kal eyevouny veKpds’ Kat 
> ‘ lal > ‘ pI N. 2A lal 

idov Cav eipt eis Tovs aidvas TV 
D7, b] , ‘A »” ‘ ~~ 

aidvev anv’ Kal €yw@ THY Kew 
lal , LS lal 4 , 

Tov Pavdtov Kai Tov adov. yparbov 

obv © eldes? Kal a elou Kal péddee 

yivecOat peta TavTa* TO pvaTypLov 

TOV EMTa ATTEPwV ods ELOES ETL THS 
al \ ‘ € ‘ , 

de€ias prov Kal Tas émTa vyvias. 
e c Ni > la ” lal ie ‘\ ol émTa aoTépes, ayyedor Tov émTa 

> aA > / ‘\ c , e exkhyoway eiot’ Kal at Avyviar at 
« \ € A a > € \ émTa al yxpvoat as eides, émTa 
b] , > , 

ExkK\ynolar lol. 
Fd ‘\ ~ > 4 a > 3 , Kat 7@ ayyéo to ev éxxdynola 

"Edéoou yparbov, T45€ héyer 6 Kpatav 

TOUS ETTA AOTEPAs EV TH YELPL AVTOV 

6 TepimaTav €v péeow Tov vXVLO@V 

TOV XpvToV" oida TA Epya Tov Kal 
‘ \ 

TOV KOTOV Gov Kal TY UTOpMoVHY 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

A 7 > , V4 

gov’ Kat ome ov dtvn Baotraca 
‘\ 

KaKOUS’ Kal ereipacas TOUS héyovTas 

€avTovs  amoato\ovs €ivar Kal 
> Ses . oA > oN a, 

ovK €iot” Kal ebpes adTods Wevdets 
‘\ ce ‘\ ” . ‘\ > , 

Kal Umopovny exes’ Kal eBaotacas 
, 

did 70 Ovopwd pov’ Kal od KEKoTaKas. 
> 5 »” A‘ lal 7 A ° , 

ahN €X@ KATA DOV, OTL THY ayaTnv 
‘A > wn , 

gov THY TpaTHV adyKas. [LUNWoveEvE 
‘\ ‘\ a 

mo0ev exTémTwKas Kal TA TpaTa 
»” , 5, > A , ¥ y 

epya moinoov’ ei d€ py, epxopat 
\ ‘\ / 

gol, Kal KWHowW THY vyviav cou, 

ah\a TovTO 
¥ 
epya 

Nixohaitav' &@ eyo pic. 6 €yov 

€av py peTavonons. 
7 Lal ‘\ lal 

EXEls, OTL poets TH TOV 

> > , , ‘ fol , 

ovs, akovaaTw TL 70 Ilvevua héyer 
A , \ an A 

TALS exk\yotats. Kab T® VLKWVTL 

ddow hayew ex Tov Etrov THS Cons, 
9 > > A , lal lal 

O €OTLY EV TW Tapadcetow Tov Meouv. 

18. 6 (@v kat. ..] A comma is wanting after (av. 
Possibly 8S read és before éyevduny (and = likewise) : 

but see note on the similar words in ii. 8. 

aunv| So 3, with Q and many mss., and lat. ; 
the rest om. 

kAeiv] Or kAetba: all else pl. 
19. 0 ef5es} SoS: all else @ for 6. 

meAAe| S alone om. & before this word. 
20. os] Or ay. 

Avuxvias] S with ms. 97 om. tas xpucas after 

this word; and (alone) ins. ai ypuoa? after ai éxrd. 
exkAnoiav] I neglect the unmeaning colon 

which § ins. after this word. 

&s elSes}| So P and many mss., including 1, 
79, &c.: = with the rest, om. 

II. 1. Kat} All else om., except vt. 
T@ ev exkAnala Epeoov| This reading is pecu- 

liar to S: but for 7G it is supported by A C; for 

*Epésov, by ms. 16 (which, however, reads rijs Ep. 

éxkAngias), and pr, g,and vy. & has ris ev Epéerw 

exxAnotas (more exactly, THs éexkAnolas Tis ev Epere), 
with most authorities. 

xetpt] S alone substitutes y. for defi@: ¥ reads 
5. avrov x.; mss. 35, 68, 87, 5. x. abToo. 

Avxviav] So mss. 38, 69, 97: & and the rest 
prefix émra. 

B2 

2. elvat] So Q and many mss., and lat. (except 

am and arm), and & [but 2 with *]: the rest om. 
3. Kexorlakas] So ms. 51, and A C [-kes]: but 

x P Q, and most mss., éxomlacas. Kekotiakds, 

= having grown weary, occurs John iv. 6, and is 
there rendered (Psh. and Hkl.) by the verb here 

employed by S and 3. I therefore prefer perf. 

5. wynudveve}] All else except pr ins. ody after 
this verb. 

exmentwxas | So apparently 8 (see note on Syr. 
text) with P and some mss., and g and vg (excideris) ; 

for rértwxas [-es] of the other MSS. and most mss., 

pr, and &. 8 alone om. ral wetavdnooy, also (in next 

sentence) ek Tod Témou avrijs. 

ei 5€) Lit., eat ei d€ (and similarly verse 16, 
and iii. 8). The scribe does not cofrect this redun- 

dancy, by obelizing, as he has done, iv. 4, ix. 10, 

xxi. 21, where 5é is the superfluous word. 
cot] Lit., em oé, and so in 16. 
éyw| All else kayo. 

7. ots} Lit., @ra, and so throughout 8, and & 
likewise (so pr here, awres.). 

kal 7@ vix@vti| All else om. «ai, which perhaps 
ought to be obelized. 

dow} So x and a few mss.: the rest add aita, 

with 3, pr, but not g, and vg {am but not el, &e. }. 

3 
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ATIOKAATYIX. 

Kat 

Zpvpvys ypaijov, TA héyer 6 TPATOS 

cal > lol > , 

TO ayyé\o THS EKKANTLAS 

‘ if ¥ a > , ‘ ‘\ Kal 6 ExXaTOS, OS EyYEVETO VEKPOS Kat 
> a \ 

*E(noev\ oida cov THY OddpwW Kat 
‘ , 3: x , ae 

THY TTwWXELAV Tov, ada OVE LOS EL 

Kal TV Brlaodynpiav tHv ex TaV de- 

yovtwv Eavtovs lovdatous tlovdatouw 
‘\ > > , > ‘ IN A 

Kal ovK elaiv’ ad\a wuvaywyn Tov 

1oLatava, pndev poBov & péddes 

I 

nN 

idod pédAder 6 didBodos 

Badr\ev e€& tpov eis pvrakny wa 

, 

TAC \KXEW 

meipacOyre’ Kat cere Oapw jpépas 

dé€xa. yiverbe miotol dypi Oavarov' 
‘\ / (4 Lal a , Lal 

Kal déow vplv TOV oTépavoy THS 

Cons. 6 €ywv ovs, akovedTw TL TO 

Hvedpa éyer tats exkd\nolas. 6 
rn > AQ us n° an , 

VuKOV ov py adLKNON eK TOD OavaTov 

Tov SEevTepov. 
ree N a > AS) > 7 
Kau To ayyehw Tw EV exkAnola 

u. 8—I7. 

Ilepydpov ypdiov, rade éyer 6 
» ‘ € , SN >. Lal A 

exov THY poppatay tiv d€etay THY 

SicTopov" olda TOU KAaTOLKELS’ O7TFOV O 

Opdvos Tov Yatava’ Kal Kparets 70 
Si 

Ovowa pov’ Kal ovK HpYyTw THY 

mioTW pov’ Kal €v Tals pepats 

*avretmass Kal O papTus pov Oo 

TLOTOS* OTL TAS PAapTUS Lov TLOTOS 
a > , See > > ¥ Os amextavln Tap vuav. ahd exw 

X fal 2\ 7 9 » a LEA 
KaTa Gov OAlya, OTL EVELS EKEL 

A ‘ ‘ Lee a 

Kpatovvtas THY Sioayynv Badadp’ os 

edidake T@ Bahax Bahety oKavdahov 
5 , nw cn > , a 

evoTiovy Tav viav “lopaynd’ aye 
> , ‘\ A wd 

eiowddbuTa Kal TopvEedoat. ovTwS 
»” ‘ ‘ lal ay ‘ 

Eyes Kal od KpatodrTas THY OidayyV 

Nekodairay épotws. petavdnoor ovv" 
3 \ , »” , Lay AN ei S€ py, Epxopal gor Taxv' Kal 
r , > > lal > A ce , 

TOMEUNTW MET AUT@V Ev TH poppata 
a , , 66 2 > 

TOU GTOpaTOS pov. TKal\ o Eywv ods, 

8. Tis exkAnatas Zurdpyns | So pr, ecclesiae Snyrnae, 

(g and vg invert the words) ; A confirms so far as to 

give Suvpyns (but with 7@ ev preceding and exkAnolas 

following). % with most other authorities reads ris 

ev Suvpyy exkAnolas. 

*€(joev| S (see note on Syr. text), as pointed, 

represents (ay, but I treat this as a blunder of the 
scribe, who understood the sentence absurdly, ‘‘ who 
became dead and alive.’’ Probably the want of inter- 
punction in the parallel passage, i. 18, arose from a 

like misunderstanding. 
9. ofda cov] S places cov after thy OA. as the 

Syr. idiom requires. All except g and vg om. gov 

after Thy mr. . 

thy €k] So &, else only x. 
however, ins. ed without THY. 

éavtovs| Before *Iovd., with mss. 28, 73, and 

79, and S; but 8S alone om. efvat. 
fovdaio.] Probably a mistake of repetition on 

the part of the Syriac scribe. 
10. 6 5iaBordos BédAAew] So 3. The Greek copies 

place the verb first, except mss. 38, 95. 

juepas] So Q and most mss., and = and most 

versions: the other Greek copies, and pr, jjepav. 

Most authorities, 

yiverOe morol.. . duty] S alone plural. 
11. 6 vixéy] 8 ins. a prefix = 671, and so in verse 17. 

4 

12. 7@ ev ekxAnota Mepyduov] S alone: but pr 
gives ecclesiae Pergami (g and vg invert). The Greek 

copies give Tis év Tepy. exkA., as does &. 

thy dtetay] All else except S place these words 

after thy dicTouoy. 

13. kal év tats juépais] So A C, ms. 91, and zg, 

&e.: but x PQ, nearly all mss., 5, and vt, om. rat, 

and (except pr), subjoin [év] ais (x, ev tats),— 

supported in each case by many mss. and versions. 

The ordinary vg deviates slightly from am. 

*avreiras| S has &pOms, but a slight emendation 

(see note on Syr. text) gives its real reading (as in 

some mss. and A), which is also preserved in & [np ; 

but 7d as 8]. The entire verse looks at first sight like 
the result of a complicated conflation ; but see note on 

Syr. text already referred to. 

kal 6 pdptus| So mss. 68, 87: all else om. kal. 

bti was wdptus pov miatds| So ms. 152 only (but 
without wov). See Supplementary Note, p. 49 infr. 

map tu@v] So one ms. (95): all else dative. 
Note that S om. the rest of the verse with ms. 38. 

14. édi5ate}] So (apparently) both 8 and 3, with Q 

and many mss., &e.; for ed{Sacke. 
gpayetvy] So N ACP: Q, and many mss. prefix 

kal, and so & [dnp; 1, rod, with some mss. ]. 

17. tral’ d éxwv] Dele eal: see note on Syr. text. 

4 
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1. 17—24. 

> , , ~~ lal , A 

aKovoaTw TL TO Iveta €yer Tats 

exkhyolas’ TO ViKOVTL OHOW EK TOU 
o: A 4 ry ‘\ *5 ye 4 pavva Tov KeKpuppevou’ Kal *dacw 
> aA * A ” ‘\ / avT@ *Wdov ovopa Kawvov yeypappe- 

vov', 0 ovdels otder Et 17) 6 Lap Bavwr. 
rN n° , int) > , rn Kai 7@ ayyéAw TO ev exk\ynola TH 

€v Ovateipous ypaibov, Tade héeyeu O 

vlogs TOV Meod, 6 exwv Tov dbahpov 
ec , S, ‘\ ec , t A 

as poya Tupos, Kal ol 7ddEs avdTov 

Opoto. Yalko\Bavw oidd gov Ta 

epya Kal THY ayaTnY Gov Kal THY 

mioTw gov’ Kal THY SiaKoviay cov 

Kal THY UVTOMOVHY Gov" Kal Ta Eepya 

gov Ta exxata Telova €ate TaV 
a > + | »” < A , 

Tpotwv. ad’ €yw KaTa Gov Tov, 

ATIOKAATYIX. 

OTL adaKas THY yuvatka cov lelaPBen, 

n d€yovta Eéavtyny mpodytw eivat, 
‘\ “ NX A ‘ > ‘ Kal di0aoKer Kal TAaVa TOvS ELovS 

, A ‘A ~ > 

SovAovs Topvevoa, Kal payew €idw- 
/ X »* > Lad , > hobuta. Kal edwka adTH Xpovor eis 

petavoiav, Kat ov Oéder preravonoat 

€k THS Topvelas adTys. idod Baw 

avTyy €is KAWWNY, Kal TOUS [LOLYEU- 
: 2 m ; 

ovTas eT av7ns eis Ohi peyadrny, 

€ay py) peTavonowow ek TOV Epywr 

aUTOV. Kal TA TEKVA AUTHS ATOKTEVM 
, ~ 

ev Oavdtw’ Kal yuwooovTar TAaTaL al 
> , é 4 > , > ¢€ > “a Exkhynotau OTL €y@ elur O epevvwr 

x A , ‘ vA e - 

veppovs Kai kapdlav’ Kat déow vp 
c , ‘ ‘\ ¥ CY lal A 

EKAOTW KATA TA epya UL@DV. vp 

éx Tod udvva] (i) Note that S om. adré before 
these words, with x, one ms. (92), and g, but not pr, 

and most forms of vg [not am]: against 3, and all else. 
(ii) S and 3, with pr, arm, and other versions, ins. 

the prep. (probably éx, but possibly dé) against the 

majority of authorities. But x and mss. 36, 91, have 

é«: P and other mss. ard. 

kal *déow* adt@] Correction for eorw aitg 
(= &xet adrds) ; see note on Syr. text. 

*Vigov bvoua kawdy yeypauuéevoyv] (i) S has 

guadakny for y. by an easy mistake of transcription 
between two very similar Syriae words, the wrong 

one having been repeated from verse 10. (ii) After 

Vagoy S om. Acvehy, Kal em thy Vipov. But as this 

result of homeoteleuton may as naturally be attributed 

to the Greek original as to the Syr. text, I do not 

re-insert the words. (iii) The rendering of S (as it 

now stands) implies y. évéuatos Kawod ypduuatos. 

But this has no support, and it seems unlikely that the 
translator found it in his Greek. I regard it as the 
Syriac scribe’s vain attempt to make sense of his 
misreading of the verse, and I restore what I presume 
to have been the translator’s text. See notes on Syr. 
text, for the matters treated in this and the previous 

notes. 

18. 7@ év exxAnola 7H ev O.| In reading 7¢, S is 
supported by A, also pr, and &; but nearly all 

agree (against S) in reading éxxAnoias, instead of ev 
exkAnoia TH, except A, which om. 

gov opdarudy] All else have pl., and most add 

avrov: but A, mss. 36, 38, 152, and lat., om. pron. 
pardya] Or padé. 

Buorot YaAKoOALBavw] Lit., ws xaAKoAlBavos. 
19. gov] All ins. this pron. in the first and last 

instances, and most (including &) after érouovjy. In 

the remaining three, no Greek authority gives it. For 
the position of the first cov (before ta &pya) see note 
on ii. 9: also ep. iii. 1, 15. 

mAclova éoti] Rather om. éors, as all else. 
20. modv}] So x and a few mss., including 36, and 

g; a few others, and pr and arm, woAAd; there is 

still less support for dAtya of rec. and vg [not am]; 

while all the other MSS., and most other authorities, 

including 3, and am, om. altogether. 
apjkas| So 3, with ms. 36 and a few other 

authorities: all else pres. 
H A€yovoa) Or f A€yet, or Thy A€yougar. 
elvat] With 8 only, against = and all else. 

21. eis wetavoy] All else, va wetavonon, which 

perhaps S represents loosely. Cp. vii. 9 inf7. (last note). 

22. wetavonowow] Or -ovow: the Syr. fut. (which 

S and & give) may stand for either. The Greek copies 
are divided. 

avtayv]| So rec., with A anda few mss. (1, 36, 

79, &e.), pr, vg [am, arm, &e., and eZ; but not all], 

and other versions: the rest avis, including = 

[except p] and yg. [Tischendorf wrongly adds am]. 
23. yreoovra] Lit., yuwdorovor. 

stands for future in Syr. 
Present often 

kapdiav| All else plural except pr. 

(S has an addition in marg., = kal madetow 

buds kata Ta Epya juav: of which I find no trace 
anywhere else.) 

24. duty] All else, except ms. 31, add dé. 

to to 

n 
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Ill. 

ATIOKAATYIS. ul. 

4 A lal wn 

A€yw Tots Aourots Tots ev OvareEipous’ 
” > 7 N \ 
OOOU OUK EXOvTL TYV didayny 

, Y 
TavTynV" OLTLVES ovK eyvooav Ta 

Babéa tov Satava ws héyovow" 

ot Baro ef’ tas addo Bapos. 0 ovv 

EXETE KpaTHoaTE aypis ov av fw. 

Kal 0 ViKaY Kal 6 THPaV TA Epya 
, > A > , > ‘\ A 

pov deacw atta e€ovoiay emi TeV 

eOvav' Wa Toimavet adtovs ev paBda 
fied U s P c 

~ ~ e ‘ , ‘\ o.onpa, Kal ws TA OKEVN TA KEpa- 
‘\ , yo ‘ > ‘ 

pika cuvTpiBeTe ovTws yap Kaye 
»” NX lal id ‘\ 

e\nda mapa Tov zaTpos ov’ Kat 
4 > ~ > ‘ - , 

dé0W avT@ TOV aoTépa TOV Tpwwvov. 
co, > > , , \ A 

7 0 EX @WV OUS, AKOVOATW TL TO Ilvevpa 

Kat 

ayyékw To ev exK\noia Ldpdewv 

héyer Tats exkA\nolats. TO 

24—III. 4. 

, , 7A e »” ‘\ ce ‘ 

ypabov, Ta0€ Néyer 6 Evov TA ETTA 

TvEevpaTa TOV MEovd Kal Tovs ETTA 
> , QO 7 \ » \ 
aoTépas’ ol0d oov Ta Epya Kal 
” » ¥ Nee, a \ 
OTL Ovoma Exes’ Kat OTL Cys Kat 

OTL VEKpos El. Kal ylvouv ypnyopav’ 

Kal otypi€ov Ta hora a tepmeddes 
> A q: > ‘A 4 vA 4 

amtofavew’ ob yap evpyKad OE OTL 

TETANPwpeva TA Epya Tou EvwTLOV 

TOU Oeov. pvynpoveve TOS HKOVTAS 
Q ” , ‘\ , 

kal et\ndhas? THpEL Kal pEeTavonoov. 
aN Oe N fa y SEEN: 

eav S€ py ypynyopyons, n&w emt 

oé ws KANeTTNS Kal ov py yvos 
, MA 4 DileN iA > ‘ »” 

Totav wpav néw emt oé. adda Exo 
> [4 > vs , ry 5 a ovopata ev Sapdecw a oiya 

> Ses Ni Seles, 9 aes Nee 
ovK €poAvVav TAH LaTLa GaUTwV 

QA lal , , 

Kal TepiTaTovoLY EevwTLoY jLou eV 

25. 6 oy] Allelse, rAdy 6. 
&xpis| Or éws. 

26. 6 rnpev] All else add, &yps TéAous. 

27. iva womavet] Lit., romatvew. S alone: allelse, 

kal woimave?; and nearly all, except =, om. «al before 

as. Cp. iva repiBadn, ili. 18 infr.; cp. also xi. 3. 

ouytpiBere| Lit., ouvtpifere. Our translator 
must have found in his copy this verb in one or other 
of these forms, for he renders it by 2 pers. pl. masc. 

fut., unmeaningly. The final € is evidently for a, 
an instance of etacism. S therefore either confirms 

ouytpiBera of 8 AC, &e., or else suggests cuvtpiberat 

(taken in passive sense). It excludes the reading of 

PQ (and most mss.), cuvtpiBnoera, inasmuch as 

cuvtpiBynoere is impossible. But possibly there is an 

error in the Syr. text (see note on it). 

ottws yap] For as. § alone. 
III. 1. t@] So %, and pr: all else, ris. 

év exkAnola Sapdewy] All else, ev Sapdeow 
exxAnalas : except S[p; not dln], which om. ékka. 

kal tt dvoual So pr; or kal dvoua ore Lor 

: all else O71 dvoua (without Kal). 

éxeis’ kal bt1] SoS alone. xACP, and most 
mss., lat., and 3, om. caf; Q and some om. é7:. 

Gis] Lit., (av ef. 

¢ 
oT 

kal drt vexpds| S alone ins. this third 67. Cp. 

this passage with i. 18 and ii. 8, supr. 

2. Kat yivov] § alone ins. kat. 

ornpitov| The Syriac verb rather = orjaov, 

but = ornpi¢w, 1 Thess. iii. 13 (Psh.). 

6 

& t&wedres arodaveiv] (i) S perhaps needs to 
be corrected by omitting a prefix (see note on Syr. 

text); but it implies the reading @, which all else 

have (except &, which reads of, with rods Aoimovs 

preceding). (ii) There is some confusion of text here, 
(but whether in the Greek or the Syriac, it is hard to 
say), resulting in this mixed and unmeaning reading. 

For &%eddes, & and most other authorities read 

ZueAdov [-ev]: Q and several mss. support S, but 

with amroBddAdAew following, for amodavet. 

etipnxd oe bri] S alone: all else efpnxa only. 

merAnpwmeva Ta Epya cov] All else have cov 

[ra] epya memA., except one ms. (40) which places 

memA., as S, before Ta €pya. 

tov @cov] Soafewmss., &c.: the rest add pov. 
3. pvnudveve] S om. ody, with 8 and one ms. (14), 

also vt, and aeth.: against the other MSS., mss., and 

=, &e. 

Hkovoas kal etAnpas] All else transpose, and 
add kal, or otherwise vary. 

3€] So ms. 36, and pr: all else ody. 
én) cé ws] So x Q, and many mss., vt, and wg 

(am, &c.], and = [but / with *]: against A C P, some 
mss., vg [arm, &e.], and versions, which om. ém ce. 

yvGs] Or yroon. 

4. exw] All else, éxers. 
&) Or of: S and & are inconclusive here. 
mepinatovaw] So am only (arm has perfect), 

for future. S alone has év@moy (for mer’), and kat 

(for drt) before &&:01. 

iS} 
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Il. 5—I4. 

NevKois, Kal afiol elow. 6 viK@V 

ovTas TepLBaddeTat iparious NEvKOtS* 

py e€adetpa 

avtov ek THs PBiBrov THs 

‘ > X »” 
Kal ov TO ovopa 

Cons. 
NX (3 rd ‘\ 4 > lal 

Kal opohoyyow TO ovOMa avTOD 

EVOTLOV TOV TATPOS fLov Kal EVwTLOV 
A ’ , r A c »” > 

Tav ayyéhwv avTov. oO EywY ovs, 
> , , A Lal , wn 

akovodtw Tt TO Iveta Néyer Tats 
> , 

exkAno Lats. 

Kat 7@ ayyéd\w tHs exkdnolas 

Diiaderpeias yparov, tade héyer 6 
” c a , € »” ‘\ Lal 

ay.os O ahnOivos, 6 Exwv Tas Kets 

Aavid: 6 avotywv Kai ovdets K)eleu 
A , ‘ > \ > , > 

Kal KNELwY KaL OVdELS avolyeL’ oda 
Nw » ‘\ +} x TAN 

Ta €pya gov’ Kai idod dédwKa 
> cA , Ov > , aA 

evoTtiov gov Ovpav avewypevyny, Hv 
tS 4 , lal 5 4 LZ 

ovoets Svvatar Khetoar avTHV’ OTL 
A »” , e ‘A > 4 , 

puxpay exes Svvapw* Kal eryApyods 

pov Tov Adyov' Kal OVK HPYHTW TO 
” , ~~ tI QA lal > an 

ovopa pov. Kal dod 61d@ eK TIS 

TOU €k TOV avvaywyns Sarava, 
¢ \ > 

heyovtwv €AVUTOUS *lovdatous EWaQe 

ATIOKAATYIZ. 

x 

Kal ovk elo ahha Wevdortar’ idovd 
\ 9 Y \ 

Toow avtovs va H€ovor Kal Tpoc- 

KUVHTOVTW EVOTLOY TOV TOO@Y Cov" 
| Ld , 

kal yveoovTat OTL eyo nyaTnoa 
4 , ie wn 

oe. OTL eTHpHTAS TOV Oyov THs 

UTopovns pov’ Kayo GE THPHTw 

€K TOU TELpaTp“ov TOV pLeAOVTOS 
»” 2 be A > / ” epxeoOar emt THS olKovjLEevns Odys, 

TELPATAL TOVS KATOLKOUYTAS ETL THS 
A , a »Y 

yns- €pYopar TaXv' KpaTer O ExELs, 

va pnoels \aBn Tov orépavoev cov. 

Kal 0 VLK@VY TOLnTwW avTOVY oTVAOV 
> wn Lal Lal fale ‘\ »” > XN 

€v T® vaw TOV Meov’ Kat €€w ov LY 

e€€\On ere’ Kal ypaw em avtov TO 
lol lal ‘\ 

ovopa TOV MEov pov, Kal TO OvoLa 
la lal lal c , 

THS TOMEWS THS Kas ‘lepovaoadyp’ 
ec e: > x A = lal S 

 KataBaivovta amo TOV MEov pov 
\ ‘\ ” tA x 4 ‘ c 

Kal TO GvOMa pov TO KaLWOV. Kal O 
» > ’ , , \ A 

€ywv ovs, akovoaTw Tt TO Hvedpa 

héyer Tats exxhyatats. 
sedis 5 , 
Kat To ayyédw THs ExkAnotas Aao- 

, , , 4 c ’ , 

Suxelas ypawov, Tad€ héyer 6 apyp, 

5. mepiBaddeta] So &, with C only: all else 
meptBaderrat. 

iuatiois] Or év fu., with all Greek copies. S 
om., while & ins., the pretix = ev, here and iv. 4 infr.: 

but this is not conclusive as to the Greek, for the 

Syriac verb here used is seldom followed by a pre- 
position. In iv. 4, however, there is good Greek 

authority for omitting ev. 
bmoroyhow Td bvoual Lit., ev r@ dvduare: but 

here, on the contrary, the prep. belongs to the Syr. 
idiom. 

7. THs exkAnotas biAadeApetas| All Greek copies, 
and &, read rijs ev &. exkaA.; but g (not pr) and vg, 

have Philadelphiae eeclesiae (arm inverts). 
kAets] Or kAeidas. All else singular. 

kAcier] So &, with mss. 1, 36, and a few others, 

and lat.: the MSS. and nearly all else, fut. 

kAelwy| Perhaps rather kAefec (with C, against 

most authorities); but in such cases Syr. is inde- 
cisive. 

8. 7a épya cov] Or gov ra épya. , and x (alone 

of Greek copies) place cov last: but see note on 

119s 
kal i500] S and & alone ins. «ai here; and so $ 

(but not %) at the beginning of verses 9, 12, 12. 
9. ék taév] Allelse, except & and pr, om. ék. 

FEQUTE «0.6 2 

mpockuvjowow. For yréorovra possibly yvaouw is to 
be substituted (with most authorities); but the inter- 

punction of S favours fut., which mss. 15, 36, give. 

10. rod mespacuod] All else prefix ris Spas. 

12. rod @cov] So S, with ms. 36 and two others: 
= and all else add pov (in the first place where 

Tov cod occurs in this verse). 
tis méAews] All else add tod Ocov pov, except 

= and a few mss., which om. part of sentence. 
h kataBalvovca] Or } KataBalver (with Q and 

most mss.). After these words, S alone om. é« [amd] 

mposkuvhoovow | Or iiwor... - 

Tov ovpavod. 

14. ris exkAnolas Aaodiceias}] Most Greek copies, 

and 3%, read ris év A. éxkA.; but pr has ecclesiae 

Laodiceae (g and vg invert). 

a 

fe) 

4 
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>) 

AITIOKAATYWIS. 

0 paptus 6 motos Kal adyOwds, 

Kal 7 apy? THS KTiTEws TOV BEod' 
A ‘ 

ovTe wWuypos 

ei ovte leatds' odehov 7 Wuypds 

NEL \ » 
oloa Oov Ta epya’ 

Sy x , \ \ > ‘ 

S €OTOS. KaL yALapos El’ Kat n Xx 

ov Wuypos ovre Ceatos’ pé\\w oe 
lal , 9 

7 €ueoar €K TOV OTOpmaToS pov. OTL 
A ‘\ héyets OTe mAovVoLds *eiwwY Kal Ze- 

, re ‘\ > ‘\ ig ¥ 5 ‘\ 

TAoUTHKA’ Kal OVOEV ypelay Exw" Kal 
> > Y ‘ Ee , ovK oldas OTL OV El 6 Tadaimwpos 

‘ > , ‘\ ‘\ x , 

Kal ENEELVOS, KAL TTWYOS Kal yuLVos" 
, > , t Seok) lal 

supBovrievw wor ayopacar Tap €4od 

Xpvolov TeTUpwpevov’ EK TUpOS iva 
4 ‘\ c , ‘ 4 

mAouvTHoNS, Kal ywaTia AevKa iva 
, iN: lal € 

TEpisady, pn =avepolh 7 

alcxvyyn THS yupvoTyTOS Tov’ Kal 

\ 
KQL 

KoA\Novpiov eyypioar wa Berns. 

mt. 14—1y. T. 

lal , 

eyo ods dio ehéyyw Kal Tadeo" 
, > Cyreve ovv Kal petavdynoor. 

y > \ ‘ {4 ‘ , 

coTnKka emi THY Ovpav Kal Kpovw 

€av Tis akovon THS dwrys pov Kat 

avotéer Thy OV l elaedevoopat ovger THY Ovpav Kal eioedevoou 
‘ , > > lal ‘\ > ‘\ Kal OeiTVyTw peT av’TOU Kal avTos 

> lal lal r 

per E“ov. Kal 6 viKav déow avT@ 
, > gE) Lal > A , 

Kafioar per ée“ov ev tw Opove 

prov’ 
‘\ lal YA > lal , 

feTa TOV TaTpdos pov ev TH Opdovw 

ec > ‘\ 7. 2 aS > , 

WS EYW EVLKNOA KAL exabioa 

avTouv. 

TO Iveta éyer Tats exxyotats. 

Mera tavra etdov, Kat idod Ovpa 
> , > a > a, Nite 
Hvewypevn ev TH oOvpave’ Kal 

dovn nv yKovaa ws oddmyya 

elahnoe pet enovd éywr avaBa 

@de Kal deiEw cou 6 det yevér bar 

kal 7 apxn] So x alone of Greek copies : nearly 
all else om. kat. 

15. ore puxpds] Lit., ob Yuxpos. All else, except 

mss. 28, 152, ins. é7: before these words. 

4) Wuxpds] 8 alone ins. #. 
jis] S has fut., which usually represents Greek 

subjunctive. The Greek copies have 7s, or ers : most 

editors read 7s: rec., efns. 

16. kal xAvapds} kal is peculiar to 8; but probably 
it arises from a scribe’s error (see note on Syr. text). 

This being corrected, S reads 67: simply (with one ms., 

36). 3 and most read oftws 671; &, bT1 ofTws. 

kat ov] So apparently S and 3, with many 

mss.; but perhaps kal otre (which all MSS. give) is 
intended, or ore simply. 

17. ért mAovowos|] S and & ins. the prefix = dr: 
(with A C and many mss., against x P Q and many 

others; but this may be merely idiomatic, and is not 
conclusive as to the underlying Greek. 

maAovotds *eiut] S has e7, but no doubt by a 
transcriptional error (of one letter in the Syriac; see 
note on Syr. text). 

ovdév] With AC; or oddeévos (with 8 P Q, and 

nearly all mss.). But S and & incline to ovdev. 
kal yuuvds| All else ins. kal rupAds before, or 

after, these words. 

18. ta mepiBadn] Lit., wepiBadréo@a, and so &. 

éyxpicat] 8 alone om. rods dpPadruovs cov after 

this verb. The omission implies that the translator 
did not read it éyxpioov (as P, and some mss., and 

rec.). The reading éyxpiom is supported by x A C 
and some mss., but they do not settle the question 
whether to accent it as infin. or (as mss. 7, 28) imperat. 

S gives imperat. (with S and lat.), against éyxpioa of 

rev., &c., and Wva éyxpice: [-n] of Q, Ke. 

19. ots] So pr and vg, for Saous ed [or av]. 
Greve] Or Gpdawoorv. [C hiat, iii. 19—v. 14]. 

* 20. avolte:] So S alone, (= doubtful): all other 

authorities read avolt, except ®, which has avolfw. 

Though the Syr. fut. verb might as well represent the 

Greek subjunctive, the interpunction of 8 shows that 
the fut. is meant. 

kal eiceAevoouar] S alone om. mpds avrdy after 
these words. For «at, it has the support of x Q, and 

many mss., and yr: against A P, and others (which 
rec. follows), also g and vg, and 3. 

21. éydé] Allelse, nayo. 

IV. 1. gwvj] S alone om. 7 mpérn after this word. 

oadmyya] S and & only; ep. i. 10: all else, 
except vt, genitive. 

éAdAnoe] S alone (perhaps an error; see note 

on Syr. text); the rest Aadovons, Aadodcay, or -ca 

(= doubtful). 
Aéywv] Or Aéyoura. 

indecisive. 
6] All else plural. 

S uses infin., which is 

€ ¥ = > , , 
oO EX WV OUS, AKOVOATW TL 
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Iv. 1—8. 

‘\ A A > , - , 

peta TavTa. Kal evlews eyevopny 
> , \ > me , ¥ 

€v Tvevpatu Kal ldov Apdvos EKEtTO 
2 A > oe 4.3 > ‘\ 6, Zz 

€v 7T@ ovpav@’ Kal emt Tov Opdvov 
, ‘A c P. 7 

Kabypevos’ Kal 6 Kabypevos’ ojL0L0S 
€ , 

opace. MiMov idamidos Kat capdiov’ 
x9 , nw , A 

kat ipis KuKd\dbev Tov Opovov, dpo.os 
c iA , x , 

Opava opapaydarv. Kat KuKholev 
Lal , , »” ‘A , 

tov Opovov Opovor etkoor Kal Téo- 

gapes’ Kal emt Téde% Todvs Apdvovs, 
» 

€lKOoL Kal Tésoapas mpeaBute- 

Tep_BeBAnpe- 
‘\ > ‘ ‘ 

KQL €77L TAS 

pous’ Kabnpévous’ 

vous twartlous evKots. 
5 ee , = 

Kehadas avtT@v oredpdvovs \puaous. 
x lal 

Kat €x Tav Opdver EKTOPEVOVTAL 
‘\ ‘A > % \ o 

Bpovrat Kal aoTpaTat Kal dwrat. 
‘A c ‘ , , > , 

Kal é7Ta hapTrades Kalopevat EvwTLOV 
A , 9 ‘A 

Tov Opovov' at elow éexTa mvEevpaTa 

ATIOKAATYIZ. 

Lal (ory ‘\ > Ve Lal id 

Tov cov’ Kal evamiov Tov Apdvov 

Oartacoa vaivn opoia KpvoTady’ s 
‘\ > , lal , ‘A , 

Kal €v péow Tov Opdvov Kat KiKw 

Tov Opovov, técoapa laa yemovra 

odbbarpav eumpoobev Kai omiobev. 

To (Gov TO TpaTov Cpovov dé€ovTL’ 

Kal TO SevTEpov CHov Gporoy poayxe" 

Kal 70 Tpitov Caov €xov 70 TpoTw- 

mov @s avOpwmov' Kal TO TéTapTov 
Lal 7 > aA / ‘ PA 

Caov GCporov aeT@ TETOMEVW Ta TET- 

capa (aa ev exaotov avta@v éoTds" 

EX@V ATO TOV OVUYwV aVTOU Kal ETAva, 

mrépvyas e€ Ku«dodev> Kal erwbev 
ra > A > ‘A > , 

yepovow odahpav’ Kat avamravow 

ovkK €yovow" Nmepas Kal vuKToS hé- 

yovTes” ay.os ay.os ayLos Kvptos 

¢ \ € , € > \ 
oO @eos oO TAVTOKPaTwp, Oo nv Kal 

2. Kat ev@éws] So P and many mss. and versions : 
the rest, including = and lat. (but not c/) om. ral. 

emt tov Opdvov] Or em rod Opdvov. Greek 
copies frequently vary as to case of nouns after ézl, 
and Syriac is indecisive in such matters. 

3. Aidov] Here, and with the two following nouns, 
S and = use the prefix which denotes the genitive ; 

but possibly the dative (which all Greek copies have) is 
meant. The genitive is given by vg, but dative by vt. 

kukAddev] Or kvKAq, and so in next verse (where 

however the Syr. differs slightly); also in verse 6; but 
in verse 8 the Syr. definitely implies kuxAd@ev (with 
all else). 

buoios] Or duola. 
ouapaybwy| So S, and one ms. (14) ; but most 

Greek copies, and lat., read cuapaydlyw, which perhaps 

is what S and & represent, no equivalent adjective 

existing in Syriac. 
4. @pdvo.] So P Q and many mss. (with efxoor 

[kal] réooapes following: x A and one or two mss., 

Opévous (but also with tésoapes). S and & are not 

decisive, but seem to favour nominative. 

t5é} S ins. dé, but with f. 

iuariois Aevkois] Or ev iu. A., as S and many 

authorities. S and & are indecisive here; see note on 

lii. 5. 
5. tav Opdvwy] S only; all else singular. 

Bpovral kal aotpanrai kal .| All else place 

aorpanai first, but differ as to position of 6: and ». 

C 

Aaurades| All else except rg add rupds. 
al eiaw] So Q and most mss., and g and vg 

[am., &c.]: the rest @ for af, with 3 [/ np; not d], 

pr, and some texts of vg. 

émra mvevuata] S (and perhaps 3) favours the 
omission here (but not v. 6 ix/7.) of the article before 
émra (as Q, and many mss.): A P, &c., ins. 

6. @aAacca] The MSS., most mss., g and vg, and 

=, prefix os: ms. 1 with one or two others, and pr, 

om.: the other versions are divided. 
7. 17d Gov 7d mpHrov} All else except pr prefix kat. 

€xov] Or perhaps éxwv: lit., exer. 
as av@pémov| So A, ms. 36 and a few, and lat. 

(g deviates): the rest mostly om. @s (as Q and many), 

or read &s &v@pwmos (as 3, with P and some). 
8. ra téccapa] All else prefix kal. A full stop is 

wanting in the Syr. before these words. 
év exagtoy] So x, ms. 38, and & (?); the rest 

mostly, éy ka@’ €v. S possibly read €kaoroy only. 

éotds] Or Eads, as the few mss. (34,35, 68, 87) 

read, which ins. the participle. 
éxwv] Lit., cal €xer. Greek mss. vary; (&xor, 

éxwv, €xovTa, elyov, &c.); but éxav is best supported. 
amb Tay dvixwy avTod Kal émavw] A strange 

paraphrase, perhaps from Ez. i. 27 (LX.X), for ava, 

which all else give. 

yenovow] Or yeuorra, as rec. with two or more 

mss. ; but most mss., und all MSS., read as text. 

Aeyovtes] Or A€yovra. 

6 
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ATIOKAATYWI3. 

€ 2» ‘A c 3: / ‘\ oo A 

0 @Y Kal 6 Epyopmevos. Kal dTav dact 
aS / A , NN ‘ 

Ta técoapa Coa, dd€av Kal Tiny 
‘ > , lal 

Kal evyapiotiay TO Kabynpevw emt 
A , ‘ A A \ 

Tov Opdvov, Kal to Corte eis TOS 
2A lal wn 

alavas TOV alaverv apynv. TecovvTat 
€ ” XN 

Ol ElKOGL Kal TEeroapEs TPETBUTEpoL 
by , Lal Lal 

evotiov Tov Kabnuévov emt Tov 
fd XA , 

Opovov, Kai tporKuvycova eis TOUS 
ts A yr A tot 

alwvas Tov aioverv apnv To CovTu 
c 

~~ Lal x , > A 

kat Barovor Tovs otepavovs avTav 
Sees, lal , , » 

evoTriov Tov Opovov éyovtes, a€vos 
Rp e 

ei 6 Kvptos npav Kat 6 Beds Hye pLos HE at OS NOV 

haBety tHv Sd€av Kat THY TYnnY Kal 

mv Svvapiw' oTt ov exTioas TAO 
, \ \ \ , , > 

mavTa’ Kat dua TO Oé\ynpa cov yoav 

Kal exticOnoav. 

Kat eldov émt tyv Seay Tov 

Kalypevouv emt Tov Opdvov, BiBXéLor, 
, ¥ \» \ 

yeypappevov exwbev Kat e€whev Kat 

Kateappayiopevov oppaytow éntd. 

Iv. 8—v. 6. 

N > » » > \ 
Kat eloov ahdov ayyehov ioxupov 

Knpvocovta ev davyn peyady, Tis 

aétos avotEar TO BiBdlov Kat doar 
‘ AN > a AN > ‘\ Tas odpayioas avTov; Kal ovdeis 

> , > a > A > Ny eS en HOvVVATO EV TH OVPAaVa@ ove Ev TH YN 
e) AN if 4 A aA . A X 

ovde VroKdTw THS ys, avorEar TO 

BiBdtov Kai Iva Tas ohpaytoas 
> A A , > , x, » avTov Kat Br€érew avTo. Kat exhatov 

TONY, OTL OvSELS akios EdpeOn avorEat 

TO BiBdiov Kai ica Tas oppayidas 

avTov’ Kal €is ex TaV TpeaPuTEpwr 
\ to) > \ Saas € 

ele prou pt) KAate’ idod eviknoev 6 

éov ék THs pudjs “lovda, H pila 

Aavid: tavoi€e® 7d BiBdtLov 

ica Tas ohpaytoas adTov. Kai etdov 

‘ 

Ka 

€v péow tov Opdvov Kat Tov TET- 
, , ‘ A , 

adpov Cowv Kal tov mperhutépar, 
> , ce ‘ ec > / »” apviov EaTHKOS ws expayLevov, EXwV 

vd € ‘ x > ‘ ce z Képata émTa Kat Odbahpovs émra’ 
4 > ‘\ € XN 4 lal lal 

Ol ELOL TA ETTA TVEVLATAa TOV Meov, 

6 dy nal 5 épxduevos| Here, and similarly xi. 
17 and xvi. 5 (g. v.), 1 supply 6 before these parti- 

ciples, though it is not represented in S, as itis i. 4, 8, 

and (in every case) by &: see note on Syr. text at i. 4. 
9. brav d@01| Lit., dre e5ocav, and so vt (see 

below). S uses preterite, which cannot represent 
décove1 [or -wot] of the MSS. and most mss., and is 
probably meant as a rendering of 801, the reading 

of many mss. So vg, darent: but g, dederunt, and 

pr., dederant. has future [d/n; but p present]. 

téocapa] So mss. 68, 87: all else om. 
kal To (@vtt] S alone ins. kat. 

aunv] Sox, and mss. 32 and 95; and in next 

verse, x and 32: nearly all else om. 

10. eis To’s...7@ (@vTt] This transposition has 
no support elsewhere, and is probably accidental. 

11. 6 Kupios judy] Or Kipte Huey. S alone ins. 

the pronoun. 
did Td O€ANud cov] At first sight, the rendering 

of S seems to imply 81a Tod GeAjuatos, for which there 

is no other authority. But see note on Syr. text. 
V.1. Kal katecppayiouevov] So three mss. : 

rest, and the MSS., om. «al. 

2. &dAov] Only two mss. (35, 87) ins. 

the 

10 

ev pwrh | Or deri without ev. 

3. odd€ (dis)] Or ore. 

év TH yh] All else have én) rijs yijs. 
kal Adoa Tas oppaytdas avTov} S alone ins. 

kal BAérew] All else ore, or ob5é, for kal. 

4. kal Adoa Tas oHpayidas avtov] For odte 

Brérew até. Sis here supported only by pr. 

5. ele] All else Aéyet. 

éx] Sonand ms. 14: the rest, 6 ék. 
tavotte* . . . Kah There must 

be some error here ; but whether in the Syr. or in its 

Greek original is doubtful. See note on Syr. text. 
In reading avoite: (for avoita of x AP, &e., or 6 

évolywv of Q and most mss.) 5 has the support of but 

one ms. (13), and of 3, which prefixes a’tds [7 with *]. 
For inserting Adoa:, it has that of 8, and so rec. with 

some vg texts [¢2; but not am or arm], &e. 

opparyidas| All else, except ms. 73, prefix émra. 

6. trav mpecButépwry] All else prefix ev péow. 

éotnkds| Or -ds: also €xwy or -ov. 
of cio] Or & eior: the words representing 

ép0aduots and mvetuata in Syr. are of same gender 
and the rendering is thus indecisive. But because of 

the parallel expression in iv. 5, where the relative 

Adoa Tas] 
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10 KQL 

v. 6—13. 

Ta aTooTeA\Opeva Els Taga THY 

7ynv. Kat HO Kat etAnde 7d BiBXLov 

EK THS KELPOS TOV KAaOyMEVOU ETL TOU 

3 Opovov. kai ore €haBe 7d BiBdiov, Ta 

tésoapa Coa Kal ot eiKoot Kal Téo- 

capes mpeahvTEpou ememov evemTov 

EKATTOS AUTOD, 

dualynv ypvonv ye- 
Y e 

fPovoayv Oupraparwr, au Elo Ql 

A »” 
TOU apviou" EXOVTES 

, \ 
Kilapav KQL 

\ a Came. » IAN 
9 TpoTevyat Tov aylwv, AdovTes WOnV 

» > aéios et 

NaBety 7d BiBdlov Kat doar Tas 
iS > a, ¢ > , \ 

oppayidas avTov' ott €odayns Kat 

Kawyny Kat  éyovtes* 

HySpacas Hnuas ev TH aipati cov 

To Oca, €k maons dulys Kat aod 
»” . \ 3} , > ‘ 

eOvovs' Kal éroinoas avTtovs 
A AeA , Xe a 

TO Oc@ jnyuav Bacrretay kai tepets 

ATIOKAATYIS, 

kat Baourets, Kat Baoievoovow 
+ a, A A r ‘\ 75 \ »” 

emi TAS yns. Kai eldov Kal nKovaa 

as davnv ayyé\wv To\\GVv KiKho 

Tov O@povov' Kat Tav Cowv Kal Tov 
, Fs \ > € > ‘ 

mpeaButépwv’ Kat nv 6 apiOpnos 

avT@v pupias pupiddwy Kal yudrras 

xAadwv" Kat Léyovtes wry peyahn, 
» > ‘ > , nN > , 
a&ws ef TO apviov 70 eadaypévor, 

NaBewy thy Svvapw Kai mrovTOV Kal 
, A > ‘\ \ ‘\ \ 

godiav Kat toyvy Kal Tiny Kat 
, ‘\ > , ‘\ lal , 

dd€av Kat evroylav. Kal Tay KTidpa 

0 €v T@ OVpav@ Kal ev TH yn Kal 

UTOKATW THS ys, Kal ev TH Oataoon 

6 €OTL Kal TA EV avTOls TaVTa. 
7 >. »” , A 

Kat yKovoa héyovtas to Kaby- 

pévw emt Tov Opdvov Kai TO apvia, 

H evdoyia Kal Tun Kal n dd€a 

takes the gender of its antecedent, I prefer of here, with 

x A, and a few mss., 1, 38, 87, &c. But ep. verse 8. 

Ta amooteAAdueva] The sense forbids us to 
suppose that S meant to connect this ptep. with 

6p0aduot, and I therefore write it neut. (asx PQ, &c.) 
to agree with mvevuara, not masc. (as A). S favours 
pres. ptep. (with Q) rather than perf. (with x A); and 

the insertion of art. (with a few mss.), though the 

MSS., and most mss., om. [P hiat, thus, @v.. . va.] 

7. 7d BiBAtov] The MSS. and nearly all mss. om. : 
but mss. 7, 36, ins., as also 7¢ and some texts [includ- 

ing arm; not am] of vg; likewise = [but 7 with *]. 

xeipos] For def:as, which all else give. 
8. avraéy] With =: all else om. 

piddnv xpuaojy yeuouvoay] All else plural. 

al cio] So S clearly, and & [7 »], with A P, 
and most mss.: against 8 Q, and a few mss. and = 
{@ p], which read & eiow. 

9. adovres] All Greek read kal ddovau, also lat. 
(but pr, cantantes ; cl, cantabant) ; and all om. kai be- 

fore A€éyortes. 

Avoa] S alone, for avoitar: g has resignare. 
vans] All else add kal yAdoons. 

10. Baoirclay kal fepets kal Baoidcis] Evidently a 

conflation, probably existing in the Greek original of 

S (as in aeth.): BactAclay kal iepets is read by A, and 

lat. ; Baotdelay Kah iepateiay by x; BaotAeis Kal iepers 

by Q, and all mss., and some versions, = included 
[P jiat]. See note on Syr. text. 

C2 

11. &s] Sox, most and best mss., and =: the rest om. 
KiKA@] Possibly kucdAddevy, as rec., though 

weakly supported: but the Syr. favours Ki’Kr@. 
mupias . « . xtdtds}] So S: all else plural. 

12. kal A€yovres] Or kal A€youor. All else have 

Aé€yortes Or AeydvtTwy, and om. kal. 

&£.os ef] So apparently 8; though all else give 

&kids eort. With el, &tios is to be read (with A), 
rather than &£ioy (with x Q [P Aiat], and all mss.). 
Cp. iv. 11. 

13. év 7H yi] So rec., with a few mss., pr, and 

some other versions: against 3, g and vg, and the 

other authorities, which have ém) rijs yijs. 

év Ti 8adacon| With x alone of Greek copies ; 
also 5, and lat. 

Gadaoons. 

& éor:] S alone. P Q [Tisch, overlooks the 
former] and some mss. read @ éote (so rec.); A and 
many mss., éoré only: x and a few mss. om. both (as 

does 3). 

kal HKovoa A€yovtas| A P, most mss., and the 

lat. (except g and am), and most versions, followed 

by rec., om. kaf: x and (with some variation before 

and after) Q ins. it; as also = (which, however, 

deviates in what follows). It is to be noted that Q, 

with arm, and perhaps g, supports 8 in making a new 

sentence and even paragraph begin with «al, and 

in treating the following datives as connected with 

Aé¢yorras, hot as part of the ascription. 

The rest, followed by rec., ém rijs 

ll 

n 



AMOKAATYIZ. 

4 ‘\ , > ‘ 2A aA 

Kal TO KPaTOS ELS TOUS aLwYas TwWY 
x7 uN ‘ , rs 

yaiever. Kal ta tésoapa wa 
€ 

héyovta apnv. Kal ot mperBvrepou 

VI. €recav kal tpovekvvnoav. Kal eldov 
” y» ‘ RI , , > Led 

ore nvovse TO apviov play €k Tov 
c ‘A , > \ »” Crew 

émta ohpayiowy' Kal nKovoa €vds 
lal €. 

€k Tov Tecodpav Cowv h€éyovTos, ws 
~ ‘\ »” ‘ 

2 dori Bpovrav, epxov Kat ide. Kal 
¥ ‘ > \ io \ Y 
HKovoa Kal €ldov Kal lOov UmTOS 

> > / 

NevKds’ Kal 6 KaOypevos ex autor, 
Y > , > A ‘d Kal €000n ait@ oté- 

efn\Oe * 
S34) q ‘ 4 , 

EVLKNOEN KAL WO VLKY) OY). 

€yov Tokov" 

davos’ kal vukav * Kat 

3. Kat ore qvoike tHv ohpayida TH 

Seutépar, nKovea Tod Sevtépov Caov 

4éyovtos epyov. Kal e€nev Uros 

muppos’ Kal TO KaOynpéeve em avdrtor, 

€d00y adto haBetv THY eipyvynv ek 

TS ys, Wa addndrovs ohaFovou 

v. 13—v1. 8. 

kat €000n alto payaipa peyady. 

Kat ore jvotyn 7 odpayis » TpiTn, 

nKovoa Tov Tpitov dou éyovTos 

EpXov. 
KaOnpevos em avtov *eywv Cvyov% 

‘\ > ‘ o 4 ‘\ c kal iOov immos péAas Kat O 

> A N > A x ” ev Tm XEeupt avrovd. Kal Kovoa 
‘\ > V4 A 4 id davyv ex pécov tav Céwv héyovaar, 

xowrE oitov Syvapiov, Kal Tpets 

xotvixes KpiOns Snvapiov’ Kat Tov 
> ‘ ‘ ¥ \ ’ , olvov Kat TO €atoy py adiKHONS. 

Kal ore yvorge tHv ofpayida THV 

povnvy Tov 
: 

TETAPTHVY,  NkKovTa 
, s » \ 7) Caiov éyovtos epyov. Kat eldov 

immov yxwpov' Kal ToD Kabypevouv 

€TaVvw AUTO OVoLa avToU 6 OavaTos’ 
sy c y > aA > ian ‘ 

kat 6 adys akoovbet ait Kat 
> , > Lai > , > \ x 4 €600y avt@ eEovala emt 7d TéTapTov 

TAS -YNS" 
AN > A ‘\ > , 5 A 

Kal ev hys@ Kal ev Oavatw Kat 

> Le > c , 

aTOKTEWVaL EV poupatia 

14. Aéyovra] So Q and many mss.: but x A P and 
most authorities (including =) have éeyov. 

VI. 1. Bpovrév] All else singular. 
2. «at HKovca] S only: all else om. 

vinay *Kat evienoe® kat va vikhon] As pointed, 

S gives (lit.) vuehrns kal vueGy kal. . . Buta slight 

change (of pointing only) gives the reading as above ; 

which, though an evident conflation, was probably in 

the Greek originalof 8S. A like conflation is still found 

in mss. 32, 36. In, éviknoe is substituted for iva 

viknon, and this reading, of course, supplied one 
member of the conflate reading. 

Possibly, however, the vikhrys kal vie@y of S merely 

represents two alternative forms (the former supported 
by 3d/p, the latter by = 7) of rendering the participle. 

Tf so, the conflation is due to a Syriac scribe, not to 

the Greek original. See note on Syr. text. 
4. trros| All else prefix &AAos. 

tva] So Q and most mss. and versions: but 
x AC P, some mss., &, and lat. and rec, prefix kat. 

opatovor] Or opatwor. 

5. jvolyn H oppayls  Tpitn] SoS, and similarly 

mss. 28, 73, 79: allelse, Hvoite thy oppayida Thy Tpityv. 

kal idov] SoQand many mss., g and vg [e/, with 
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arm, &e.; not am]: %, and the rest, prefix (pr substi- 

tutes) Ka) elSov. 

*zywv Cuydv] S has jv Cvyds. See note on Syr. 
text for this correction. 

6. owvnjy] So 3, and Q, and most mss. and ver- 

sions: but x A C P, a few mss., and lat. (except pr) 

prefix as. 

ex péeoov Tay] All else, ev ueow T&Y Tecodpwr. 

Kp.07}s] So Q, &e. ; for cp:8ay of the other MSS., 

a few mss., and &, 

Tov olvoy Kal 7d ZAqiov] So one ms. (36), and 

lat., except g: = and the other authorities place 7d 
€dawoy first. 

adicjons| Or -cets. 

7. Céov] All else prefix terdptov. 
8. Kal eldoy trmov xAwpdv | So pr only: nearly all 

else [kal el5ov] kal (50d trmos xAwpds. 

Tov KaOnuevov ... bvoua avtod] Or, 7d dvoua 

tov Kadnuevov... SoS alone: all else 6 kadnuevos 

. bvoma auTa. 

éravw avtov| Lit., em avrdv. 
&koAovdet] Or jKodovdet. 

€560n a’t@| So Q and most mss., and all ver- 

sions: the other MSS. and mss. have €560n avtois. 



I 

g umd Tav Onpiwy THs yrs. 

~ 

to 

vi. 8—17. 

Kat ore 
¥ ‘ A \ , 

jvo.ge THY odpaytda THY TeuTTHY, 

eldov broKdtw Tod Ovovacrnpiov, Tas 
x ‘ > 4 ‘ ‘\ , 

wuxas Tas exhaypevas dia TOV hoyov 
A lal ‘ ‘ \ , 

Tov @eov, Kal dia TH papTuplav 

hv 
a , , Y , c 

dovn peyan déyovtes’ Ews TOTE 6 

’ a > Inoov, eiyov’ Kat expagay 

ey) , c Wa ‘ 2 , 

eom0TNnS O aytos Kal adnOuwds, 
> , \ A a A 

Ov KpIWELS Kal EKOLKELS TO aipa NOV 
3 A wn A 

€K TOV KATOLKOVYTMY eTl THS YS; 

ed00n 
Xr a XN > / 9 -} , 

EVUKY)” Kat eppeOn WA AVATAVOWVTAL 

‘ ec , rs ”~ ‘\ 

Kat EKAOT@ avTw@VY oTOAn 

9’ a 9 o 
€ws KaLpOU Xpovovy puLKpoV’ Ews ov 

A ‘ ce w- > ~ 

trAnpwhact Kai ot atvdovou aitav 

Kat ol dde\fpol avtav ot péddovTeEs 
ct , id ‘ = ne ‘ 

amoktetver Gar @WS KQAL QUTOL. KQL 

eldov ore *yvorEeS THY odhpayida THY 
4 ~ * ‘\ 4 4 > , & 

EKTYV, KAL “CELT LOS heyas EyYEVvETO 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

Ney ‘\ 9237: e Uk , q 
Kal 0 HALOS peAas eyeveTo ws *oaKkos 

, . . [4 , ” > , 

Tplyxwos" Kal  TEANnVH Oy ey€veETO 

avTy @s aipa’ Kal ol aoTepes TOV 

ovpavov eTETay ETL THY YHV, WS TUKH 

Badd\ovaa tovs ddvvOovs adTHs amo 
> , r4 4 ~ € 

avé“ov peyahov oeEioperyn. Kat Oo 

. tKais 
vas c , ‘A Lal »” ‘ 

BiBXia EXtooovTat’ Kal TAY Opos Kat 

> ‘ > , 0 4 e ovpavos *arrexwpioby\, os 

TAaca VyTOS EK TOU TOTOV avTaV 
> 4 \ c A a A 

exwnOyoav. Kat ot Bacirets THS ys 

Kal ol peyvoTaves Kal ol yiAlapxoe 
‘ if , ‘ c.. 2 da . Kal ot mAOVOLOL Kal Ol ioxupol, Kai 

mas Sovdos Kal edevMepos, expupav 
c \ > ‘ , 4 > 

€auTovs €is Ta omnava Kal eis 

Tas TéeTpas TaV dpéwy’ Kal héyovat 

Tols Opegdt Kal Tats TEeTPaLs TETETE 
> ’ c “~ \ i 4 c Lal > ‘\ 

ep pas, Kal KpuwaTe nuas ao 
, Le) > , 7 7 > 0 

Tpoadwmov Tov apviov' o7e nrbev 

ind Tay Onpiwv] Lit., év To Onplw (S, amd rod 

6.): but (a) bd in this sense has no exact equivalent 
in Syriac, and the stop after @avdtw seems intended 
to indicate the change of preposition; (4) the word 
which stands for @ypiov is capable of a plural 
meaning. 

9. ras eoparyuevas] All else, Tay eopaypevar. 

*Ingod| Salone; but three mss. have Incow Xpic- 

tov (cp. i. 2, 9, xii. 17, &c.): a few authorities, adrod: 

= with Q and many mss., Tod apylov. ‘The rest om. 
A€yovtes| Or kal A€youow: lit., Kal A€youtes. 

1l. éxdotw avtay] So 3, with some little support 
(mss. 28, 73). The true reading is probably aitots 

éxaort, as 8X A C P and many mss.; but Q and many 

others have avrots simply. 

éppé6m] All else add aitots. 

avaravowvtat| Or -ovrat. 

€ws kaipov] Or perhaps ér:, which all else read. 
€ws ob] Or éws simply. 

12. *#voize] 8, by an error of pointing, represents 
avolyet. 

*ceicuds] S has pas, a scribe’s error between 
two similar Syriac words. See note on Syr. text. 

*aaxkos| S represents acxds, but a change of 
one letter in the Syr. (see note on it) restores odkkos. 

ait] Or aig: S alone ins. 
13. éxi] So xand ms. 47, and vg, for eis. Cp. ix. 1. 

Bdddovoa] So X, with 8 and some mss. The 

other MSS., some mss., and lat., followed by rec., 

read BaAAec: Many mss. Badovoa. 

ard] So 3, with x and two mss. only. The 
Syriac preposition in S and & represents amd or ek, 
rather than éré which is the reading of the other 

Greek authorities. See note on verse 8. 

avéuov weyadov] Rather av. ioxvpod, but for 

this adjective there is no evidence. 
14. *amexwpiobn] S has a verb= erakn or ametakn : 

but as this has no support, and is apparently due to a 

mistake of the Syriac scribe (by transposition of two 
letters—see note on Syr. text), I restore arexwpia6n. 

tral as] Rather perhaps om. kat (else unsup- 

ported), and read the following words in sing.: see 

note on Syr. text. 

éAlooovta] Lit., efAty@noay (or sing.). All 
else have singular, and (except perhaps ms. 152) ptcp. 

maoa}| S alone ins. 
exivhOnoav| S and & use here the same verb as 

for cetouévy in last verse. Possibly they read éoadev- 

Oxcav here (as ms. 95), and cadevouevn there (as A and 

ms. 12). But this verb = kw, il. 5, supr. 

15. of ioxvpol| Or possibly oi Suvarol, as rec. 

reads (with doubtful authority) ; lit., af duvauecs. 

16. mpoodrov| Salone om. Tot kabnuevov ém row 

Opdvov kal amd THs dpyis, after this word. 

own 



i) 

Los) 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

7 Npepa my peyahn THs dpyis 
> aA A ‘ , , A 

QUTWV Kat TLS Svvatac oTabnvar ; 

yr N ‘ lal be , 

.Kat pera tovro eldov, téacapas 

ayyéhous Eatatas eT Tas TéesTapas 

yovias TAS yns’ Kal KpaTovVTas TOUS 
‘ 4 

py mvp 
avenos emt THS HS pyTe emt THs 

Tésoapas avespous’ wa 

fartacons, pyre ent mav dévdpor. 

Kat eldov addov ayyehov avaBaivovra 
> ‘ > ~ ec , » 

amo avatokwv ndtov, ExovTa odpa- 

yida Oeov Cavros’ Kat expake hwovn 

peyadn Tots Téeocapow ayyedous ois 
> re > A > lal ‘4 ~ ‘ 

€600y avtots aduKnoar THY ynv Kal 
\ 2: td ‘\ > , 

Tv Odhacoay déywr, py aduKnonTeE 

THY ynv pate THv Oahacoav pyTeE 

Ta dévdpa, aypis 08 ohpayicwpev 
MY , lal a > AY an 

Tous SovAovs Tov Meod emt Tav 

PETOTMOV AVTOD. 

Kat 
¥ ‘ > \ a 
HKovea Tov apiOuov Tav 

VI. 17—VII. 9. 

eoppayiopevwv, exatov Kal Teaoa- 

pakovta Kal Tésoapes yiduddes, eK 

"Ek dudys 

"Tovda Sddexa yidtiddes’ ex vdns 

‘PovByny dddexa yidiades’ ex pudys 

maons pudns “lopayh. 

Tad dadexa yuriddess ex dvdys 

"Aonp, Sadexa yidtuades’ ek hvdns 

NedOari, Sdadexa ydiades’ ex 

duins Mavaoy, Sadexa yudiades” 

ex dudns Lvupedv, dddeKa yudwades 

ex dudyjs “Ioayap dHdexa yiduades” 

ex dudys Aevi dddexa yiuades’ 

dulys ZLaBovrodv, dadexa yiduades: 

ex dvdns “Iwond, Sddexa yudiddes. 

ex pvdns Bevapiv dadexa yutiades 

eoppayiopevol. Kal ETA TAUTA ELOY 

oxAov aokvv bv apibunoar avrov 

ovdels HOVVATO’ €K TavTos €OvoUS 

kal dvdns Kat Aawy Kal yAwooor, 

17. adrév] So = [/np; not d], with x C and one 
ms. (38), and lat., except pr: all else aitod. 

VII. 1. kal xpatotyras] So mss. 28, 73, 94: all 

else om. kal. 
aveuouvs] The Greek copies, except ms. 38, 

ins. tis yas after this word, and so 3, &c.: a few 

versions, including arm and other texts of vg [not e/., 
nor am, &e.], om. 

2. avaBaivoyvra] The Syr. text is slightly uncer- 
tain (see note on it), and may be read either as pre- 
terite, or present ptcp. If the former is adopted 

(= ds avéBn) it may imply that the original of S had 
avaBavra (with ms. 1, and rec.). But S often uses 
pret. for pres. ptep. (as in the closely parallel passage, 

xviii. 1, &yyeAov karaBalvoyvta is rendered as if it 

were ds katéBn). I therefore retain davaBalvoyra, 

with nearly all. = is doubtful. 

avatoA@v| So A and one ms. (90) ; so too xvi. 
12 infr.: = with all else, -Ajs. But the plural in §, 
being idiomatic, is not conclusive as to the Greek. 

3. phte (bis)] Or unde (as x). 

bate Ta dévdpa) Lit., kat unre (or unde). 

&xpis ob] Or &xpis simply (cp. €ws ob, vi. 11). 
The Greek copies vary here and xy. 8; ii. 25 they 
ins., xvll. 17 they om., od. 
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oppayiowuey] Or -omev. 

@cod] Without judy following: so a few mss. 

and versions (not 3). 
4. S alone om. éoppayiouévor [-wy] after the 

numerals; but a few mss. om. them and it together. 
"Iopand| & reads “IopandAitav: all else vidv 

*lopana. 

5. S (with aeth. alone) om. eogpayioueva: [-ar] 

here (after the first yiA.) and ins. only in verse 8: S x 
and = / ins. here, but om. from verse 8 (with pr): rec. 
ins. after every tribe (12 times), with a very few mss., 

g and vg; but all MSS. and most mss., = x p [d 

doubtful], twice only—here and verse 8. 

6. Note that S (asalso 3) favours the spelling Neg- 

@aAl (x), and, perhaps, also Mavaof (Q), and in verse 7 

"Ioaxdp (C Q and many mss.); and S transposes 
Issachar and Levi. S om. Levi; see note on Syr. 

text. 

9. kal] S alone ins. (see note on Syr. text). 
éxAov muddy] So A, with pr and other forms 

of vt (but not y), vy, &e.: S, and the Greek generally, 

have kal id0v dxAos ToA’s, but C om. idov. 

dy apWunoa adtdy| Lit., ob eis apiOudy aitod. 
Cp. first note on ii. 21 supr. 

vais] Or plural, as all else, except pr. 

9 
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VII. Q—VUI. 2. 

c aw 3 iz Lal , y 

€oTa@tes evwTiov Tov Opdvov Kat 
> , lal > , A evoTriov TOU apviov, Kal mepiB_eBdy- 

vs ‘ , a , JI 

pevor oToAas hevKas’ Kal dotviKes EV 

Tais xepoly avtav' Kal Kpalovtes 

dovn weyan Kat héyovtes’ 7 TwTN pla 
An e ADE ry \ ro fa , 30% 

TO O€O Hav kal TO Kabynpevw ert 

Tov Opdvov kal TO apviw. Kal TaVTES 
c >” c , , wn 

Ol ayyedo. eloTyKELoay KUKAw TOU 

Opovov Kat Tav mpeaBuTépwr Kai TOV 

Tecodpav Céwv* Kal erecov evaTrov 

Tov Opdvov emi Ta TpdcwTa avTav 

apLnv" 

> , ‘ {4 , ‘A C4 > 

evhoyia Kal 7 codia Kal 7 Evxa- 

héyovres* n d0€a Kal 7 

, \ € ‘ x e , 

piotia Kal TY Kal 7» Sdvapus 
‘\ ‘3 > i’ A “A € aA > ‘\ 

Kal 1) LOXUS TH OHEw NuwV ELS TOUS 
> , r ® 

apynv. Kar 
c A , Ex Tav mperBuTéepav 

alovas TOV alavev 
> , a 
amtexpiOn eis 

héywr pow obror ot mepiBeBd»- 

pévo. Tas oTodas Tas NEevKAas TIVES 
, > ‘ 4 > \ »” 

€L\Ol; KAL mole yAGov ; KQL Elpy Ka 

> Lay pA , ‘ > ‘ 

avT@’ KUpiée pov av oidas. Kal 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

eimé prow’ ovTol eiaw ol epxopeEvor 

€x THs Odibews THs peyadys, Kal 
¥» ‘A A > A ‘ 

em\uvvav tas oTo\as avT@y Kat 
> 4 = © > wn 7 lal 

e\evKavay avTas ev TH aipate TOV 
> , ‘\ lal , > ) , lal 

apviov. Oia TOUTS Elow everov TOD 
, A a \ , 

Opovov Tov Beov, Kat atpevovow 
A i 4.5 lal cal 

avT@ Npepas Kal VUKTOS EV TO Vaw 

avTov' Kal 6 Kabypevos emi TOU 
> Opovov oKynvecer er avtovs’ ov TreEL- 

, 4 

vagovow ovde Sufnoovaw* ovde 
‘ vA | oe > ‘ « 4 > ‘\ 

py wéon em avTovs 6 Hios, ove 
lal fol 9 > , 

Tav Kava OTL TO apviov TO ava 

pécov Tov Opdvov Toipavet avTovs* 
A 58 4 > ‘ > A ‘ ‘ 

Kal Odnynoe avtovs emt Cwnv Kat 
x lal 

emt Tyyas VoaTav' Kat e€adeiiper wav 
, 5: A ° Lal > an 

dakpvov ex Tov dd0arpav advrav. 

Kat 

Thy €Bdounv, eyéveTto ovyy ev TO 7 pn, ey wy) ev 76 

oo »y ‘ 

oTav nvovge THV 

> a € € ya r NOR \ 
oUpava, ws HuLwpiov. Kai eldov Tovs 
c ‘ > a > , lal lal 

émTa ayyedous ol EvwTrLov TOU BeEov 
e , . m > , > a 

ELOTYKELO AV KQaL edodnoav QAUTOLS 

éor@tes| So apparently S and & (with x AP 
and some mss.). But the Syriac (as also Latin) is 
inconclusive here; and possibly éor@ras (of Q and 
most mss.) may be intended by both; or éordtwy 
of C and ms. 38. 

kal mepiBeBAnuevor] Or -ovs. The accusat. is 

read by 8A CQ and most mss., and g: the nominat. 

by P and a few mss.; also by pr and vy. The in- 

sertion of «af, in which S is supported only by pr, 

and other early citations of vt, seems to indicate that 
this ptep. is meant to be of same case as the preceding 

one. But the Greek of this passage is (if the best 

copies may be trusted) so ungrammatical that one 
cannot draw any certain conclusions as to the text. 

otvices] Or -kas. 
10. Kpdgovres .... kal A€yovres] Or kpafovor.. . 

kal Aéyovow. But for A€youow there seems to be no 

authority; and Aéyorres with kat prefixed seems to 

require kpdovres, though the Greek evidence for it 

is slight, and for kat (which = om.) slighter. 

kal 7@ ka8.| Kal is peculiar to 8. 

11. At end of verse, S alone om. kal rpocekivnoay 
TP OCG. 

12. 4 edAoyia kai] All else place these words 
before 7 d0éa. 

14. efpnea] Or efrov. 

16. S, with ms. 36, om. ér after both mewacovow 

and Supjoovow, supported in the first case by x, and 

in the second by P and a few mss. (1, 36, 38, &c.). 

A Q and most mss. ins. in both places. S agrees 

with x [d/p; but x with Q], as do also pr and xg; 
but g with P [C hiat, vii. 14-17]. 

ovde... 

17. em) why kal emt mnyas| §8 

(wis m. (MSS., most mss.. lat. and other versions), 

or ém (éoas 7. (some mss.) ; = doubtful. 
étadrelWer] S alone om. 6 Oeds after this verb. 

VIII. 1. érav] Or dre. 

2. eforjkeroay| So 8 and &, supported by g, and 

ms. 38 and a few others (with varying orthography). 

All else have éorjkac: (pr and vg, stantes, which is 

indecisive). 

ovde un] Or ovde un... 005’ ov uy. 

alone: for ém} 

15 
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ATIOKAATYWIX. 

3 €mTa oadmuyyes. Kai addos nO Kai 
> , > A , A ¥ eatadn emi tov Ovo.agtypiov’ €ywv 

: ‘A Sasa a 
MBavwrov ypvcovv? Kat €dd0y aita 

Ovpidpata moda Tals Tpooevyxats 

TOV aylwov TavTwr, emt TO Ovora- 
, Ny M9 4 A , AY 

OT) PLov TO EVWTLOV TOU Opovov. KQL > 

> 4 (4 X\ A , U4 aveBn 6 KaTrvos TO? Ovptapatwy Tats 

Tpowevxats TOV ayiwy, ek XELPOS 
A > / > , A A ‘\ 

TOU ayyédou €vwmLov Tov Me€ov. KQL uw 

» ” \ 
etngev 6 ayyedos 70 MBavwrov, Kal 

, a a \ 
€ye“ioev aVTO EK TOV TUPOS TOV emt 

A , Ay, > ial 

tov Ovovacrnpiov, Kal eBadev eis THY 
a“ m ‘\ > ia ‘ ‘\ ‘\ 

ynv' Kat €yeveto Bpovral Kat dovat 

Kal GOTpaTal Kal WELT LOS. 
r ‘ © ie ‘ » cy ‘ 

6 Kat ot €mra ayyedou ot Exovtes TAs 
c ‘ Pa 

émTa oadtlyyas, NTO\LaTaV EavTOUS 
” , Ne a > , 

7 Wa oaltTiowo. Kato T PWTOS eoad- 

e Ss > & , ‘\ Lal 

Tire Ka eyeveTo xahala Kal UP 

VIII. 2—TT: 

9 Q 

peptypeva ev voatu Kal eBd\ynOnoav 

eis THY ynv' Kal TO TpiTovy THS YRS 

KaTEKan’ Kal TO TplTov TwY Sévdpwv 

KATEKGN. Kal 74S \YOpTOsS THS y7s 
, Pence , > , 

katexan. Kat 6 devrepos eoadmice’ 

Kal €yeveTO ws Opos péya KaLopLEVoV 
»” > DY ie . N33. 4 erecev eis THY Oadacoav’ Kai eyévero 

TO Tpitov THS Oatdoons aipa’ Kat 

améfave TO Tpitov TavTwY T@V KTL- 
, a > A , ay. 

opdtav Tav ev TH Oartacoyn To €xov 

Wuxynv. Kal 70 Tpitov Tav Totwr 

diehOapn. 
Ney. ral a Sy Kal €mEeoEV EK TOV OUPavov aaTnp 

rN 

Kat 6 tpitos é€oadmce, 

4 , c , e ‘\ péyas Kavdjmevos @s apmas’ Kal 
, aw Lal 

emecev ETL TO TpiTOV THY TrOTAPeV 
‘\ SEEN ‘ ‘ tal c , 

Kal emt Tas mynyas THY VddTwr, 
‘ ‘ »” lal by , , 

Kal TO Ovowa TOV aoTépos éyeTau 

6 "AivOos' Kal e€yévero TO TpiTov 

3. &Ados] S alone omits &yyedos after this 
word. 

tais mpocevxais] Lit., év rats xp., and so in 

next verse; but as it seems probable that S treats the 
dative as instrumental in both places, I think it best 
not to translate the prefixed preposition. = [dn p; 

but 7 doubtfully] uses the same prefix here; but in 
next verse that of the genitive. S is alone in omitting 

tva doe [ddon, or 5G] before these words. 
Ovc.agthpiov] S alone om. to add 7d xpucoov. 

5. Tov ém Tov @vo.actnplov| All else om. tod én 

[C hiat, viii. 5-ix. 16]. 
éyevero] All else plural, except ms. 68. 

7. év fart] Or b5ar1. So = (ln; for which d has 
ev ovpav@|: but =p, with all else, év afuar:. The 

words afuar: and #5a7: might readily be confounded ; 

but the equivalent words in Syriac are more nearly 

alike, and perhaps it would have been better to restore 

*aiuar: in the Greek text. See, however, note on 

Syr. text. 

€BAnOnoay] So 3, and a few mss.: the rest 
€BAnOn. 

xépros Tis ys] All else have yAwpds instead 
of tis yas: but possibly the Syr. noun is meant to 

represent xdptos xAwpdés, as Mk. vi. 39 (Psh.). See 
note on Syr. text. 

16 

8. devrepos] Without &yyedos following: so x 
alone. 

eyevetro ws} So ms. 95: all else om. éyévero. 

kaiduevov] So Q and many mss.: the other 

Greek copies, and nearly all the versions (including 3), 
prefix srupt. 

érecev] All else, BAH, which perhaps S 
intends. 

9. mavtwy] S and & alone ins. [7 with *]. 
7d éxov] All else, ra €xovra. 

Wuxnv] So x alone of Greek copies: all the 
rest, and lat. and most versions, plural [A hia¢]. 

drepOapy] So rec., with Q and many mss., and 

lat.; the other mss. and versions (including 3) have 
plural. 

10. rplros] All else add &yyeAos: so verse 12, and 

1Xsels 

Aaurds| The word here used in S usually re- 
presents pAdé, and in the only other place where A. 

occurs in Apoc. (iv. 5) it is rendered differently. But 

I see no reason to doubt that A. was found here in the 
Greek original : it is a word which seems to have had 
no proper equivalent in Syriac, and is usually trans- 

literated not only by (as here) and Hkl., but by Psh. 

11. 6”Ayiw0o0s]| 8 clearly distinguishes &fv@os here 
from ayiv@iov in next sentence. See next note. 

I 

fe) 



VIII. 1I—Ix. 5. 

Tov vdatwv ws abivOov' Kat modXot 
~ > v4 > (4 Ld > 

tov avOpaTwv améfavov' oT. emt- 
, , ¢& r bOI , kpavOnoav 7a vdata. Kato téraptos 

> , Noe 5 la IN , a 

eoamioe, Kal ETANYN TO TplToOV TOU 
e 4 \ 5 fe aA rg 

yqAtov Kal TO Tpitov THS aEdHVNS 

kal TO Tpitovy Tov aaTépwr’ Kal 
> , cal 

€okotiabnoav TO Tpitov avTav’ 
‘\ € e YA > ¥» ‘ , 

Kal 1) Nepa ovK Ehawe TO TpiTOV 

Kat 
> 
eV 

>’ ~ . % € ‘\ € , 

QAvuTNSs Kal vve OPOLWS. 

» aA 

yHKoVvTa €VOS GETOU TETOMEVOU 
lod > Lal Zz > ‘\ > N. > \ 

Tw ovpav@ hEyovTos* Oval OVAL OVAL 

TOlS KaTOLKOVOW emt THS YHS EK THS 

dwvns Tov cadrtiyywy Tov TpLov 

ayyé\wv Tov peddovtwr cadrilew. 
r \ c , > 2. \ 78 

. Kat o TELTITOS €oadTLoe, KQL €LOOV 

> Lal nw 

aoTépa €kK TOV OUpavod TETTWKOTA 
SIN ~ Lal \ > / > my ‘3 ‘ 

emt THS ys, Kal €O00y adT@ 7H KheEls 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

A , A > , ‘A 

tov dpedtwy THs aBvooov. Kai 
Sa, . > a , e 
avéByn Kavos €k Tav hpEeatav, ws 

Kamvos Kapivov peyddns Kavomevys® 
\ > , c 9 ‘\ < SEN 3 Kat €xKkoTicOn 6 7nALos Kal 6 anp EK 

TOU KaTVvOv TaV PpEedtwy. Kal Ek TOU 
A > A >’ , > ‘ A Kamvou e€nOov axpides eis THY yqY, 

Ny 3 4 > Nae 2 , A »” 

Kai €000n avbrats e€ovala nv Exovew 

ol okoptio. THs yns- Kal EeppéOn 

avTats Wa pn adiKyoOwoL TOV XOpTOV 

™ms yns’ 
ld > ‘ ‘\ > te 4 dévdpa’ ei p7) TOUS avOpwTrovs oUTLVES 

‘\ A ‘ tf ~~ 

Kal wav yxwpov ovde 

ovK €xovor THY oppaytda Tov MEd 
> ‘ A , > a ‘\ > , €ml TOV mEeTOTMY avTav. Kal edd6y 

avTats iva fy aTOKTELYWOW aUTOUS, 

ahha Bacavobnoovra: pnvas TEVTE 
‘\ c x > A c Kat 6 Bacavopos avtav ws Baca- 

” > ¥ 

virpos GKopTlov OTay TéTy ET av- 

ds ayivOov] (i) For ws, all else, except yr and 

h, read eis. (ii) A few mss. (7, 28, 79) agree with S 

in reading &fivOos. . . abivOiov: nearly all else read 

&livOov (for -1ov); & alone of Greek copies reads the 

latter word in both places. 
br emixpavOnoav Ta bdata] S alone, for ek Tav 

bdatav, oti emikpavOnoay. 

12. kal éoxoticbnoay] Or -icm, which is the read- 

ing of the three mss. (35, 68, 87) which (with the Comm. 

of Andreas (Cod. Coislin.], and the Amrenian version) 
support S in substituting «ai with indicative for wa 

oxot.o67), the best attested and usual reading. % com- 

bines both into a conflate reading: in Un, tva oKot. 07 

7d tTpltov avtay [*] Kal eoxotic@naay’ [Kal] 7 jmepa wi) 

gdvy [or par, or palyy]: in dp more skilfully, va 
oKoTi67) Td TpiTov avT@y’ Kal eoKoTicbn 7 juEpa iva 

un pavyn [or as above]. See note on Syr. text. 
ovk epawe] For ph gpavy [paivn], with the 

same three mss. (cp. note on xerpé, ii. 1) and Comm, 

13. kal #xovoa} All else prefix Kal eldov. 

7T@ ovpav@) All else pecovparhuat: [-louart), 

which probably 8 intends. Cp. xiv. 6, xix. 17. 

Aéyovtos| All else add gwry [ueyadn]. 
Tots KaToikovow | Or Tovs kaTo.KoUvTas. 

THs gwris| All else pwrav, 

except = (dup; not 7], which reads ris pwris tov 

Aoima@y. 

tav gadmiyywv) So =: all else ths oaa- 

miyyos. 

D 

Tov Aomwy 

IX. 1. ém) ris ys] So mss. 38, 97, for els thy viv, 

of nearly all else. Cp. vi. 13. 
tav ppedtwy] All else tod ppéatos, here, and 

next verse (dis). 
2. peydAns Kaiomevns} So a few mss. (36, 38, 

&e.) and g; but 8 AP, many mss., h, pr, and vg, 

and other versions, followed by rec., om. the latter 
word; Q and many mss., and 3%, the former. 

3. abrais] Or avtois (here, and verses 4 and 5). 
S and & are indecisive here, the Syriac words for 

axpides and for oxdpmior both being masc. Rec. has 

the fem., following P and most mss., against X, in all 

these places ; A has fem. in verses 3 and 4 only ; Qin 

verse 5 only. 
fw éxovow] All else have &s for jy, and all 

(except &) add éefovalay after €xovorw. 

4. adiucnowor| Or -cova. 
kal wav] Nearly all else, odde (unde) wav. 
devdpa} All else, way 5€vdpov. 
avtav] So 3, with Q and most mss., pr, and 

vg (el, with most], and other versions: the other 

MSS., a few mss., g, and am, arm, &c., om. 

5. Bacavicdnoovra| Or -@ao1. All else prefix iva. 

mean er’ | S alone; but the M&S. and many 

mss. read (by etacism) méoyn without émi: 

naion, Which the other authorities give (except a few 

Cp. vii. 16, where one is 

against 

mss., Which have wAnén). 

tempted to conjecture malay for méon én’, in view ot 

this passage, and also of Esai. xlix. 10 [LXX]. 
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6 Opwrov. 

/ 

8 

9 

ATIOKAATYWIZ. 

\ ’ Lal € , 9 , 

kal €v Tals npepais exel- 
, e »” ‘ 

vats Cntyoovow ot avOpwro. tov 
A‘ y > , 

Oavatov Kat ov pH evpwow avTov’ 
‘ > 2: > A X 

Kal emOupnoovow amobaveiv, Kat 
, c , > > > A AX 

dev&erar 6 Oavatos am avTav. Kat 
‘ c , lol >’ , 7 

TO Opolwpa TOV aKpiOwVv opLoLoV 

imTols WTOWLAacpEvoLs Eis TOAEMOP. 
A > . ‘A ‘A > Lal rt , 

Kal éml Tas Kehadas av’Tav ws oTe- 
9 lal A , 

avo OpoloL Ypuo@' Kal TA TPOTw- 

Ta avTav ws mpocwra avlbpoTwr 

Kal €ixov Tplyas ws Tplyas yuvalKkov’ 
‘\ € > F > aw 14 / A 

Kal OL OOOVTES AUT@V WS hEOVTWY. Kal 
> , € , os 
elyov Japakas ws Odpakas otdnpods 

Kal 1 hwvn Tov TrEpvywv adTaV ws 
A € , 7 ~ 

dovn appatav immwv mo\dov TpeE- 

XovT@v €is TONEMOV. Kal EXoVTLY 

IX. 5—I4. 

an e , Date \ , ovpas dpolas oKopTio® Kal KévTpa 

TdeN ey Tats otpats adtav Kal 
C > , > fy > A ‘ S) 

n e€ovola avtav adunoar Tovs av- 

Oparovs pnvas TevTE. Kal Exovow 

é7 avtav *Baoiéa tov ayyedov 
A > , a » c a ‘\ 

™ms aBvaocov' @ ovopa “EBpaiozi 

*ABaddav: 

ovona exer “Amodvar. 

Kat ev TH ‘EdAnviKy 
€ > \ c 

N oval 7 
, x, OA > N » » 

pia amndev, idod epyovtar ert 
i ye ‘ a € y 

dvo ovai. Meta tatvta 6 €kTOos 
y aah \ ¥ ayyedos €oalmice. Kal YKOVTa 

dovnv pilav, €k Tov TETTApwr 

Kepatwv tov Ovovactynpiov Tov 

Xpvoov Tov eEvwTLoy TOV OeEov" 
, A 4 > , c »” 

h€yovTa Tw ExTw ayyélw O €ExwV 
‘A , Lal \ v2 

Thv oadmyya, hUcov Tovs Téo- 

6. ov wh efpwow] Or edphoovow (or -wow). 

gpevterat] S and 3, with Q and most mss., and 

lat., followed by rec. ; against pedye: of A P (x puyn) 

and a few mss., followed by rev. 

7. 7d duolwua)] All else 7a duoidpara, except = 
and g. 

Suoiov} Or duoa, with nearly all authorities ; 
or 8uoio1, With 8 alone. & apparently supports x; but 
its text shows signs here of conflation with S. See 
note on Syr. text. 

orépava butt . . . avOpémwy] 8S, by omitting 
the points which mark the plural, appears to make 

these nouns singular; but I treat this as an oversight 

of the scribe (and so in ¥7 as regards the former), and 

retain the plural, with all the other authorities. The 
word by which mpéowma is here rendered is, though 

plural in form, the usual equivalent of mpéowmoy, but 
is used also, as here, for the plural. 

8. elyov] Or &xovor (as verses 10 and 11, but not 

9); but for this reading there is here no authority. 

Acdvtwy] Soh: allelse add joay, except ms. 73. 
9. Odpakas .. . Odpakas a15npots] S (not S) writes 

these words as singular (ep. verse 7, orépavor....). 

10. cxoprig) All else plural. [C hiat, x. 10—xi.5.] 

kal kevtpa Tde™ ev] The dé is obelized in S. 
The reading kat xévrpa év is supported by many mss. 

and versions, including vg, but vt is doubtful. But 

the MSS., many mss., = and other versions, give ral 

kévtpa kal ev. The reading of rec., kal xévtpa hy ev, 
is weakly supported. 

kal 7 eEovgia avtay| A few mss. (1, 36, 79, &c.), 

18 

h, and pr, and vg [e?, with arm, &e.; not am, &e.] 

give kal: the rest (including all MSS., g, and 3) om.; 

=, with Q and many mss., reading éfouclay €xovaww. 

11. «al €xovow] P and some mss., lat., 3, and 

most versions, ins. kat: the rest om. The Greek copies 
are divided between @xovow and éxovoa: of the lat., 
h, pr, and vq, have habetant ; g, habent. 

*Bao.Aea| The word in S represents &yyeAov : 

but as it differs from that which represents BaoiAéa by 

the insertion of but a single letter, I treat it as a cleri- 

cal error (see note on Syr. text), and restore BaoiA€a. 

@ bvoua) Lit., ob dvoua [adrov]. One ms. (18) 
reads as above, and so & (with avt@ added) ; h, pr, and 

vg, cui nomen, as also 3 [dip]. AP Q and most mss. 

have only tvoua a’t@, and sog; also & m (with Kal 
prefixed). 

*ABaddav] See note on Syr. text. 

‘EAAnvikh . ..’AmoAvwy] (i) Lit., Supaxq: so 
vg adds latine . . . Exterminans (and vt similarly). 

(ii) ‘lwo mss. (49, 98) read (as 8) amoAdwy = Looser. 

See note on Syr. text; and ep. verse 14 (Adoov). 

12,13. Mera ratra 6 éxros| This reading 1s sup- 
ported by 8 alone of Greek copies, and copt. alone of 

versions. Q and one ms. (14) have Kal wera tatTad...5 

many mss., Meta tadra kald...; but A P, and most 
authorities (including = and g and vg), followed by 

rec., connect «eta Tavta with the preceding verse and 

place a full stop after, with Kat following. 
14. Aéyovta] Or -ovtos, or -ovcay. 

6 éxwv] Or rg Exovtt, but for this there is 

little authority—and less (if any) for ds exe of rec. 



IX. 14—21. 

>’ ‘ , aX 

capas ayyedous Tovs Sedepevous emt 

D Tap@ To peyaro Evdpar 7 TmoTapd TO peydho Bippdrp. 
‘ > , c 4 »” c 

15 Kal EAVONoaY o1 TEerTapes ayyedot Ot 

16 

_ 7 Opov avrav. 

‘ ‘ > TOpacpevor eis THY wWpay Kal Eis 
‘ ec ‘ A \ 

THV NMEpav Kal Els TOV pHVa’ Kal Eis 
, id 

TOV EVLAUTOV, WWa amToKTElVwoL TO 
, A > , ‘ « bf ‘ 

Tpitov Tov avOpoTwv. Kat 6 apiOuds 
lal , lal A 

TOV OTPATEYLaTwY TOV immKov, dvo 
v4 me » tp > 

pupiddas pupiddwy nKovoa TOV apt- 
‘ 

Kat Tovs Kabynpevous 
2.9 t A »” - , 5 €7 avtav €xovtas Oépakas Tupivous 

\ € 

Kat tiakwOov Pedy’ Kat at Kepa- 

hal Tov immwv aditav, ws Kedadal 
Q Lal , Lal 

AEOVTwWY" Kal EK TOV OTOMaATOS av’TaV 
x A . ‘ 

kat Oetov’ Kat EKTOPEVETAL TUP 

KamTvos. Kal amd Tov TpLav myyeov 
, ~~ 

TovTwy amextavOnoay TO TpiTov TaV 

15. els thy nuépav] So Q and many mss., and =: 

but most om. els rAv. 

eis Tov . . . eis Tov] S and & alone ins. the 
preposition in these places. 

16. rot inmxod] Lit., trav imméwy, but for this 
there is no support, except pr. 

wupiadas] So = [F], with x alone. All else have 
pupiades, with or without do [or di-] prefixed. 

In 8, and 3 [d/p; not »] the punctuation shows that 
the word is regarded as accusative, in apposition with 
Toy apibudv. 

17. kal rods Kadnuévous . . . €xovtas] S omits the 

opening words of this verse, kal oftws eldov tobs tr- 

mous ev 77 Space. This text, with this omission, 

rather represents kal of kadquevor .... Exovtes [or 

€xovo.]. See note on Syr. text. But I think it best 
to treat the omission as casual (whether in the Syriac 

or in its Greek original), and to leave the rest of the 

Greek text unaltered. As it thus stands, the accusa- 

tive may be regarded as pendent. 

@épakas mupivous] S (not X) writes these words 
in singular: cp. verse 9. 

tidkwOov Gewdn| Lit., capxndova Oeiov: all 

else have takivOivous kal Oewders. See note on Syr. 
text. 

tav inrwy avtay) S alone ins. pron. 

tov otduatos| All Greek copies have plural: 
also = and the other versions; except the lat., which 

agree with S: cp. next verse. 

kal @etov kal xamvés] All else reverse the 

D2 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

tA , 5 A ’ wn A A > 

avOpwTwv' Kal ek TOD TuUpos Kal &€k 
A P rn one 

tov @Qeiov kat €k TOU KaTVOD TOD 
: . 

EKTOPEVOLEVOU EK TOU OTOMATOS 
> led c ‘ > ie Lal id > 

avtav. yap e€ovala tav imtwv ev 
» 4 ” a = 

T@ OTOPATL AVT@Y Kal EV Tals Opats 
> A“ ‘ c A A > , 

avTav, Kal ol ourot TaV avOparrav 
a > > , > A 

ot ovK amextavOnoav év Tats mhy- 
Lal » 

yals TavTaLs, OVTE pETEVONTAY EK 
ie A a aor oe a 

TOU Epyov TOV XELPaV aUTaY, Wa [7 
B. x A ‘ 

TpookvyyTovor TA Saipovia Kal Ta 
yy x lal ® x S Lal 

elowla Ta ypvoa Kal Ta apyuvpa 
QA % nr % ml , XQ rs! 

Kal Ta yadka Kal ta EVwa Kal Ta 
, a »” 

NOwa, & ovre Br€rew *Svvavra\ 
4 a » nw 

OUTE GKOVELY OUTE TEpiTaTEY, Kal 
, wn w~ 

ov meTevonoav ek TaVv hovwev avTov 
‘ A A A Ri 

Kal €K TOV Papphake@v avT@V Kal eK 

THS TOpvelas avTav. 

position of these two nouns here; and so in verse 18. 
The colon is superfluous. 

18. kal ex Tod mupds] S and &, and cl, 

alone have cai in the former of these two places: 8 
alone in the latter. 

éx Tod Befov] So ¥ with P and a few mss. and 
g: the rest om. ék. 

éx Tod Kamvod] So S with C P and some of the 
same mss. as in last, and g and vg [el, &e. ; not am or 

arm]: the rest om. ék. 
tov otduatos| Two mss. (91, 95) here support 

8; also lat.: but all else plural. 

19. 4 yap] Lit., dt: 7: but for this reading there 
is no support. 

otduatt avtav] All else add substantive verb. 
ovpats avtav] S alone om. the concluding 

kalamd ... 

clause, at yap ovpal . . . adiKovor. 

20. otre] Or otdé. 

tov &pyov] All else plural. 
mposkvyngovat] Or -cwor. 
EvAwa.. . Ai@iva] So x alone: all else reverse 

the position of these two adjectives. 
*Suvavta] Or *dvvara. S alone om.; but as 

this appears to be accidental, I supply the word. 
otre mepimareiy] Lit., } mepimateiv. 

21. Kaleéx...Kat é«] All else (in both places) obre ek. 
gpappaceray| Or papuakwy: but see note on 

Syr. text. 

mopveias avtay]| All else (except pr) add otre 

€k TOV KAEUMATWY AUTO. 

19 
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X. 

> 
2 

e) 

4 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

Kat eidov adov dyyedov kata- 

Baivovra €k Tod ovpavod epiBe- 

Bdypevov vedédnv’ 
‘A ‘ > Ne ‘\ ‘ , 

Tv Kehadynv avTov’ Kal TO TpdTw- 

‘\ (pt) SHEN 

Kalb 1 tpls €77l 

> lol ¢é c y Ay c / 

Tov avTov @s 6 Atos, Kal ol TddEs 
> Lal £ * Lal q , 5 ‘A A 

avdtov ws *atvowW Tupds’ Kal eyo 

ev TH xeupt BiBdapiso.ov 
> vd é Ni a) ‘ 58 

AVEWY [LEVOV Kalb €UNKE TOV TOO 

LA 
QAUTOU 

avtov tov defor emt THs Oahacoys, 
XN A Sace: > ‘\ A avs \ Tov O€ evovupov emt THS ys’ Kat 

expage havn peydlyn worep éwv 
lal . 2 »” > , 

puKkatau’ Kal ore expakev édddn- 

gav at émta Bpovrat tats éavTav 
A ‘\ y > , ec c ~ 

dovats. Kal ote ehahnoav al enta 

Bpovral, €ue\dov ypadew. Kaiykovoa 
‘\ > A > A A c , dovyv ek TOV ovpavov Tov EBdSdopov 

héyovoav, odpayioov 6 éd\ddnoay 
ec c ‘ \ \ ‘ > ‘\ , 

al E7TA Bpovrat KGL [L7) AUTO ypans. 

x. I—9. 

Ny je, ey, a > e A 74 
Kal 6 ayyehos Ov eldov ExtaTa emt 

a , Ne SESN a a a > Ts Jaracons Kal emt THS Y7S, Os HpE 
A nw \ 

THY XElpa avTov eis TOV Ovpavor" Kat 
» A lol ‘ lol 

wpooev ev TH CwvTt Els TOUS aiavas 

TOV aidvwv' Os ExTLTE TOV oOUpa- 
‘ Ni ‘\ > > on ‘\ ‘ ~ \ VOV Kal TA EV QUT@, Kal THY yHV Kal 
‘ >’ t) A 9 , > ¥ Ta €V GUTH, OTL XpOvos OvK EaTAaL 

: 
ert’ *adha' 

€Bdopov 
, , 

oahmilew, Kai éereheoOn TO puoty- 

€v Tals mepats TOV 

ayyé\ov, oTav peddr(gn 

A - a a > , \ 
plov Tov Meov, 0 evnyyéducE TOUS 

, > Lal ‘ , 

SovAovs avTov Tods TpopyTas. 
r ‘\ ~ »” > lal > lol 

Kat davnv yKovea €K TOV OVPAavoU 

madw adrovaoav pet euov Kai deé- 

vmaye hdBe TO BiBdapi- 

duov 70 ev TH XELpL TOV ayyédou TOU 

yovoav’ 

lal An A AY lal 

EOT@TOS ETL THS YHS Kal ETL THS 

fatacons, Kal Katapaye avTo Kal 

X. 1. &yyedov] All else add isyupdr. 

*orvAo.] S has here a word = &Opakes, which, 
however, I take to be a misreading (see note on Syr. 

text) on the part of the Syriac scribe for the similar 

word = oriAa, which I therefore restore, as read by 

most: but ms. 388 has otiAos, with 3, am, arm, &e. 

2. €ywv] Or elev. 

3. Tats ... pwvais} Sox, and one ms. (7), and 

9g; pr om.: all else, including & and vg, give accus, 

4. rod €BSduov) Or thy EBSduny: but no other 

authority supports the insertion of either. It is un- 
certain whether S means, ‘‘ from heaven, the seventh 

[voice],”’ or, ‘from the seventh heaven.’’ Possibly 
a marginal reference to verse 7, or lateral transference 

from it, has here crept into the text. 
8... adro] All else plural. 

5. ys] Lit., Enpas: but see note on Syr. text. 
és] SoS, but all else om. Probably the Syriac 

prefix = és has been inserted by mistake, and the word 
ought to be obelized. 

Thy xeipa avtov| So A, one or two mss. (1, 

36), and vg: the rest, with vt and 3, add ri Setiay. 
6. S agrees with x A, a few mss., and vt, in omit- 

ting kal thy @adacoay Kal Ta ey aii: against the 
other Greek copies, =, and vg. 

xpévos ov éorar €r1] S places &rx first; but 
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there is no Greek authority for that arrangement of 
the words, nor for any except that which I have given, 

or xp. ovxér: €ora, as all MSS., and nearly all mss. 
The latter is followed by 3, but it is clear that S 
means to separate @r: from ovk—as also lat. 

7. *aAAa] S has ovx, but this is evidently due to 
the accidental omission of a single letter by the Syriac 
scribe. See note on Syr. text. 

juepas] All else add tis pwrijs. 
6] So a few mss. ; against #s, which is read by 

all other copies, and versions (% included). Perhaps 
the pronoun in § is meant to represent ds—a possible 

reading, but unsupported elsewhere. 

einyyeAice Tovs ...] S is here indecisive, 

(1) between act. and mid. ; (2) between accus. and dat. 

dovAous avtov] So Q and many mss. : the rest, 
éavtod 6. (3% ambiguous; also lat.). 

8. gpwvhy Hxovca] One ms. (7), and rt, and vg [ed, 

with arm, &c.; not am] support this reading ; against 
all other copies and versions, including = and am, 

which have 7 ¢wvr} iv Hxovca. 

7d BiBAaptdiov 7d) All else add jvewyuévor. 

vis . - - @addoons} All else transpose. 
9. kal katapaye| All else prefix (with slight 

variations) kal amjAGov mpds Thy &yyeAov A€ywr aiT@ 

dovvai wor Td BiBAapldiov’ Kal Aeye: mor, AaBe. 

~ 
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. Baoiievou rodXots. 

X. Q—XI. 7. 

A A , e > + t I 

TUKpavEet ToLTHV KOLLav Gov add’ ev 

TO OTOpaTl Gov EoTat ws PEN. Kal 

CaBov 75 BiBdapidiov ex THs KELPOS 
lal > , ‘ 4 > lay 

Tov ayyé\ov Kal Katéhayov avTo 

Kal nv ev TO oTopatt pov ws pede 
2 ‘\ 7 »” > ‘A > 

yhukd' Kal ore epayov avTo emt- 
tA b3 , ® , 

KpavOn Kola pov. Kat deyer 
wn ys lal > ‘A 

por’ Set oe maw mpodyTevoar Emre 
» \ a \ , \ 
éOveou kat Naots Kal yoooas Kal 

Kal €000n row 
, 7 ( Ty * ‘\ c ? of 

Kdapos Gpovos paBdw Kal ELaTHKEL 
c »” , * ” \ vd 

6 ayyedos héywv' Eyeipar Kal peé- 

Tpynoov Tov vaov Tov @eov, Kat TO 

Ouovactypiov Kal Tovs mpooKuvor- 
‘\ ‘\ > \ \ 

Kal THY avdyyv THY 

exBare e&wlev 
‘A Ay > ‘4 "4 fal 7 > , 

Kal py) avTnY METPHONS’ OTL e000 

ae oe 
Tas €v avT@. 
»” an an 

é€owfev Tov vaov, 

a » Fe \ \ , \ 
tots €Oveot’ Kat THY TOW THY 

, Aw , 

aylay TaTyooVoL pyvas TeToOapa- 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

KovTa Kat dvo. Kal da@0w Tots dvot 

paptvol pov wa mpodyntevoovaw, 
ec ie a 7 , X neepas xidlas Kal diaKoolas Kat 

eEnxovta mepiPeBynpevoe TaKkovs. 

dvo dvo 
> , r ie, 

€V@TLOV Kuptou 

e s > E) a ‘ 
OUVTOL €ELoL €hatat Kat 

c lal 

Avxviat ob TOU 

TaoHs THS YAS ETT@TES. Kal EL TLS 
> A b) , a > 

feeder adiucnoar avtovs, TUp €K7rO- 

pevetat €k TOV OTOmaTos avTaV 
. F ‘ > be > A 

Kal Katecbier Tos €yOpovs avTav' 
x 4 , > A > , 

Kat oatis Oéder adiKnoar avrTovs, 
V4 A > ‘\ > A ‘ 

ovTw Set avTovs amroKTavOynvar. Kat 
a 7 ‘ > , 4 

otro. €xovor THv e€ovotav Khetoas 
x t | I 8 y >, a i ‘ > 

Tov ovpavoev, wa pn Bpéxn veTos €v 

Tals npépas THS TpopyTelas avTwv 
XN > , ” , ‘ 

KQL efovolav EKXOvVGL ot pepew Ta 

voata eis aipa’ Kat *raragar’ 
‘ , : F 

THY ynv ev aon mAnyn oTaKis 
aN , * Y , 

é€av Oelnowor. Kal oTav TEAETWOL 

go... . gov] All else read cov before, and 
om. after, THy KolAlay. 

Zorot} All else add yAuxv. 
11. Aéyee wor] So P and many mss., = and vt and 

vg [el, with arm, &e.], &e.: but the other Greek 
(C hiat, x.10—xi. 3], and am, read A€youst po. 

def oe mdAw) Lit., ded0Tat vor maAw xpdvos : 

but see note on Syr. text, iv. 1. 
Z0veo. kat Aaois| So el (not am or arm), and = 

with émf before Aaozs: all else place Aaois first. 
XI. 1. Kat eforhwer 6 &yyedos| So = [but 7 pre- 

fixes *], with Q and several mss. ; also arm. The 

other Greck copies, and versions (including lat. except 

arm), om. 

2. thy €owber] So nand a few mss. (1, 35, 87, 
.): nearly all the other authorities have tiv efwiev. 

Ztw0ev] So A, with some mss. (including 1, 35, 

87, as in last note): Q and many, &w; P éowbev, 

and & éow. 
3. va mpopntevoovow] Lit., mpopntedoa. All 

else, except pr, have kal for va. See first note on ii. 27. 

mepiBeBAnuevor] Or -pevous. 
4. 500... 3v0] So apparently S, and probably =. 

All else prefix af to the former word; and nearly all, 

except x, to the latter. 

&e 

of... €otates} Orai .. . éEorTates. 

mdons| S alone ins. this word. 
5. ef tis 0€Ae1] Or possibly (yre?, but for this 

latter there is no support: see note on Syr. text. 

OéAet adiKjoa avtovs (bis)] The position of the 

pronoun after both verbs (in 8, not =) is probably due 
to the Syr. idiom; but is supported, in the first 

instance, by ms. 14 alone; in the second, by x alone. 

doris] So ms. 38; the rest ef [4] Tus. 
def avrovs| So ms. 87: all else, de¢ adrov. 

6. kal ovro) All else om. kal. 
Bpéxn] Lit., caraBalyy. 
berds| A few mss., and g, place this word thus: 

3, and most Greek copies, and versions, place it be- 

fore the verb; rg om. 
év tais jucpas] So ms.1; pr, in diebus: all 

other Greek, ras juépas. 

otpepew Ta bdata| All else, em tay ‘daTwy 

oTpepey aura. 
*natata:] The verb used by S = tamewdou, 

but an obvious correction of the Syr. text (see note on 

it) restores matafat. 

doakis eav] So all authorities; lit., ép’ door: 

see note on Syr. text. 

GeAhowoi) Or -couas. 

“I 
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ATIOKAATYIS. 

x cal , 

THY paptupiay avtav, TO Onpiov To 
> La) > A , , 

avaBatvov é€k THs Oataoons Touj- 

TEL MET avT@V TOELOV, Kal VUKHOEL 

avTOUs Kal aGmToKTEVEeL avTOvS. Kal 
‘ lal ‘A lal lol 

TA TTOPATA AVT@OY ETL TOV TAATELOV 
ae, A Ayre © 

THS TOhEWS THS MEYaANS TLS KadELTAL 
A ys 4) x Av 7 

TVEVLATLK@S LOdopa Kat AvyuvmTTos 
9 € ate 9). (FS > , omov 6 Kivpios aitav éoravpébn. 

Kat Bdérovoew ex Tov dvdrav Kal 
lal ‘\ A ‘ > A ‘\ 

hadv Kal ywooav Kat efvav Ta 

TTOLATA GAVT@V Hpepas TpEls Kat 
oy ‘ A > 4 

HpLOV’ Kal TA TTOPATA avT@V OVK ady- 
A AY (J 

cova. TeOnvar eis prypata. Kal OL 
~ ‘ A lal , 

KATOLKOUITES ETL THS YNS KapHToVTaL 
Sas) > la \ > , 4 \ 
€7 avTots Kat evppavénoorTar’ Kat 

lal gy if , 

Sapa réupovow addy ous" dTe ot SVo 
a > , “ 

mpodytar eBacavicavy TOUS KaToL- 

7. Oaddoons] Allelse have aBiaaou, which perhaps 

is what S intends to represent here: so xvil. 8 infr. 
(but not elsewhere, the reference in both places being 

to ‘‘the beast out of the sea’’: ep. xiii. 1 ; Dan. vii. 3). 
8. rév mAate@v] So lat. (Pr): all else sing. 

dmov] So mss.1,7, 14,35, 36,87,&c. The MSS., 

most mss., = and lat. and most versions, add kat. 

9. vday kal Aady] So x (alone of Greek), and vg 

[e?, with some; not am, &e.]: all else transpose the 

In §, they are marked for transposition. 

Ta wrdéuata... 7a mreuata| So P and some 

mss., and & and lat. (yr om. the former; arm, the 

Ta TWTMMaATA. 

two nouns, 

latter): the rest have rd mr@pa . . . 
aphoovor] So rec., with Q and most mss. ; 

and & and other versions: the rest, mostly, apiodon. 

pyjuata| So rec., with a few mss., lat. except 
g, and = [dnp; not 7]: the rest, singular. [A hiat]. 

10. of katoikooytes em) tHS yHs| Or [emt] Thy yap. 

The Syriac does not determine the case, nor does it 

express the preposition. The phrase is very frequent 
in Apoe. (see iii. 10 supr.), usually with gen., and is 
with little variation rendered by 8 as here. 

xaphoovra:| So one ms. (38): but the others, 
and the MSS., read xalpovow: rec., yapotow. & and 
lat., and most versions, support the future. 

evppavOhcovta] In this case Q and most mss. 
support the future ; also most versions, as in last note : 
against the present, which the other MSS. give. 
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XI 7——li5 5 

le SN A Aw A 

KOUVTaS Emi THS YS. Kal META TPEls 
(4 y? x 9 ~ cal lal 

NHEpas Kal HuLov, TVEda Cav EK TOU 
ae 5 

cov eionhOev €v adtots’ Kal éaTnoav 
> \ ‘ , > lal ‘\ aw 

€7l Tovs Tddas avTav’ tKal mvedpa 
nn » 

Cons erecev er’ avtovs’S Kai PoBos 
4 > , wn 

Héyas é€y€veto emt Tovs Hewpovvtas 
> , \ » aA , 

avTovS. Kal nkovoay davns weyadyns 
> Lal wn nA 

€k TOV ovpavovd Eyovans avTors, 
> , Lal 

avaBate Gde. Kal avéeByoar eis Tov 
> 2 A 

ovpavov ev TH vedédyn Kat eHedpovr 
> Ni € > x > Lal A > 

autovs ot €yOpoi avTav. Kal ev 
°° , nr ” 

EKEW)) TH WPA EYEVETO TEL LOS MEeyas’ 
‘\ cal 

Kal TO d€kaTov THS TOMEwWS eTETAY 
‘\ > , ~~ ~ 

kal avextavOnoay ev TO TET Kal 
3) , »” , c , 

dvopata avOpwro yriades era’ 
\ c N >: , > , A 

Kal ot ourot ev PoBw eyévorto’ Kal 
: Re gts . a 
ESaxav dd£av TH O€G TO Ev TO Opava’ 

méuvovow] So AC and many mss.: Q and 

many more, d#covo.w: xP, and a few, méumovoww. 

Versions as in the previous notes. 

drt of Bv0 mpopjta) Lit., dia [rods] 5vu mpo- 

gntas of (or 671). All else ins. obro: after b71. 

11. tpets] So apparently S, with xP, mss. 1, 14, 

28, 35, 36, 38, 152, &c., and lat.: all else, Tas tpets. 

év avrois] So A and some mss.; 8 Q and many 
mss. have eis a’rovs. Between these readings, S and 

= fail to decide, but are against avrots (of C P) and 
é avtous (of rec.). 

tral mvetua (wis émecey én’ aitots|] These 

words are no doubt an interpolation, without Greek 

authority; see note on Syr. text. If accordingly we 
om. them, we ought perhaps (with all else) to read 

(wis for (ay in the sentence before, and émeoey [or 

énéemecev| for éyévero in the sentence following. 
12. €@edpovy] So two mss. (38, 97): all other 

authorities edewpnoay. 
13. &recay] All else, rece. The punctuation of 

S connects this verb with arextavOnoay following. 

kal dvduata kvOpwro| All else omit Kal, and 

read avOpwrwv. 
év péBw] This is the reading of x, and of one 

ms. (14), and is apparently represented by the render- 
ing of S; also of prand vg. The other Greek have 

ZupoBo, and so &, and g. 

T@ ev THE ovparg] SZ om.: all else rod odpavod. 

a] is) 



XI. [4—xI1. 3. 

14 T’I1d0d ai ovai ai d¥0 amndOor’ Kai 
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iT “I 

> ‘\ ec , ed a , oval 9 Tpityn *epxeTat® Tay. 
= » , 
Kat 6 €Bdopos adyyedos éoadmuce, 

\ S552: \ , > a 
Kal é€yévovTo dwvat peyahar €v TH 

> Le 4 > 4 (4 , 

ovpave éyovtes, eyéveto 7 Bacrdela 
lal , 4 A lol c lal \ 

Tov Koo pov TKat\ Tov Oeov nuav Kat 
Sas a > A Cet) , 

Tov Xpiorov avrov, Kai eBacihevoey 

eis TOUS al@vas TOV aiwvarv. Kal ot 
¥” X: , ¢ a 

elkoot Kal Téecoapes TpEeTBUTEpoL ot 
> , aA lal , 9218 XN evoTriov TOU Meod KabynvTar emt ToVs 

“ ‘\ ‘ , 

Opovous avtav, ereray ETL TA TPOTW- 

Ta avT@V Kal TpoTEKVYNTAY TH Ew 

héyovtes, evyaptotovpev wor Kupre 
< N c , « c a ‘\ c 

0 @€0s 0 TavTOKpaTwp* O wy Kal O 
> o i 

hv ote etAndas THY Svvapiv cov 
b , ‘\ > a LY 

THY peyalnv Kat eBacirevoas. Kat 
‘ x Ta €bvyn apyicbnoav. Kat 7AOev 7 

opyyn gov Kal 6 Kalpos TaV VEKP@V 

ATIOKAATYIX. 

KpiOnvar’ Kat Sodvar tov puabov 

Tots SovAows Gov Tots Tpodyrais, Kal 
aA ec r \ A , ‘ 

Tols aylows Kat Tots hoBovpevors Td 

OvOMa Gov’ TOUS MLKpolsS pETA TOV 

peydhov’ Kat diadbetpar tods d.a- 

pleipavtas THY ynv. Kal Hvolyn 6 
‘ > ”~ > Lal A »” 0 ce 

vaos €v TM Opava, Kal why 7 

KiBwros ths SiabyKns adtov ev TO 

vam’ Kal eyévovTo dotpamai Kat 

Bpovrat kat dovat Kat *oewposs 

Kal onpetov 

yur 
\ ¢ 

KQL ui] 

kat yahala preyadn. 

peya ahbn ev TO ovpavas 

TepibeBrAnperyn 
, € , a A 2A 

oednvn UTOKATW TWV TOO@V QAUT7)/S. 

TOV nALov 

i > ‘\ A -” > “~ , 

Kal emt THS KEhayns adTns aTépavos 

*dortépww\ dadexa* Kal ev yaoTpi 
»” ‘ , 1 ’ fg 

€xovoa Kal Kpalovaa Kal wdivovca 

Kal wpOn 
‘\ , lal 

Kat Bacavilopery Texkew. 

14. +ti50d af oval ai S00 aw7APoy] All else om. idov 

and read 7 oval 4 deurépa, with verb in sing.: and (except 

ms. 7) om. the following caf. But see note on Syr. text. 
*pyerat] Lit., édjAvde: but the change of a 

point in the Syriac (see note on it) restores the present, 
which & and all else read. 

15. Aéyovtes] Or -ovoa. 
kdonov trai] There isno other evidence for this 

kal, which I obelize as probably being an insertion 
made in the Syriac. Cp. xii. 10. 

@cov] So one ms. (28), also pr: the rest read, 
Kuplov. 

éBaoidevoev] So am (?): all else pres. or fut. 

ot ev@mov. . . KdOnvrac] 

kaOfuevor. The latter is read by rec. with P; the 

former by rev. with C. The other MSS., and many 

mss., also 3, read the passage with variations; none of 

which agrees with the rendering of S: butlat. supports it. 

17. 67] So all Greek, and 3. 

- » diapbetpar}] Lit., Wa 

Kpila@or kal dwoes . . . BiapBepers. 

Tots mikpois meTa TaY peydAwy]| All else for 

peta have kal (with change of case of following words), 

and some read both adjectives in accusative. S inclines 

to Tots uikpots. Cp. Ps. exiii. 21 (LXX.). 

diapbetpaytas] So apparently S and &, with C 
and some mss.(7,87,&c.), andlat. : the rest dapdelpovtas. 

Gs Or of évémuov... 

Or 6s, as g, am, Ke. 

18. KpiOjvac* Kal dovvar . 

19. 6 vads] All else add rod cod. 

év t@ ovpayg| So rec. with x PQ, and most 
mss., and pr and vg, also 3: A C ['Tisch. wrongly 

adds P] and the other Greek copies prefix 6, which 

also g and / confirm. 

7T@ vag] All else, except arin, add abdtod. 
Bpovtal kal pwvat| So a few mss. (14, 28, 36, 

88, 78, 87, &e.), 3, g, and hk: vg om. Bpovtal rai 

[except am, which places it before aarpamat]| : nearly 

all else pwva) kal Bpovral. 

*ceouds| S reads a word = wip: but an 

obvious correction of the Syriac text (see note on it) 

restores ceiouds. Cp. vi. 12. 

XII. 1. *aorepwy] The word in 8 = dkavéay: but 
by the insertion of a single letter (see note on Syr. 

text) aorépwy is restored. 
2. gxovoa kal] So x C and ms. 95, vt and wn: the 

rest (including &) om. kat. 

Kpa¢ovoa] So am only: the other lat., e/amat, 
or -abat, or -avit. But the ptep. may represent 

«pa¢et, Which is the reading of 8 A P and some mss. ; 
though the structure of the sentence in 8 is against 
this. 

%xpatev [as wrongly stated by Tisch.] with Q and 

supports &cpa¢evy, with C and some mss.; not 

some mss. 
kal wdivovca] This kai is supported by A 

alone among Greek copies, and = among versions. 
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un 

7 €€jKovTa. 

AITOKAATYIS. 

Eno coppice Ones obra 18 OS NELoV EV TH Opava’ Kal dod 
ry 4 , en, ¥ ‘ 

pakwv péyas Ttupds’ €yov Kehahas 
c \ ‘ , 4 ‘ iN SEN ~ €m7a Kal Képata S€ka’ Kal emt Tas 

lol ‘\ 

Kehahas avtovd énta O.adypata. Kal 
a“ , al 

7 ovpa avTov avpeL TO TplTOV TOY 
> , et) n° n, \» aoTepwv TOV ev TO OVpava’ Kal EBadev 

aA ‘\ , 

avTous eis THY ynv. Kal 6 SpaKxwr 
c , ~ Ni Lal 

ELOTHKEL EVOTLOV THS YUVaLKOS THS 
, an 7 Y , \ 

ped\Aovons TEKEW Wa OTaV TEKH TO 
, “A ‘\ »” TEKVOV aVTHS KaTadayn. Kal ETEKEV 
ex a iA viov apoeva Ss pede Troysatvew 

: ; A 
mavra Ta €Ovn ev paBdw odypa* 

> ~ ‘ 

Kal npTacbyn To TéEKVOY aU’TNS POS 
‘ ‘\ ‘ X\ ‘ , > Les Tov @eov Kal pos Tov Opovoy avrod. 

‘ € ‘\ ” > ‘ » 

Kal 7) yurn ebuvyev eis THY EpHpor, 
4 A ¢ / 

Omov €lyev EKEL TOTOY NTOLLATMEVOV 
chee AS A A , a eeN 

amt0 TOV @eov, wa Tpépwow avTHY 

duakoctas Kat npéepas xurias Kal 
‘ > , vi > 

Kal e€yeveTo Tohepos EV 

XI. 3—II. 

A > AS Ge: M oN ‘ cuy, \ T@® ovpavo’ 6 Mixand Kal ot ayyedou 

GUTOUV TOAEMOVTL ETA TOV SpakoVTOS 
* Nive 8 , q \ eney, > a Kal 6 dpakwvs Kal ot ayyedou avTov 
> , \ > ¥” > ‘ €rohéunoav Kal ovk taxvoay’ ovoEe 

TOmos EvpeOn avdtois ev TH ovpare. 
‘\ > , 

Kai €BnOn 6 Spaxwv 6 péyas 6 ous, 
c >’ “A c , , ‘ 0 apxatos 6 Kahovpevos diaBodos Kat 

6 Latavas’ 6 tava THY OikovperHY 
Ld \ Lal 

ohynv' Kat EBAHOn Eis THY yHY. Kal 
c »” > lol , > lal > , ot ayyedou abrod per’ avrov €Bdy- 

Vie. ¢ ‘ , Onoav. Kal yKovoa hovny peyadnv 
> A > A / “4 * A > , 

€k TOU ouvpavou héyovaav’ *apTi éye- 

veTo 1) TwTypia Kal 7 Svvapis Kal H 

Bacirela Tod Ocod Harv, ore EBAHOH 
€ A A 

0 KaTHYopos 6 KaTynyopaVv avdTar, 

EvaTLoV TOV Beod yuav HumEepas Kal 
, a 

VUKTOS. Kal avTol eviknoayv ev TO 
oy A > , WN a ‘\ 

GLL4aTL TOU apvlov, Kal dua TOV 

/ ~ , Lal 

oyov 77S paptupias avrov' Kal 

3. avpds] So C Q and many mss., and = and 

some versions: lat., and all the rest, have muppds. 

4. trav év TG odpavg] All else, Tov ovpavod: cp. 

xi. 13. 
elath«et] C alone of Greek copies, and & of 

versions, support the pluperf. ; the rest mostly perf. 
5. &poeva] Or a&poev (XP Q have masc., AC 

neut.). There is nothing in S to support the solecism. 
6. elxev] So %, h, andsome vg [c/, with arm, &e. ; 

but not am], and one ms. (38) ; the rest, Exe. 

tpépwow] All else prefix exe? here. Possibly 

the original of S read éxtpépwor with Q, &e., and thus 
came to omit éxe? before it. 

7. modepovor] Lit., roAenodvtes. The Greek have 

[rod] moAeujoa, and so &: h and pr, ut pugnarent ; 

g and vg, preliabantur. 

*xal 6 dpaxwv] S has rod devrepov in place of 

these words, so that the sentence runs, moAeuovai wera 

tov dpakovtos tov Sevtepov kal of &yyeAot avTov 

€moAcunoay kal ovk toxvoav. But dpdxwy and devrepos 
are in Syriac expressed by the same letters distin- 

guished only by a point. By changing the place of 
the point and prefixing the copulative (see note on 
Syr. text), we recover the text as above restored. 

For éroA€unoav (so &), most else read émoAgunce, and 

all place the verb after 6 dpdkwv. 
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8. abrots] &, and nearly all else, have aitav, or 
avrg, and add (but Sx om.) é: two mss. (17, 36) 

confirm avrots; a few (7, 28, 73, 79, 152) om. ér. 

. .] Of the seven insertions of the 
article 6 in this verse, three only are certainly indicated 
by S—before opis, kadovmevos, and mAavav. Note the 

punctuation, dividing 6 dgis from 6 apxaios, which 
latter S mistranslates, as if = 7 apyf. 

oikounevny) Lit., yiv- 

kal €BA7j@m eis] No other authority supports 
kal here, except 3 [@; not J np]. 

10. ék Tov otpavod|] So ms. 95, and g and pr (?, but 
not h), also arm; for év Tq ovparg, of all else 

*apr.] The Syr. text (see note on it) by 
dropping a letter, represents iS06: pr alone om. 

Tov @cov nua] All else add kal 7 eLovola row 

Xpittov avrov. 

kathyopos] All else add, tay adeAbav jyav. 

avta@v] Or avdrots. 

11. éviknoay] All else add adrdy. 
ev T@ aluari. . . dia Tov Adyov] Nearly all else 

have 81a 7d afua.. . dia Tov Adyov. Possibly the 
reading of S is meant to represent this; see note on 

Syr. text. For dia with accus. ep. iv. 11, and see 
notes on the Greek and Syr. texts there. 

avtov] So mss. 43, 47, 87, for adray. 

9. 6 dpacwv . 

ie) 



; 
12 Pavatouv. 

XI. I1—XII. 4. 

> Sib 7 N N es » 
ovK HyaTHTaY THY WuynY avToV axpL 

dua = TovTo §=evdhpaiverbe 

ovpavol Kal ol €v avTois OKNVOUYTES 
3 ‘ aA cal ‘A A , 4 

oval T yn Kat 77 Oaracoy, ort 

KataBaiver 6 duaBodos pos avtors, 
»” ‘\ , > ‘\ 9 > - 

€xov Ovpov péyav, elds oT OALyov 
\ ¥ , 9 > ¢ , 

13 KQLpOV EXEL. KQL OTE eloev oO dpakav 

ore EBAHOy Eis THY yHv, ediwke THY 
lal A \ 

14 YUValKa TLS ETEKE TOY apoEva. Kal 

I 

own 

“NI 

€000n TH yuvatki dvo mTépvyes TOU 

aeTOU Tov peyahov’ Wa méTHTAL Els 

THY Epnpmov Eis TOV TOTOV avTyS, 

OTws TpéepyTar eKEL KaLlpoYv KaLpOUS 

Kal NLTV KALPOUV, aTO TmpoTwToV 

Tov odews. Kal €Barev 6 odus ex TOU 

OTOMATOS AUTOV’ OTiTw THS YUVALKOS 

vOowp @S ToTapov, iva avTyY ToTa- 

popopytov Toman. 

h YN TH yuvarkt, Kal nvogev y YH 

TO OTOpa avTns Kal KaTémLe TOV 

Kal €BonOnoev 

motapov ov eBarev 6 Spdkwy ek 

TOU OTOpPaTOS avTOv. Kal wpyliclyn 

12. ti yi. +. TH @addoon] Or accusative. 
kataBalver] Sox [2; not dp; n?]; for aor. 

avtovs| All else, bpas (or yuas, ms. 152). 

2560] All else -naay, except a corrector of x. 

do] So apparently S (not 3), with PQ and 

most mss., for ai dvo. 

drws Tpepynta SoS (lit. rpéper#a), with Q and 
manymss. The rest have drov tpéperat (So rec.), SUp- 

ported by 3 and lat. ['Tisch.’s note on this place is defec- 

tive, but for the reading of Q see his dpp. N.T. Vaticani]. 

katpovs| All else prefix Kat. 

17. éxdvrwy] Lit., éxove1, but this is probably due 

to the Syriac idiom ; see note on i. 16. 

18. éoradnv] So PQ, and most mss. 

=. and lat. and most versions, éora@n. 

XIII. 1. thy kepadny] All else plural. 

évoua] So xC P and a few mss., v¢ and most 
versions: A Q, most mss., vg and 3, plural. 

2. * Aeovtwy} (i) All else, except one ms. (38), 

14. 

The rest, 

E 

ATIOKAATYIZ. 

e } , SN ial , ~ 3 A 

6 Opakwr emt TH yuvarkl, Kal amnbe 

Toca. ToOkEMov peTa TaV ouTaV 

TOU OTEppatos aUTHS, TOV THPOVYTaV 
‘ > ‘ ~~ lal b.' > , Tas evTo\as TOV @eov, Kal €yovTwy 

Tv paptupiav “Incov. Kal €oTa- 
> ‘\ i" ” lal , 

emt Tv appov THs Obarac- Onv 

ons, Kal eidov ek THs Oadaoons XIII. 

Onpiov avaBatvov, €xov Képata déxa 
XN NX c 4, ‘\ > x: Lan) 

Kat Kedhalas emta’ Kal em Tov 
4 > A“ , , ‘\ 

Kepatwv avtov déka Siadnpata’ Kal 
> ‘\ ES ‘ > la 

emt THY KEepadryy avTov 

Braodnpias. 
> ” , Vv Opovov mapdadeu’ 

ovopa 
\ \ , a = Kal TO Onpiov 6 etdor, 

‘\ ec / 

Kal ol modes 
> lal c »” - ‘\ ‘\ , > A 

avToU WS apKov' Kal TO OTOpMa avTOU 

os *eovtwy’ Kal edwKev alto 6 

Spakwov thy Svvapuv avtov Kal TOV 
, > wn ‘\ > , (4 

Opovov avtov Kat e€ovolav peyadny. 
‘\ , > “~ A > lal ec Kal play eK Tov KEepah@v avTOD ws 

> , € 

exhaypevnv n 
» lal oF > la > 

mAnyn Tov OGavatov avrov ebepa- 

> , 4 \ 

eis Oavatov' Kat 

mevOn Kai *efavpacby’ orn 7 yn 
> , nw , a ‘\ * , 

OTLO@ TOU Onptouv KQL “TT POOEKUV1)- 

and one or two versions, prefix ordua. (ii) S reads 

Aeaivns, as does = [p; but d/n have Acéytar]. 

Both are expressed by the same letters in Syriac, and 

only distinguished by points (see note on Syr. text). 

As there is the support of x and two mss. (14, 92) for 

Aedvrwy, and none for Aealyns, I restore the former. 

The authorities in general read AéoyTos. 

3. *é0avudo6n] S has a verb = avjxOn (cp. Psh., 

Matth. iv. 1). But by changing a single letter into a 

similar one we recover €#avudobn. See note on Syr. 

text. I prefer this reading (with A and some mss.— 

see also C, and g) to é@avuaceyv (of the rest), as agree- 

ing with the passive form of the Syr. verb. 

éAn 7 77] = reads } mAnyy (mw for o, and 7 

misplaced). 

4. *rpocextynoay] S represents mpocextynoe (by 

omission of the final letter of the Syr. verb; see 

note on Syr. text). 

and impossible reading. 

But this is an unsupported 

to oo 

n 

we 



ATIOKAATYI 

4q lol , yy » ‘ 

cav’ to Spakovtt, ott edwKE THY 
ia , w~ 0 , ‘ 4 efovaiay To Onpiw, Kal TpoweKvvy- 

cav TO Onpiw éyovTes, Tis CpoLos 
A , ve ‘ , , 

TO Onpiw TovTw; Kal Tis Svvarat 
lol > > aA by > 4, 

5 TokEHoar per avTod; Kal edoOn 

avT@® oTdopa Aaody peyd\a kal f hg (PASyA 
LA 5 ‘\ > , > aes , 

Bracdyplav’ Kat €500y aita e€ovoia 

Tomoal pHvas TEecoapaKovta Kal 
4 \ ¥ 1 , > lal 

6 dv0. Kat yvoke TO oTOpa avTov 

Pr\aocdynptav @cov 

Bracdynpnoat 75 ovopa Kal THY 
\ lal > lal > A , 

OKHVNVY TWV EV TW OVPAVYa@ GKNVOUY- 

> w AN 

€LS Tpos TOV 

‘\ > , > Led A /, 

7TWVY. KGL e000 QAUTW TOLNOAL TO\E- 

fLov peTa TOV aylov Kal WKHoTAL 
I 4 ‘si x 2 , > lel 3) , 

avtovs’ Kal €d00n ato e€ovota 
lal QA 

€mt tacav dudynv Kat aov kal 
lal ‘\ »” N: , 

8 yoo oar KQL eOvos. KQaL TPOOKVVY- 

, (4 wn 

COVTW AVTOV TAVTES OL KATOLKOUITES 

XIII. 4—I2. 

€ml THS YHS, Ol OV yeypappevor ev 
Aw , wn A Lal a > 4 

To BibXiw tHS Cans, TO TOV apviov 
a 2 , \ lal Tov é€odaypéevov mpd KataBodns 

KOTPOV. EL TLS EXEL OVS, AkKOVTATW. 
” > > 7 > , > et Tis eis aixpatwoiay amayer eis 

aiypahwotav vmaye Kal ooTis 

€v faVyaipa amroKTElver, ev payaipa 
> , AQs 2 G , 
amoktavOnoetar. @0€ €oTW 7H TiaTLS 

Kat 

eloov ado Onpiov avaBaivov ek THs 

\ c c ‘\ A € 7 

Kab 7% UTOPLOVY TMV AYLWY. 

A SoS 9 
YS, Kal Elye Kepata dvo" Kal O/LOLOV 
> > Pict \ > , ec i , 7 
qv apvio’ Kal ed\dder ws Spdkwr 

AY \ > 4 nw , , 

Kat THY e€ovolay Tov mpaTov Onpiov 

*racav\ twat *mowoes evaervoy 
na ‘\ , \ lal \ 

avTov. Kal Towjoer THY YyHV Kat 
lal lal \ 

Tous € avTn KaToLKovYTas, TKal 

TpooKkuyycovat 70 Onpiov 70 TpaTov 

ot edeparevOn 1 T(nyy Tod Pavarov 

étt @3wxe] As x AC P, and a few mss., pr 

and og; or bs édwxe, as g and el: Q and most, Tg 
Sedwkdrt. 

tovTw| So 3; pr, illae bestiae: all else om. 

6. eis BAathnulay...BArAacpnunoa.| Lit., BAac- 

onucty ... tva BAaopnunon. 

mpos Tov @edv| Lit., évadmiov Tod Ocod. 

7» ovoua] All else add adrod (x, addr). 

Thy oknvhy tov . . . oKnvotytay}| All else 

ins. aitod after oxnvqy, and read [kal] robs . . . 

oknvouvtas : except vt (eius.. . gui habitat). 

8. of ob yeypauuévor] S alone: but probably the 

Syr. text (on which see note) needs emendation, and 

its true reading may be ay ov yéypamtat TX ovduata 

[airay], (with x P Q, g, vg, &e. ; the rest sing.). 
7@ tov] So apparently S, but all else om. 7@. 

apé| Salone: all else amd. 

10. dmayer] So one ms. (33) ; also & [but 2 with *], 
vt, including lat. of Ireneus (V. xxviii. 2), &e., and 

vg [el, with arm, &e.]; but all MSS. and some few 
mss. and am, &c.,om. Ree., with ms. 1, has cuvayer; 

All MSS. (except A) om. also the 
second eis aixuadwolav. 
35, 87, émaye. 

All else except pr om. 

kai, and all read ef Tus, except pr and vg (qui). 

amoxtetver] Sox and a few mss.: the rest read 

kal doris ev paxatpa} 
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mostly amoxreve?, and so rec. & agrees with S, and 
so does g (interficit), but not pr or vg (occiderit). 

ev maxalpa amoxtavOnoeta| SoS (for de? abrdy 

ev ww. amoxtavd7jvat), supported by g alone, which 

has gladio interficietur. The close agreement between 
these two versions in this remarkable verse is note- 

worthy. 

mloris. .. bwouovy| All else transpose. 

11. kat duoioyv Hv] S alone: all else éuora, omitting 
kal and qv. 

12. *racav] S has mavrés, but the removal of a 
point corrects this. See note on Syr. text. 

tiva’ *momoer| (i) S has a fut. verb, with the 
prefix which may stand either for #v or for Wa. If the 
former, it is wrongly inserted; if the latter, it seems 

doubtful, but ta mowjoes (= moretv, as ms. 97, or 

moijoa) may be the reading indicated. The MSS. 
and most mss. and g read mote? simply; three mss. 

(34, 35, 87) morhoet. %, pr, vg, &e., ézoter. (ii) For 

moimoet, S has a verb = mapeAcvoera: but by shifting 

a point we recover moinoe:. See note on Syr. text. 

kal momoe:] So the three mss. cited in last 
note (i): & with Q and most mss., xa émofer; the 
rest kal more? ; vg, et fecit. 

tal’ mpookvyjoovor] Read rather tva for kat, 
with all else: see note on Syr. text. 

) 



XIII. I13—xXIvV. 2. 

Lal re A , 

13 QUTOU. Kal ToLnTEL Onpera peyada, 

iva mvp tow KataBaivey €K TOU 

ovpavou emt THY YynVv evwTrLoy TaV 
‘ 

14 avOpeéTwv. Kat *mhavyoe\ Tous 
lal A A ‘\ ‘ 

KaTo.KowvTas emt THS ys Sua Ta 
a a > / > A ial > , onpeta & €000n atta Toijoar eva- 

mov Tov Onpiov' éywy Tots KaToL- 
lol A lal A , 

KovoW eml THS ys, Tooa. ElKova 
a 0 4 a yx \ N ‘ a 

76 Onpio d exer ry mrnyyy Tis 
a 286 15 Payatpas e000 

nw lal A aA > , an 

avTw Sovvar TVEVLA ™ €LKOVL TOU 

‘\ »” % 

Kat e(noe. Kal 

Onptov, Kal momoe Wa door €av 

#1) TpooKvynyTwor TH E€lKOVLE TOV 

16 Onptov, amoxtavact. Kal Tomoe 

TAaVTaS TOUS pLKPOVS Kal TOUS peya- 

hous, Tovs TAOVoiovs Kal Tos TTW- 

xovs, tTovs tdeorrdtas\ Kat rTovs 

Sovhous, iva 5067 avtots Xa payya 

13. momoer] So two (35, 87) of the mss. cited on 

verse 12: for wove?, of the rest, and &; lat., fecit. 

iva wip] Nearly all else ins. caf before mip. 

éx{} So Q and many mss. ; also : all else e?s. 
14. *rAavjcer] (i) SoS, and am (seducet ; but el with 

other texts of vg, seduxit ; as also pr) : ail Greek copies, 

mAava ; and so g, also arm: (ii) S has a verb = éfa- 

Acie: or kadder, but by transposing two letters we 

recover the true reading. See note on Syr. text. 

7a onueia| S renders as if these words were in 

genitive: but see note on Syr. text, iv. 11. 

6] So x and many mss., but the rest have 8s. 

= is here indecisive: vt has gui (= 8s); but vg has 
quae (which confirms 8). 

15. aitg] As & Q; or perhaps airy, as AC P. 

mvevua TH eixdvi Tov Onpiov] After these words, 

Som. (byhomeot.) the words va kal AaAjan f eikov TOD 

Onpiov, as do C and a few mss. ; also ¥[/; not dnp]. 

moimoet] So x, and a few mss., and apparently 
= /, for mormon. Of these mss., three (14, 73, 79) om. 

the preceding sentence; and thus agree with S and 3/ 

in their reading of the entire passage. 

16. mooer] So % [dln; but p -on]and vg ( faciet; 

but arm, faciat) ; g, facit; pr, fecit. All Greek copies 

have more?, but a corrector of x agrees with S. 

E2 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

a. A lal A A A 

€Tl TOV XELLaV avTav TaV deELar, 
a aN ‘ , 3A Y , Q €mt TO péTwrov avTav, Wa py 

bd , xX» ‘4 ¥ = ‘\ Tis ayopacar 7) TwAnoat ETL, El py 

0 €xwv 70 xXdpaypa Tov dvopaTos 
A , a ‘\ > ‘\ Le) b] , 

Tov Oynpiov 7 Tov adpiOuov tov dvo- 
> A a € , > , 

PaTOS aAUTOU. DOE n copia €OTLW. 

‘ c »” A , ‘\ 

Kal 0 e€xwv vovv, Wydioatw Tov 

Onptov' apiOyos yap 
> , > , {4 , XN c 4 

avOpadrov éotiv. é€akoorot Kal €&7- 

> ‘\ Aw 

apiOpov Tod 

, 9 aN > ee) N KovTa kai €€. Kat eidov Kai idod 
‘\ > , c ‘ > ‘\ 4 »” 5 '& 

TO apviov ExTNKOS ETL TO Opos Lior, 
A lal \ , 

Kal LET QUTOU EKaTOV Kal Tecoapa- 
, , * 

KOVTAa Kal Téeroapes yLALades ExovTaL 
ae pk : E 

TO OVOMa avTOV Kal TO OVOLa TOU 
lal , 3,4 A 

TATPOS avTOV yEeypappevov ETL TOV 
an x ” ‘\ 

petétwv avTav. Kal HKovoa hovyy 
> A > ~ l ‘ iT) , 

€K TOV ovpavovd ws dwvyy vdaTwv 

Tohhav, Kal ws dwvynv Bpovrns pe- 

tovs mAovatovs] All else prefix kal: also to the 
pair of nouns following. 

tdeomdras] Or kupious. § alone, for éAevOépous. 

I obelize this word, as probably due to a blunder of the 

scribe. See note on Syr. text. 

5067] S and & only. The weight of Greek 

authority is for ddo1W, but déon, ddéce1, SHcovT1", 

déowow are also to be found. 

Tay xepav... trav dekiav] S and & only: 

all else have singular. 

7 weTwrov] Or genitive, sing. or pl. The Greek 

copies vary, and the Syriac is indecisive. 

17. dyopaca } mwAnoa] All else prefix dvvnrat, 

and make these two verbs infinitives. 

ér:] So two MSS. (35, 87); all else om. 

tov dvduatos] So & [but 72 with *]; with 

C alone of Greek copies ; supported by pr, and the lat. 

of Ireneus (see verse 10, first note), and by arm and 

other good texts of vy (am, nomine). The other MSS., 

and all mss., have 7d dvoua; to which rec. prefixes #, 

(so g and c/, aut): and this is partly supported by x 

and mss. 36, 38. 

18. «al 6 €xwy] All else om. kal. 

. -] Sox only: before the numerals 
all else ins. [kat] 6 apiOuds adtod [éariv]. 

‘ ' 
efakdoiot . 
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ATIOKAATYIS. XIV. 

yakys 7 dwvy Hv yKovoa, as 

Kapwdov Kibapilovra év tats Kia- 
“4 2 OA No oy. € 2904 3 pais avTov’ Kat adovow ws wdyv 

A > z lal , ‘\ Kawny e€vetiov Tov Opdvov, Kal 

€voTiov Tav Tecodpav Cdav Kat 
Lo 4 w~ 4 r ‘A > \ 

éveoTriov Tav TpeaBuTépav’ Kal ovdels 

Hovvaro pallet THY wdyHv. Tal at 

EKAaTOV Kal TETTAPaKOVTA Kal Téo- 
VA c > ia > A 

capes xiuddes ol Hyopacpevor ard 

yns 
an > > , <5 

yuvaikav ovK e“ohvvOnoav 

a me. a 
47S ovTot elow, ot peTa 

Tap- 
, , > e € > févor yap e€iow, ovToL ot aKodov- 

a 5 i 
Onoavres TO apviw Omov av bray. 

a 5) , SON na > , 
otto. nyopacOyoav amd Tav avOpa- 

Tov, aTapxy TO OW Kal TO apvio. 

5 OTL EV T@ OTOMATL aVTaV ovy EvpEAn 

6 Wevdos* Kat 

eloov adNov ayyehov meTopevov eév 

Apwpor yap €elow. 

(A ¥ 3-23: bo at | pecouparypati, exovra ten airov 
> ra 77 . > , IN evayyédov aiwviov evayyedoar emt 

tous Kablnpévous emt THs yys, Kat 

emt wav €Ovos Kai Aaods Kat dvddas 

2—IT. 

Kal yhoooav, é ev pwvn pe- i yho , Aéywv ev harvn p 

yarn, poBnOnte Tov Oedv, kat ddre 
> “~ , + LA > G3 9 A“ 

avta dd€av' ort Oey 7 wpa TIS 
, Lal nw 

KploOews AVTOV' Kal TPOTKUYHTATE TO 

TowoavtTe TOV ovpavoy Kal THY yHV 
‘\ 4 ‘\ a ¢ , 

kal Odhacoay Kal myyas vdaTwr. 

Kat addos Sevtepos HKohovOer aito 

héywv, emecev erece BaBviav 7 

peyahyn, 7) €x TOV Avpod THs Top- 

velas avTns TemoTLKE TaVTa Ta EOvy ! 

Kat addos ayyedos tpitos KoXov- 
> A nd - A , 

Onoev avrots héeywv ev dwvyn peyadn, 

€l TIS TpooKuvet TO Onpiov Kal THY 
3 , > Aw ‘\ , , 

elkova avrov, kat hapBaver yadpa- 

yea avTov éml TOU peTwov avToU, 

Kal avTos mera €K TOV OlVoU TOU 

Ovjov Tov Kupiov, Tov KEeKepaapéevov 
> , > a , ~ > im 
akpaTov €v TM TOTHpiw THS opyns 

> Lat Cy le > ‘A 

avtov' Kat Bacamobyoerar ev Tupi 
\ 0 , > , > aN if , 

kal Oeiw, evomiov ayyéov aylwv 

apviov' Kal 6 
\ Pee? A 

KQL €VWTLOV TOU 

Kamvos Tov PBacavicpov avTtav 

XIV. 2. % pwvh] All else prefix kai. 
- avtov| S alone: 

auTa@v. 

KiWapwddy KibapiCovTa . . 

for KiBapwdav Kibapi(dvTay . . . 

3. évaémiov tay mpesButépwy| So x alone of Greek 

copies, with gy. Nearly all else om. év@mov. 

trat® ai éxardy] Salone: all else ef uy. The 

reading is plainly false, and is barely saved from being 
unintelligible by the pointing ;—a larger stop placed 

instead of a comma after @dhy, the full stop at end of 

verse removed, and acomma after otrol eiaw (verse 4). 

4. akodovdjoavres] So in 3%, and so cited by 

Methodius (Sympos., I. v.). All else present ptep. 
brayn] Or bmaye:r. S uses future; = present 
Neither is decisive. 

. avtav] Or ay (as pr); all else kal 
ptep. 

Gy theirs Hc 

a ns et OUTON: 

yap] Sox Q with nearly all mss. and versions 
(including & [but 2 with *], and c/ with most vg), and so 

rec. : but AC P om., with one ms. (12), and v¢ and am. 

6. tem’ aitov] S alone; perhaps a mere pleonasm. 

28 

evayyeAloa] Or -cacba. 

kal Aao’s Kal pudds kal yA@otoav] So pr, but 
with yAdooas. All else write all three nouns in sing., 

and place Aady last. 

Aéywr] Or Aéyorta. 

8. &AdAos Sevrepos] So x and one ms. (95); most 

ins. &yyedos either before, or after, or instead of, 

devtepos: g has &yyedos for BAAos. 

jkodovder| S alone: all else aor. 
avt@| So 3, and pr: all else om. 

Aéywr] Lit., nal Aéyer, or kal Zreyev. 

Tov Oyuov} All else ins. rod otvov before (a few 
instead of) these words. 

9. mpooxuvel . . . AauBaver] S (as pointed) em- 
ploys preterite; but no change of reading need be 

inferred. So too AauBdve: in verse 11, 

xapayua avtov) S and Salone ins. the pronoun. 
All else add at end, 4 ém) rhy xeipa [airod]. 

10. tod Kupiov} S alone; & with nearly all else, 
Tov @eov ; a few mss., avTov. 

7 
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13 

~ fa 

~ un 

XIV. II—Ig. 

eis alavas alwvav avaBatver’ Kat 

ovK €XovoW avaTavow npépas Kal 

VUKTOS, Ol MpoaKuVvovYTES TO Onptov 

Kal Tv €iKOVa avTov, Kal el TIS 

apBaver 75 Yapaypa Tov dvdpmaTos 

avTov. WOE 1 UToLoVvN TaV aylwv 

€oTiv, ol TNpovYTEs Tas EvTOAAS TOU 

Kai 
»” lol ’ A > Le) , 

HKovea dwrns eK TOV OUpavov heyov- 

Lal > wn 

@cod Kal THY TiaoTW “Inaod. 

ons ypaibov, pakdpior ol veKpol ot 
> rg Le > 2. > > » i 

ev Kupiw amofvyokovtes am apte 
x 4 ‘ A > , 

vat eye. TO IIvevpa, wa avatran- 

govTat €k TOY KOTwWY aU’T@Y. Kal 

idov vedédhn evan Kal emt THY 
, , ” on 

vepéednv Kabypevov opovov via 
> , A » SiN ~ ial 

avOpomov' €xwv emt TAS KEedhadys 

avTod otépavov ypuvaovv' Kal emi 
‘\ ~ > A 5 ld if 4 

THY xXEtpa avTov Spéravov tevkKov. 

Kat addos dyyedos e&p\Oev ek Tov 

11. dvaBalver] The verb seems to be preterite in S 
(as pointed); but whether pret., fut., or present in 

Syriac, it apparently represents the present tense, 
which all Greek copies show. See note on Syr. text. 

13. Kupl@] Lit., Kupi@ quar. 

anovnoKovtes| The verb in § is preterite. 

avtav| All else add, ta yap [5€] &pya abray 
&koAovder wet avtay. I do not restore the omitted 

words, for the omission is probably not due to the 

Syrian scribe, but derived from the Greek by the 
translator,—the homeoteleuton which is complete in 

the Greek (aitav . . . ai’tay) being less so in the 

Syriac, where the pronoun is expressed by a suffix. 
14. kal idov}] All else prefix kat eldov, except x only. 

kadjuevov Guoiov| Or nominative. 

buowoy vig] The reading of x A (Q om.) and 

many mss. is vidy: of P and ms. 26, viod. S is in- 
determinate, but as its rendering here is the same as 

in many other places where duoios is followed by dat., 
it probably implies vid, with C and many mss, 

éxwv] Or éxovra. 

éml thy xeipa] SoS alone (cp. xx. 1) for ev 7H 
xeipl. 

tarevxdv] S alone; the word no doubt being a 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

A , ’ , A A 

vaov, Kpalwv ev peyartn avn To 

Kabypevw emt THs vedédys, méurov 

To Spéravdv cov Kat bépirov, ste 

nrOev 7 apa Oepioar. Kai €Barev 
c , > x A , ‘ 6 Kabypevos emi ths vedédAns 7d 

Spéravov avtod emt Thy yhv, Kal 
ba la e A 

eHepicOn 1H yn. 

hos e&p\Oev ex TOV vaovd Tod ev TH 

Kat addos ayye- 

t ~ yy ‘ t ‘A , 

ovpave’ €ywv Kai avtos Sdpéravov 

6&¥. Kai addos ayyedos &&f\Oev ex 

Tov Ovovactyptov, 6 eywv e€ovciav 
SuaN a te NO ane - 
emt Tov Tupds’ Kal ehavnoe wry 

peyadyn THO €XovTL TO dpémavov TO 
+i 4 a x a , , 

6&v, méupov ad To Spéravev cov 
‘ > , ~ , ‘\ , 

TO 6&0, Kal Tp¥ynoov Tos Bdtpvas 

THS apréAov THS ys’ OTL HKLATaV 

at otapvaal avTys. Kat e€Barev o 
¥ \ , > aA oN A 
ayyedos TO Spéravoy avrod emt THs 

ys, Kal éerpvynoe THY apredov TS 

seribe’s blunder (of transference from a previous 

line), but whether of the Greek or the Syriac it is 

impossible to determine: all else, dtv. 

15. @epica] Som. bre e&npavOn 6 Oepiouds THs yas, 

which all else have ; except (doubtfully) 3, the text 
of which is here uncertain and [d/p; not »] shows a 
larger omission. 

17. &xwv kal adtés] Or éxwy simply. 

18. 6 €xwy] So apparently S, and & distinctly, 

with A C; also g (but not A or pr), and vy. The 
rest om. 6. 

epdvnoe] Lit., pate (ep. verse 15), and so 5. 
dwrp] Or ev pavi: 3, Kpavyy, with C P and 

most mss.: but 8 A Q, a few mss., and lat., dwyr7. 

méuvov od Td dpémavdy cov] (i) = with all else 

except two mss. (14, 92) prefixes Aé€ywv. (ii) S alone 

ins. ov. The nearest approach to its reading is that 
of a ms. (29), which ins. cov before, as well as after, 

7) dp.—Else, in placing gov after 5pémavoy, it has the 

support of x alone. The rest read cov 7d Spéravov. 
Hixuacay] Lit., n’tnoav, which possibly may 

have been in the Greek original of S. 
19. em) rhs ys) Sox, and mss. 38 and 97, only: 

= with the rest eis thy yiv. 

29 
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20 Oupov Tov Oeod tiv peyadnv. 

XV. 

Ww 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

yns Kat eBadrev eis THY AnvoY TOD 

Kal 

eratyOn 1 Anvos ew THs TodEWS, 

kat e&pOev aipa ex THs ANnVvOv, aypt 

TOV xalwov Tov iTTwY, emi oTAadlwr 

Kat 
” a > A > A , 
ado onmetov ev TO Ovpava, péeya 

XYitiov Kat SdtaKociwv. €ioov 

‘ (gay > , »” 

KQL Oavpacrov ayyéXous €xovTas 

‘ c ‘\ * ‘ > , Q 7 > 

mynyas emta *ras eayatas,® ore €v 

avtats érekeo On 6 Ovpos Tod @eod. 

Kat 
\ A 

peulypevyy Tupt’ Kal TOUS VLKa@VTAS 

eioov ws Addacoav vahivny 

> lal , ‘\ > A > /, 

€x Tov Onpiov Kal ek THs EiKdVOS 
lal ‘\ A > wn wn 

avTov Kat €k Tov apiOuov Tod 
lal lal \ ‘ 

Ovomatos avTov, éaTa@tas emit THY 
, \ G , » 

Oadacoav Tv vadrivnv,  €xovTas 
, A A Sh ¥ \ 

Kilda pas Tov OMeov. KQL adovar THV 

woyv Mwcéws Tod Sovdov Tod Bcod, 
‘\ 43 > bY lal > , , 

KQL TYV wonv TOU apvVuLov, de- 

XIV. I9—Xv. 7 

. , ‘ \ SN 
yovTes peyara KaL Javpaora TA 
¥ , ec A i 

epya gov Kupie 0 eds 0 TavTo- 
, , \ > \ N 

KpaTwp’ dtkava Kau anbiva Ta 

¥ € N a >? 
epya gov 6 Baowre’s Tav aidver. 

tis od py hoBnOn oe, Kipre! Kai 
8 , X ¥ , F, Y N > 
o€aret TO OVOLaA Gov OTL OU Et 

we: 9 

HOvos Oavos' oT Tavra Ta ebvy 
9 

nove. Kal tpooKvvycovoew évd- 

mov gov, ote Fdtkavos eX Kai 
N a > 

peTa Tavta e€ldorv, Kal yvolyn 6 
iN A A lal , 

vaos HS OKHVYHS Tod papTupiov 
€v aA > ~ AY 2ENNO. ce € x 

T@ ovpavo, Kai e&nOov ot extra 
” lal lal 

ayyehou €k TOU vaov ot €yxorTeEs 
‘\ c ‘ ‘ > 4 , 

Tas é€mTa mynyas, evdedupévor dtivov 
Xx AS / A Kafapov Kal apmpov’ Kal TeEpte- 
, Sah ‘ , 5 A , 

Coopévor emt ta ory On advtav Covnv 

Xpvonv. Kat év ek Tov TETTdpwY 
, ¥ A € ‘\ > , c AS 

Ciwv edaxe Tois éemta ayyédous, EmTa 

dudhas yepovoas Tov Jypod Tod Ocod 

Thy weyadnv] So x (alone of MSS.), with some 

mss., followed by rec. The rest have ry péyar, 
which pr expressly attests: and so 3. The other lat. 
are indecisive; g gives acum . . . magnam. 

20. ef] Sorand mss. 1, 28, 388, 79; or %€w6ev, 
as all else. 

em) oradiwy] So lat. (except g), per stadia: all 
Greek, amé for émt. Cp. xxi. 16. 

diakociwy] S has here the support of x and one 
ms. (26) only: the rest mostly éfakoolwy. 

XV. 1. ayyéAous] All else add émrd. 

*ras éoxatas] S gives 4Adas, but by striking 
out a letter I restore its true text (see note on it). 

2. él thy Oaddacoay . ..| Lit., émdvw ris Oa- 

Adoons ... 

3. ddovor1] Or ddovras, with x, pr, and vg. 
Aéyovres| Or kal A€youat. 

Slkaa kal adnOiwa Ta epya} All else, Sika kad 
aAnbival ai ddol. 

aidywy] So x C, two mss. (18, 95), 3, and vg 

{saeculorum; but am, caelorum]|: but the other MSS. 

and mss., and most versions, including vt, read é@vay: 

aylwy of rec. is an error. 
4. ov un) Or od simply. 

poBnOn ce] So rec., with many mss., 3, and 
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eg [el, with arm, &c.]; also x and 95 (with oé before 

ov). But the other MSS., mss., and versions om. ce, 

including vt, and am, &e. 

ov ef] S and & alone insert oJ. The addition 
of ef is apparently indicated in S, and distinctly in 3 ; 
and some mss. support it; also v¢, and vg [e?, with am, 
&e.; but not am}. 

t5ixaos ef] S alone (but its text is here open 
to suspicion: see note on it); for Ta Sieaiuard cov 
epavepoOnoar. 

6. &yyedo.] A stop wrongly follows in the Syr. 

€k tod vaov] All else place these words after 
TAnyas, except one ms. (94). 

Atvov] So P and most mss., %, and e/; or Awooy, 

as Q and some mss., or Awods, as x; (so pr, linea; 

g, linteamen ; h, linteamina ; arm, lintiamine [sie]): but 

A C, a few mss., and am, &c., AlBor. 

kal Aaumpév] Z om. kal, with nearly all 
authorities, except v¢ and some texts of vy [but not 
am or arm]. 

énx{] So three mss. (28, 73, 79): all else, mep(. 
avta@y] S and & alone ins. 
(avnv xpvojy] All else plural. Possibly the 

pointing of the Syr. text needs correction. 
7. piddas] So pr; nearly all else add xypucas. 



NEE 

XY. 7—XVI. 9. 

* aA A q > N A ~ 
tov Cavtos\ eis Tovs alwvas Tov 

‘ 

Saidvev apynv. Kai éyeutoAn 6 vaos 

éx TOU Kamvov THs SdEyns TOV Meod, 
aoe} A td > A. ‘\ i) \ 

Kal Ek THS OVVAPEWS AVTOV' Kal OVOELS 
27 > fal > N , ” 
ndvvato elaehfew eis TOV vadv, aX pL 

nw c c ‘\ A lal 

Tekecboow at émTa mAnyat Tov 
2 ¥ a 

énta ayyéhov. Kat yKxovoa hovys 

peyadyns €k Tov vaod eyovans Tots 

émTa ayyedous, UTayeTE Kal EKXEaTE 

Tas é7Ta diddas Tov Hupod Tod Oeod 
ee es wo ee ‘ n 
emt THY ynv. Kal amndev O patos to 

QA > , ‘\ , > wn > yy 

Kat eféyee THv guadnv avtov emt 

THY ynv' Kal eyévero €\Kos KaKoV 
NX / > % ‘ > P: 

Kal Tovnpov, emt Tovs avOpazous 

Tovs EXoVTas TO Yapaypa Tov Anpiov, 

Kal TOUS TpoaKuVYoUYTaS TH ELKOVL 

avtov. Kat 6 devrepos ayyedos e&€yec 
we 

Tv diddyv avtov eis THY Oahacaar, 
A > 4 ¢ , c / 

KQL EVEVETO uf] Gatacoa @S VEKpOS. 

ATIOKAATWIZ. 

. A N a ae > 
Kal maca Wyn loca anéfaverv ev 

TH Gardcon. Kai 6 tpitos ayyedos 
> , ‘ , > Lal > ‘\ e€éyee THhv diddnv avtovd eis Tovs 

x fal 

TOTaPLOUS Kal Eis TAS THYAS TV 
[? , x > , e \ 

vodTwv, Kal eyévovTo aipa. Kal 
” lal > 4 ww c / 

HKovoa TOV ayyeou TOV VOATwV 

h€yorTos, dikavos ef 6 OY Kal 6 HY, 

Kal OOLos OTL Ta’TAa EKpwas’ OTL 
a an \ e , > , 

aipa mpodytav Kat aylwy e&éyear, 
\ @ , > A an » , 

Kai aia dédwkas avTots Tey a€vot 
> Pe Na a it eiot. Kat yxovoa tov OvovacTyptov 

héyovTos, vat Kupre 6 OE€ds 6 Tar- 
, > \ \ , € ToKpatwp, adnOwat Kai dikarar at 

eS , »” 
Kpioes cov. Kat 0 tétaptos ayye- 

hos e&€xee THY hiddynv avdTov emt TOV 
4 a: \ > 4 tf ~ , 

nrvov? Kal €060n ait@ Kavpatioas 
* a) > , fy , \ > 

TOUS avOparrous €V TUpl. KQaL €EKQAU- 

patric Onoay ol avOpa7row KAULO. 

péeya’ Kal eBiacdyunoav 76 ovopa 

*rov (@vtos] The text of S represents 6s éote 
¢wh, but the removal of a point restores the text as I 

give it; lit., ds éor: (av: see note on Syr. text. 

éunv| Sor, with but three mss. (12, 28, 46) : 

nearly all else om. 
8. ék Tod Kamvod Tis ddEns| ZS with Q and many 

mss. supports é« tod, which the rest om.: but 5 alone 

om. ex betore ris dd&ns- 

&xpt] Or &xpis ob. See note on vii. 3. 

XVI. 1. ém] So mss. 28, 73: all else efs. In verse 
2, some mss. support em) thy yiv; but most others, all 

MSS., = and lat., and most versions, read eis for éf. 

3. &yyedos] So rec., with Q and most mss., and 

=. But the best MSS. and mss. om. ; also lat. (but 

not cl.). The other versions are divided. 

Oddagoa ws vexpéds| S alone: but perhaps its 
text (see note on it) needs correction. By changing a 
letter in the first word, and prefixing one to the last, 
we can recover the ordinary Greek text, afua as vexpod. 

But I prefer to retain the very striking reading of 8S ; 

which g and h (not pr) partly support, reading @¢Aacoa 

before aiua. 

4. &yyedos] All MSS. and most mss. om.; also lat. 

(but not all 7g): & ins., with some mss. and versions. 

eis Tas mnyas| So rec. with Q and most mss., 

=, and most other versions; most vg, ém{: but arm, 

with x AC P, a few mss., vt, &e., om. preposition. 

éyévovto] So A and two mss. (36, 95), and & ; 
also vt: the rest, éyévero, and so rec. 

5. «al 6 iv] See note on iv. 8. 
finally deficit here.] 

kat dc.os| So ms. 95, y, and &. Ree. has rat 

6 dovos (with a few mss.) followed by comma; and 
so (apparently) pr. The MSS., vg, and most other 

authorities, read [6] dovos, and om. kat. 
6. mpopntay kal ayiwy}] All else invert these 

nouns. 

[Observe that h 

avtots| Nearly all else place this word before 
[S]édwxas: but x and mss. 14, 92, also vt, as 8. 

8. &yyedos] So x, and several mss., yp, and vg [ed, 

with arm, &c.]: the other Greek copies om., as do 3, 

g, and am, &c. The other versions are divided. 
8 and 9. *ev wupt. Kal éxavuatiocbnoay of &vOpwror| 

I insert these words, which 8 om., because they 

appear to have been accidentally passed over by the 

scribe by reason of the homeoteleuton, which in 

Syriac is complete (see note on Syr. text); whereas 

in Greek the similarity between tods avOpaémous and of 
&vOpwror is not close enough to mislead. (x om. éy). 

9. Kadua wéeya] Or dative. 
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ATIOKAATYIS. 

lal A lal »” A 5 , 

Tov @eov, Tov €yovtos THY e€ovai- 
SN ‘\ ‘ , a ‘\ 

av emt Tas mAnyas TavTas' Kal 
> , Le) > ~ , 

ov perevdnoav Sovvar avt@ dd€av. 

Kai 6 ayyedos  e&€xee 
‘\ p tN. > lal > ‘ OV 6 , 

THV LaAnNVY GAUTOV ETL TO povov 

TELTTOS 

lal , ‘ > , € , 

Tov Onptov, Kal éyévero » PBacrreta 

avTOU e€oKOTMpEeVNn’ Kal E“aco@vTo 

Tas y\dooas avT@v eK TOU TOVOU. 
‘\ > "A A ” wn 

kal eBlacdypnoav To ovopsa TOU 

@cov Tov ovpavod, eK TAY TdVvwY 

Kal 
- 
epyov 

r »” 

Kat 6 extos ayyedos e&€yec 

> A ‘\ > “A € A 2. aA . 

avT@v Kal ek TOV EXKOV avToV 
> * , Q > an 

ov *petevonoav’ ek Tov 

avT@v. 
x , > A > ‘ x ‘ 

mv diahnv avtov emt Tov ToTapLoOV 

péyav Evdparyy, 
> , ‘ V4 > la 9 c eEnpavOn To vdwp avTod' iva Erol 

pacty 7 6605 tTav Baciéwy amo 

avaTod@v yAtov. 

‘\ ‘ ‘\ 

TOV TOV KQL 

‘\ > > A Kal €l0ov eK TOU 

oTo6patos ToD SpaKovTos Kal ek TOU 

oTopmatos Tov Onpiov Kal ex TOU o70- 

patos Tov Wevdorpodytov, Tvevpata 
, bo , ec , > ‘ tpla axdfapta as PBatpaxov eici 

XVI. 9—19. 

yap mvevpata Sayoviwy Ta ToLovv- 

Ta onpeta’ a exmopeverar emi TOUS 

Baovrets THs oiKouperns Gvvayayew 
> , > . , A if , 

avTovs, Els TOV TOAEMOV THS NME- 

pas exeivns THS peyadhyns Tov @eov 

TOU TavTOKpaTopos. idov EpxETar ws 

KhémTNS. pakapios O Ypyyopav Kat 

TNpPav 
‘ coy \ 4 ‘\ 

yupvos mepuraty Kat Brérwou THY 

St c , > lal ov ‘ 

Th LLaATLa QuTOU, Wa [7 

adoynpoowwny avrov. Kal ovvager 
> ‘ , ‘\ , 

eis TOV TomTovV TOV KadovpeEvov 

‘EBpaiori Mayeddv. Kat 6 €Bdopos 

dyyedos e&éxee THY diddy adrov eis 

Tov aépa Kal e&Oe hwv7 peyady 

€k TOU vaod amd Tov Opdvov éyovaa 

yéeyove’ Kal eyévovto dotpamat Kai 

Bpovrai kai wewrpos eyéveto péyas® 
KH > 2 / sp a » otos ovk eyéveto, ad ob avbpwrot 

€yévovto eéml THs ‘ynS TnHALKOUTOS 
, > peyas HD. 

> , e€ , e a td , 

eyeveTo 7 TOMS 7 peyadn Eis TpLa 

BEpn, 

9 LN 

TELoHOs' = OUTw Kal 

\ € , A ’ ~ 

Kal at odes Tav eOvav 

10. G@yyedos] So rec., and some mss., pr, vg [el, 
with arm, &c.], and other versions: but all MSS., 3, 
g, and am, &c., om. The evidence as to this word is 

similarly divided, verses 12 and 17 (but in themg ins.). 
1l. 1d dv. Tod Oeod] So ms. 91: all else, roy @edv. 

*uetevdnoav| S gives emavoavro: but for this 

there is no support; and the change of a letter into a 

very similar one in the Syriac (see note on Syr. text) 

restores the true reading, as I give it. 
12. amd avatroAdy] (i) All else insert ray before 

and. (ii) Allelse, except A, mss. 1, 28, 38, 79, and 

a few others, read avatoAjjs. Cp. vii. 2, and note 
there [P hiat, xvi. 12-xvii. 1]. 

13. Bdtpaxor] Or accus. [C hiat, xvi. 13-xviii. 2]. 
14. 7a wo.wdvTa] S represents article: all else om. 

exmopevera] Or -ovra. 

oikoupevns]| All else add dans. 

éxetvyns] So apparently S, and perhaps 3, with 
Q and many mss. and pr: the rest om. 

15. &épxeta:] S here apparently expresses the third 
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person. This reading is supported by x and two mss. 

(38, 47), and by pr: but 3 and all else have épxoua, 

and so x (prima manu ?) as alternative. 

aoxnuociyny| Or aicxdyny, as mss. 7, 29; see 

note on Syr. text, and cp. ili. 18. 

16. cuvdter| Sorg [el, with arm, &e.]: but am, with 

vt, and all Greek copies, curvhyayev, except x (cuv7- 

All but § add atrods. 

Mayedév] So many mss. (Q, Mayedddv). S 

writes wayde [vd]: cp. 3 Kings ix. 15 [xxx]. 

17. eis] So some mss., and lat.: MSS., 3, &e., emi. 

yayov, which & reads). 

éx ... an6] S here distinguishes the second 

preposition from the first. Therefore, as ad is undis- 

puted in the second place, I infer that é« (with x A) is 

intended in the first ; and not (as in Q) azé in both. 

So the lat., de... a. 

18. dortpara) kal Bpoytat] So mss. 12, 152: all else 

6 ~ 

add kal gwvai (Q om. Bp.), but arrange the nouns , 

variously. S alone adds jy at end of verse. 
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XVII. 

nv 

be 

xvr1. I9g—xvu. 8. 

érecov’ Kat BaBvrov 1 peyadrn 

euvncOn evoTiov Tod Oeov, Sovvar 

avTy TO ToTYpLoy Tov olvoV TOU 

Ovpov Kal THs Opyns avTov. Kat 

waca vynoos ebuye Kal Opn ovy Ev- 
tA XN , , e 

peOnoav. Kat xdrala peyadn as 

tahavriaia KatéBn ek Tov ovpavov 

emt Tovs avOpaovs, Kai éBtaady- 

pynoav ot avOpwro Tov @eov ex THs 
A Aw , a oy , 

mANyNS THS Xaddlys’ OTe peyadry 
> \ e ‘ > lal rd 4 eotly » Tnyn avTns oPddpa. Kat 

niOev cis ek Tav eéemta ayyéhov 
ry A \ € N , \ 

TOV exovTwy Tas émTa duidhas, Kal 

€ladnoe per epuovd éywv' devpo 

driaw pov deiEw gor TO Kpima TIS 

mopyyns THS Kabnuwerns emt vdaTwr 

Tmoh\hov, pe? As 

Baoweis THs Yq, 
, ce lal ‘ 

aOnoav TAVTES OL KATOLKOVVYTES TV 

eTOpvevoav ob 
\ > 4 

Kat eeOy- 

w~ wn » wa , nw 

ynv €k TOD OWoV THS TOpVElas avTHS. 

pe 
\ > a 

Kal eldov yuvatka Kabn- 

b > , , + »” > 

KAL ATIVEYKE €lS €PY[LOV EV 

TVEVLATL 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

id > \ , , , 

pevnv emt Onplov KoKKwov, yépov 

ovopata Blacdypias’ eyov Kehahas 
€ , , ‘\ , a ce ‘\ 

€m77Ta, KEpaTa dé dé€ka* Kal n yuv7 

nv mepiBeBrAnpwevn Toppupa Kal KdK- 

KWoV KeypvT@peva ypvolw, Kal 

MOovs Tysiovs Kal papyapiras: 

EYovTa TOTHPLoy ypvoovy emt THY 

Xelpa avtns, ye“ov axabapotas, 

kat Pde\vypatos Topvetas avThs’ 

Kal é7l TO péeTwrov avTns yeypap- 

pevov pvaoTypiov, BaBviav 7 peyahn 

 LATHP TOV Topvav Kal Tov Bdedv- 

yeaTwv THS Ys. 

yuvatka pefvovtay €K TOU alwartos 

> > ‘ 

KQaL eidov THV 

lal ec 4 ‘ Aw 4 nw 

TMV AYLWVY KAL €K TOV ALUATOS TWV 

, > Lal x > tA 

peaptipwv “Inoov' Kat eOavpaca 
An , SINT > et N ad 

fatpa péya idav adtynv. Kat eine 

por 0 ayyedos’ Sduatt eOavpacas: 

€y® €p@ Gor TO pvaTHpLoy THs 
\ ‘ a , a , 

yuvaikos Kal Tov Onpiov Tov Baora- 

Covtos avtTnv, Tov €xovTos Tas EmTa 

Kepahas Kal Ta O€Kka Képata. TO 

kal ths dpyns] All else om. kal. 

21. &s Tadavtiala] Lit., ws TaAavTor. 

katéBn| & has éyévero: all Greek, kataBaives. 
XVII. 1. d7icw ov] S alone: all else om. 

mépyns]| All else add, tis weyarns. 

3. yeuov . . . €xov| So apparently S (= doubt- 

fully) with Q and many mss. ; the rest reading yeuovta 

or yéuwy . . . €xovtTa or éxwv. 

képata 5€| S alone: the rest, cal képara. 

4. moppupa} Or woppipas. S alone pl.: the rest 

moppupody (or -vpay) ; rec. mophupa. 

kexpvowueva] S alone pl. (agreeing with ropo. 

kal Kock.) ; all else -uevn. Cr. xviii. 6. 

Aldous Tiuious kal uapyapitas|] So apparently S 

must have read as the interpunction, and absence of 

prefixed prep., show. All else read the words in 

dative, and all except = have Av@. ri. in sing. 

én{ thy xetpa] All else éy with dat. ; cp. xiv. 14. 

éxovoa... yeuov} Lit., kal xovoa... kal yeuov. 

axabapatas kal BdeAvyuatos]} (i) All else place 
85. first. (ii) Allthe MSS., and all mss. (with doubtful 

exceptions), read 7a aka@apta ts, for akaddprntos 

of ree. The latter word being unattested and barely 
possible, I write dkadapoias. Of the lat., pr has 

immunditiae,; g, immunditiis; vg, unmunditia [arm, 

immunditiarwm]. (iti) For BdeAvyuaros, nearly all else 

read -drwy; g, abominationibus; pr, abominationum ; 

and so am, arm, &e.; but el, abominatione. 

avtis] So A, mss. 1, 7, 28, 35, 36, 58, 87, &c., 

andvg: PQ, most mss., and vt, ris ys. NZ, give a 

conflate reading. 

5. yeypauuevov] All, except ms. 97, prefix dvoua. 
6. wedtovoay ek Tov aluatos|] So A and many mss., 

and & and the versions: P Q, and other mss., om. ex: 

x and ms. 38 have 7@ afuat: without a prep. 

Oatuaweya}] Allelse, except x and ms. 88, place 

these words after airfy. 

7. ép@}| Lit., Aéyw, and so &. 

6 



9 TApEaTW. 

_ a 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

Onpiov 6 €ides VY Kal ovK €oTL 

6a- 
, 

hacons Kal eis amo@eav wrayer 

pera. avaBaivew €x THs 

A , C: ol 

kat Gavpacbyoovrat ot KaTOLKOUYTES 
lal an eo ‘\ 

€ml THs yys, GY ov yéypamtar Ta 

dvopata ev TO PBiBia THs Cons’ 
> nw 

amo KataBodns Kdopov, BérovTes 
N , Y > \ > » \ 

TO Oynptov ote Hv Kal ovK EoTL Kal 
a lal lal » 

aoe 6 vods TH €xXOVTL 

Kepadat 
” 3: / 4 e AS , 

opn €low, OTov y yuvy KaOnTaL 

, c ¢ ‘\ € AY 

copiay. al énTa €TTA. 

> > > lal AN Lal c , ’ 

é€m avtov, Kal Baowdrels exta eiow* 

ol wévTe emecav' Kal 6 €is eat’ 

6 ahdos ovrw HOE Kal drav €dOn, 
> , La) > ‘\ A ‘\ c 

ddiyov Set avrov pear. trai 6 
5 / q ‘\ X , 4 > 4 ‘ 

paikwv® kai To Onpiov Fo é€ori’ Kai 
> ¥ \ SN » 8 \ 

OUK €OTL, Kal avTos Oydoo0s Kal 
> A ec , S \ > > , 

€K TWV ETTA EOTL KAL ELS amT@hevav 

xvi. 8—16. 

€ , A ‘\ , , a 

Umaye. Kal Ta déka Képata a 

cides, d€ka Bacwreis eiow* ores 

Bacireiav ovr €daBov' add é&ov- 

Baovrets 

AapPavovor peta Tov Oynpiov. odror 

La e * A 4 4 

olay ws flav wpav 

Se 7 »¥ ‘A ‘\ 4 

play yvounv €xovov’ Kat THY Svva- 
\ > , € lal A , 

pw Kat e€ovolay éavtav, TO Onpio 
, a ~ 

diddacw. obtor peta Tod apviov 
N , A \ \ 9 , = , 

TohenNoova Kal TO apviov *viKY- 
4 > bat. id , , > ‘\ 

aeW avtovs' OTe KUpLos KUpioy éoTi 
‘\ ‘ 

kat Baoieds Baoiéwv' Kal ot 
> > lal ‘\ ‘ > ‘\ ‘\ 

pet avtov KAnToL Kal éekeKTOL Kat 
, A S , A 9 a 

TuoTOL. Kal €i7é prot’ Ta VoaTa 
~ 7m , 

cides ef av  TOpyn KaOnTaL, aol 
‘\ ” > ‘ ‘\ », ‘\ A 

Kal oxAou elot Kat Evy Kal yoo- 
\ \ , , a 3; ga. Kal Ta Seka Kepata & Eldes 

a 6 , a * , q N 
TO Onpiw, obror *utoncovaw TiHv 

TOpyyv’ Kat Hpynwopevyny Kal yup- 

8. wéAAec] Or perhaps meéAAov, 

kal, except am. 

dadraoons| Rather aBicoov: cp. xi. 7, note. 

braver] So Aandone ms. (12): all other Greek 
copies, imayew, andso &. Of the lat., g has dit, as 
also vg; but pr, and lat. of Iren., have vadit. 

OavuacOjcovta| So apparently S (cp. note on 
xiii. 3 supr.), with A P, for -acovra. 

év 7@ BiBAlw] Three mss., 73, 79, 95, have ev: 

the rest ém{ (with accus. or gen.), and so 3: lat., in. 

BAémovtes] Or BAewévtwy : but the interpunc- 
tion of S seems to imply the nom. 

kal wapeot]| So mss. 1, 36, 73, 79, 152, and 

some others, and a corrector of x, also 3, and g; vg 

om.: the MSS. and most mss., kal mapeorat. So pr, 

ventura est. 

9. 7@ Exovt:] S and & only: all else, 6 €xov. 
10. kal 6 cis] All MSS., and nearly all mss., 3 and 

some versions (including lat.) om. kat. 

det avtdy| So Q, and many mss., and lat.: the 
rest transpose. 

1l. tral 6 Spdcwy] S alone: an unmeaning and 
unsupported interpolation. 

té éor:] So S, for d jv. But this reading is 
unsupported, and the Syr. text (see note on it) needs 

correction. 

All else prefix 

34 

aitds dy5oos| Or more precisely adtd bydoov. 
All else subjoin éoru. 

12. *ulav Spay] S, unsupported, has éva émaurdy, 

but an obvious correction of but one letter in Syr. 
text (see note on it), restores the true reading. 

13. éavrév] So 8 apparently (= doubtfully), with 
ms. 1, for avray. 

14. *yienoet] So all else. S has here a verb 
= BAdwet, or possibly =adicqnoet. The latter might be 

admitted as a probable variant for vixqoe:, due to the 

Greek original of S; but I prefer (see note on Syr. 

text) by the change of one Syriac letter to restore 
VIKNOEL. 

15. elmé wor] So A alone of Greek copies, and so 3; 
also lat., dixit: except g, which has ait, = Aéyet, as 
nearly all else. 

ép’ av] So pr: all else of. 
16. 7G Onpiy] Or ex) +d Onpiov [rod Onpiov], as 

rec. : but this reading of rec. has no Greek authority, 
and comes from vg [el, &e.] in bestia; which is ill 

supported, am and arm reading et bestiam, as also vt. 
All Greek copies have kal 7d @nplov. 

*u:onoovar) S has here a verb (see note on 

Syr. text) = émoxépovra:: but an easy emendation 
of the Syriac text (see note on it), supported by 

=, restores uiongovor, which all other authorities read. 

wu 



XVIII. 

XVII. 16—XVIII. 5. ATIOKAATYWIY. 

, b. ‘ 

viv Toncovow avTyv’ Kal Tas 
, > ~ , . ‘ > * 

Gapkas avTns dayovTau’ Kal avTny 
, > , c \ ‘\ 

17 KATAKQAVOOVOLY €V TUpPl. O yep Oe«os 
“I 

»¥ > ‘ da c A lal 

edwKev eis TAS Kapdlas adT@Y TOUN- 

Car THY yvoOuNY avTov Kal ToMaat 
A ~ ‘\ 

pilav yrouny avtav, Kal dovvar TV 
lal lal , we: 

Bao.elay aitav To Onpiw TovTe, 
» , c , aA 

aype TerecOynoovrat ot hoyou Tov 
‘\ c n Noa > € , 

18 @€0v. Kal 7» yuvn Hy eldes, 7» ods 
€ , co» , SN 
n peyahn 7 exovoa Baciretav emt 

tov Bacii€wy THs yn. 

Kal pera Tatra, eidov ahdov ay- 

yerov KataBatvovta €k TOV ovpavod, 
¥” > , , y AD LE a 

€yovta e€ovolay peyadnv’ Kal yn 
\ 

KQL to ehotiabn éx THs d0€ns avrod. 
»¥ > A , » 
expakev ev wry peyddyn, erecev 

erece BaBviav 7 peyadn’ Kal éyé- 

veTo KaTOLKnTHpLoy Sayoviwr, Kal 
X\ ‘XN 2. > tA 

dudaky TavTos TVEvpatos akabllap- 

TOU Kal peLLoNnpevov. OTL EK TOU 

olvov THS Topvelas avTHS, TETOTLKE 
, XN: »¥, ‘\ c A a 

mavTa Ta Evy Kat ot Bacrdrets THs 

YNS MET avTyns eTOpvEevtav’ Kal ol 

Eumopo. THS ys ek THS SuVapEews 

Tov oTpyvovs avTns emhovTyaar. 
= »” ~ 
Kai yKovoca ahdyv dhovnv ex Tov 

ovpavov éyovoav’ e&e\Oere €€ airs 

6 hads pov, Wa py ovyKoLWory- 

ONTE Tals apaptiats avTns’ wa 
m , > Lal Lal > A 

py AaBynre ex THS TANS adTys. 

ote exo\\nOnoav avTn at apapriar On n ai apap 
€ LV) JL0- dypt Tov ovpavod' Kat 

moincovow avTny| One ms. (34), and pr, place 

these words thus: = with most authorities after jpn- 

pwowuevny, and some in both places. 

tas capkas] Lit., thy capa: but 8 uniformly 
(ep. xix. 18, 21) renders this pl. as sing. 

év wupi] So A and many mss.: the rest (sup- 
ported by lat.) om. év. Butthe prep. is indispensable 

in Syriac, and therefore its presence (in S and 3) is 

indecisive. So again, xviii. 2, [ev] pwrp. 
17. gwxev] Lit., 5(5wouw (if the pointing of S is to 

be trusted). 
ulav yvéunv ab’tav] So one ms. (95) only: two 

(35, 87) have yv. abra@v, omitting wiay: nearly all else 

(including 3) ulay yv. (or yy. wlav), omitting abtay: 

A, and g and vg, om. the words between yrwuny ato 

and kal dovva. 

tovTw| S alone ins. 
&xpt] Or &xpis ob. See note on vii. 3. 
tereoOjoovTa| Or -Oaawy, as xv. 8. 

18. 4 wéAss] All else prefix éoriw, except pr and 
arm. 

XVIII. 1. Kai] So many mss., and pr and vg: all 

MSS., many mss., and versions (including g and 3) 
om. 

2. év pwr ueyadn] (i) The MSS., and most mss., 
vg and most versions read ioxupa before (3 after) pwr7 

(with or without év), and om. peyaAn. 
(1, 12, 152), and vt, give both adjectives. 

except P add Aéyor. 
éxecev émece| So A and some mss., and = and 

F2 

A few mss. 

(ii) All else 

lat., &e.: x Q, most mss., and some versions write 

the verb but once: P alone, thrice. 

akadaptov)] After this word S, with P and mss. 

1, 7, 14, 36, 38, 73, 79, 152, &e., om. Kal pudanh mayrds 
épvéou akadaprov, which = with most Greek and all lat. 

authorities ins. (with some variations). The fuller 
reading looks like a product of conflation; but if so, 

it may well be that the member of the conflation 

which 8 leaves out is the true reading, and that the 

other is a gloss (rvedua explanatory of dpyeov) that 

has crept into the text. See note on Syr. text. 

8. rod otvov] All else except pr add (with xQ, 

most mss., S, and c/), prefix (with P, some mss., and 

g), or substitute (with A, am, arm, &c.) Tod Ovmod. 

menétike] Five mss. (18, 36,37, 73, 79) support 

this reading: the other Greek copies have wém[7]wkav, 
(or -wke, or -WKacr), lat., biberunt. The Syr. gives 

literally, kexépake maauTots €Oveoiv ;—notso xiv. 8, supr- 

tov otphvovs| The word in § rather = ris 

wavias. The Syr. text (see note on it) seems to need 
emendation; but there is no reason to suspect any 

variation in the original Greek. 

4. tva ph AaBnte] S with ms. 152, om. kat be- 

fore these words (which, with some other versions, 

and rec., it places before ék tay mA. aris), thus 

making this clause dependent on, not parallel to, iva 
wy) ovykowwrjonte. This second ta uh is rendered 

rather as if tva un mws. See note on Syr. text. 

Tis TAnyAs| All else plural, except g. 

5. airy] Lit., év avry: all else aitijs. 

es 



ATIOKAATYI*. 

c A ‘ > j2 t I A“ 

vevoev 6 Oeds Ta GOLKHMaATA aUTHS. 
+) , > lal € ‘A 3) ‘\ 3) (A 5 

6 amddoTE a’TH @s Kal avT?) aTreOWKE 
a 2 

kal dutlooare avTn OuT\a KaTa TO 
»” ~ 

Epya avrys’ 

eKEpace 

> lal , oe 
eV To TOTY) Plo 10) 

Kepagate avTy dumdovv 
Y > / c , 

ooa ed0kacev €auTynVy” “I Kal €oTpy- 
ye A x 

viaoe’ TooouvTov Bacavicpov Kat 
, A ” > A , 2A 

mévOos' ore ev TH Kapdia avTys 
v ‘ 

héyer’ ore KaOnpar Baciliooa, Kat 

XNpa ovK e€ipt’ 

8 16M. 

‘\ 4 > ‘ Kal mévOos ov py 
\ A > La! ce 4: Y Sia ToUTO ev pia Hepa n&ov- 

*Oava- 
Nee) 

KQUL €V 

c X feat > A 

ow at mAnyat em avTys. 

Tos\ Kal wévOos, Kat Aipos* 
Y 

Tupi KatakavOnoeTar’ OTL loyupos 
rate 4 c , >’ , ‘ 4 

9 Kvptos 6 Kpivas avTyy. Kal Kav- 
> ‘ ‘\ 4 > > > 

govgw avTny Kat KOWovTaL ET av- 
‘ c lal ~ ~ cf > > 

THv ol BacidrEets THS YS, OL ET aU- 

THS Kal TOpVvEevaavTEs oTpnvid- 
7 , ‘\ x 

OQaVTES, OTQAV Bréract TOV KQ@7TTVOV 

XVIII. 5—I3. 

THS TupecEws avTAS’ ad pakpdober 

€oTnkoTes Oia Tov PoBov Tov Ba- 

cavicpov avTys’ Kal é€ovow, 
> ‘ > ‘ > ‘\ €: /, if , 

oval oval oval 1% Todis 7» peyady 

BaBviov » modus y loyvpa’ ort 

€v pd wpa ybev 7 Kplow cov. 

Kal ol €umopor THS yHs KAavcovat 
‘\ ia > > > , ‘\ x 

kal tevOnoovow em adtyv’ Kat TOV 
, > aA > ‘ 3 , > , ‘5 

yopov avtTav ovdels ayopaler odKére 

yopmov xpvcov kal apyvpou Kat hiwv 

Tipiwv, Kal papyapitav Kal Biaoou 

Kal Toppvpas, Kal OLpLKOV KOKKivoU, 
~*~ lal , vee \ lol lol 

Kat mav Ev\ov Ovivor, kal TAaV TKEvOS 

elehavtwor, kat Tav oKEvOS eK EVdov, 
, ‘\ ‘\ ‘\ , \ 

Tiwuov Kal yahkov Kal oidnpov, Kat 

pdppapov Kat Kwrvapwpov Kal Ovpid- 
‘ , ‘\ , ~ 

pata Kat pvpov Kat diBavov, Kat 
> ‘ » ‘ , \ 

oivov Kal €havoy Kal wepidadu, Kal 
, Ne, YN 7 \ 

mpoPata KQU LITTTOUS KAL pédas, KQL 

6. avtf SimAa@] So & and other versions, and rec., 

with P and many mss.: the rest read [7a] 5umAa, and 

omit adrf, as do g, and vg [except arm]; (pr deviates). 

dirA0dv] Observe the interpunction, peculiar to 

8, by which dimAody is disconnected from verse 6 and 

joined on to 7. 

7. boa] Lit., eg’ door. 

éauthv] So many mss.: the MSS. and other 
authorities, adrfjy: = deviates. 

tosovtov | Nearly all else add 86te arf. 
8. ém adris] All else om. prep. 

*@avatos| S has here the word which = many, 

but the omission of a single letter from it (see note on 

Syr. text) restores @avaros. 

Kvpios] So ms. 38 and a few others, and pr. 

All else subjoin, prefix, or substitute 6 @eds [6]. 

9. Kkrabvoovow'adtqy | Or kAavoovra, Without aitny, 

which P and a few mss. (1, 79, &c.), against all else, 

support 8 in subjoining. 
atpnvidcavres] See note on Syr. text. 

10. dd Toy pdBov| Lit., ee tov pdBov. So ver. 15. 

kat Aegtovow] All else, A€yorres. 

oval) Ter, as mss. 35, 87: nearly all else bis. 
év wig] Or aid without prep., as most. 

36 

1l. KAatoover kal revOjcovow] So Q and most 
mss., 2 (omitting «A.) and vg: but the other MSS., 

some mss., and vt, kAalovert kal mevOovow. 

kal Tov youov] All else, Sti Toy yduov. 

12. AlOwy tiuiwy| SoS, and pr: C P, AiBous tyulous: 

nA Q, g, vg, Ke., Aldou Tywtov. 

uapyapitay| So x and a few mss., also = and 

ot: but CP, wapyaptras; A, uapyapiras ; Q and most 

mss., and vg, wapyapirov. 

Bicoov| Or Buaocivov. 
mopptpas| Or moppvpov. 

oipixdy] All else ain |pucod Kat. 
éx EVAov, Timiov Kal] (i) The interpunction here 

shows that 8 read the adjective as agreeing with 

oxedos. This is partly supported by g (vas... 
preciosum) alone. (ii) All Greek, and 3, write adj. in 

superlative ; but lat. in positive, as 8. 

xarkdy kat of5., kal udpu.] All else genitive. 
13. kiwvduwuor] XA C P, some mss., 7, am, and 3, 

add kad &uwuov: Q, most mss., pv, and c/, om. 

kal mpdBata] All else ins. kal otroy before, and 

kal KtHv7 before or after, these words. 

trrovs kal pédas, kal cduata] So S: but nearly 
all else genitive, except ms. 96 (mous) ; pr deviates. 

See note on Syr. text. 

10 
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XVIII. 13—2I. 

, ‘\ ‘ >, , ‘\ 140@paTa Kat Wuyas avOpdrav, Kat 
c > tA ec > , ~ ~ 

 O7apa cov 7 emibupia THs Woyys 

gov amn\Oev ard cov’ Kal TavTa 

Ta hurapa Kat Ta appa amnOev 

amo Gov, Kal ovKEeTL avTa Pde Weis’ 

ob py 
< 

TOUTWY OL 

‘ ‘\ c ia € 

I5Kal auTa EvpyaTovaw ol 

EMLTOpPOL mouTHTaVTES 
> > > A > ‘ , , 

am avTns, aTd pakpdley atycovTat 

dia doBov rov 
> al ees , a A % 16 auTns’ KatovTes Kat TevOovrTEs Kal 

‘\ nw 

TOV Bacavic pov 

héyovTes’ oval ovat 1 Tohis 7 

peyahy, » TepiBeBAnpEevyn Bvoowov 
‘ cal 

Kal topdupovr 

\Ypvtwpeva  ypvolw 

‘A 

Kal KOKKLWa  KE- 

tOovs 
y a 
OTL LL 

‘\ 

KaU 

Tiytovs Kal papyapitas’ 

apa npynyeély 6 toaovtos Tovtos. 
\ ~ , \ a c aN 

17 kal as KUuBepyyTys Kal Twas 6 emt 
wn , : ‘A o. zi \ 

Tov TAOlwY éml TOTOY TA€wWY, Kal 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

aA ‘A 4 > ~ , 

vavTal Kat ogo. ev 7H Oahacon 
> , > \ , ” 

epyacovrTat, amo pakpdley eotnoav 
‘\ »” > XN ld XN 

kat exkhavoay avrTny Bd€movtes TOV 

KAaTVOV THS TUPOTEWS aUTHS. 
r \ 4 4 c ye ~ , 

Kat Néyovor, tis dpota TH odex 

™m peyahyn; Kat €Barov yodv emi 
‘ ‘\ > Loe X\ »” 

Tas Kehadas avtav’ Kal expatav 

de- 
e > ‘\ > ‘\ e / ec 4 a 

yovTes’ ovat ovat modus 7 peyadn 

YA ‘ aA x Kdatovtes Kal mevOodvtes Kat 

> e3 , ey \ lot 

€v 7 ewAOVTHOAaY OL ExovTEs TA Tota 
> lal , A 

ev ™ Oartacon ex THs TYyLLOTHTOS 
A, Y aA > , > 

avTNS’ OTL pid wpa HApynudby. ev- 
, > > > ~ >. XA ‘ © dpatverbe ex atty ovpave Kai ot 

aylol Kal Ol amOaTOAOL, Kal ot Tpo- 
~ 4 A ¢ ‘ he A 

dytar, OTL expwev 6 Meds TO Kpipa 

byav e€ avrns. Kal ypev eis €k 
lal > / Lal ’ wn , c 

Tov ayyéhwv TaV iayupov hiBov ws 

pvdov peéyav, Kal eBahev eis TH 

14. 7 émOvuial So pr: all else read ris emidupmias. 
THs Wuxis cov] Q and most mss., g, and vg [el, 

with arm, &e.; not am] and &, support § in inserting 

gov here; but only two (34, 87) ins., as 8, both here 
and after é7@pa. 

7a Aaumpa anHrdev] So two mss. (1, 79), fol- 
lowed by rec. : the rest, Ta A. awwAeTO (OY amdAorTO). 

Baévers’ kal aitd] S alone ins. these words: all 

else om., and connect odkéri adta ov uh ebphaovow 

[etpns, or ebphoets, or -ons]. Possibly S here pre- 

serves the true text, and the rest have lost the words by 

homeoteleuton. sw A and mss. 35, 38, 95 place atta 

alter ov un: but C PQ, &e., as above. 

14 and 15. edpnoovow of Europa] In thus removing 
the stop usually placed (so C PQ, and most mss. ; also 

lat., but am deviates) after the verb, and connecting it 
with of €u., S is supported by S, and a few mss. (34, 

86, 87, &c.): x A, &e., leave the connexion undecided. 

16. kal Aé€yovres] So rec., with P and many 
mss., pr and vg: but the other MSS. and mss., g, and 

=, om. kai: a few mss. om. both words. 

Cp. for the following clause, xvii. 4. 

kéxxwa] S alone: all else kéxkwor. 

kexpuowueva] S alone for kal Kkexpyowuery (x, 
But mss. 1, 79, 152, om. rai. 

xpuciv] Or ev xp., with 8 C, and mss. 1, 36, 79, 

and some others. 

-vov). 

AlOous tiulovs] All else dat. sing., except 3, 

which gives dat. plural (which possibly S intends). 

Mapyapitas] So 3, or possibly -rais, which is 

the reading of Q and nearly all mss., and of g and vg. 

But pv, and other versions, with the other MSS., have 
Mapyapitn. 

17. 6 emt tev mAolwy em rémov mréwy] A reading 

apparently conflate, and probably so in the Greek 

original of S. Most mss., 8 AC Q, and 3, have 6 ém 

[tov] témov mA€wv: P, mss. 36,73, 79, &ec., substitute 

[6] emt trav mAoiwy mAéwyv. Of the lat., g and ry 
support témoy [but e/, &e., lacum for locum]: pr 

renders, super mare navigans (see Suppl. Note, p. 49). 

év TH Pardoon] So vt and most vg [but am, 
maria ; arm, mari}: all Greek, thy @dAacoav. 

18. &cAavoay aithy] S alone: the rest écpacov [-tav]. 
Kal A€youor] Or Ka) A€yovres: but the inter- 

punction and division seem to require Aéyouot. S 

alone; all else ptep. with or without rat. 

19. of €xovres] All else prefix mdyres. 

7a mAota| Lit., 7d mAoiov. 

0. evppaiverde|] SoS, and pr: all else sing. 
l. €k Tay ayyéAwy Tay ioxupay}] Nearly all else, 

&yyedos icxupds. Som. adjective, with A; & deviates. 
@s uvdov] So rec., with P Q and most mss., 

S[din], and g (and pr?): but A has &s wtAwoy and 

C @s mvAudy, and so vg, moluvem. There is a trace 

to to 

Qn 
of 
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XIX. 

ATIOKAATYI¥. 

OUTWS OppLymate 

BaBviov 7 peyadn 
, \ > \ Cry? ¥ \ 

TONS, KaL OU PY) EUPHOELS €Tl. KQL 

farlacoav héywv" 

Bry Oyoerar 

p ‘A 0 , \ tr A 

@Vvy Kl apas Kalb OA TLYYyOSs KQaL 

od py 
> ~ > Nee \ a , 
akovoby é€v cot ete Kat pos hUxvou 

> A ‘\ Lal 

tavdAnTov’ Kat povo.kor, 

> ‘XN Lal »” a ‘\ XN , 

od py bavy wor ete Kal pwvy vupptov 
‘\ ‘A tA > ‘\ > ~ > 

Kai dori) vipdyns ov py akovaby éev 

wot €Tt’ OTL Ol Epmopol Gov joav 

ol peylaTaves THS yHSs’ OTL Ev Tats 

happakelats cov emavnoas TavTa 
\ » . nS er cto A 

7a vy. Kai ev adtn aipa tpopntav 
‘\ c - e / A > 4 

Kat aylov evpéyn tav éexpaypevor 

emi THs yns. Kat pera tavta, nKovoa 

hovnv peyddnv oxhwv tohhav ev 

TO ovpava eydovtwv, ahAnhovia’ 7 
, \ € , X ¢ , 

coTnpla Kat » Sd€a Kal n Sdvapus 

XVIII. 2I—xIx. 6. 

A Pea : 
TO Oem Hnyav' ore adyjOwai kat 

Sika. at Kploers avTOv' OTL EKpLwE 
‘\ , ‘\ , ia A 

THY TOpYnY THY peyahyy nTis ebOerpeE 
‘ ia) ~ cal 

THY ynv €v TH Topveia avTns, Kat 

e€ediknoe TO aia TaV SovAWY avTOU 

eK XELpaV aUTHS. SevTEpov EipyKay 
> ye \ € N 2A 
adAynAovia, Kal O KaTVOS «auTHS 
> , > ‘ 2A lal Ee 

aveBn eis TOvs aimvas TOV aidvwr. 
» 

Kal emevay ol ElKOOL Kal TéETTapES 
, ‘\ ‘\ , Lal 

mpeoBvtepor Kal Ta Téecoapa Coa, 

Kal mpooekvynoav TO Oe@ TO Kabn- 
, 3; \ ~ 0 ie hé A > ‘\ 

HEV@ ETL TH pov@ EYOVTES ApLynv 

a\dyndovia. Kat avy amo Tov 

Opdvov héyovoa’ aivetre TO Oco 
e A , c A > A ‘\ 

NOV TWAVTES Ob SovdAou QUTOU KQL 

€ , NC oy: > an, , 
Ou do Bovpevot TO OVOLA AUTOV’ TAV- 

TES OL pKpol peTa TOV pmEeyadwr. Kai 

of the prefix of genitive placed before the noun, but 
erased, in S (and the prefix is inserted in Xp) : also, 

the word representing ws is written by an afterthought 

(but prima manu) on marg. It seems therefore as 

if S as at first written supported wvAwoy (without as). 

etpnoeis] Or evpys. S alone: all else edpeb9. 
Cp. verse 14 supr. 

22. KOdpas| All else, xBappdar. 

oddmvyyos] This reading is partly supported by 

x (alone of MSS.) and two mss. (35, 87), which read 

cadmlyywv, as does S. All else, caAmoray: and all 
place the word last of the four genitives. 

taddAntav* kad povoixav| All else invert these 

genitives. I obelize the former word, the rendering 

of S being obscure, possibly representing avAntikay : 

see note on Syr. text. 
Note that 8, with Hippol. (Antichr., 42), om. 

(after @r1) two sentences of this verse ; supported, as to 

the former of the two, by mss. 14, 92; as to the latter, 
by x and some mss., including 38, 87, &c., and by 3. 

23. gavn] S and incline to this reading (rec.), 
rather than pavy (rev.). 

got] So C (alone of Greek copies); and vt and 
vg [am, arm, &e. ; not cl}: all else, éy coi. 

dovh vingns}] So C alone: all else om. pay. 
Tais papuakeiais] So lat.: all Greek, singular. 

éxAdvnoas] So ms. 87: all else, érAavhOnoar. 

24. trav éopavuevwy] All else prefix kal mavTwv. 
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XIX. 1. Ka) wera] Some mss., including (1, 36, 38, 

79, &e.), support kal, also some versions: but 3, with 

the MSS. and most mss., lat., &e., om. 

gwvjv] The MSS., and most mss., and vg, 

prefix ws: 3, v/, and a few mss. (1,7, 38, &c.) om., as 8. 

bxAwy moAAa@v] All Greek copies have sin- 
gular; also 3, and g: but pr and vg support plural, 

as 8. 

T@ Oc@ judy] So three mss. (36, 47, 152), and 

=, pr, and vg [but arm, Domino only], and other ver- 
sions; one ms. (1) prefixes Kupi, and so rec.: but all 

other Greek, g, and other versions, Tot @cod quay. 

2. xeipa@v} So pr and vg: all else, singular. 
3. dedrepoy] All else prefix «al, except ms. 98.) 

avéBn] So 8 (if the pointing is to be trusted), 
with two mss., 73, 79: for avaBalve: (rec.) of all MSS. 

and most mss. A few have avéBave, and so 3. 

4. mpeoBirepo.] S (not &) favours the position of 
this word after the numerals, but not decisively. 

5. gwrh| All else add e&}AGe (x, gwval... 
ét#A ov) before or after amd [ex] Tod @pdvov. 

7d bvoua avtov| All else om. 7d dvoua, and read 

avtdév (pr, Dominum). 

All else om. madvres, for 

[Note that C 
mavres of ukpol] 

which two or three mss. substitute kai. 

deficit here finally ]. 
meta Tay peyadwy] Cp. xi. 18. 

of weyado. 

All else, ka. 

ur 



xXIx. 6—II. 

nkovea dwrnv ws oywv Todor, 

Kal as hovyy vddtTwy TorAdMOV" Kal 
e \ A > A , as dwovnv Bpovtav iayupav heyov- 

"Ort 

Kvpios 6 mavtoKpdtwp" 

€Bacitevoe 

Yatpowev 

dapev tHv ddfav 

tov addndovia. 

Kal ayadhi@pev’ 
> ~ A AAG c , A 3 , avT@, OTL MAGEv 6 yapos TOV apvion, 

kal 7) yurn avTov nToiwacev EauTHy. 

kai €000n ad’tn wa mepiBaryrac 

Biocowov Kkaflapov Kat apmpov" 
‘ ‘ , ‘ , , 

To yap Bioowov Ta Sixadpara. 

€oTt Tav ayiwy. Kal elroy pot 

*ypawou'’ pakapioe ot eis TO Setrvov 
*-4 , q n° , aN r 
TOV YapLou TOU apVlou €l\OL KEKAY)- 

ATIOKAATYI*. 

, \ ey z ca € , 
fL€vol. Kal ELE LoL’ OTOL OL hoyou 

@ecov 
» y A A A 
€7TEO OV eutrpoo lev TWV TOO@V avTov 

e > ‘\ nw b 4, _ 

ot adnOwot tov €lol. Kat 

‘ a \ SS , 

Kal TpoTEKVYNTA a’TwM' Kal ETE 
x , 4 , > . XN fou py, ovvdovdds cov Eipl Kat 

Tav addehpav cov TaV eyovTaV THY 

paptupiay “Incov' To Sew mpoo- 

KUyyToV paddov' 7 yap paptupia 

*Inoov €o7i TO mvEevpAa THS Tpo- 

dyretas. 

Kat 
, L N 9 

ypévov, Kat idov Uimmos hevKds’ Kat 

75 ‘ > ‘ > 

€lLOOV TOV OUPQ@Vvov avew- 

€ , > > > ‘\ , 

6 Kabypevos em adtov Kahovpevos 
XN \ > /, * > 

TLOTOS KAU ahnOuwes, KaL €V OuKa.o- 

6. pwvyv as] So one ms. (36): & and nearly all 

else &s pwrqv: afew, and vt, om. as here. 

bxAwy ToAA@Y] All else singular, except pr. 
Aeydvtwy] Or Aeyotowr; or A€yorTes. 
GAAnAovia] Observe the full stop set after this 

word, leaving “Or: to be connected with verse 7. 

Kip.os] (i) All else (except py) ins. 6 @eds after, 

or for, this word, or 6 @eds 6 before it. A seemingly 

later hand has interlined the equivalent of 6 @eds in 8. 
(ii) 8 P Q, most mss, %, and all lat., add judy, but A 

and a few om., as 8. 

7. xatpouev] So mss. 73, 152 (for xalpwper) ; 

the following ayaAAi@uev being treated as pres. 

indic. 
dauev] (i) Or ddoouery (or Sdowuer). (ii) All 

else prefix kat: the omission of it by 8 is consistent 
with its treatment of the preceding verbs. 

8. Kkadapdy kai Aaumpdy] So rec., with a few mss. 

(1,36; also 73, 79, 152, but without «at). The MSS. 

and the other mss., = and most versions, reverse the 

order; Q und most mss. and vg [e/, with arm, &e.], 

retain kal: but the rest om., as do vt and am, &e. 

7a Sikaimuard éoti] S favours this position of 
the verb, which is that of rec., with many mss., and 

g and most vg [including am]. The MSS., the other 

mss., =, and pr, also arm, place it alter ray aylwy. 

9. efxdy pot] S only; but perhaps the Syriac 

scribe has wrongly inserted the final letter which 

marks the plural. However the reading is a possible 

one, the plural verb finding its subject in verses 5—7. 
All else have Aéyer (or elmé) pot. 

*ypayov| S has here a word = madw (which 

has no other authority): but by restoring a letter 
which no doubt has dropt out from before it, we 

recover ypaWoy, which all else give, except one or 

two mss. which om. See note on Syr. text. 

ot... eiat] All else of, omitting eiot. 
*rov yauov} S represents tis diakovias, which 

has neither appropriateness nor authority. By changing 
one of the six letters of the Syriac word (see note on 

Syr. text), and transposing two others, we recover 

tov yauou, which is the reading of A Q and most mss., 

= and pr and vg; but which the rest om. 

elte] So = here, and in next verse: all else, 

Aéyer in both places. 
of aAn@woi] A with two mss. ins. of, which 

apparently S intends to represent. All else om. 

10. Kai mpocextvnoa] So P and mss. 78, 79: all 
else, mpookuvijoa. 

bh, cbvdovdds cov eiui] S alone omits dpa 
before wy. In the parallel passage, xxii. 9, dpa is 

retained, with a colon after it, to separate it from «7, 

which is thus made to qualify eiud (and so ms. 68). 

The copies of & vary as to the interpunction, both 

here and xxii. 9, with the general result that (except 

? which in the present passage is neutral, giving the 
sentence without any stop at all) all of them in both 

passages disconnect uy from dpa, and either isolate 

it, or attach it to what follows. If so attached, it 

must be understood as = nonne?, and not in its 

proper force as = num? These modifications of in- 
terpunction, and the interpolation of waAdov (which S 
alone ins.) after mpooxtynooy, are apparently due to 

doctrinal prepossessions in the minds of translators, 

or scribes. All other authorities connect dpa uy, a 
few adding moons. 

n yap maptupia "Inood| I neglect the comma 

which § unmeaningly places after these words. 
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mn 

3 OVOELS 

ATIOKAATYIZ. 

dé 

dpbahpot advrod ws PoE wupds’ Kat 

4 , A A. e 

avn Kplver Kat TohEpel’ ot 

emt tyv Kehadyv avtov diadypata 
, »” »” , a 

mohha’ €xwv Ovoma yeypappevov, O 
‘ 

7) 

TepiBeBrnpevos twatiov BeBappévov 

€v alpate’ Kat Kahetrat TO ovopa 

S > > Lu \ 

ology El avTos’ Kal 

> lal c , A lal A Ni 

avtov o Aoyos Tou @eov. Kal Ta 
, n > n° , 

OTpaTevpaTa TOV ovpavod 7KohovHEL 
> ~ >7? 4 ar XN > 

auto ed Umous’ evKots’ Kal evde- 

hevKov kal Sedupevors = Bvoowvov 

Kkafapov. Kal €K TOU oTOMaTOS 
SIN > , € , > Gr 

QUTWV EKTOPEVETAL poppata 6€eta 

7 > Sa , . » . \ 
wa €V auTw TAaTAacwor Ta evn KQL 

> ‘ ~ > ‘ > es, 

QAUTOS TOLLAVEL GAUTOUVS EV paBbow 

xix. 11—18, 

olonpa’ Kal adtdos matet THY AnvoV 

THS Opyns TOD Oeod Tod mavToKpa- 

Topos. Kal eye. eml Ta ipatia 

avToU em TOVS pNpods avdTOv, ovOMa 

yey pappevov" 

Kal KUpLos KUplwv. Kat eidov addov 

Baoired’s Baoiiéwv 

» ec a > ie ON \ 
ayyehov’ éoTaTa ev TO Hiw Kat 

expakev ev havy peyady, €ywv Tots 

dpvéois Tols TETOMEVOLS EV pETOV- 

pavypate 
a 

TO O€tmvoV 

*SetTEN cuvayOyre 

peya 

iva dayynte odpkas Baoi€wv kat 

TO Tov. @ecouv, 

, 

Gdpkas yidudpywv' Kal oapKas 

ioyupov’ Kal odpkas immwv, Kal 
a > 

Tov Kabnpévwr em avtovs’ Kat 

12. &s padt] So A, mss. 35, 36, 87, and others, 3, 
and lat., &c., followed by rec.: the rest om. ws. 

dvoua yeypaumevoy, 6} So A P (and y partly) 

with some mss. and versions, including lat., followed 
by rec. Some mss. give the words in plural: Q and 

many others have a conflate reading (drvéuara yeypau- 

péva Kal bvoua yeypauuévor, 5), which & adopts [but 

7 marks the plural words with *]. 

ovdels] Lit., ovx. 

13. BeBauuevoy] The verb used by S seems to re- 

present this word, which is read here by A Q and 

most mss. (followed by rec.): but possibly it may be 
meant for fepavtiouevoy (P), or mepipepaumevoy (x), 

or some other like form; so the lat., and 3, represent 

sprinkled, not dyed. 

év aluati] Or aluati: and so pwr, verse 17. 

kaAertat] So apparently 8, with some mss. (1, 

36,79, &c.), and lat. (which rec. follows): for cécAnrat 

(or -ro) of the MSS., and most mss.; 3%, éxdAece. 

14. rod odpavov| So one ms. (36); or tay ovpavay 

(as 8): & with all else, [ra] ev 7@ odpava. 
trmots: Aevkots* Kal évdedumevois| (i) The inter- 

punction apparently requires the Greek to be thus 

read; unless we prefer Aevkol’ kal évdedumevor. For 

évéeduuévors, there is the support of x, and ms. 152, 

and of Origen In Joann.t.1t.,c.4. (ii) S alone ins. kat. 

Aevkdy kal Kafapdy] Nand a few mss., g, and 
some vg [el; not am, arm, &e.], support kai: all else om. 

15. aitay] § alone: all else, abrod. 

éteta] Q and most mss. insert dictouos before 
dteta, and so pr, and vg [el, with many copies]: 3, 

40 

after it [but 7 with *]. There is some appearance of 

erasure in S$, after dfe7a. Buty A P, mss. 1, 36, 38, 

79, &c., and most versions, including g, and am, arm, 

&e., om. dlorouos. Cp. i. 16. 

avta] Seil., ordpart. 

else, fem. 

matdtwot| Lit., droxrelywor (see note on Syr. 

text). All else read the verb in sing. ; but the plural 

is consistent with the reading aira@y (supr.). 
tis dpyis) All Greek copies (with minor varia- 

tions) prefix rod otvov Tov @uuod [kai]; and so rg. and 
most versions. But vt reads vini only before irae; = 
gives the words which 8S om., but om. ris dpyiis. 

16. 7& iudtia avrov}] & and all else, 7d iudriov; 

and all, except mss. 87, 152, om. aitod [which Tisch. 

wrongly ins. in his note i doe. ]. 
én) tovs unpovs}] All else prefix «al [but 37 

with *], and read roy unpdv. ‘The reading of 8 is 
worth noting ; it represents ‘‘the Name’’ as “ written 

on the vestments [that were] on His thighs.”’ 
17. &AdAov] So x and one ms. (36) and some ver- 

sions: rec. with A P and many mss. and lat., eva: 
two mss., €va &AAov. Q, with the other mss., and 

=, om. both. 

tois dpvéois| All else, except ms. 95, prefix mact, 

So S, doubtfully: all 

*Sedre* cuvaxOnte] S has kal cuvady@nre (or 
-hx9noav) : but this is unmeaning, and by replacing 

a dropt letter we recover Seve (for kat) ; see note on 

Syr. text. Or perhaps kai is to be retained, with 

dedre before it; as rec., and some texts of vg [el ; 

not am, &c.; arm om. debe]. 

Be 
€lS 



xXIx. I8—xx. 3. 

oapkas ehevOepwv Kat dovAwy’ Kat 

pikpav Kal peyahwv. 

Kat 

oTpatevpata avTov' Kat tovs Ba- 

= \ va ‘ ‘ eloov To Onpiov Kat Ta 

a“ A A ‘ , 

ourels THS VHS Kal TA OTpaTEvpata 

avTav’ cuvnypeva Tooar TOV TOXeE- 
‘\ A , wn 

pov, peta Tov Kabnuevov emt Tov 
9 ‘A Aw , 

immov Kal PETA TOV OTPAaTEVMAaTwY 
> lal \ > , ‘\ , ‘\ 

avTov. Kal éemacbn To Onpiov, Kat 
> 

pet 
, ‘ A , an 

Tomoas TA oNpeta EvwTLoY avTOU, 

avTou 6 wWevdorpodyTns 6 

a ‘\ 

€v ois erAavyoe Tovs aBovtas TO 
, ~ , \ * x 

Xdpaypa tov Onptov Kat *rTovs 

TpooKvvouvTas\ TH €iKOVL avTou" 

teat katéBnoay Kail eBrnOnoar ot 
, > ‘\ , A . bs 

dvo €ls TV Atuvnv TOU TUpOS THV 

ATIOKAATYI2. 

, x , 

Katomevny Kat Oetov' 
.. > , > A , Aourot amextavOnoay ev TH fopdaia 

Tov Kabnpevov emi Tod inmov, TH 
> 0 , > A a > aA e€ehfovon €k TOV oTOpatos avTov’ 

\ , 

Kal TavTa Ta Opvea exoptacbnoay 

Kat 
»” ” A 

ahdov ayyedov KataBaivovta eK Tov 

3) lal al a 

€k TOV TAapKaV avTav. 

> nan» \ A A > , 
Oupavou EXOVTGA THY KEW TYS aBvo- 

, 4 ~ 

gov' Kat advow peyahny év TH XELpL 

avTov. Kal Expatnoe TOV SpaKkovTa 6 
»” c > A 

odus 6 apxatos os eat diaBodos Kal 
c 5" ane, ‘ £6 2K , 

0 Latavas’ Kal ednoev adTov xthia 

€Bahev 
\ »” > > , 

kat ekhevoe Kal €odpa- 

» is > s > \ 
€TY) Kal QvuTOV €lg TV 

aBvocov’ 
> , > ~ 9 ‘A , 

yirev edvw avTov, wa py Tavyon 
, ‘ » A at 

mavta Ta €Ovy eT. Meta ravTa *deUN 

18. éAevdepwy] (i) All Greek copies except mss. 

1, 152 and most versions (including the lat. and 3) 

ins. mavtwy before this word. (ii) All MSS. and most 

mss. ins. Te after it. 
19. kal Ta otpateduata avtov] There is no other 

evidence for these words as here placed: but A and 

three mss., in the following sentence (kal robs BagiAeis 

Tis ys kal Ta oTpatetuata avTay), read avrod for 
Apparently, therefore, we have here a confla- 

tion, possibly derived from the Greek original of 8. 

Perhaps, however, it belongs to the Syriac, having got 
in by insertion into the Syriac text of an alternative 
reading ; and the fact that S uses two different ren- 
derings for orpatevuata in the two members of the 

conflate sentence, the second agreeing nearly with that 

of 3 (see note on Syr. text), favours this supposition. If 

sO, one or other (probably the former) is to be obelized. 

Tav otpatevpatwy| So =: all else singular. 

20. per’ aitod 56] Son P, mss. 14, 38, 79, &e., pr 

and vg: = reads 6 wer’ adrov, with Q and most, and g. 

A deviates. 

*rovs mpooktvouvtas| So all authorities. $S 

gives genitive: no doubt a blunder of the scribe. 

See note on Syr. text. 
tral katéBnoav Kal] S alone: all else (@ytes. 

By a correction (not very violent) of the Syriac, we 
can make it represent kal €(noav kal, which would 

= (@vres (see note on Syr. text). But as this is a 

doubtful remedy, I retain the reading of S, with obelus. 
Thy kaouevnvy] The Syriac equivalents for 

Atuvy and wip are alike feminine, and thus S and & 

G 

avTa@v. 

are indecisive here, between Q and the mss., which 

read thy katouévny [Aiuvny], and the other MSS., 

which read ris kaiouevns [sc., mupds, though the 

gender is wrong]. Lat. (except g) have ignis ardentis. 

kal @elov}] So arm, sulphoris: all else, ev 

dei. 

21. wal of t3e* Aomol] The d¢ is superfluous; but 

the scribe or corrector has neglected to mark it with 
the obelus, as elsewhere (see iv. 4). I supply it. 

th éEeAOovon] Lit., (S and 3), év ri etep- 

Xouevn (Or, as rec., exmopevouevn); but all Greek 

seem to give aor. ptcp., and om. év. 
XX. 1. &dAov] Soa few mss. and versions: = with 

lat., and most else, om. [P hiat, xx. 1-9]. 

ev TH xeipi] So x and ms. 38, and & and lat. : 
the rest, éml riyv xetpa. 

2. 6 dis 6 apxatos] S and = favour this reading, 
with A alone. But they do not exclude the accus., 
which all else give. 

8. mavra] S alone ins. ; cp. verse 8. 
ér:] S alone om., after this word, &xpi TeAcoOH 

Ta xfAua €rn (ms. 7, &71),—evidently through home- 

oteleuton with previous sentence,—éri . . . é77. 

Hence it may be inferred (i) that S read @rn alter, 

not before, 7a €@ym (as rec., though with no certain 

authority): (ii) that the omission was in the under- 

lying Greek, for the homeot. does not appear in the 

Syriac. 
*5ei] S represents Z5wxe, by an evident clerical 

error of one letter ; see note on Syr. text. 
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ATIOKAATYIZ. 

Lal ’ A ‘ , ‘A > 

4 Moat avdTov piKpoY ypovoy. Kal Eldorv 
, \ , eet > Pe ‘ 

Opdvous Kat exabioav em avTovs* Kal 
A iY , > A A QA A ‘ 

Kpiwa €000n adtois’ Kal Tas uyas 

Tas TemTEedeKLopEevas Oia THY papTv- 
, > Lal \ 5 a A tA lal 

plav “Inoov Kat dua tov dyov Tov 

@cod, Kal oiTwWes OV TpOTEKVYNT AY TO 
¢ > ‘A x > , > A Ay 

Onpiov ovdé tiv EiKdva avTOv, Kal 
> »” ‘ ie > ‘ ‘\ , 

ovuK €\aBov TO ydpaypa emt TO péTw- 
A ay a a 

Tov avTov, emi Tas YElpas avTar, 

tot’ &lnoav Kat €Bacitevoay pera 
A = A , ” \ ’ 

5tov Xpworov yikia €Ty. Kal avTy 

6 dvaoTacls 1 TPWTH. pLAKadpLOS 
‘\ 4 c »” * , q > A“ 

Kal ays 6 €xov *pépos\ ev TH 

AVATTACEL TH TPOTN' Kal ETL TOVTWY 
{3 , , > »” > 

6 dSevtepos Oavatos ovK exer e€ov- 
, > > »” {2 wn rn a 

giav’ ad €oovTa Lepets TH DEW 
Rene aon ae 

kat T®@ Xpiot@, Kat Baorievoovar 

XX. 3—IO. 

> > A la ¥ ee Lg 

pet avtov yxihia ern. Kat ore 

erehea On yxitua ern, AvOyoeTar 6 
= Aas n a Nahas 
Naravas eK THs dvdaKns avTOv 

‘\ > , lad , AN 

Kal e€ekevoeTar TAaVHTAL TaVTA TA 
fs ms A 
evn ev Tats Téooapor ywviats THs 

yns 
A > ‘ > ‘\ / 

ovvayaye avTovs Els TOV TOAELOV" 

‘ 7ov Toy Kat Mayoy Kat 

c 5 > ‘ > A Q c »” Ov 6 apiOuos avT@v ws 1 appmos 
A , A > re SN ‘ 

Ts Gatacons. Kat avéBnoav emt TO 
, A lol IS > , ‘\ 

TAATOS THS YS, Ka ExUVKMEVTAY THY 
, A A Lal e , A 

Tohw THS Tape“~Polyns TOV ayiav Kat 

Tv wok THY HyaTnMEVnV’ Kat 

KatéByn TUP EK TOV OUPavov ao TOU 

@cov' Kal Katéhayev avtovs. Kal 6 
: - 

dia Boos 6 thavav avtovs EBANOn eis 
‘ , A ‘ ‘\ rs Ld 

THVv AiuvyV TOV Tupos Kal Hetov, d7roU 

TO Onplov Kat 6 Wevdorpopyrns. Kal 

Adoa] Allelse passive, with pron. before or after. 
4. tras memeAckiouevas] S and & alone (by omit- 

ting the particle which is in Syr. the sign of genitive) 

represent these words as in accus., not genitive, as all 

other authorities have them. But it seems a plausi- 
ble conjecture that the particle in question has (in 8, 
see note on Syr. text) been accidentally transferred to 
the subsequent part of the sentence, where it suggests 

a pronoun in genitive, antecedent to oftwes. If so, 
we ought to restore tay memeAekiouevwy. But ep. 
Tas eopaypuevas, Vi. 9, where & does not follow S. 

oftives] Lit., exetvwy oftives, but see last note. 

ovdé] Or odie. 
7) wétwrov| Or trav perdmwv. The MSS., 

mss., 3, &c., om. avtay after these words. 

#]| So lat.: all else Kat. 
tas xeipas] So ms. 94 and 2g: all else, singular. 

tof] Ord. All else, «ai, which perhaps ought 

to be restored here. See note on Syr. text. 
5. Note that S and 3, with x and many mss., om. 

the first clause (of Aovroi . érn) of this verse, 

through homootel. with last verse. 
kal] S alone: three mss. read é7:: all else om. 

ait] S and & supply éeoriy (and so in verse 6, 

after wakapios); also (here, but not in verse 6) lat. ; 

but I hesitate to infer that it was in their Greek. 

6. *wépos| S gives here, by substitution of a letter 

for a similar one, a word = vexpdv. I restore the 
proper reading. See note on Syr. text. 
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kal emt] All else om. rat. 
fluous colon in this sentence). 

(I neglect a super- 

T@ OcG, TG Xpiotg] So ms. 38: all else genit. 

xiAia} So A and many mss., without ta: but 
S$ alone in verse 7: & ins. in both places. 

7. Ore éreAéoOy] So ms. 152 only (ms. 1, plural) : 

all else, éray teAeoOH, or (Q and some mss.) meta. 

Cpax.t 
8. mdvta] Sox and ms. 79: all else om. 

ev tais] Sox, and a few mss., for Ta ev Tals. 

kal cuvayayetv| So x, and a few mss. (73, 79, 

152, &c.): S with the rest om. «ai. Of the lat., g, 

and am and arm, have et congregauit; the rest, et 

congregabit. 

avtév] So the MSS., and many mss. 
favour the pron., which many other mss. om. 

9. Thy wéAw THs TapeuBodrts Tay ayiwy| S alone: 

all else have tiv mapeuBoAryv tav ay. merely; except 

Q and one ms. (97) which add, after ryy map. ray ay., 

kal Thy wéAW Tey aylwy,—so far supporting S. 
amb tod @cov}] So Q and many mss. and 

versions, including g and arm: P and many more 
mss., 3, and wy [am, &c., and e/], place the words 

before ék Tod ovpavod: A om., with pr [Aug. De Civit. 

Dei| and two or three mss. [X om. wip .. 
(verse 10). ] 

10. dwov] After this word, A PQ, most mss., 3, vé, 

and most vg [el, with am, &e. ; not arm, &e.], add kal. 

But x, with ms. 1 and a few, and some versions, om. 

S and = 

- Aluyny 

/ 

8 

9 

10 



~ is) 

wn 

XX. IO—XXI. 5. 

€ ~ ‘ 

BacavcOncovrat népas Kal VUKTOS 

Kat 
> , , finns \ ‘ 
€loov Opovov peyav evKOV KQ@L TOV 

\ A A S22. 
€is TOUS ala@vas TaY alwvwr. 

KaOnpevov emavw avTov, 00 amd TOV 

Tpoawmov avtov epvyev H yn Kal O 

ovpavds, Kat TOTOS OVX EVpPEy adTots. 

Kal Elo TOUS VEKPOUS TOUS MEYaAoUS 

Kal TOUS PLLKPOUS ETTMTAS EVWTLOV TOU 

Apovov' Kai BiBXLa HvotyOnoav’ Kal 

ahdo BiBdiov HvoixyOn oO e€ate THs 

Kploews’ Kal expiOnoav ol veKpol eK 

VEY PappLevov To = BiBAio 
‘ ‘ ¥ yontos \ »” ¢ 

KaTQ Ta epya QAvUTWV. KQAL E€OWKEV n 

TOV ev 

, ‘ ‘\ ‘ > > (aor 

Oadaooa Tovs veKpovs Tovs Ev avTH 
ba 3 , N74: LA »¥ A 

Kal 6 Oavatos Kal 6 ddys edOwKay Tovs 

VEKpovs TOVs ev avTols’ Kal EexpiOn 

EKAOTOS AUT@V KaTa Ta Epya avTav. 
\ € fa AN c y > , 

Kai 0 Gavatos Kal 6 adns EBAyOnoay 

eis THY AiwynY TOV Tupds’ ovTOS 
> ec , € , 5 ‘ » 

é€otw 6 Oavatos 6 Sevrepos’ Kal el 

Tus ovy evpebn ev 7H BiBw THs Cwys 
ld > , > x , 

yeypappevos, EB\ynOy els THY NipYnY 

* 

ATIOKAATYIZ. 

a , NT MN > \ N .. 
Tov Tupos. Kat etdov ovpavov Kawov XXI. 

Kal ynv Kaw" 

ovpavos Kat 9 TpeéTH yn amnOov" 

6 yap mpaTos 

Nek Ss , a » » kal 7 Oadkacoa ovK €oti ETL. 

Kat ryv modw thy aytiav ‘lepovoa- 

An Kawnv, eldov kataBatvovaay éK 

TOV OUpavovd amo TOV MEov' HToLma- 

opevnv as vipdyny KeKoopNnmerny TO 
> ‘ > aN ‘\ »” lol 

avopt avTys. Kal nKovoa dwrys 

peyadns €K TOV ovpavov eyovans, 
> ‘ ¢€ ‘ A A x lal 

idov 7 oKNY?) TOD Oeod peTa Tov 
> cal 

avOporav’ Kal oKNnVaTEL MET AVTOV" 
\ > \ \ > ~ » \ 

Kal avTol hads avTov evovTa’ Kal 
> s € x : eet oe ee \ »¥ 

autos 0 @eos peT avTMV Kal EOTAaL 

avTots Meds. Kal avtos e€adetber wav 

dakpvov ex tav odfapav avtav’ 
AN c 4 > ” ¥ A »” 

KaL O Oavatos OUK €OTAL ETL OUTE 

, » ,, Oe , 
mevoos OUTE Kpauy7) OVOE TOVOS 

»” »” > % ‘ , > ~ 

€OTaL ETL ETL TA TPOTwWTA avTHS. 
BN a \ ‘3 € , 
Kai amndOov kat eiré por 6 Kaby- 

> \ Fa! ig q > ‘ ‘ la 

pevos emt T@ Opdvm’ dod Kawa Tow 
, \ 3_» , ‘ ® c 

TAVTA. KAL ELTTE [LOL yy parbov OUTOL OL 

11. émdvw] So 3, with x and ms. 38: for en’. 

Tov Tpoownov avtov| S and & favour the inser- 
tion of avtod (cp. avtay, verse 8) with ms. 95. 

12. «picews| S alone: all else, (wis. 

7@ BiBAiw] S alone: all else plural. 
13. tovs év avrots] Rather perhaps tots map’ (or 

én’) avrots, but no other authority supports this. 
expidn Exacros avt@y] S alone ins. av’tay. All 

else read the verb in pl.; except vg, which deviates, 
(judicatum [est] de singulis). 

14. éotiw] The MSS. and most mss. place this word 
at the end of the sentence: but some mss. as 8. And 

the MSS. and many mss. and versions, including g 

and vg [am, &e.; not arm, or cl], and 3%, subjoin, at 

end of this verse, 7 Atuvn Tov Tupés. 

XXI. 1. ovdpavby kawdy] S writes plural. 
2. eldov] S adds aitay, pleonastically. 
3. oxnveoe}] Lit., cxnvot. All authorities give 

fut., including 2g [c/, &e.]; except & which has 

eoxhvwoe, With S, and g and am (habitawit). A mere 

change of pointing would make S agree with x. 

G2 

mer’ avt@y: kal ora] S alone: A Q and many 
mss., S, and lat. (except pr [Aug.]), wer’ abra@y €ora: 

the rest, ora: wet’ adtav. 

aitois Ocds] SoS and & [2 with *] alone; but 
A has airéy Oeds, with vg [not arm]; P, &e., and 

arm, @eds avtay: & Q, most mss., vt, &e. om. 

4. avrds eEadreive:] All else om. adrds: rec., with 

A and a few mss., and vg [except arm], ins. 6 @eds 

after the verb: but the other Greek copies, and the 

other versions, including vt, and arm, do not supply 
any subject. % reads éxAeiver (with Arethas). 

mévos| All Greek texts add ovk. 

4 and 5. éora €m éeml ta mpdowma aitijs. 

Ka) ax7Afov] 8 alone: all else, éora: éru* [Sti] 7a 
mpata amjrdov [-ev]. The reading of S evidently 

represents a Greek, not Syriac, variation (ém{ for 871, 

mpdcwma for mpa@ta: cp. X, mpdBata). 

5. elmé wor (dis)] (1°) All else om. wor. (2°) So el 

(not am) : = has ele without mor: all else, Aéyer [nor]. 

otro] All Greek except ms. 94, and most lat., 

prefix t1. 
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ATIOKAATYI®. 

6 dyou MuoTol Kal adnOwol eior. Kal 
Cea , STEEN ‘ Nie Sess 

eim€ pou yéyovay. €yw TO A Kal eyo 
‘\ i > ‘ ‘ ‘ , > ‘ 

To Q* 1 apyn Kat TO Tédos. eyo 
~ A“ , > Lal A A 

T® Subpart. Sécw ex THS THYHS TOV 
G ’ a a , \ 

7vdatos THS Cwns Swpeav. Kat 6 

VUK@V GUTOS KANPOVOMHATEL TATA’ Kal 
¥ > Lal Tine \,» ev 

ETOMAL AVTM Meds’ Kal ETAL jot iOS. 

8 Tots d€ derots Kal dmioto.s, Kal 

apaptwrots Kat €Bdedvypevors Kat 

dovevor, Kal dappakots Kal mopvots 
mY > 'B 4 Lal Lal 

kal e€idwdohaTpats Kal maou Tots 

Wevdeor, }épos 

Muvyn TH Katopevn tupds Kat Oetov, 

TO avT@v ev TH 

9 > c {A c “L 

n €oTw 6 Oavatos 6 Sevrepos. 

9 Kat Oe eis ex tov émta ay- 
4 Lal > , ‘\ ec ‘\ VA 

yehov tav €xovTwv Tas erTa hiddas 

Tas ye“ovoas Tav éemTa TANYaV TOV 

*eayatov’. Kai édahnoe pet emov 

héywv' Sevpo deiEw cou THY v¥pdnv 

XXI. 5—I. 

A lol , 

THY YUvatka TOV apviov. Kal ATVEYKE 10 
“ 

fe €&v TvEevpatL em Opos péya Kal 
‘ 

bYnrov" Kal EderEE ror THY TOAW THY 
ec , c 4 , 

aylav ‘lepovoadyp, KataBatvovcay 

EK TOV OVPAavOd amd TOV BEov" Exov- 
‘ € 

cav tiv d0€av tod Meov' Kai 6 
x > wn oo v4 f, 

pwotnp avTns Oporos Aw Timi 
G >? , ew 
ws idomd., Kpvotaddilovtr e€yovoa 

wn , A € / yy 

TELYOS péya Kal vinov’ Eyovoa Tv- 

hdvas O0dEKa Kal El Tots TUA@TW 
+) / , \ t , > lal 

ayyéhous badeKa’ Kal dvopata avtav 

yeypappéeva a €or. Ta Ovdpata TOV 

dadexa pviav lopand. am avarodns 

muhaves Tpeis’ Kal amd Boppa mv- 

haves TpEiS* Kal amo VoTOV TUA@VES 

Tpels’ Kal aro SvTpaV TUABVES TpEts. 

Kal TO TELXOS THS TOMEWS Exwv HEpeE- 

Nious b0dEeKa’ Kal er avTav dHdeKa 
> 4, lal > / lal ea 

ovomata TV aToaToOkwy Tov Tiov. 

6. yéyovay] So A, and ms. 88 (yeydvacwv): rec. 
with mss. 41, 94, and lat., yéyove (but see Suppl. Note, 

p- 49): Sand the resi, yéyova. 

ey 7) 2] All else om, eyo. 

déow]| An erasure in S seems to indicate that a 
pronoun = avt@ (which Q and many mss. ins. after 
déow), was at first written after the verb. 

tis (wis) Lit., rod (Gyros: sos. Cp. xxii.1,17. 

7. kat 6] Allelse om. kal. 

autos kAnpovounoer) All else om. adtds (asx A 

P, many mss., &, lat., and all versions) ; or read dow 

avT@ (as Q and many mss.). 

€ora:| All else prefix atrds, except A. 

8. kal auaptwaots}| So Q and many mss., and = 

{but 7 with *]: the rest om., followed by rec. 

pappaxois kat mépvas] All else transpose pap- 

makots and mépvos: except g, which om. kal mépvas. 
mupds kal Belov] Nearly all else dative. 
#] So &, and lat.; all Greek, 4. 

9. ras yeuovoas] Or perhaps tay yeudrvrwy, with 

x A P and mss. 12, 73, 79, 152; Q and more mss., and 

lat., read [ras] yeuovoas ; also & [Zn; dp less clearly]. 
*éryatwy| S has &Adwy: cp. xv. 1, and note. 

11. kal 6 pwornp adt7s}] So some mss., and pr, and 

most versions : but the MSS. and most mss. om. kaf, as 
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also g, and vg [am, arm, &e.; not el], and = (which 

however reads these words differently from all else, 
avyjs for aris). 

tiutp] So ms. 94, g and vy: all other Greek, 
superlative ; also pr, and 3. Cp. xviii. 12. 

@s iaomid:}] A few mss. om. ws: the rest read 

&s AlOw iaomsd. 

KpuotadAiCovT:] Lit., @s duos KpvoTdddAw. 
Similarly =, and so vg, (sicut erystallum), &e. But 

these are no doubt mere artifices of the translators to 

supply their lack of an equivalent word, and do not 

indicate any variation in the Greek text. 
12. €xovea (dis)] Or Exoucar. 

avt@y]| Son: all other Greek copies, and lat., om. 

yeypaupeva] Sox alone of Greek copies; and 
so vt, and arm, have scripta: the rest émvyeypaupeva 

(vg, inscripta), and & indicates the compound. 

gpuddy “IopandA] All else, ins. [ray] via», 
between these words; except a few mss., some of 

which insert rod instead. 

14. &ywv] Or éxov: lit., xyes. 

amoatéAwy] So an, &e. (pr, doubtful): the 

Greek, vg [cl, with arm, &c.] 3, and nearly all else, 
prefix dw5exa. 

Tiod] All else, apyiov: see note on Syr. text. 
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XXI. 15—22. 

A ’ A > , 
15 Kal 6 Aah@y per Emov, Elye péeTpoU 

A ” ‘ 

Ka\apov xpvoovy, va pmeTpHoN THY 
tal lal \ 

106 TOAW Kal TO TELYOS avTHS. Kal 7 
lal ‘\ Di 

TOMS TETPaywvos KEtTAL’ Kal TO 
a Ry ; ‘ 

HyKOS avTHS OToV TO TdTOS avTHS. 
‘\ > , ‘ , ~ , Kal €“eTpHoE THY TOW TO Kahape, 

emt atadiov dwHdexa yidttddwv" Td 
~~ wn A bs 

PyKos avTAS Kal TO TAaTOS avTHS Kal 
ENE S. 7 AY > , Ngo 17 TO Wipos avTyns loa eat. Kal eueTpHoeE 

TO TELXOS a’TNS ExaTOV Kal TeEToapa- 
a A 

KovTa THxYaV, péTpw avlpwrov 6 
tS) > , Noel) , a 

18 €oTW ayyéAov. Kal 7 EvdeunoLs TOD 
a ¥ \ € , 

Telxous av’THS laoms Kal 4 TOALS 
lal , eR 

Xpuatov Kafapod dpotov vatw Ka- 
~ m < ys wn tg Lal 

19 ap@. Kat ot Aewédou TOV TELXous THS 

Toews, ALHows Tiypslots KEKOTMHLEVOL’ 

ATIOKAATYWIS. 

Nee , e A ¥ oy af 
kat 0 JepédLos 6 TpaTos laoms. Kai 
€ - 4 , \ c 7 

6 devtEpos camderpos. Kai 6 tpitos 

Kapxndov. Kat 6 réraptos opapa- 

ySos. Kal 6 réumros capddvv€. Kai 6 

ExTos Tdpd.ov. Kai 6 €Bdopmos ypuao- 

AuBos. Kat 6 dydo0s Bypuddos. Kai 
c ” , r ‘\ «< , 

0 evatos ToTavo.ovy. Kat 6 d€katos 
, c ¢ fs eer 

Xpucompacos. “O évd€Katos taxwOos. 

‘O dadékatos apvderos. Kai ot 80- 

dexa muhaves tkai Sddexa pap- 

yapirar. Kis ava eis’ Kal ExaoTos TOV 

Tuddvav Hv e€ Evds papyapitov. Kal 

» tAateta F5e% THs TdAEwWS Ypvatov 
fal € ” > > 2 A \ 

Kalapov' ws vados tiv ev ain’. Kal 

Vaov ovK ELoov ev avTn. “O yap Kvpuos n °O yap Kip 
€ , c , t XN x 

0 @€0s 0 TavTOKpaTwp avTOS vaos 

15. wérpov kadAauoyv} S alone: the MSS., and 

most mss., =, and g read uétpoy kdAauov: a few 

mss., métpovy Kadduou (so vg [e/, with am, &e.], 

mensuram harundineam) : some mss. and versions, 

followed by rec., kdAauoy only (and so arm); pr, 

arundinem ad mensuram, which comes near to the 
reading of S. 

thy wéAw] Allelse add, kal robs ruAGvas adtijs, 

but Q and most mss. om. kal 7d Tetyos adTis. 

16. tetpadywvos]| Lit., tetpaydvws. 

7d mAaTOS avis (bis)] All else, except (in the 

first instance) ms. 7, om. adras: and all except ms. 

73 om. avrijs after the second 7d ufjKos. 

T@ Kadduw] Or ev TH KaAduw. 
17. teccapakovta] S alone fails to add reaodpwy. 

bétpy] All else uérpov, except &, which writes 

the word plural, and places it before mnyav. 

18. xpuciov ka8apod| All Greek (except mss. 73,79, 

which have dat.), xypuoiov xadapév; and so g, and vg 

(ed, &c.]: but = supports S; so pr, and am, &e., [ex] 
auro mundo. 

duolov] Or éuoia; & is ambiguous as S: all 

Greek, duooy or duola: of lat., pr alone duola, the 
rest Suoioy or duolov. 

19. kat of euéAror] So x (alone of MSS.) and many 

mss. and versions, including % and vg [ed, &e.]: but 

A PQ and many mss., and am, vrm, &e., om. Kal. 

Aidois Tiyutows] All else, wavtl AlO@ Tinlw. 

kal 6 Bewedtos] All else om. kal here. In the 
nine following instances where § ins. it, x alone 
agrees so far as the first two. 

kapxndev} So two mss. (35, 68) only: all other 
Greek, and lat., xaAnndeév (3, yadrdov]. 

20. odpdiov] S writes capdov: 3, odpidov. 
toravdiov] So we have romddioy in x, and in 

= 7;—so am, topadius ; arm, topatius ; and rowdy Ciov 

in P: the rest (including 3 dp), romdciov. 

&uv0ecos] S only: mss. 1, 7, 38,73, 97, 152, and 

some others, auedvoos. Nearly all else, aué@voros. 

Note that, except as above, S gives no clear evidence 

as to the orthography of the names of the stones. 

21. tkat* Sé5exa} All else om. this unmeaning kal, 
which is probably introduced by an error of the Syriac 
scribe. I therefore obelize it. 

Eis ava eis* kal €xactos}] S alone; = is 
doubtful: P reads ava efs kal actos, and so 

vg: rec. with all else, ava efs Ekaoros. 
td€] Obelized in S: all else om. 

xpuctov kabapov| So pr: & with all else, nomi- 
native. Cp. verse 18. 

thy ev atti} Lit., eorw ev adh. 

unintelligibly. Or possibly [éor:] 50 abrijs (as first 
hand of x; ep.for dia, verse 24), for d:avy7s of all other 

authorities. Or éy avt# may have been transferred 
from next line. But there may be a blunder in the 
Syr. text. See note on it. 

22. avrds] All else om. 

So S alone, 
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XXII, TOU apviov. 

ATIOKAATYI¥. 

> nu ) , ‘ ‘ > , ‘\ ¢€ 23QUTHS E€OTL. Kal TO apvlov Kal 7 
, > , »” HE: , 4 Noe TOMS, OV ypelav Ever TOV HALov’ OVdE 

a , 7 , Oy ia G 
Ts cednvynsS Wa haivwow advTy 7 

yap d0€a Tov Ocov eharicey avTyv. 
‘\ € 4 > Lal > ‘\ at > , 

Kal 0 UyVOS av’THS EOTL TO apvtor. 
‘\ , ‘ ¥ } ‘ Lal 

24 Kal TEpiTaTHoovar Ta EOvy dia TOV 
~\ > ~ i. NV c Aw Lal 

dwtds avtTns’ Kal ot Baowdrets THs 
lal A ‘ ie > > 4 

yns p€povor. THY dd€av eis avrnp. 

i) wn 

AN e A > Cri > ‘\ 

Kal ol muAM@vES avTyS OV pn KAEL- 
A €. , ‘ ‘ > »” 

claocw npépas: vvE yap ovK eaTar 
> a“ ‘\ »” AY , ‘ 

2 eke «Kal oloovar THY dd€av Kat 
\ ‘\ A > A > > 4 - ‘\ 

27 THY TyLnY TOV EOvav Eis adTyY’ Kal 

OUK €oTaL EKEL TAY KOLO, Kal 6 

tow BdddAvypa, Kal wWeddos’ el 
4 ‘ id 3. wn“ f; 

pn TH yeypappeva ev 7H BiBriw 
, ‘A » , ‘A 

Kat edecéé JLOL TOTAaJLOV 

voatos Cwns, Kafapov Kal hapmpov 

XXII. 22—xXXII. 5. 

i , 55 A > , 

@s Kpvotahdov' Kal ékmopevopevov 
> ~ , A wn 7 Lal 

€x tov Opdvov Tov Beod Kal Tov 
> , ‘A lal Lal 

apviov. Kal ev péow ToV TaTEL@V 
> aA ‘\ A an nw 

aUTNS ETL TOV ToTapod evTEevOey Kal 
A , Lal an ‘ 

evrevder, Evov Cans moody Kaptovs 
, ‘\ \ A 4 

dwdeKa’ Kal KaTa PNVaA EKAOTOV 

> 5 } lal ‘ Ni > aA. ‘ 

aTOOLOOvY TOVS KapTrOoUs avTOU" Kal 
‘ nA al 

Ta dvd\\a avtov eis Oepareiay TeV 
> A rN A , > ¥ eOvav. Kat mav katdbepa ovKk éotar 
> A r ‘A € A a 

exert. Kat 6 Opovos tod @eod Kat 
a > , 7 » 

Tov apviov €v avTn e€oTat’ Kal ol 
S ee fe 

dovrAou adtod atpedaovow aita- 
Aw, ‘\ 4 > A MS 

Kal OovTal TO TPOTwTOV avTOU’ Kal 
” an lal 

TO OvOMa avTov éml T@V pEeTOTMV 
2A EN \ > ¥ ee \ 

avTav. Kat vv0& ovK €otat exe’ Kat 
> c 72 A i, 5 S , 

ovx e€ovar ypetav pwrds’ Kat Wyvou 
‘\ , 4 e 

Kat dwtos tov’ ote Kuptos 6 Beds 

kal 7d apylov] Note the interpunction, by which, 
as in Q, these words are separated from 6 @eds, and 

coupled (as the Syriac rendering requires) with 7 méAcs 
of verse 23. 

23. attas eort] All Greek, and %, om. éoti: 

lat. ins. 

24. mepimathoove.) Lit., repirarodat. 

51a ToD pwrds] Lit., €v TG pwri, as rec. (but 

with no sufficient authority) : some vg [el, &e.], in 
lumine ; but vt, and am and arm, per lumen. 

ddéav]| All else add either advav (asx A P, some 
mss., lat. [vg, gloriam suam et honorem]), or kad [rhv] 

Tiny Tay eOvay (as Q and most); or both (as 3). 

eis avtqv] Rather ai7j: and so in verse 26. 

27. ovk €ora eket| All else, od wi eioeAGy [-Owow | 
eis auTHy. 

mav kowdy] Or perhaps mas Kouwds. 

6 modv] So S and &, with x and many mss. : 
not mody (A, &e.), or moody (PQ, &c.). 

7a yeypaumeva] All else, masc. The Syriac 
perhaps needs correction ; but its reading is intelligible, 

if these words be taken as governed by moav. Cp. 
TOY yeypaumevwy, Xxii. 19. 

T@ BiBAiw] All else add ris (wijs, except pr. 
XXII. 1. (wis}] So 3; lit. G@vrtos. Cp. verse 17, 

and xxi. 6. 

Kadapoy kal Aaumpdv] All Greek read Aaumpdv 
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alone, here; and so =: but some mss. ins. kaOapov 
before (as rec.), or after, motaudy. 

kal exmopevduevoy| All else om. kai here; also 

before év uéow, and kata iva, (verse 2). 

2. tov mAatei@y] All else singular. Cp. xi. 8. 
éml tod motauod] & prefixes kai: all else sub- 

stitute «al for émi. 

evtevdev Kal éevtevOev] So rec., with some 

mss.: for the latter adverb, A Q give éxei@ev (so &, 

and g): & gives év@ey kal, and om. thence to mowdv. 

P hiat. 

mo.ovy, amodido0iv] Or mowy, amodidous. 

kal kata] All else, except ms. 98, om. kal. 

tous Kaprovs] Sor: all else singular. 

Ta pvAda avtod] S alone, for Ta . Tod EvAov. 
3. «aradeua| The word in § is the regular equiva- 

lent for avafeua. S may have read katavdBeua, as 

rec., but the authority for this reading is doubtful. 
éxet] So mss. 1, 7, 38, 152, &e., for érs: x om. 

5. eket] For ér, as in verse 3, but with more 
support; in this case adopted by rec. : Q (not x here), 
with many mss. and versions, om. 

odx €£ovor xpelav] So A, alone of Greek copies, 
with lat. (except arm), and =: the rest read verb in 

present, or od xpeia without verb. 

gpwtds kal Avxvov] Salone: all else om. xai, 
and some also om. pwrds. 

2 
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NXT. 5—I5. 

, > , ‘ ‘ . A 

dotile. avtovs, Kai Baoied’s adtav 

Kat 
G yd a € , »\ \ 
ETE FOL OVTOL OL hoyou TLOTOL KQAL 

A nr i 

6€ig TOUS alMvas TOV alwvar. 

adnPwol Kai 6 Kipios 6 @eds Tav 

TVEVLATOV TOV aylwov mpodyTar, 

amoatéh\et TOV ayyedov avTov dSetEau 

Tots SovAows adtov, & det yevéerOar 

€v TAYXEL. 
K ‘ io ay »” > , x , 

ai idov epyomat ev TAYE’ paka- 

plos 6 THPaY Tods TNS 

mpodytetas Tov BiBdlov Tovrov. 

hoyous 

"Eya “Iwavyns 6 Bdéerav Kat 

akovwv TavTa’ Kal oTe eBreWa Kal 

Koved, ETETH TpoTKYIHTAL €p- 

mpoolev tav Today Tov ayyéhov 

9Tov SeKvvovTds por TavTa. Kal 
a} ” : N , , 

eimé pro. opa’ p7) TVVOov dS cov 
> , ‘\ aA ns! aA la 

eimi ; Kal TOV adehdav gov TaV 

Tpopytav, Kal TOV THpovYTwY Tov- 

ATIOKAATYWI3. 

BiBXtov 
A, A aA ‘ 

TOUTOV, TH BEew TpooKvVHnTOV. Kal 

‘ ‘4 a 

Tovs Tous oyous Tov 

ew) m ‘ , ‘ , 
eimé pou’ un ohpayltans Tovs Ndyous 

THs Tpodyteias Tov BiBdAlov TovTov. 

‘O Kaipos yap eyyv’s €oTt. Kal 6 
> aA > , ” ‘\ c ec 

aouK@v aduknoaTw €eTl Ka’ O puTra- 
, © . ” e ‘\ c Ou 

pos, putavOntw eT Kat 0 Sdtkatos 
€ .. 

Sukavoovyynv Toodtw eT Kal Oo 

ay.os ayiacOyTw e€rt. 
> ‘ »” , x c , 

150d Epyopar Tayv, Kal 6 pobds 
> A , 

pov MET Eov" Kal aTOOWTW EKATTw 
‘\ ‘\ 4 2 nw > 5.4 ‘\ ‘ 

KaTa TO Eepyov avTov. €y@ TO A Kat 
 } ‘\ ‘A A c wn ‘ c ” 4 

€y® 70 QO 6 TpHTOS Kal 6 €aYaTOS 
‘A c nd ‘A ‘\ ‘ , , 

Kal 9 apy7 Kal TO TéOS. paKapLoL 
. < 

ol movovvTes Tas evTo\as avTov' 
»” € > / > Lal S \ x o: 

eoTar 9 efovola avtwv emi TO EvAOV 
a aod a n : 

Ths Cans’ Kat T@ mTuAGvL EloedeEv- 
\ , 

govTat eis THY TOhW. 
r ‘ ¢€ , A € A Q 

Kavu ou TOPVOl KQL OL dovets KQL 

gwrifer} So rec. with some mss., 3, and g, am, 
&c.: but the MSS. and many mss. give the verb in fut., 
as also pr, and vg [e/, with arm, &e.]}. 

avtovs] So apparently S and &, for én’ abrods. 

Baoireds adtay| S alone, for Baoiredoovow ; 
ms. 73, BaciArevoer. 

6. Tv mvevudtwv Tay aylwy mpopyntay| So mss. 

35, 68. This reading is perhaps conflate. ‘The MSS., 

most mss., & (which reads rod mvevuaros), and lat., 

om. ayiwy: a few mss. om. Tay mvevudtwy, and so 

rec., &c. The other versions are divided. 
amoareAAet| All else aor. 

7. év raxe] As in last verse; so one ms. (12): all 
else tax, which perhaps we ought to read here, the 
same rendering being used for taxv in verse 20. 

[Note that in this verse P deficit, finally]. 
8. “Eyé] So vg [am, arm, &e. ; not cl]: for Kayo. 

6 Brérwy kal akovwy tatta) Sox and a few 

mss. (73, 79, 152, &c.), also a few more (followed by 

rec.) with raira placed before kai: the rest, with 3, 

lat. (except pr), and others, transpose the participles. 

€BAeWa kal Hkovoa] All else place jxovea first. 

9. ele] So vg [not am] here; and so & here and 

in next verse: all else Aéyec in both places. 

bpa* un] So ms. 68. See on xix. 10. 

tovtouvs| S alone ins. 

11. Kat 6 adicav] So ms.68,and pr: all else om. kat. 

12. kal amodéow] S alone: all else, aor. infinitive, 

without caf. By changing the particle (a single letter) 

prefixed to the fut. in the Syr., we can make it = 

infinitive, as in the other authorities; and this is 

perhaps the true reading of 8. See note on Syr. text. 

kata Td epyov| Two mss. (73.79) alone have 
kara (cp. ii. 23; xx. 12,13): the rest ws, with éori{y], 

or ora, before, or after, avtov. The lat. support cata. 

13. eye 7) 2] Allelseom. éyé. For A and Q, ep. 

i. 8 supr., and note. There, x reads as S here. 

Kal 7 apxn]} All else om. rat. 
14. mowotvtes Tas evrodAds avtov| So Q and many 

mss., followed by rec., 3, and g (pr hiat): for mAdvovtes 

Tas oTOAGS auTa@y, of 8 A, a few mss., and vg. 

éota . . « eigeAevoovta| All else prefix iva, 

and read eiaéA@wow. Probably S needs to be cor- 

rected by restoring a dropt prefix (one letter, = iva). 
See note on Syr. text. 

7@ mvdAavi| All else plural. 

15. Kal oi mépyvor. . . w] (i) S is alone in placing 

this and the next two nouns before the remaining 

two,—so that its order is, 3, 4, 5, 1, 2. (ii) All else 

om. Kal, and place &&w [5¢] at the head of the passage. 
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Ss 

n~ 

ATIOKAATYIS. 

ol eidwAodaTpar €€w' Kal ot KoWol 

kal ol dappakol, Kat tas 6 TBdérawv\ 
. E , 

Kal mov@v wWeddos. 
A »” "Eya "Inoots erepa tov ayyehov 

pov paptupnoar ev viv’ TavTa emt 
> , ’ ec cr 

eyed ecipe 7 pila 
LN ‘ va x Q ec ‘ > Lay 

Kal TO yévos Aavid Kai 6 Aads avTov 

Le} > Pp. 

Tals exk\noLats. 

‘\ c > A c - NS c , Kal 6 GoTHp O Tpwivds O apmpos. 
\ ‘ aA \ ec 4 , Kat TO Hvetpa Kal 7 vipdyn A€yovow 

Epxov. Kal 6 akovwy eitaTw €pxov. 

Kat 6 Supav éepyécbw Kat daPérw 

voop Cons Swpedv. Maptupo eyw 

Tavtt T@ akovovTL TOV Adyov THS 

mpopyteias tov BuBriov rovrov, éav 

XXII. 15—21. 

> “A > > > , > , 

tus 6 emiOn 60ers ad, = em Ojon 
CEs } > ‘\ c , x ‘\ ‘ 

€7 avtTov 0 eds, Tas mAnyas Tas 
4 > Aw , , 5 

yeypappevas ev To BiBdio TovTw 
XN Les > 4 > ‘ ~ , kal eay Tis apéAn amd TOV oywr 

tov BiBdiov THs mpodyteias TavTNs, 
> ~ < ‘ ‘ , > A > ‘ 

adehet 0 Meds TO pépos avTov azo 

tov €vAov THs CwHs, Kat ex trav 

TOkewr TOV ayiwv TwY yeypap- 

pevov ev TO BiBAiw TovTo. héyer 

apTup@V TavTa’ val epyouar Tayv. paprup ye 
» = A Epxov, Kvpre “Incov. 1 yxapis 

a = , eon 5) A 2 an 
Tov Kvupltov nuwv Inoov Xpiotov 

peTa TavTwy Tev ayiwy avTov 

ApLHV. 

kal of kowwol]| (i) The full stop and mark placed 
in S before these words, making thém begin a new 
paragraph, are unmeaning, and I treat them as be- 

longing to the beginning of the verse. (ii) For ko.wot 
(cp. xxi. 27) allelse have kuves ; but possibly 8 is ren- 

dering loosely, and no variant is to be inferred. 
tBrcrwy] All else piAdv. No doubt the Syr. 

text (see note on it) is wrong: but gi:A@y cannot be 

recovered from it but by a rather violent emendation. 

16. év duty] (i) All else om. év. (ii) For the colon 
after these words, see note on Syr. text. 

ém tats exxAnalas| Lit., evwmov tev eKKAn- 

oia@v, and so 3. 

kal 6 Aads avtod| Or, kel Tov Aaod aitov. S 
alone ins., unintelligibly. 

kal 6 aornp) So a few mss. (7, 35, 49, 79): the 
rest om. kal: & substitutes as. 

6 mpwivds 6 Aaumpds| Most authorities tranpose 

the adjectives, but a few mss. place them as in 8. 

17. kal AaBérw] (i) The MSS., and all mss. but 

two or three, v¢, and vg [am, arm, &e.] om. kal: but 

x, and e/, &c., ins. (ii) Before the verb, all ins. 6 

9€Awy, except 9. 

(wijs] So S; lit., (av: ep. verse 1, and xxi. 6. 

18. tov Adyov] All else plural. 
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gab es ém’ avtéy) So x with several mss., placing 
these words before, not (as Q and most mss.) after, 6 

@eds. Rec., with & and lat., places them asQ. A om. 

19. trav médrewv tav ayiwy] So S alone: all else 
singular. Probably the scribe has pointed the words 

as plural through a misapprehension of the meaning. 

The translator seems to have treated the following 
words (Ta@v yeypauuevwy) as agreeing with tay 
Adywy (cp. xxi. 27), and not (as the present pointing 
of S suggests) with ray wéAewv. See note on Syr, text. 

20. paptupov] SoS alone, but possibly by a clerical 
error (see note on Syr. text) for 6 uaprupar. 

taxv| Nearly all else subjoin aujy, except x, 
and vt. 

21. judy] So rec., with a few mss., 3, lat. and 

other versions: the rest om. 

Xpictod] Here S is better supported; by Q, 

nearly all mss., 3, and lat. and most versions: against 

» A and one ms. (26), which om. 
mavtwy Tov aylwy avtod| Salone subjoins aitod: 

the three preceding words are the reading of Q, the mss., 

Sand most other versions. A, with am, reads ravtwr 

only : vg (el, with most] adds vobis (arm, hominibus) : 

x, with g, reads tay aylwy only ; pr om. this verse. 



SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES TO GREEK TEXT. 

II. 18.—(871 was udptus[yov] mods). This reading 

of ms. 152 is recorded in ‘‘ Collation of mss. of the 

Revelation,”’ by the late Rev. W. H. Simcox, published 

in Journal of Philology, No. 44 (Cambridge, 1894), 

p. 285 ff. Mr. Simcox assumes that the words are 

interpolated ‘‘ex commentario.”? But I find no trace 

of them in the Commentary of Andreas, which is sub- 

joined in 152 to the text, or in that of Arethas. I incline 

to the supposition that they are the result of conflation ; 

a variant $71 was, for avtias, having been inserted on 

the margin of a copy, and having thence passed into 

the text used by our translator. 

XVIII. 17.—(as 5 em) rémoy rréwv). Prot. Nestle 

happily suggests mévrov for témov. This conjecture 

is supported by pr, (omnis super mare nauigans). 

XXI. 6.—(yéyovay). In support of the reading 

yéyove (cp. xvi. 17), mss. 10, 17 have been alleged ; 

but erroneously,—both read yéyova: and the only 

known Greek authorities for yéyove are mss. 41, 94. 

The reading yéyovay (or that of ms. 38), followed as 

above by S§, is also confirmed by the Latin of Irenaeus 

(V, xxxy, p. 336), facta sunt (for fuctwm est of g, pr, 

and vg). The yéyove of rec. is no doubt a conjecture 

of Erasmus based on vg; his ms. (1) reads yéyova. 
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THE APOCALYPSE. 

PAR AY an: 

SYRIAC TEXT, WITH APPENDIX AND NOTES. 



CORRIGENDA AND DELENDA IN PART ITI. 

Page 6, col. 6, 

8, ? a, 

last line, for 

line 9, 5 

”? 15, 2 

eles dele 

” i; ” 

sero enor 

” 23, ”? 

a2 29, ” 

”? 3, ” 

” 7, ee} 

” 10, ” 

” 155 ” 

” 12, ? 

», 10, 39 

? 22, > 

brackets. 

brackets. 

read 



NOTES. 100 

Line 1. The first three letters are effaced; and the hole in the vellum 

(see p. 96, supr.) affects the latter part of limes 3-8. 

8. Lals;ato] I find this word following jZe\2/s in a closely 

similar sentence in the (inedited) Ms., Biblioth. Nat., Suppl. 48 (Zotenb. 

35), fo. 214 7°. The upper parts of the lost letters here are discernible. 

4. .»2 caood})] This restoration may safely be accepted; as also 

that of oa csooAL] in line 5. 

6. 4X2] If this word is accepted, the blank may probably be filled 

as in Rich. 7160 (R.-F., p. 24) by the words 40. ,02, with » prefixed 

to JAX2 at beginning of next line. But perhaps the broken word is 

Zod. XZ; and if so, oat. j,, are probably to be supplied. 

7 and 8. Of the lost ends of these lines, the former may have been 

Lasoodtoo, or the like; the latter perhaps ease, as in Rich. 7164 

(R.-F., p. 28), or hyase, as in Add. 17124 (Wright, p. 43). 

10. Jn] The prefix », though not decipherable in Ms., ought no 

doubt to be supplied here; and probably o before [eu,o in 15. 

14. The illegible first word here may have been jo, or j4o, as in line 12. 

17. sds] The , is legible, and the brackets needless. For the 

places named here, and lines 18, 29, see Transactions, RI.A., vol. xxx, 

pp. 356, sqq. 

18. JajXas] Here used = dominion, territory. For this sense of the 

word, see Wright, Catal., pp. 468, 550; Barhebr., Chr. Eccl. 1, s. 71, 

col. 397, &c. (A. and L.); and ep. Psh., 2 Kin. xx.13, 1 Mace. x. 39. 

lolo 42] Ste in Ms.; usually written with oo for 4: 

22. ons] Ought to have been printed toms. 

25. For Lub;So, perhaps Luh;o is to be read; and for juss, Lo, as 

Mr. Gwilliam, perhaps more correctly. But as is a man’s name in 

Barhebr., Chr. Eecl., 1, s. 80, col. 487. 

Ikoa,53] A probable restoration of a partly effaced name. 

28-31. The beginning of each of these lines is effaced, but may safely 

be accepted as restored; also GS in 32: but the plural sign supplied to 

the first word of 31 may be doubted. 

29. Some letters are here lost, and a name is irrecoverable. 



99 NOTES. 

of the holy Church of God, and for the profit [and ........] of the 

brethren, studious and lovers of the spiritual life; and for the commemo- 

ration and good remembrance before God ; of them, namely, and of their 

deceased faithful; this spiritual treasure in the holy Church of God has 

been with diligence written and arranged by Stephen, the wretched and 

sinful and feeble, and wretched above all; and feeble above all; and 

sinful above all; and full of faults and sores and all hateful things of 

sin. ...... indeed in name a monk, though unworthy ; who belongs 

to the holy monastery of the excellent in praises, holy and elect and 

clad in God, Mar Jacob the recluse of Egypt, and Mar Barshabba ; 

which is beside [S Jalach-Castra the blessed; which is in Tur-‘Abdin the 

blessed country which is in the dominion of Hesna Kipha. But I, a 

brother wretched and vile entreat of every discreet brother who lights 

upon these confused lines; that he pray in Christian charity for the said 

sinner, and for my fathers, true believers and my masters and my 

brethren; and for my own paternal uncles, monks; Mas‘ud deceased 

and John and Simeon; who ministered to me after their ability. And 

pray ye in faith for my own maternal uncles monks and_ priests, 

deceased, Gabriel and Jacob; who also gave diligence for me in the 

matter of doctrine and of writing and soforth. God makes [them] joyful 

in His Kingdom. And pray ye also for my own masters, Rabban 

Cyriacus deceased, and Rabban Sahda; and Rabban Saliba; and Rabban 

Marnaha* otherwise Haya’; and Rabban Bars[aum]a. And pray ye for 

all that have taken part whether in word or in deed ; and each according 

to his prayer, may he be rewarded, with the Amen of those above and 

of those beneath. 

‘This [spirijtual treasure was diligently procured, in order that he 

might meditate in it and profit by it, by Rabban Gabriel, chaste monk 

and reverend priest, son of [...]sim deceased, who belongs by family 

to Beth-nahle, blessed town. Pray ye for him, and for his fathers, true 

believers, and for his [brothers |,° Denha, deacon deceased ; and Sahda, 

deacon deceased; and Moses, blessed youth. Pray ye for all that have 

taken part [with me] in it, whether by word or by deed. Amen and 

Amen.” ; 

* Or Barnaha. > Or Naha. © Or brother. 

N 2 



NOTES. 98 

<eaaXhs, and probably the system itself of dividing into maXara, is 

of Syriac origin,—as Dr. Rendel Harris has in the Lecture above cited 

shown to be (on other grounds) highly probable. No such confusion could 

occur with the Greek notation, in which, while II corresponds with as 

representing 80, there is © to represent 800; without the need, as in 

Syriac, of the makeshift of denoting the hundred, if above 400, by the 

letter which stands for the corresponding ¢en, distinguished by a point 

placed over it.* 

CoLoPHon (p. 323 cursive). 

Similar notes are to be found appended to the following Mss. (among 

others; most of them certainly, all probably, dating cire. A.D. 1200). 

Brit. Mus.: Rich. 7160, Rich. 7164 (R.-F., pp. 24, 28), Add. 17124 

(Wright, p. 48). Biblioth. Nat., Paris: Ancien Fonds, 14, 19, 28, 24, 

25 (especially), 26; Supplém., 438. (Zotenberg, Catal., 31, 39, 54, 40, 

41, 38, 35). 
The following is a translation of it; a few words being defective, 

—in the earlier part, in consequence of the hole in the vellum above 

mentioned,—in the latter part, through friction and decay. 

‘* For the glory and honour of the Trinity, holy and equal in essence ; 

of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost; which is one 

eternal Godhead; that which is acknowledged in unity and is conjoined 

in [several |ty, three worshipful Persons; one eternal Nature ; which [is 

one] true God; and one mysterious and exalted Essence ; where[in there 

is] not that is young or old above his fellow; but they are Thrfee which 

is One, and One which is} Three ;® Father, and Son and Holy Ghost ; 

oneGod; tie [and . 4. .% i. j. And for the adornment and edification 

* Thus the inedited T.C.D. Ms. of the Commentary of Barsalibi on the Gospels (B. 2. 9), 

which is dated (fo. 3859 v’, b) A. Gr. 1508 (= A.D. 1197), was supposed by Dudley Loftus (who 

had no meaus of ascertaining the author’s date) to have been written A.D. 747 (A. Gr. 1058); 

the point over the second digit (in) of the date being overlooked. 

» Or, ‘a Trin{ity, one, of Persons] three.” 



97 NOTES. 

vol. 1 (vi), especially pp. 248-6. In the Greek system the numbers 

are—St. Matthew, 355; St. Mark, 236; St. Luke, 342; St. John, 282. 

In the Syriac, they are 426, 290, 402, and 271. (See the notes appended 

to the Gospels in Bod. Or. 361, ap. Payne Smith, Catal., coll. 87-89, in 

which doth reckonings are given). It is evident that our note, giving 

them as 360, 240, (...), and 282, is merely a variant from the Greek. 

This fact, taken with the reckoning of the Greek rirAou (see last note) 

makes it probable that this (second) part of the Subscription (lines 6-21) 

is derived from a Greek source;—the preceding and following parts, with 

their record of the Syriac Ce and saXd.a, being no doubt of 

Syriac origin. 

11. paris] Used here = sd1.0; cp. lines 19, 20. So in the 

Harkleian Ms., 7163 Rich., ap. R.-F., Catal., p. 26. 

12. &st] For HX. See note on xiii. 18 supr. 

19. tesxith] Apparently a clerical error for tmaxzd. 

21-25. Comparing these numbers with those given by Rendel Harris 

Lecture, p. 9) from his Syriac Ms. (Sinait.), and from the Greek authorities, 

we find 

(1°) that our list varies slightly as regards Mt.; 2520 for 2522: 

2°) that it falls short by 400 in Mk.; 1275 for 1675: 

(3°) that it confirms the Syriae reckoning against the Greek, in 

Luke; 3083 for 3803: 

(4°) that it differs widely from both, by excess, in John; 2532 for 

1737 (Syr.) or 1938 (Gr.): 

(and finally) 

that its figures, when added up, give a total, 9410, which 

disagrees, not only with the totals of the above figures, 

whether Syriac or Greek, but with the total stated in the 

first part of this Subscription (lines 3 and 4), 9 * 68, whether 

we write 8 for the second digit, as in Rich. 7158, or prefer 

any other figure. 

Of the reckonings for Luke, it appears (Rendel Harris ut supr.) that 

3083 of the Syriac Mss. is to be preferred to 3803 of the Greek. The 

mistake must have arisen from confusion between \& = 83, and XA 

= 803. Hence it may be safely inferred that this reckoning of the 

N 
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1882, pp. 11,12; and compare the similar reckonings given in other 

Mss.,—as (e.g.) in Add. 14408, Brit. Mus. (A.D. 700), ap. Wright, Catal. 

of Syr. Mss. in Br. M., p.41. In our Ms., they are marked by marginal 

rubrics throughout the Peshitto text (to which alone they relate). 

2. ets] Only the first letter is legible; but as the number of 

Sections in Add. 14408 and all other authorities is 165, we may assume 

that the word is to be completed as above,—not eas. 

Asx] The fourth digit here is doubtful; the former three 
may be relied on. 

3. easatha] The beginning of this line, and of lines 4 and 5, is 

lost in consequence of a hole worn in the vellum. I only doubt whether, 

in supplying this missing word, to write it as I have done, in s¢af. absol., 

or in stat. emphat.; for the usage of the writer of the Subscription in this 

respect varies (see in this line, farther on, and ep. 5, 22, 24). 

For this word (= pyyara of some Greek mss.), and for the numbers 

here stated, see an important investigation by Dr. Rendel Harris, in his 

Lecture On the Ferrar-Group (1893); and ep. the reckonings given in 

Rich. 7158 (Brit. Mus.), ap. Rosen-Forshall, Catal., p. 20; also in Oo. I 

(Cambridge Univ.) ap. Rendel Harris, Lecture, p. 18. 

4and 5. Xha Lana ..... cesaisha}] Missing, as explained in 

last note, and supplied on the authority of Rich. 7158. On the same 

authority I complete the half-effaced cs at end of line 4. 

d. sx] Rich. 7158 gives 73, not 71. In the other numbers, the 

reckoning of our Ms., so far as it is forthcoming, agrees with that. 

7. cée¢las] These are the “Greater Chapters,” or rérdor, marked 

in many Greek MSS., from Codd. A and C down; and in some Syriac 

Mss. (but not in the older ones), introduced probably from the Greek 

through the Harkleian copies,—see Wright, Catal., p.56. See, for these 

Chapters, Scrivener’s Introduction, pp. 57-59, vol. 1, chap. iii (4th edn.); 

also Payne Smith, Catal. of Syr. Mss. in Bodl., col. 87, note 38. Though 

here recorded, they are not marked in the body of our Ms., either in 

text or on margin. 

8. eaairs] The Eusebio-Ammonian paragraphs. It is to be noted 

that the divisions here meant are the Greek, not the Syriac: see for these 

Rev. G. H. Gwilliam’s memoir on The Ammonian Sections, in Studia Biblica, 
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The following is a translation of the whole Subscription. [The 

italicized parts ave in the Ms. written in black; the rest in red. ] 

‘Here ends [the writing of] the Book of the New Testament; in which 

there are [one] hundred and sixty five s[ections]; besides the Revelation 

and the four Epistles 137[3] [verses]. But the verses of the Gospel are, 

nine thousand [eight hundred] and sixty 3; and of the Acts four thousand 

[one hund]red [and 49 ver|ses and of the Apostle six thousand four 

hundred and 71. 

“The Gospel of Matthew one of the Twelve, which he spoke in 

Hebrew in Palestine, wherein there are Chapters sixty eight; but the number 

of Canons three hundred and sixty; and the Miracles twenty five; and the 

Testimonies thirty. The Gospel of Mark one of the Seventy which he 

spake in Latin in the city of Rome; wherein there are Chapters forty 

eight; and Numbers two hundred and forty; and Miracles twenty two; and 

Parables six; and Testimonies seventeen. The Gospel of Luke one of the 

Seventy which he spake in Greek in the city Alexandria. Wherein there 

are Chapters eighty three, and Miracles twenty two; and Parables twenty seven , 

and Testimonies sixteen. The Gospel of John which he spake and preached 

in Greek in the city Ephesus. Wherein there are Chapters twelve; but the 

Numbers two hundred and thirty two of the Canons; but Miracles eight; and 

Parables 5; and Testimonies 15. Here ends this annotation. 

“ Now the Verses of the Gospel of Matthew, are two thousand five hundred 

and twenty. But Luke, three thousand and eighty three Verses. John, two 

thousand five hundred and thirty two. Mark, one thousand two hundred and 

seventy five. 

‘Glory to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Ghost, now 

and at all times and for ever and ever. Amen and Amen. 

‘“« Every one that reads is entreated to pray for the sinner that wrote.” 

Line 1. Both upper corners of the page are much defaced’; but the 

words restored [in square brackets] at the beginning and end of this line 

may be accepted as certain. 

mohs] Rather perhaps @5a&4. 

oa shreax] See note on xi. 19 supr. 

sxe] For these Sections, peculiar to Syriac Mss., see Dr. Isaac 

H. Hall in Journal of Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis, June—Dec., 
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TRANSLATIONS OF SuBSCRIPTION AND CoLopHon appended to the Ms., 

occupying respectively the recto and the verso of its last leaf,* (see pp. 31, 

32, supr.); with Notes on the Syriac text of them :— 

SUBSCRIPTION (p. 31; estrangelo). 

Subscriptions similar to this, or to parts of it, oceur frequently in 

Syriac, as well as in Gyeek, Mss. of the New Testament; but usually in 

scattered notes attached to the several Books, not (as here) collected into 

one. See e.g., Bod. Or. 361, Hunt. 587, of Bodl. (Payne Smith’s Catal., 

coll. 86-91). This Subscription is accordingly more than usually com- 

prehensive, though deficient in completeness and in accuracy. It is 

made up of three distinct parts. 

The jirst (lines 1-5) gives the number of the Sections (résss~) of the 

New Testament; and then that of the Verses (WsaX ga), = pyyarta) of 

its main divisions,—the Gospels, Acts (with Catholic Epistles), and 

Pauline Epistles; also a separate reckoning for the non-Peshitto Books 

(showing that this part of the Subscription belongs to our Ms. and is not 

merely adopted into it)- This part relates to Syriac divisions, and is 

presumably of Syriac origin. It is very similar to a note in Rich. 7158, 

referred to below, note on HAAR, line 3. 

The second (lines 6-21) gives particulars relating to the Gospels 

severally, with a reckoning of the ‘‘ Chapters, Canons, Miracles, Parables, 

and Testimonies” contained in each. But the reckoning is defective, 

the number of Parables in St. Matthew, and that of Canons in St. Luke, 

being omitted. It will be shown below (see notes on lines 7 and 8) that 

this second part is derived from a Greek source, probably through the 

Harkleian Version. Cp. the subscription of the Medicean Ms. of the 

Harkleian Gospels (A.D. 757), ap. Adler, N.7. Versiones Syr., p. 53. 

The third (lines 21-25) gives a like reckoning of the ‘ Verses” of 

each Gospel: but the numbers when added together fail to agree with 

the total for the four Gospels as given in the jist part. 

* Words conjecturally inserted to fill blanks caused by injury to the Ms. are enclosed in 

[brackets]. Unsupplied blanks are indicated by points [..... il: 
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cresal, = of kowof] See notes on xvii. 4, xxi. 27. All Greek copies 

have xvves (%, mals), for which xowoi seems to be a variant, else un- 

known. Perhaps however S is here giving merely a loose rendering of 

kives taken as meaning ‘‘ the unclean.” 

waa La] This is an unmeaning and unauthorized reading; see 

note on Greek text. For sts, we may perhaps correct ss1»t. So 

> renders, wis Ls. 

16. xcas2sx] Here, and verse 18, S points this verb. as pa.; but 

verse 20 as aph.; and the aph. occurs also i. 2 (the only other instance 

of the verb in 8). In ¥, the Mss. do not point the word here, but in 

verse 20 7 points for aph. (and so p there, but here for pa.); in verse 18, 

> reads amo. S seems to use pa. as intransitive, and aph. as transitive. 

Hence probably the stop, otherwise superfluous, inserted after Lass, i/r. 

mhotz] Elsewhere in S this word = fvdy. But we find it 

also = yévos, Act. iv. 6, xiii. 26, (Psh.); more usually = yeved. = renders 

by emsaX_, as Hk. usually; Psh. sometimes. . 

casa.s.a] This insertion is unmeaning and unsupported. It may 

have been a marginal alternative for mhstza. [A. EK. J.]. 

19. teas... teas] So . The verb is not found = ddape in 

Psh, N:'T. or HKI.:) but im, O-T:, e9., Exod: v: 8. (Hxp.)rastalso) Pshe): 

So also in the plls., Deut. iv. 2, xii. 32 (Psh.). 

chyets <hi.zma] Remove the plural points. They have 

evidently been supplied by the scribe to suit Gagdvas Glu (= ray 

yeypappéevor) following ;—which words really relate to ¢\so preceding. 

+ [Z; but dp as 8, only without pronoun] treats tov yeypappéver as masc., 

and renders asda cio. 

20. acacozm ta] Perhaps we ought to read xosasax ac, as >. 
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regarded in S as equivalent. = renders by ete (Levit. xix. 10, Psh.), 

> mistaking the meaning. = ‘deciduous,’ 

d. MXzza.] Probably x is to be substituted for a, and the pre- 

ceding stop to be struck out. See note on Greek text. 

oorsisa] S, Jastsas, which perhaps ought to be read in S. 

6. rsvat] Cp., for this unusual plural form, Hebr. xii. 9, 23, (Psh. 

and Hkl.). = reads wat (sing.). 

ANss] Here = & rdyer, and so perhaps in verse 7; but in 20 

=7axv. See note on Greek text. Cp. verse 12, and note on ii. 16. 

8. Note the three quadruple points (+) over the name -iyas. 

OO ages sw CCN .tw] See note on xix. 10; and observe the 

note of interrogation (:) placed at end. 

10. etasi +] The( ) is misplaced; probably from end of verse 9. 

ts] So 1.3: there, = éyyvs simply; here, = éyyts éorw. 

renders as 8,1. 3: but here maha -astax (72; dp om. the prefix ]. 

Psh. and Hkl. mostly as ©; but both sometimes as 8. 

11. Sasi... Sassar = 6 ddicdv dducnodrw] So S, here only; &, here 

and 1. 11 (where see note); and so Psh. sometimes, e.g., Mt. xx. 13; and 

Hkl. usually. See also notes on xi. 5 (toni), and xviii. 5 (¢aslad). 

So} +++ mera] For the rare root sx. see Thes. S.; not 

elsewhere in S, nor in Psh., Hxp., or Hkl. = gives xe and eos, 

from the less unusual root ee, which is regularly employed in Psh., Hk1., 

and Hxp. in rendering fu7@ and its cognates ;—e.g., James ii. 2 (Psh. 

and Hkl.), Isai. iv. 4, Zech. iii. 3, 4 [4,5], (Psh. and Hxp.). 

12. Mhea = kai doddéow] Probably a ought to be x. S has atasal. 

The Greek verb occurs else in Apoc. only verse 2 supr., where both have 

->m.s; and xvili. 6 (d’s), where both have sta. Psh. uses both render- 

ings indiscriminately (see Mt. xviil. 25-34); Hkl. mostly the latter. 

13. Satan = 7 apyy] Not else in S: &, etxst, as iii. 14, where see 

note. The rendering fsta.x occurs in Psh. and Hkl.; and uniformly in 

Poe. (and Hkl. of the Four Epp.),—2 Pet. iii. 4, 2 Joh. 5 and 6, Jud. 4. 

14. rams] Probably the prefix x is to be supplied. 

15. esxita] Observe that the list of those that ‘are without” is 

altered in order; the third, fourth, and fifth, before the first and second. 

Also the stop (+), followed by the red point («), is unmeaningly placed 

in the middle of the list. But nothing is omitted. 
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eth oo tataa] = [p; d/ vary] comects this with what 

precedes omitting the a, but otherwise agreeing with 8. 

3] Obelized in Ms.; see note on 11. 5. 
cas fur] Whether this unintelligible reading is a corruption of 

some word = S.avyzjs, or a rendering of a misreading [jv] dv adzis, or the 

like, for Svavyzs, it seems impossible to decide. It is remarkable that in 

verse 11, ¥ (by a converse error) seems to have read as pas rhs avyis, for 

Kal 6 dwatnp avtHs (see De Diew’s note zm /oc.), rendering avyjs by evita, 

as here it has ¢XAvsa = Siavyrjs. For cas = dv atiris we have a parallel 

in verse 24, wMImars = Sia 70d dwtds ai7js. But as the words m> dur» 

stand in our Ms. directly underneath (see next note), it may be that the 

letters ea &s have got in here by vertical transference from thence, 

and that Svavy7s was originally represented by a lost word of which the 

initial & alone remains, four or five letters having been displaced by 

the intruders. 
22. + .das] The stop (+) here is wrongly placed. It probably 

belongs to the unexplained cas of the previous line (see last note). 

rimdla] Note that S not only places a full stop before this 

word, but by the prefix \ makes it clear that it is to be read with 

histsala of next verse. 
23. Sxohm] See note on 210, iil. 17, and cp. xxi. 5. 

27. gad ams] Probably repeated by accidental error from verse 29, 

in place of @A\ Sass. 
hans .... cot = xowdy .... BddAvypa] See notes 

on xvil. 4 (Khas l, aia), and cp. verse 8 supr., and xxu. 1d: 

S has taamm = x, and Kham, = Bo. 

paeduan cali’ ] See note on Greek text; and cp. xxi. 19. 

XXII. 1. 2aia] Probably x is to be read for a: also, in next 

verse, perhaps > for a before R#x»—e=; 4 in both these cases being 

unauthorized and superfluous. However, .> is not necessary in verse 2 

(see note on i. 13). 
2. ama tam = evreile kai evtredfev] So Hkl., Joh. xix. 18 

(the only other instance in N.T. of the Greek phrase); where Psh. (and 

Hkl. marg.) has Wasa 190 ass tx. So too Psh. and Hxp. in the pll., 

Ezek. xlvii.7. > here follows a different reading. 

3. ere] In Psh. N.T., Hkl, and Hxp. this word uniformly 

= dvdbena, to which xardfeya here (not else in N.T.) is rightly 

M 2 
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after each of the remaining stones, and after C&st1X t= in verse 21, a 

new form of point (: ) is introduced,—apparently equivalent to + 

eliaw] So in Psh., eg., Exod. xxiv. 10; where Hxp. writes 

<etaamM: > has watsrahow; Barsal., weotr_aam, with the explanation, 

Tr. 

waitato] See ix. 17, and note there. > has here Jatsla, not 

elsewhere found ;—probably for Jatsola (= yaiknddv), which however 

only occurs as a geographical term.  Barsal. writes parks, and 

explains, <atAto. 

carX ton] >, <rX 3200; see iv. 3, and note. 

20. Kerala caste = capddrvvE] Lit., cdpdiov cai ovvé. For Laxtso 

see note on iv. 3. Cp. Ezek. xxviii. 13 (Hxp.), for «tad, [= dviyior, 

LXX]; and see above, second note on iv. 8. transliterates here. 

his] For &kx: see note on xii. 18. 

om AA = ypvod\Hos}] So Uxp., Ezek. xxviii. 15: but Psh. 

has omar “aca, Cant. v.12. ¥ again transliterates, oalhawra ; 

rather woah Lewats, as Barsal. writes,—explaining by t5ma aca. 

~asr1aa\,] This form of the word is not elsewhere found, but 

see note on Greek text. writes pasaal, [dp; / has s for y]; and 

similarly Hxp., Job xxviii. 19, Ezek. ut supr., ~aspraad. 

ceoramata] S here transliterates more successfully than &, 

which writes .wa.r.mascaora [so dlp] probably a being substituted 

(after «) for + by an early error of transcription. Barsal. writes 

20.2 OLPAAWTLA. 

oahisas] Hxp. writes <trr48ca., Jer. x. 9 (ep. 3, ix. 17): 

> here has sahkisrosram [dl; p places the ¥ after +]. Barsal. writes 
wohiocode.s, and explains miritsas. 

sowhamc] &, .walwhamec. See Ezek. xxviii. 13 (Hxp. 
wal wahmarc); see also Thes. S., s.v., and cp. note on Greek text. 

21. Ktmshtha] Probably a ought to be struck out. 

wens xv] The punctuation of S compels us to conclude that 

the Greek represented is eis ava eis. See note on Greek text; and ep. Mk. 

xiv. 19, where for the similar phrase eis ka? eis Psh. gives ta» t9; and 

Hkl. 19 te5 a9; also Rom. xii. 5, 75 xa els = 19 2» (Psh.), 19 La 

(Hkl.). Again Joh. viii. 9 (Peric. de Ad.), 1» x» occurs, but whether 

= cis xa cis or cfs Exactos, is uncertain. = here has <r» <1». 
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mo sms] See note on xvii. 4. 

exis = dappaxots] So = here; and both, xx. 15, where the 

Greek word recurs. It is not found else in N.T.; see note on ix. 21. 

matt = rdépvois] So again xxi. 15 (the only other instance of 7. 

in Apoc.), as both Psh. and Hkl.; and so = there, but here sits. 

9. kha] Note that the point in red (denoted in the printed text 

by °), which ought to stand before this word, has been wrongly set by 

the scribe before peacia in next line. 

<husttvc] Correct Mister: cp. xv. 1. 

11. wl dura] So again in next verse (dis): ¥, more exactly, instead 

of the prefix a, gives sa here, and sx there. 

mina = 6 dwo77p ai7ns] For <imas, > has etsc2s; better— 

see note on iv. 5. In Psh. and Hkl. commonly, and always in 8 and &, 

dos is rendered by Ktmas. 

mars] Correct m&z. (also in verses 18, 19): see note on iv. 3. 

3 usar en, Correct x [07 RShasas| Sasnax war (as iv. 6): 

réasax is ptep., and ‘would be followed by S. 

all wate] Cp. iv.6 (ns.ls_), and see note there. 

12. <\ nz] See note on v. 5. 

14. tox] For c<tmrecsx: probably a clerical error, 5 and = being 

in our Ms. very closely alike. But the error may have been in the 

Greek, viov for [ap|mov. [H. J. L.] 

16. duréssts] In Psh. O.T. sot is frequent where LXX renders 

teTpaywvos: Hxp. transliterates, as = does here. See both, Exod. xxvu. 1. 

c= ooov] %, x saa. See note on xviii. 7. 

ive cere] So (with numeral preceding) Psh. frequently in O.T., 

e.g., Exod. xxv. 10; also Joh. xxi. 8: in which places Hxp. and Hkl. 

use emph., as does = here. 

18. <mmax =% evddpnow] >, Khasmmax,—a word not else- 

where found. In Psh. resssax does not occur: but in Hxp., 1 [8] Esdr. 

vi. 24, = Sdpos, and it is frequent in other writings. 

19. + c2axs}] Observe that in this verse the point +, which up to 

this is used in our Ms. only to mark the important divisions of the text, is 

placed four times, after the names of the first four stones, also in verse 20, 

after the eleventh stone; and after this frequently,—often unmeaningly, 

as in verse 22, and again in xxii. 3, 10, 15, and 20. Also, in verse 20, 

M 
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from a person. does not make this distinction in either place, nor in 

11. 12 (where S om. pasaz «=),—nor does either version, xx. 9. 

mls sl] S, alos vrai; and so Hk. always renders avjp 

(= husband): Psh. mostly as 8S. Cp. Gen. xvi. 3 (Psh. and Hxp.). 

3. tz] Perhaps <tx would be better, as in =: see note on 

Greek text. For estxs see second note on xiii. 6. 

ama] A letter seems to have been erased after this word. Pro- 

bably the scribe had first written kama. 

ramid] Perhaps the prefix ought to be omitted; and the stop 

placed after, instead of before, this verb. 

4, \iaso = &] So Psh. sometimes: ©, sah; as S everywhere else. 

eésai = kpavyy] >, <d&s5, here and in the other place where x. 

occurs in Apoe. (xiv. 18), where S has simply rls (probably reading dovy). 

Psh. renders variously ,—only once as § (Eph. iv. 31); Hkl. uniformly as . 

dNeco = rave As] These words take the place of \\Y=n 

cic’ chiumris = 67 7a zpGta azfdOov. S therefore represents a 

reading of the Greek, ézi 7a azpédcwra aizys. Kal azqdOov. In this 

reading, the verb is to be taken as first person singular, and to be 

connected with the next verse,—in which A is interpolated after tora, 

to make good the connexion. * in its rendering follows the ordinary 

text, but with Gias (= zap7dOor) for ric [but d shows a trace of S 

in its conflate reading, ~ tas oii]. 

6. pe] Written cme where it recurs, xxii. 17; ptep. peil: so = 

[d points the word as poél, xxii. 17]. 

Ah] An erasure follows in Ms. ; probably of the word mi. 

ess] For <i; (cp. Joh. iv. 10): so =. So too Ephraim, 

Hymn. vii In Fest. Epiph., 7 (p. 66, ed. Lamy), seemingly citing this passage. 

7. marisa] Perhaps we ought to correct Matsa. 

8. mohrLaral = Sedots] This word is not in Psh., O.T. or N.T.; 

nor in Hxp. or Hkl.; but M15 occurs, 2 Cor. viii. 20, and ¢\as, Act. 

xxvu.9,33, 1 Joh. iv.18 (Psh. and, as regards the first two references, Hkl.). 

= has shark; and so Psh. and Hkl. in the two places where Seadds 

occurs else in N.T., Mt. viii. 26, Mk.iv.40. The noun used by 8, though 

unrecorded in the Lexx., is a verbal of exactly similar formation. 

AAS = duaprwdois] ¥, more properly, es. The adj. used 

in 8S is in Psh. and Hkl. = aécxos (ep. S and &, xviii. 5 and xxu.11), or 

(in Psh.) avopos, but it does not occur in ¥. 
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the omission is shared by © and many Greek copies, headed by 8; and 

moreover in that verse it is almost certainly due to a more complete 

homeeot. (iva ern repeated). See notes on Greek text. 

->m.] Correct sm. 

4, sham = Opdvovs] Here only in 8: &, Khasmtas; see note 

on iv. 4.  Psh. only once renders Opdvos by aha (Col. 1. 16, where 

Hkl. renders as = here), but both use the same word as = xadédpa, 

Mt. xxiii. 6, &c., (by implication). 

sm ahes eri] (i) S and > translate as if they had a reading, 

Tas mTeTehexcopevas, unknown to the Greek copies, and to the other versions. 

But perhaps we ought to correct both by prefixing x to pein, especially as 

there is in the next sentence (in S) a s wrongly inserted,—see next note: 

cp. however vi. 9, where S (not ¥) similarly has wL\ pds Khao. 

(11) The final letter of the verb is wanting: supply ; or (if the prefix s 

be restored) supply a in S [and in &, make corresponding changes ]. 

priursa] Read rather ei«<a, as suggested in last note. The 

text as it stands represents ‘‘the word of God, and of those who have not 

worshipped the beast,” &e., which is unmeaning. But the connexion may 

be, “the souls .... of those who have not worshipped,” &e. 

aaa] Probably we are to correct asaya. So &, with the Greek. 

6. essa] See note on xiv. 13, 
chim] Correct Mri: also remove stop after ¢r}laz. 

10. Lamirss om = 6 zhavév airo’s] Verbal noun sss here 

used = ptcp.; found but twice in Psh., = wravos (Mt. xxvii. 63, 2 Cor. vi. 8; 

likewise Hkl., as also 1 Tim. iv. 1), and once = yéns (2 Tim. iii. 13; not so 

Hkl.); occurs thrice in Poe. (and so likewise Hkl.), 2 Joh. 7 (bis), = whavos ; 

Jud. 13, = mravyrys. > renders here, pair sax \ex ac. 

12. tm] See note on iii. 5, and ep. verse 15. 

méasax] Perhaps we ought to read with %, css, as all else. 

135. HOM 67] The prep. here used is rather = wapa than é (of 

Greek text); but probably the variation is introduced to suit the sense 

and not as implying a change from év (= ~>, as in previous sentence). 

Por te cp. 1.13, vil. 17, xxi. 2 (where see note), 10. 

we» ty = exaoros] Here only in S: see note on ii. 23. 

XXI. 1. etasax (d7s)] Feminine here, but masc. in S: see note on x. 6. 

2. Bee cI --.. c= ek .... awd] Here, and verse 10, S uses 

Bee 2 = aro (as distinguished from é«) to express the idea of coming 
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combining both, nor for placing kat ta orpatevpata adrod as in 8. The 

reading of 8, or of its Greek original, is apparently conflate (see note on 

Greek text). > reads Lamlix chastata, nearly agreeing with the 

latter member of the conflation in §, in the noun used as the equivalent 

of orpatedpara, of which ila or hada isin ¥ the uniform rendering 

(see note on ix. 16, where S has ¢halws, as here in the former member). 

Hence arises a suspicion that S may have been here interpolated from ¥. 

Yet it is to be noted, on the other hand, that S again has masst& 

(= tov otpatevpatwv avtod) at the close of the verse, consistently in both 

clauses using sa, and not (as 5) whasta. 

20. ealieaa] Apparently A is to be read for x, as in ¥. 

aQumidhea .... ah&wsa] This would represent a reading (see 

note on Greek text) otherwise unattested. = has auasmthdh} pais Baa. 

Perhaps asa, = kai elyoar, is to be read for adbista. 

21. gsr] Ought to be obelized (see note on 11.5); but not so in Ms. 

x <t.%<5] Note the repetition of the prefix 5. So 3, 1 ams. 

tk cla = ravta ra dpvea] XY, Krvia cola ; cp. both 

versions, verse 17 (where see note): but in the only other place where 

opveov occurs in Apoe. (xvii. 2, sing.), S om., while renders Wd. 

In Psh. N.T., tod, is not used; but in O.T. often; in Hxp. sometimes. 

XX. 2. manta = kai expdrnoe] So S: elsewhere in both versions 

Kpat® is always rendered by sw; as mostly in Psh. and Hkl., in both of 

which A is very rare, though frequent in Hxp. We find however ae 

= xparo \Lk. xxiv. 16 (Hkl.); also also Tit. 1. 8 (Psh., by implication’). 

Here, it is used because swe is wanted to represent «keto im next verse 

(in both versions; and so throughout, and in Psh. and Hkl. passim). 

3. fmm] After this word (see note on Greek text), S om. to 

render aypu tekeo On Ta xidva ery, Which all else ins. Probably the previous 

sentence, in the Greek original (or an ancestor) of S, was so arranged as 

to end (as in rec.) with ez, and thus the omission, whether in the Greek 

or made by the translator, would be due to the homeeoteleuton éru.... €77. 

It is true that .5adh is not so placed as to bear out this supposition con- 

cerning the position of er, but there are other instances where S places 

oh early in a sentence though the Greek has ér at the end (as is usual 

in Apoc.): see, e.g., xxii. 11 (quater). Yet, on the other hand, the fact 

that S also om. from verse 5 an entire clause containing the same words, 

looks ‘as if some doctrinal bias were at work here. But in case of verse 5, 
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And thus S is doubtfully supported by &, either in disjoining the 

negative from what follows, here, or in its contrary treatment of xxu. 9. 

See note on Greek text. It is plain that doctrinal prepossession was at 

work in causing the confusion and inconsistency,—cp. next note. 

guwctsdu] Inserted no doubt to qualify the prohibition conveyed. 

The advb. = paddov, 2 Pet. i. 10 (Poc. and Hkl.). It is remarkable that 
the same adyb. is interpolated, 3 Joh. 5 (Poc.), apparently = padiora. 

ll. Chauwas = &v dixawoivn] >, Khaoosms, which rendering 

is given by both versions, xxii. 11, the only other instance of 6. in Apoe. 

Psh. uses both, but prefers the former: Hkl., with rare exceptions, the 

latter. See note on xv. 3. 

12. x: \] Here <\ = ovdeis, for sare xl (as &). 

13. -sa4ky] This verb in Psh. occurs only Joh. ii. 8, = dv7h@; but else- 

where seems nearly = Barr (= to imbue). Perhaps however it is here = sa\, 
(which = has), = paiva, pavrilw. See Thes. S.; see also note on Greek text. 

14. cezeaia S142 .zxat] Observe that by placing a stop before 

as well as after <t%4.», and’ prefixing a to the ptcp. following, S seems 

to make the adjective parallel with the ptep., and therefore (see note on 

Greek text) to have read both in dative, or perhaps both in nominative. 

15. <na.st%] There seems to be an erasure in Ms. after this word ; 

see note on Greek text. 

cass] Rather cass; but the masc. suffix may relate to ~amsnaa. 

~al\-o1 = sardfoor] >» uses essa, which is the almost 

invariable Psh. and Hkl. equivalent of ratdoow (see note on xi. 6). But 

we find it represented by Ls in both, Act. vii. 24, and therefore are 

not obliged to suppose that S read here dzoxreivwou or odd€wor. 

16. maak As] See note on Greek text, and observe that 8 
inserts no a before As, and writes the noun as plural: ¥ sing.; [to \sxa, / 

prefixes *, in reference, as it seems, to the insertion of the copulative, and 

therefore to its absence from S which is the only authority for omitting it ]. 

17. edr_wtal = tots dpvéos] Singular (collective); so in Psh. with 

rare exceptions. % writes the word pl. here, and verse 21 (see note there, 

for the rendering of S$); and so Hkl. habitually. 

mamzr ax] See note on vii. 13. 

azisdedoa] Correct axrtadhed ah, as =. Cp. Ezek. xxxix. 17 
(Psh. and Hxp.). 

19. Jamsstata .... .ahaliiitla] There is Greek authority for 

both readings, airod and ai’rav, after kat Ta oTparevwatra,—but none for 8%) ) P fied ) 
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Mt. ix. 23 (Psh. and Hkl.), the only other instance of atddAnrys in N.T. 

Cp. Ezek. xxvi. 13 (Psh. and Hxp.). For .«4;, ep. 1 Cor. xii. 10 (Psh.). 
wsastas = povoixerv] A word unknown to the lexicons: pro- 

bably chosen (or perhaps formed) by our translator for its similarity in 
sound to povorxd. For ax. see second note (i1) on vill. 6. 

XIX. 5. isa] S (not ©) om. os after this word. 

6. ats] After this word, jn (cursive) is interlined, apparently 

by a later hand, conforming the text to = and the Greek copies. See 

note on Greek text. 

(6 paw dima piety] (i) Note that S gives these verbs in present 

ptep. (= pres. indic.); =, in future. (11) For the rendering of dya\ua (not 

else in Apoc.) in 8, see note on xi. 10; % uses vat. In Psh., it is never 

rendered as by 8, but often as by ¥; in Hkl. always so. 

8. Khoeth] 5, mom. See note on xv. 4. 
9. ata] Probably we ought to correct tar. 

sah] Read ahs instead of (or perhaps after) this word. 

mhrraszas}] Correct mhats23, as verse 7. 

sto] >, @ts,—one of the few cases where 5 has the s/aé. emphat. 

and & the s¢a¢. wbsol.: the former treating Kex\npévor adjectivally, as both 

render k\nrot (xvii. 14) by Msto. Cp. xxi. 12 (8, @aadA; F, adr). 

10. e\] Note that ot» (= dpa) is omitted before the negative. As 

the text stands, e\ (so pointed) seems = px [ roujons|! Cp. however the 

parallel passage, xxii. 9, where +» appears; but with a stop after it, so 

that <\ (with no stop following) is left to be joined with what follows. 

> retains tw» here as well as there; but its interpunction is uncertain: 

the evidence being 

(xix. 10) n; cha. cl. ory (xxii. 9) Whos Zl. ores 

1; Cros <i ory risa: WA. py 

d; “nasa SV iupry ria: Wl ip» 

p; Srrs.elorys ra...» 

Thus, as to (i) fevt, = is against the omission here of st»: as to 

(ii) interpunction, 

n agrees with S in both places. 
1 is indecisive here, but at xxii. 9 makes eA stand alone. 

d (its triple point being equivalent merely to the single point of S) 

joins #\ with what follows, here; but in xxii. 9 agrees with 2. 
p (alone consistent) makes e\ stand alone in both places, with (..), 

te. (!), after tw», as well as after wi. 
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by Hxp., YsL& storm = ozparyyol, implied in ¢axL& isrss art 

= apxiotparnyos [LXX, = dpywr tov otpatynyar |, Josh. v.14. See Masius, 

Syr. Pee., s.v. tox; and note that in Thes. S. (s.v.) this reference of Masius 

is misunderstood, and wrongly applied to v. 6 (payor). 

whisdsl wales uliw La = was 6 ei tay Toiwv ert 

témov mhéwv] (i) Apparently a conflation,—see note on Greek text. But 

wales ali La may be a periphrasis for was 6 mMéwv: if so, émt tov 

mroiwv ought to be struck out. = renders ar\, rdaaris acs La [so /; 
dp, “xsariks}. For Mie = whéo, see Act. xxvii. 2, 6, Psh.; where Hkl. 

renders by aa\,. (ii) Note the constr. form followed by prep., as xiv. 3. 

cial] See for this word Thes. S.; it is not in Psh.: & has 

here @A@4. Psh. has esstss where vavrys recurs, Act. xxvii. 27, 30: 

Hkl. renders as >; and so Hxp., 3 Kin. ix. 27 [= vauruxés, LXX]. 

maasasa} Note the peculiar form of the verb with suffix. 

19. cota’ = rHs TYyudtyTos a’rjs] Elsewhere in 8, and uniformly 
in S, and in Psh., Hxp., and HKL., <toor = tiny. For rypudrys (not else 

in N.T.), = has khatassm, a very rare word, not found in Psh., nor 

(apparently) in Hkl. or Hxp. 

20. eax LAs = or expwev] &, less accurately, oa SEs) Dut 

in xix. 2 both give - x. [In the latter place, } d has .zx, and S at first 

sight appears to read the same, but the seeming & is only a blot. | 

PA ment This word is added in marg., but prima manu. ‘There is 

some trace 

prefixed. 

awt = pvrov] So > [din; p, tewin—see last note]; and so 
Psh. and Hkl., Mt. xviii. 6, and wherever p. recurs. See note on Greek text. 

Mahih .... amin = Barley... . BryOyjoerar] SY more con- 

sistently uses the former verb in both places: see note on vi. 13. 

Ass = dpuypatt] Sot. The Greek word is not else found 

in N.T.: but a = épuy in Hkl. where it occurs (Act. xiv. 5, James iii. 4); 

also in Hxp., e.g., Ezek. iii. 14. So too Psh. O.T., there and elsewhere ; 

but not N.T. 

sarzh] Perhaps we ought to correct s sdixrh (as Y); see note 

on Greek text. 

of erasure before the next word, as if sx had originally been 

22. ton ait] This rendering is borrowed from Psh. of Daniel 111. 5, 

where it exactly reproduces N72} 4 of the Chald., = yévous povorkar of 

Theodot. Possibly our translator found avdAyticav in his Greek copy, or 
misunderstood avAynrov. renders simply tos; see for the word, 

L 2 
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printed texts is attested only by later copies. See Hermathena, vol. vu, 

p. 290. 

ceasx] In § and &, yeas is used indifferently = Biooos or 

Bvoowos (reading of Greek uncertain here and verse 16), the prefix being 

here the sign of the genitive. In Psh. and Hkl. it = B¥ooos, Lk. xvi. 19 

(the only instance of 8. outside Apoc.) But S, and apparently =, seem 

everywhere else to make feasx = Bicowos (adj.), verse 16, and xix.8 

(dis), 14; and therefore probably mean yas here to represent Biacos. 

<atrez] 2, cote. 
wsmss1 = ivory] So = [dp; but 7 writes esatsa_sz |. 

wit = ehedavrwov] Cp. the use of iw in Hebrew.  &, 

eliamty (= Efenbein). Ivory is not mentioned elsewhere in N. T.; 

but in O.T., Psh. mostly expresses it as S; Hxp. as ¥. But Psh. has 

visas wiz, Ezek. xxvii.6; and so Hxp., 3 Kin. x. 22 (with * before 

the second word), and similarly Ezek. xxvil. 15, in which two places ivory 

is spoken of in its unmanufactured state, as an article of import. 

13. etxsz] So &; cp. Cant. v.16 (Psh. and Hxp.), Esth. i. 6 (Psh.). 

eAsmwiao] 3, casaiao, as Exod. xxx. 23 (Psh.); Hxp. 

AmMtadirws. 

~atasa] So =; and so Hkl., Mt. xxvi.7; also in Hxp.: not Psh. 

csuaal = d(Bavov] So Psh., Mt. ii. 11 (A. not else as a separate 

word in N.T.), where Hkl. transliterates ~Aictasl, as > here. 

erste] So =; and so Psh. O.T., passim. 

14. sase = 7 d7dpa cov] %, tao. “Ordpa not else in N.T., 

but dOworwpwa (Jud. 12) = Lamar «Sars (Poc., and Hkl. similarly) : 

in Psh. O.T. (not N.T.) ¢5e¥ occurs; e.g. Deut. xxxiii. 13. 

<hRXI] Perhaps x is to be prefixed See note on Greek text. 

sony = 7d aympdé] See note on xv.6. The word = occurs in 

Psh. only Phil. iv. 8, = evdywos, where Hkl. uses another ptep. of same verb. 

cla . laine etydh] In S$ only: see note on Greek text. 

16. ative = npynydly] >, >t»; as 8, xvi. 16 (where see note). 

For sts (usually = kero), cp. 1 Cor. 1.17, Phil. 1. 7 (Psh. and Hkl.). 

17. al storm La = cas kvBepyyrys] > transliterates; as Psh. 

and Hkl., Act. xxvii. 11 (where alone «. recurs in N.T.); also Hxp., 

Ezek. xxvii. 27 ;—all with variations of spelling. For the rendering of 8S, 

cp. Psh., 2 Sam. vi. 3, erhinst\ Giorm; 2 Chr. viii. 18, tale ars3=9; 

Ezek. xxvii. 29, @as\ st52 (also Hxp.): but a closer parallel is yielded 
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6. Rrra .... masiaa] See note on Shea, xxii. 12. 

axed (dis)] (i) =, arts. Both forms are recognized; see 

Mt. xxii. 15 (Psh. as 8, Hkl. as =). (ii) Note the full stop placed before 

the second ease, which separates it from the preceding verb, and leaves 

it to be connected with that which follows (verse 7). 

7. a paso Ls = boa] Rather ef dca or éf’ doov: 3, 1 ems, 

which is its rendering for dcov, xxi. 16; and which usually = é¢’ dcov in 

Psh. and Hkl.,—also in Poc. as well as Hkl., 2 Pet. i.13. For the 

rendering here given by 8, cp. Mt. xvil.18 (Psh.). See note on i. 2. 

galsvbiee = dorpyviace] Cp. aashrer [sic], verse 9: > has 

ast (Ee Cai eae) here, and similarly in verse 9; for which 

cp. ei = = orav kataotpyvidowor, 1 Tim. v. 11 (Psh., Amalie, Hkl.). 

In Psh. (not Hkl.) alse&xzew occurs 2 Thess. ii. 4, James ii. 6, 13, iii. 5; 

but = different verbs. 

an ane = toootrov] S renders as if zovdrov, and similarly 

<3 ex, verse 16 (the only other instance of rocodros in Apoc.); 

and so % ‘there, but here eso ola (more accurately). Psh. usually gives 

the third of these renderings or something equivalent, rarely the second ; 

Hkl. uses both, often combined: the first is not found in either. 

8. Shaws] Correct chan. 

9. aashzuev] Correct arlstrxere (see verse 7 and note). The 

reading of text would however make sense,—cp. 1 Cor. x. 7 (Psh. and Hk1.), 

asshizoml = sailew. 

10. Sano oo = dzd paxpdber] So again verse 15; but verse 17, 

movai =. > in all these places gives the latter rendering of the 

phrase (which does not recur in Apoc.); and so Psh. and Hkl.: but in 

Psh. O.T. the former is to be found, e.g. Sirac. xxi. 7; in Hxp. the latter. 

11. Lamlsasm = tiv ydpov aizév] So in next verse: in both, > 

has ¢as\; and so Psh. and Hkl., Act. xxi. 3 (the only other instance 

of y. in N.T.), reserving ¢lsass as = dopriov. 

12. Stems... ehtros = tyioy... tiuiov] So S wherever riwwos 

occurs, (except xvil. 4, where see note): ¥ uniformly uses <touws, as 

does Hkl.: Psh. mostly as 8, where 7. means precious,—(but as ¥ twice, 

Act. v. 84, Hebr. xiii. 4, where 7. means honoured). So too 2 Pet. i. 4, 

etso. (Poc., not Hkl), where printed texts wrongly give tos = tyds ; 

but the reading is as above rectified in our Ms., and in two others, Oo. 1.17 

of Cambridge Univ., and Suppl. 27 of Paris, of high authority: that of the 

L 
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eévat As] Possibly ewata La (zavris dpréov) is to be read 

here ; as in ¥7: see De Dieu’s note zn loc. See also note on Greek text. 

3. \ &Xpx] This seems to represent werdrixe (with accus. ) ; 

lit., kexépaxe (with dat.),—cp. verse 6. 

CIARA] SoS (dp; J, <tX&], and so where the word recurs, 

verses 11, 15, 23 [each copy adhering to its spelling; 2 as /, verse 11,— 
deficit in the other places |. 

MaLZI = 70v oTpyvovs avTns] Lit., 77s pavias airys. So Chsiz 

= Mppos, Lk. xxiv. 11 (Psh.). = gives the transliteration calis tasth-cors ; 

see second note on verse 7 d/r., and cp. easter’, 4 Kin. xix. 28 (Hxp.) 

= otpyvos [LXX], in which place the Hebrew word is j2Nv. This 

suggests that Ware is to be corrected ire (from pre, as jINY from 

TNw ) taken in malam partem, “luxury” instead of “tranquillity.” This 

sense is well established for the Hebrew word, but seems unrecorded for 

the Syriac. See for tsaz, i. 4 and note. 

Infr., verses 7,9 (where see notes), otpyid = alsrz2 (wrongly 
written asthe in the latter verse). Hence another conjecture arises, 

that ealsaz (= dpvaypa, Jer. xii. 5, Hxp.; see also heading of Ps. x., 

Psh.} may have been the rendering of S, which may have passed, by ¢ 
like shortening, into asx (= evrpamedia, Eph. v. 4, Psh. and Hkl.), and 

thence into tut. 

4. maX_ a = €€ airjs] 2, mas. Except in the expressions 

and es (iv. 8, v.1), eo AXA (xi. 2), AX is not else found in S; but 
in Psh. and Hkl. occurs with suffixes as here,—e.g. Mt. xxiii. 26. So too 

Psh. (not Hxp.), Jer. li. 45, which in this sentence 8 repeats verbatim. 

esals 0... ths = va pr)... a py] So > (with rau, as 

usual, before the former). But S om. a before sats, so as to make 

the latter of the two final clauses dependent on the former; and thus 

has reason for changing from e\ to ea: while ¥ retains a, so as 

to make the two clauses parallel, and yet varies the rendering of wa pH 

exactly as 8. Thus in this verse we have clear evidence not only of the 

connexion of the versions, but of the dependence of ¥ on 8. 

5. An5x = €xoldAjPynoav] So. The Greek verb (not else in Apoc.), 

in Psh. and Hkl. is but once (Lk. x. 11) rendered as here. 

carla = 71a ddixjpara aitis] Similarly ¥. ’ASdiknpa does not 

recur in Apoc.; else in N.T. only Act. xviii. 14, xxiv. 20, in which places 
Hkl. renders as here; but not Psh., which however often uses as 

otherwise. Cp. xxi. 8, xxii. 11. 
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11. eéaasha] An interpolation, probably of a gloss in marg., identi- 

fying the ‘‘ beast” of this chapter with the “dragon” of xii. 3. 

cadurvx] After this word dam, as in verse8, is apparently wanting. 

12, eeloe....anms = ehaBov.... hauBdvovor] See note on v. 8. 

cniz] Correct nse. 

13. aade = yvopnv] So verse 17 (d7s), and so ¥ in both verses (the 

only instances of yr. in Apoc.). In Psh., tras, though frequent, is 

never rendered as here; in Hkl. thrice, Act. xx.3, 1 Cor. i. 10, Philem. 14, 

(the Greek being written in marg. of the first of these places). 

14. Saas = addicyoa] Correct ays (= vixjoe), as &. The Greek 

verbs are so similar as to suggest the surmise that the error may have 

been in the copy whence § is translated. But in S déduco is never 

rendered by aa (see notes on i. 11, xi. 5); and it is doubtful whether 

was is ever used in pa. Where it occurs in &, it is in aph. 

chatas ct] So xix. 16, where the same expression recurs ; 

and so in both places & [dp; but /, <stsa; 2 Mat). So too Psh., 

1 Tim. vi. 16: but Hkl as 57; also Hixp Ps! cxmxyoicxxxvielli2 loa, 
Dan. [LXX, not Theodot.] iv. 31 [34]. But Psh. uses séaé. constr. without 

a, in that Ps., and im Deut. x. 17) Ezek oxy, xx xml (e 

wali wl] = gives here talsor cats, and so both 

versions, xix. 16; ‘and Psh. (not Hkl.), 1 Tim. vi. 15. But the Psh. 

O.T. usage is as § here; as Ezr. vii. 12, Ezek. xxvi. 7 (as also Hxp.), 

Dan. u. 37 (but Hxp. as >). 

16. L%sx.m1a = éemoxépovrar] I propose to correct 1m (see note 

on Greek text, and cp. =), retaining the fem. form, though the following 

verb is masc. 

rote = ypnnoperynv] So & [d writes choy, and so Pp prints 

vhost»; but De Dieu, ists |. See Thes. S., s.v. st». The Greek 

verb occurs else in Apoe. only xviii. 16,19. In the former place (where 

see note), S renders by ot; in the latter, as here; and so ¥ in both. 

Else in N.T., it is only found Mt. xii. 25, Lk. xi. 17, and in both places 

is rendered in Psh. and Hkl. by ~5ts. 

17. sms] Read rather (with ©) sms, = edwxev, as all Greek copies. 

XVIII. 2. <tsas = xarountypiov] So & [Z is misprinted by 

De Dieu, <atS = = orHda00r]. So too both Psh. and Hkl., Eph. i. 22 

(the only other instance in N.T. of either the Greek or the Syriac word ). 

Cp. Jer. ix. 11 (Psh., and Hxp. with LXX). 
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plural : not so elsewhere in S (xviii. 12, 16); nor anywhere in ¥. In 

Psh. N.T. it is usually singular (but see Mk. xv. 17, 20 [Widm.}) ; 

in Hkl. always; but pl. sometimes in Psh. O.T. and Hxp., as Dan. 

v. 7, 29. 

mIsax = Keypvowpeva] (1) %, Somrma = Kal Keypvowpery. 

See note on Greek text. (ii) Observe that, consistently with its reading, 

S places a stop (-) after t5m15, and does not prefix + as = does to 

the following noun. For the verb, ep. Esai. xxx. 22 (Hxp.): not in Psh. 

crak = tyiovs] S nowhere else (see note on xviii. 12) renders 

tiuwos thus; nor does &, or Psh. N.T. or Hkl.: but Psh. O.T. and Hxp., 

sometimes, as Ezek. xxvii. 13 (ep. Psh. there). >, dims here, and 

throughout. 

chase] More correctly written Khas, (see next note: 

S gives Mhasas <\). In this and next note I assume that in the original 

of S, axaf. stood before 85.; see note on Greek text; also on xvi. 13. 

This word (once in Psh., = axafapoia, Rom. i. 24) occurs nowhere else 

in S. But we find esd, xxi. 27 inf. (= kowds), and xxii. 15 (= kvwr[?]): 

in Psh. it sometimes = adxafapros, sometimes kouvds. 

rasaw = Bdseh’ypatos] So again in next verse (5); in xxi. 27, 

where alone 86. recurs in Apoc., S has whassmsm. In verse 5, } agrees 

with S; but here, and xxi. 27, it has Whartsa\, (sing. or pl.). Again, 

xxi. 8, both versions render eBdedvypévors (verb only there in Apoc.) by 

warms. In N.T. Bdddvypa occurs else only Mt. xxiv. 15, Mk. xui. 14, 

Lk. xvi. 15, in all which places other renderings are used in Psh., and in 

Hkl.; also in Hxp., as well as Psh., Dan. ix. 27, xi. 31, xil.11; but in 

1 Mace. i. 54 (Psh.), it = khartsa\. In Psh. N.T., also Hkl., ¢niam, 

Wwhaarmm, are nowhere found: but the former in O.T., 2 Mace. vi. 5 

(Psh., = ?); the latter in Hxp., 1 [38] Esdr. viii. 80 [= podrvopds, LXX]. 

But <a.ms = cowds sometimes in Psh. and often in Hkl.; and =i: 

= kow®@ usually in both. 

6. &tsxh]] This word seems to have undergone correction, prima 

manu. The syllable 2{ [ste in Ms.| is in paler ink than the root letters, 

and so is the final &, which moreover stands out in the margin. 

8. esas] Cp. xi. 7, and note. 

waitin As sims] Note the stat. constr. followed by redundant 

prep., as in xiy. 3, where see note: see also note on 111. 10. 

tam] See note on ili. 5. 
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(the only other instance of doy. in N.T.); also Hxp., Deut. xxiii. 13 (see 

Thes. S., 5.v.). % uses asotaa, a word not found in Psh. N.T.,—but in 

O.T., Exod. xx. 26 (Psh. and Hxp.), where LXX has doy. Possibly S 

read aiayvvyy (see note on Greek text). 

16. atXs] In both Psh. and Hxp., = 120 or {173 wherever it 

occurs. See eg., 1[3] Kin. ix. 15, where LXX [or Theodot. ?] has payda, 

elsewhere mostly payed[6 Jov. 

17. ac] &, kaa. In our Ms., the final letter alone is legible. 

18. esxay .... xai] See note on vi. 12. 

mhasads = oios] >, 3 iu ae The word oios is not 

else found in Apoc.; but in Psh. is rendered ‘as by S, Mk. xiii. 19 (where 

Hkl. renders nearly as ¥); also Exod. ix. 24 (where ep. Hxp.). 

19. &tasthe = euvyjcly] So =: a rare use of this form in passive 

sense: rare also of the Greek verb; but for it cp. Act. x.31, Ezek. 

Xvill. 22, 24, (LXX). In the latter place, Psh. and Hxp. render as here ; 
in the former, Psh. and Hkl. avoid so doing. 

21. tas oc] 3, rtustas Ww. 

—2-\, =\c¢ddpa] So Psh.‘ always; not else in Apoc.: 5, 
rd, as Hkl. and Hxp. 

XVIL. 1. wth eh] Cp. xxi. 9, where dedpo recurs, = Kh simply ; 

and so = in both places, as in Psh. and Hkl., Joh. xi. 48, &e.: but 

atr> ch (Psh., not Hkl.) = dedpo dkodovPer por, Mt. xix. 21, &e. 

3. tnd = dayveyké pe] SY, s1ksare; as both versions, xxi. 10 

(the only other instance of the Greek verb in Apoc.); and so both render 

amdye, xiii. 10 (where see note). In Psh., aa often occurs, but never 

= amodépw, which Psh. and Hkl. render as &. 

chomam = kikxwov] So Y; but in next verse, both (with Psh. 

and Hkl.) render x. by estas, as also where it recurs, xviii. 12, 16; 

moreover, both make tosmasm = muppds, vi. 4. These instances of 

exact agreement in variation of rendering are clear marks of the affinity 

between S and ©. The reason of varying is, no doubt, that = seems 

proper to denote the colour of an animal; 4, that of a garment. But 

probably «., as here applied to the beast, signifies that it was covered 

with scarlet trappings. 

4. Lam har] Note that S writes due here without suffix, and 

cam uninflected ; see Néldeke, § 304. %, damm cad. 

AIAKICS = swopdvpa] Observe that this word is written as 
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XVI. 2. taocts = rorvnpov] So S[n; but dlp, er5ea, which the 

Lexx. support]; not in Psh. Both versions make tsa = révos wherever 

it occurs (verses 10, 11, xxi. 4), and so Hxp., e.g., Esai. i.5 (with Psh.). In 

Psh. N.T. it = vdcos, rafos, and the like, but not in Hkl. Else in N.T., 

movos occurs Only Col. iv. 15, where Psh. and Hkl. follow the variant &jdos. 

zie] With Jam following; more regularly tu. 

3. hum wor’ ems] To be corrected, as it seems, es aN 

chasms, as S: but see note on Greek text. 

8. yawin = Kkavpatica] So, i. 15, S has wwiase = servpwpevos. 

Kavparilw occurs in Apoe. else only in next verse (where S om.,—see next 

note). = in both verses uses forms of the same root ya». So also Psh. 

and Hkl. where the Greek verb oceurs in N.T., Mt. xiii. 6, Mk. iv. 6. 

9. eras] (i) Note that S om. to render év wupi (end of verse 8). 
Kal €xavpaticOnoar ot avOpwrou (= exists ammudeo .<tars, as %). 

for ¢xasial 
and exisis do not differ in termination as do avOpdmous .... dvOpwrrou 

(see Greek text). (ii) The verbal essay occurs in S here only; see note 

on vil. 16. 

ash] The middle letter of this word is partly effaced in Ms., 

but the other letters and the point are clear. See note on verse 11. 

10. Note that a point (-) is prefixed to this verse. Probably four 

points « (in red as usual) were to have been placed round it. [The stop 

This error of homeeot. is no doubt due to the Syr. scribe, 

represented in printed text by + is in Ms. always in vermilion, with a 

fifth point, in black, in its centre. ] 

LL, ash] Correct ash, as 1x. 20, 21;—see note on ii. 15. The 

reading of Ms. = éravoavro, which is unsupported (see note on Greek 

text); but as it makes sense, it may have been also in verse 9, supr. 

13. Wada Sh = dxddapra] %, cdesa\, as also xviii. 2, where S 

renders as it does here: but for the other place where dx. occurs in Apoc., 

xvil. 4, see note there. Psh. never renders as S here; Hkl. but twice (Act. 

x. 28, 1 Cor. vii. 14): Psh. N.T. sometimes as = here; Hkl. frequently ; 

Psh. O.T. and Hxp. usually. All also use mash, especially Psh. 

14, whorw] For waster, which = gives (dup; but 7 Lam-, 

wrongly |: see note on v. 6. 

15. Ki] = (lp; not d; nx dat] adds ak, to make it clear that 

€pXopar is expressed,—not epyerar, which S seems to represent. 

mbrhos = TH doyynpoovwyy avtov] So Psh. and Hkl., Rom. i. 27 
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3. gemasmha pastat] Both emphat. in X; as also aura, erix: 

but the latter pair are adsol. in 8 and &, xix. 2. 

Cota = dikaa] So xix. 2; and so ~ in both places. But in 

the remaining three places where dicaos occurs (xvi. 5, 7, xxii. 11) both 

a signal instance of agreement in arbitrary variation render by a3, 

of rendering. See however note on verse 4. The renderings are used 

indiscriminately in Psh., and in Hkl. also. 

zat] Note that this word occurs twice in this verse ;—sub- 

stituted, in the second instance, for pens probably by oversight. 

callin] So %; = aidvey of ‘MSS. NC, with vg; also with 

Psh. of pll., Jer. x. 7: against var (= <samiz) of MSS. A PQ and most 

mss., with vf; and with Hebr., Hxp., and Theodot. of pll. (LXX om.). 

4. bu gatas AA = or Sixawos ef] Or, dr cifds et. This 

sentence, which is supported by no other authority, takes the place 

of dru Ta SiKardpata cov edavepolyoar (as all else have it). We have 

RN usth = Sikadpara, xix. 8 (S; not &), which is in favour of reading 

Sikacos in the Greek here: but on the other hand for ev#vs we have 

at aeth (= eddijs 6 Kipios, LXX), Ps. xxv [xxiv]. 8 (Psh.; so too 

Hxp.); and in N.T., gath = evfds (both in moral and in physical sense), 

Act. viii. 21, ix. 11, (Psh. and Hkl.). Again, we find goth = 6pl6s, 

Hebr. xii. 13 (Psh. and Hkl.). So likewise Prov. xi. 6 (Psh. and Hxp.), 

= 6p0ds, LXX. 

Possibly S originally had aslnae eh otha AAs, and (the last 

four letters having been lost), dev Kh este has become bur wth. 

Or it may be that dur’ wth belongs properly to the second sentence 

of the verse, and was originally a marginal variant (for Sst» am dur), 

wrongly inserted here, displacing aaAlLX ae th wath. In support of this 

conjecture, note that to am», Y adds durtaa [dp prefixing ez 150], 

which is equivalent to wtha[H. J. L.]. Cp. Deut. xxxii. 4 (Psh.). 

6. elas «x] The full stop before these words (a seribe’s 

error) ought to be removed, and placed after them. 

tem = hapzpov] So S always, except xvill. 14, where the 

word is used in a different sense: = uniformly renders \. by sso4, as 

Hkl. In Psh. N.T., \. is nowhere directly rendered, and tsa4 is used 

for dwrewds and the like, = “lighted”, or “luminous”: sasqs for 

kparoros (Lk. i. 3, &e.), = “illustrious”. 

7. etss] Correct tu». 
K 2 
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(except i. 3, where see note), as in Psh., where felicitation is conveyed : 

but fsa, is used, xx. 6, where paxapws is merely predicated ; 

which is Psh. usage also (see e.g. Joh. xiii. 17). uniformly makes 

paxdpis = ivroal,, as does Hkl.: but Hxp. sometimes as 8 (cp. 

eye lar: lie)). 
at1.3 = ol amobvnckovtes] %, Maas. The verb 11s occurs in 

Psh. only 2 Cor. v. 6, 8 (ep. also 9), = é«dn46,—not in Hkl.: but in lection- 

rubrics Wain, “asia, are used as “the departed”, ‘ departure”,— 

“‘the deceased”, ‘“‘decease”, in English. The last-named word occurs 

once, 2 Pet. i. 14 (Poc., not Hkl.) in this sense, = ddBeors, which is a 

point of agreement between S and Poe. 

14. exst5] See note on i. 13. 

crix] Y, elxem [n; dlp \X0m, erroneously], 

habit of each version being in this instance reversed; and so through 

verses 14-19. The adsol. form is used (Psh. and Hkl.) in the only other 

place where the word occurs in N.T., Mk. iv.29; also in the pll., Joel 11.13, 

and elsewhere always in Psh. O.T., and Hxp. For the emphat., see 

Thes. 8., s.v. (Zech. v. 1 is wrongly cited there). 

chia] Rather nast». There is here an error (whether in 

the Greek or the Syriac) of repetition of a word from earlier part of verse. 

Note the stop (=) [se in Ms. ], at end of verse. 

18. ea\laz] A marginal insertion, prima manu. 

53 = Axpaocav] Rather = nv&)oav, which perhaps S may have 

read here: cp, Mt. vi. 28, &., where av€ivw = >t (Psh. and Hkdl.). 

> has anlidhe. The verb dxpalo does not elsewhere occur in N.T. 

20. mas= efpd0er] &, Xai [dp; but /om., and x dat] which 8 and 

both use = twadevo, 11. 19. 

orl oe] &, chor); and so 8 as well as = where the 
word recurs, xxi. 16. The emph. is always used in Psh. N.T. except 

the usual 

Act. 1.12; in Hkl. without exception. 

XV. 1. Khe amdh = Javpacrdy| So again verse 3 (the only other 

instance of @. in Apoc.), and so = in both places; also Hkl. sometimes. 

But in Psh., oars& means ‘‘ astonished”, not ‘ astonishing”: yet see 

Lk. xii. 17, where it = evoo€os. 

<huttiur] Correct rote: so again, xxi. 9. 

2. goo As\ = évi] Rather = érdvo (with genitive), as xx. 3, 11. 

Perhaps S means to describe the singers as standing over, not on, the sea. 
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Xvili. 17) is noteworthy. Inasmuch as the use of sfat. constr. is very rare 

in ¥, but frequent in §, the presumption is that = here borrows from S. 

4. sta Ms = Oro dv] S, oes eaort\. In Psh., x ta occurs, as 

Rom. xy. 20 (not Hkl.), = ézov, but not with La before it ;—for which 

combination see Thes. S., s.v. ta. 

5. hala = veddos] So Y; and so both in the other places 

(xxi. 27, xxii. 15) where ys. occurs; as also Hk. uniformly. In Psh. N.T., 

yw. is only twice thus rendered, 1 Joh. 11. 21, 27. 

pas ix] Not else in Apoc. 3, ease wis [dlp], 

cman eis [x]. Psh. usually as 8, but (with Hkl.) as 3”, Hebr. ix. 14, 

1 Pet.i.19; and so 2 Pet. iii. 14, Jud. 24, (Poc.; but Hkl. as = dJp). 

Hkl. elsewhere sometimes as ¥ 7, sometimes as > d/p. 

6. ame hx] See note on vii. 13. 

wmals ol gua] This is the only instance of due followed by 

both J and As: see note on xiii. 17. Probably § read €yovra ex’ adrod. 

chtaw = ehayyéhuov] Eiayy. not else in Apoc. & has paslgar, 

as Hkl., and Psh. sometimes (as Mk. i. 1): but Psh. usually as S. In 

the superscription both S and & (but see first note on i. 1) transliterate 

evayyedioTys. 

exic a5h5] For this construction ep. Isai. xlii.11(Psh.). In 

the sense of ‘to inhabit,” sé. is usually followed by .». 

v. = ator = doByiOynre] It is remarkable that ¥ instead of this 

literal rendering gives \ awala; rather = \atpedoare (as mostly in 

Psh. and nearly always in Hkl.). The use of sa = dazpevo is implied 

in the rendering (S and =) of eidwdoAdtpys (xxi. 8); but where the verb 

oceurs (vii. 15, where see note; xxil. 3) both render it by mz. 

8. The two points (..) placed at end of this verse seem to be a note 

of admiration (!). So again xv. 4, after <atsa. Cp. Sp, xix. 10, xxii. 9. 

10. Ale vis = dxpdrov] > transliterates, ~a\tor (not so Hxp.; 

ep. pll., Ps. Ixxiv [Ixxv]. 8). The verb Mls is not found in 8: but once 

in 3, xv.2 (see note on vili.7). In Hkl. ¢\te = piypa, Joh. xix. 39: 

it does not occur in Psh. N.T.; but in O.T., Levit. xix. 19. 

11. sss] Perhaps to be read as fut.; so 2, aso (dp; but / writes 

soi, and 2 is unpointed]. See Thes. S., s.v. 

mezeas] See note on iv. 8: the word occurs in Psh. N.T. only 

Phil. ii. 28 as if = ddvaia: in Hxp. = avapvéis. 

13. Whssal lamssal, = paxdpior of vexpoi] So always in 8 

K 
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16. ests] See note on Greek text. Probably we ought to correct 

ints», as xix.18. See also note on vi. 15, and compare = here. 

razai = ydpaypa] So S and & throughout. In LXX, x. 

never occurs; in N.T., else only Act. xvii. 29: but neither there nor 

elsewhere is <sazat used in Psh. N.T. or Hkl.; nor (apparently) in 

Psh. ©-T. or Hxp. 

Lie) Ore eu] Note that S omits to render dvvyrat, so that 

these two futures must be taken to represent dyopaca: and twdynoat 

read not as infinitives but as optatives. = supplies the missing verb 

(reba ), and retains these futures; but (contrary to its usage elsewhere) 

neglects to prefix to them x, thereby making its translation almost un- 

grammatical, and (as it seems) betraying its dependence on S. 

wmals huaws = 6 gov] Here Ls hue replaces the usual 

AM gure. This form of the idiom recurs in §, xiv. 1,17, xv. 1, 2,6, xvii. 1, 

xx. 1, xxi. 9,15; and seems to be used where éyw means gero,— to hold” 

or (as here) “to wear”. See note on xiv. 6; and cp. Mt. xxvi. 7 (Psh.). 

Elsewhere, Ls due = “ officium alicujus est” (Thes. S., 8.v. dua). 

18. o2> &uex] Another variation of idiom; as for wm. 

rian = vovv] So again xvii. 9 (the only other instance of v. in 

Apoc.), and so = in both places. So in Hkl. and Hxp. also: but in Psh. 

N.T. the word is not thus used; it occurs only Mk. ii. 21, where no 

Greek noun corresponds. 

hit] For &Z; so xxi. 20. See also p. 31 supr., end of line 12. 

Cp. Payne Smith’s Catal. of Syriac Mss. in Bodl. Libr., col. 28. 

XIV. 3. 4] <\ = ovdcis] Note that the latter word is set on 

marg.,—apparently by an afterthought, but prima manu. Cp. xix. 12, 

where W\ without x4 stands for oddeis. 

rena] For ees vie, as if S read cai for ei yj. The meaning 

being lost in consequence of this error, an attempt has been made to 

restore sense by inserting a full stop before K&céssa, and placing a lesser 

stop after (instead of before) Laur’ galer (beginning of next verse); the 

result being,—‘‘ No man could learn the song. And these are the four 

and twenty thousand redeemed from the earth, they who have not been 

defiled, &c.” Possibly the Greek original of S may have exhibited the 

passage thus. See note on Greek text. 

Msin poo a1i51] Sot. The coincidence of the two versions 

in this abnormal construction (séat. constr. with «= following; ep. xvii. 8, 
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here is better than that of ©, as reproducing the paronomasia, oKnvyyv . . 

oKyvoovtas (= getz),—and similarly in xxi. 3. For tx = oxyva, see 

note on vil. 15. In Psh. and Hkl., though not thus used, it is sometimes 

found = xatadvw (as Lk. ix. 12) or the like. 

8. 3 cir aim] See Néildeke, Kurzg. Gramm., § 236. 

ceaeda] Possibly Lamm has dropt out after this word. 

10. taax = aiywalwoiav] So %; and so Psh. and Hxp. in the pll., 

Jer. xv.2. But Psh. and Hkl. both render aiyy. by Kis-z, Eph. iv. 8 

(the only other instance of it in N.T.). So too Psh. and Hxp., Ps. Ixviii. 18 

(Ixvii. 19], and Judges v. 12 (Hxp.,—ep. also Psh.); = Hebr. ‘AW. 

Asasn = ddya] So &, which has Lisa also = dajveyxe in 
the two places where that verb occurs (xvii. 3, xxi. 10),—S only in the 

latter (a7ayw does not occur else in Apoc.). Both Psh. and Hkl. use it 

as = each of these verbs, e.g., Mk. xv. 1, 16. 

maim .m] Correct om <atm. The words have been acci- 

dentally misplaced in the printing. 

1]. teach <asaza] Possibly we ought to correct <tscs\ aan 

as =. See note on Greek text here; also on next verse. 

12. cata] Correct mila. The word as written would relate to 

char» instead of to tr\l\az. 

—tashs] Omit the prefixed x, and for 7% substitute x. The 

twofold error here arose probably from a marginal x in the exemplar 

of our Ms., intended as a correction for %, but mistaken by the scribe 

and inserted by him as a prefix. See note on Greek text. 

—MaADio = évetiov avtov] We should here expect cassazo, after 

has. ‘The masc. suffix relates to the person symbolized as @npiov. 

m2 getzasai] Cp. verse 14: and see note on iii. 10. 

-9tX M10] Probably the prefix ought to be x. 

Ksalwdhe’] So ZY; but in verse 3 (the only other instance of 

feparedw in Apoc.) both have d&corhe’,—a notable coincidence in a 

purely arbitrary variation of rendering. In Psh. sf always renders 

eparevo, and miu iy} rod. Hkl. once (Joh. v.10) uses the latter 

for Oeparedo, which it usually renders as Psh. Act. v. 16 (Psh. and Hkl.) 

seems an exception; but Cod. D there reads idv7o for éBepamevov7o). 

13. tas] So again, verses 15,16; but in the after part of this 

verse, and in verse 12 (dis), stash. 

14. <\sh] Correct es}, as S. See note on Greek text. 
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XIII. 1. ts] So (with cardinal number preceding, as here) verse 11, 

xvi. 7, 12; elsewhere Khute. This adsol. form is rare, but is found 

Act. x. 11 (Psh.) = dpyai. =n here has <¢3%5, = d/p the more usual 

chests; and elsewhere the copies of © vary between these two forms. 

See Thes. S.,s.v. The rules of grammarians there cited do not agree, as 

regards these plurals, with the usage of S or of &. 

mhAotoe .... Ante] (i) This absol. form of pl. is not found 

in Psh. nor recorded in Thes. 8. (ii) The latter word is perhaps to be 

corrected by writing + for 7. 

2. ors = apxov] So = [De Dieu by a wrong pointing, 55, 

makes / appear to have read Avcov}. So also Psh. and Hxp. : 

chasins = deaivys] Correct + for t, so as to represent \edvTwr. 

See notes on Greek text here and verses 3, 4. 

3. ShAasS& = Eohaypenv] S (see note on v. 6) elsewhere 

renders ofdlw by -a3 (as = here and always), or L\.s, but here 

changes to a rendering proper to its unusual application (so A. V., 

“wounded”; R.V., ‘‘smitten”). In Psh. N.T. (not Hk1.), x occurs only 

Act. xix. 16, = tpavparifw. For Psh. O.T. and Hxp., see Thes. S., 8.v. 

Arorhe< = avy] Correct Ktsorhe’, as Y. The reading of S 

(cp. Psh., Mt. iv. 1) yields good sense, and is more natural than the other; 

but has no support. 

xin cola] > has chass for these words, as if having read 

mrynyn for odyln lyn [din; but p, perhaps conjecturally, reads as S]. 

4. 1X] Correct atX.w. d makes the same blunder here. 

6. Ssaxs 1ArX4h3] This verb in the remaining places where it 

oceurs in Apoe. (xvi. 9, 11, 21) is followed by A in both versions (as here 

in =): in Psh. usually by As, once by > (as here in S), Act. xxvi. 11,— 

never by \. But in Poe. it is followed by -5 twice, 2 Pet. ii. 12, Jud. 10, 

(and so in Hkl.); and by A once, Jud. 8, where Hkl. uses ‘x. Elsewhere, 

Hkl. varies as to prep. used. 

atx = 7H oKynvyv] So xxi. 3; but xv. 5 trazsn (for the 

Tabernacle). In all three places (ox. does not else occur in Apoc.) = uses 

the latter rendering, without discriminating ; as does Hkl. everywhere. 

So likewise Psh., in Act. and Hebr.; but in Gospels (Psh. and Hkl.) 

oxnvat = libs. Both Psh. and Hkl. use tates Ras = carddypa 

(Mk. xiv. 14, Lk. xxii. 11), = €evia (Philem. 22); but not otherwise. So 

too Psh. and Hxp., Ezek. xxxvii. 27 (= xxi. 3 infr.). The rendering of S 
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omasdisra. A scribe’s error, followed by an attempt to restore sense. 

Either the wrong pointing of the second tush has led him to omit 

the a, or vice versa. 

8. asemhe = icyvoay] So ¥. The Greek verb occurs nowhere 

else in Apoc. In Psh. N.T. it is never thus rendered (but eli» « 

= ioyvo, Phil. iv. 13): but in Hkl. and Hxp. frequently. In Psh. O.T. it 

occurs (as sometimes in Hxp.) with elas subjoined: but rather = dvvapac. 

See note on vi. 17. 

9. etzut = 6 dpyatos] Properly = 4 dpy%, which S (not 8) thus 

renders, ili. 14, xxi. 6, xxii. 13. The adjective thus mistranslated here 

occurs in Apoc. else only xx. 2, where both correctly render by tis, 

as usually Psh. and Hkl. Here, } has ashe (as Psh., 2 Cor. v.17 only), 

which in Psh. elsewhere, and in Hkl., = zadatos. 

SLI = THY oikovpevnv] See note on 111. 10. 

10. km] Read rézem: so >. See note on Greek text. 

esiaax] This word is unknown to Psh. N.T., but in O.T. it 

occurs, as Josh. xx. 9. For ~svax see (Psh.) 2 Thess. 11.3; also (Psh. 

and Hkl.) Act. xxvii. 44, xxviii. 4, and 1 Cor. iii.15. Elsewhere (vii. 10, 

xix. 1) in 8, cwrnpia = eintaa, as in &, Psh. N.T., and Hkl., always. 

Tmo am “iam = 6 Karnyopos 6 Karyyopav] The Syr. verb 

never occurs in this sense in Psh. (once, in aph., = caradpove, Hebr. xi. 2; 

in ethpe., similarly, 2 Sam. xxiv. 13); but some authors use it = duaBddr(.@, 

&c. (see Thes. S.). The noun has a like meaning, but is not found in Psh. 

x gives faXshom and Ashes, as Hkl. always; Psh. sometimes uses 
this verb (Ag\s) and a cognate noun; sometimes eto Naw (verb 

and noun). 

ll. eels tisa.... ¢15] Probably for the former word we 

ought to read rsx tam. See note on iv. 11; also note on Greek text here. 

12. -x.s.25] Correct x35 wa. 
14. .ax haxlaa cers oxs] Verbatim from Psh., Dan. vii. 25. 

= agrees closely with Hxp. of same, using emphat. for absol. forms of Psh. ; 

while retaining the constr. haNLa, but not -zx. See vi. 11 supr. 

15. ths = dzicw] So xiii. 3: but thms, i. 10 (the only other 

instance of dziow in Apoc.), as Psh. and Hkl.; and so © in all three places. 

ease Rliow = sorapoddpyrov] >, tos = hrii.aoz, where 

the inserted «= is redundant after the constr. ptep. This looks as if the 

unusual &liox had been borrowed by © from S. 
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18. atx] Observe stat. constr., here and xix. 5 as Ps. xi. 5 

[1x.6](Psh- and Hxp.); Mal. iv. 2 (Psh.; not Hxp.): not so =. Dele the 

point under alss. 

19. lasos] After this word (where it first occurs in this verse) 

roles (as in ¥ and all else) is to be supplied, to account for wtuos 

(= atrod) following. But the omission may have been in the Greek. 

Shaausco] > writes <hasro; so Psh. O.T., or Khaso ; 

N.T. the latter, but 1 Pet. 111.20, @hasso. Hkl. the last, or as =. 

aorvht] Rather sosdhetos, as Hkl. writes, and Psh. O.T. 

sometimes. > is doubtful; 2 writing tohetor; dp, eosdun; 1, oho. 

Psh. and Hxp. vary; chiefly between the two last. See p. 31 supr., line 1, 

where our scribe writes tosdretos. 

Wias] Correct cra. 

XII. 1. saan = dxavOdv] Correct ¢aadax. Note that =x, by like 

error, writes fadaa, with 5 interlined above and below the third letter. 

2. an ee) = & yaortpi €xovoa] Similarly Psh. (O. and N. T.) 

throughout: = renders literally, as Hkl. always; also Hxp. See e.g. 

Mt. 1.18; Gen. xvi. 4. 

elasn = dSivovca] Y, elas (dp; x is unpointed; 1, “las 

wrongly]. “Q8we recurs in N.T. only Gal. iv. 19, 27, (Psh. as 8, pa.: 

Hkl. as &, pe.). In O.T., Psh. and Phx. use pa. in this sense; Hxp. varies. 

See Isai. xxiii. 4, xlv. 10, liv. 1 (= Gal. iv. 27). 

3. Shtyx<] Dele point under this word, 

Mia = wupds] Cp. ix. 17, where this is the rendering of wvpuvos 

(see note there, and note on Greek text here). ‘There, = uses an adjective, 

but here agrees with 8. For zuppds (= oma. in both), see vi. 4. 

ceXivh] So again xi. 1; but xix. 12 (without numeral), <X vd, 

which latter = uses in all these places [7 (and Barsal.) without ¢]. The 

word occurs Isai. lxii. 3 (Psh. and Hxp.), = duadnua (LXX), as here; but 

neither the Syriac nor the Greek word is found in N.T. except as above. 

4. <2tX = ovpa] Y, KtX_[dap; but 7 wrongly KX = ketper]. 

The Greek verb is not else in Apoc.: in Psh. and Hkl. it = tX.. For 

ZtX_ in this sense (nowhere in Psh.), see Thes. S., s.v. 

6. Satay» = rH epnuov] So S in the other two places (xu. 14, 

xvii. 3) where e€pypos occurs: >, teas; and so Hkl.; also Phx.: Psh. 

and Hxp. use both renderings; buat the latter preferably. 

7. smaardlna .Wrish Sirah wx] Correct, Mrauha tah jas 

a typographical
 error. 
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p54] Note the pl. abso/.; not found in Psh. N.T., and rarely 

mi On. 

1]. .... eassx rwata] This insertion is practically a repetition of 

the sentence next but one preceding, an instance of double rendering or 

interpolation rather than of conflate text. Probably uss was at first 

inserted as a marginal variant for W&x2 (sup. as), and &las for dace 

in next sentence; and out of these materials the intruded sentence has 

been constructed by a subsequent scribe or editor. For Kix in § 

where ¥ has essx, cp. the similar case, xvi.3. See note on Greek text. 

12. etal = &8c] In the sense of “hither,” Se occurs in Apoe. else 

only iv. 1, where both versions have atm \, as ¥ here. The latter is 

always used in Hkl.; the former is preferred in Psh. 

cles = Hespow] >, ar». The Greek verb occurs in Apoc. 

only in this verse and the previous one (in which S and & alike render 

by ets»). The verb Te is not found else in S, nor in Psh. N.T.; but 

in O.T., im the same sense as here, Prov. ix. 18, &c.; and so Hxp. In 

Hxp. it is also found = drevifo, 1[3]Esdr. vi. 27; and so in Hkl., Lk. 

xxil. 56, Act. 1.11, where Psh. has ja». This suggests that for Gar in 

verse 11 supr., we should read j»t+» (so Psh., Mk. xii. 41, where ta.» 

= Oewpd), and perhaps Lams for Lami, 5 being usual after tau. 

13. tox 2 1% = 70 dékarov] So Y; a noteworthy coincidence, 

inasmuch as in neither version does this method of expressing a fractional 

part recur. In both versions, @xsa% = 76 réraprov, vi. 8, aah 

= 70 Tptrov, vill. 7 ef passim, thus warranting us in expecting Suatms 

here (as Exod. xxix. 40, &e., Psh. and Hxp.). But Barsal., on viii. 7, reads 

dlh eo cay. Like forms occur in Psh. and Hxp., as Ezek. v. 2. 

StAX Kmsizal] Probably x is to be prefixed to the latter 

word, and a removed from before the former. See note on Greek text. 

14. wma ali oa th em] Rather am Kma Mev 0 Cid an. 

chev] Correct che, with >. 

15. Jalsa] The former prefix is probably a scribe’s error. 

16. Read wots, and .t=arvsal; the points being inaccurately printed. 

ii wits hams] The -> here seems superfluous, and can 

hardly be supposed to represent a prep. in the Greek, of which there 

is no evidence. Possibly its use is idiomatic, as tarts m4 

= mpocwTodnn7a. > has \ for ». 

12 
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exception) in S, and rarely (never as = déux@) in Psh. N.T.; but some- 

times in Psh.O.T. and in Hxp. For tar = a6:xd, ep. ii. 11 and note there. 

6. hass = Bpeyn] Lit., caraBaivy: %, tras. 

~aaasaix] Correct, -assass (= tarda). So >, essa. 

The reading of text = ramvewdoat (as Phil. ii. 8, Psh. and Hkl.), which 

would be unmeaning and is unsupported. 

ams] This is the Psh. and Hkl. rendering of éd’ coor, 

Mt. ix. 15, &c.; also Poe. and Hkl., 2 Pet. i.13: but all authorities read 

here ogdxis édv, which = renders exactly, ix 2151 ema. Else, 

dodkus édy occurs in N.T. only 1 Cor. xi. 25, 26, where Psh. and Hkl. 

render 3 thov As. 

7. aslsez=rehéowor] Y, Lazales. S usually renders redo thus 

(= to fulfil) ; but by whe, x.7, xx.7, (to complete): & (inconsistently), by 

wlmas, xv. 8, xvii. 17, xx.7; elsewhere by wl. Psh. mostly has mle 

= 7e\@: but once (Lk. xii. 50) stsax (with the meaning of to fulfil): 

and so Hkl. more frequently. 

wos} The Greek has 77s aBvcoov. Elsewhere S uses ¢esaamh 

(as % always); except xvii. 8, where, as here, the ascent of ‘the beast” 

(ep. xu. 1; also Dan. vil. 3) is spoken of. 

8. Soak = tov Thateov] So 8S where mh. recurs (xxi. 21, xxi. 2); 

as also Psh.: ¥ uniformly gaha coax; which is also found in Hkl., 

Act. v.15; again in margin of same, Lk. x. 10, as explanatory of ehalla, 

the Hkl. rendering there and elsewhere of wAareta. In Psh., naz also 

= pun, Mt. vi. 2, to which meaning Hkl. restricts it. ‘This accounts for 

the addition of esha (= “ broad’), to distinguish w\areta. 

al\.r] The point under this word is not quite accurately 

placed in the printed text: correct al) er. 

9. The marks (.") under two words in this verse are placed by the 

scribe to indicate that they are to be transposed. 

10: oe dou = eppavOycorvra] So again, where eidpatvopar recurs, 

xil. 12, xviii. 20. % gives -asams-a here; and in the other two places, 

ethpe. (or ethpa.) of the same verb. Psh. renders this verb as ¥ does (pa. 

only Lk. xv. 32); Hkl. likewise always, and so Phx. and Hxp., Esai. 

xlv. 8, xlix.13. In Psh. O.T., -» eae occurs sometimes, used as here ; 

in Psh. N.T. (not Hkl.), only (= pyoow) Gal. iv. 27 (= Isai. liv. 1, Psh. ; 

not Hxp.); also Phx. (as well as Psh.; not Hxp.), Esai. xlix. 13 (= pyjoce). 

See i/r., xix. 7, where S (not ©) makes it = dyad\uo. 
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to be connected with els (above), and if so is = [rjv] EBdopunv. But 

a “seventh vorce,” after “the seven thunders uttered their voices,” is 

unmeaning. As the Syr. stands, we must rather understand ‘from the 

seventh heaven.” See note on Greek text. 

5. &ate] I supply the point, the word being partly effaced in Ms. 

xa. = 775 yjs] So Psh., Lk. v. 3; where Hkl. has the usual 

xtc, as > here. But xa. = Enpa, Mt. xxiii. 15 (Psh. and Hkl.). 

6. easaz] Note that this word is here fem., which is exceptional ; 

so again xxi. 1 (47s), though not else in 8. In these three places, the 

material heavens are denoted. The usage of Psh.. (not of Hkl.) is the 

same; see (e.g.) Mt. xvi.2. In & (see De Dieu i loc.), it is fem. here 

only [x as well as 7; not dp], not xxi. 1[” there deficit}. 

7. e¢\] Correct eke. 

sl ee, 2 asm. = dei ce] See note on iv. 1. 

XI. 1. wars =\perpyocov] So 8 uniformly, as also ©. Psh. in N.T. 

uses the aph. and ethp. of Sas for perp, and makes s x29 = ypiw or 

depo: but in O.T. sometimes as here ; ¢.g., the pll., Ezek. xl.5 (also Hxp.). 

Hkl. mostly as Psh. N.T.: but renders petp& by pa. of verb here used, 

2 Cor. x. 12, where Psh. om. But both Psh. and Hkl. have Ki»axzsn 

= pérpov, Rom. xii.3; 2 Cor. x. 13, and elsewhere (as S and &, xxi. 15, 17); 

but sometimes also was, “hls. 

4. .4as....geh51] The use of stat. absol. here, where = uses emph., 

seems to indicate that S read édatar, Avyviat, without art. See note on 

Greek text, and cp. i.12 and note on | t1s0 there; for asd (in Psh. 

N.T. always emphat.), cp. the pll., Zech. iv. 3, 11, (Psh.). 

5. 3 tur’ .... 1 e250] Note these two varied renderings of et 7s 

in two consecutive sentences. But probably the latter represents oo7is,— 

see note on iii. 20,—also note on Greek text here; and ep. xiii. 10. 

moe -... wx 5] Note also these varied renderings for Oédo. 

S has w>-~ in both places, and throughout: S everywhere except this 

one place. In Psh., f>~ is usual, especially in this phrase tae. =; 

and ¢sx> = #édw is rare, but occurs Act. xxiv. 6, 1 Tim. v.11 (in which 

places Hkl. has to5_). So too, tx5 = dého (but Cod. A reads here 

7 BovdynOnv), 3 Joh. 13 (Poe., where Hkl. has m5¢). But 2 Joh. 12, @x5 

= Bovd\opar (Poe. and Hkl.). 

Joon = aduxqoa (bis)] YS, avasal (dis; also ix. 19, where S om.) 

from a verb which is not found (see note on xvii. 14 ifr. for a seeming 

I 
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See notes, here and xxi. 19, on Greek text. In Psh. (not Hxp.) we find 

ozato, Exod. xxviii. 19, Ezek. xxvii. 13; but in neither case can it be 

satisfactorily identified with its Greek equivalent in LXX, the order of 

the stones named being different in LX-X and Hebrew. 

18. Lassa] Stat. absol.; so xi. 6, xv. 6, 8,—the pl. noun in these 

places following a cardinal number; and so Jer. xv. 3 (Psh.). In other 

cases S uses emph., as X always; and likewise Psh. N.T. and Hkl. 

20. Lamsiec’ ras] > uses here stat. emph. followed by x. Psh. 

N.T., where the expression recurs, renders as &, Hebr.ii.7 (= Ps. viii. 6 [7 |); 

as 8, Hebr.i.10 (= Ps. cii. 25, [ci. 26]), and Act. vii. 41 (= Jer. 1.16): but 

Psh. O.T. as § in the plls. [in Ps. viii., editions vary}; Hkl. and Hxp. as ¥. 

Cp. Act. xvii. 24 (Psh., not Hxp.). 

cass = Ta Sapdma] S renders by Wat%, xvi. 14, xvii. 2; 

but may perhaps in these places have read daiuydéver for—oviov. Neither 

word occurs else in Apoc. always has Wass; as also Hkl. Psh. uses 

both words indiscriminately, but prefers x. 

Sisal] Supply ees = dvvarras, as in ¥. 
21. L,amirty» = trav dappaxeav aitov] So X here; and so § in the 

other instance of the Greek word in Apoc. xvii. 23. There, = uses 

chaxzts,—as do Psh. and Hkl., Gal. v. 20 (the only other place where 

gappaxeia occurs In N.T.); and so Phx. and Hxp., Esai. xlvii. 9; but 

Psh. zt». Again, Psh. (not Hkl.) has txt» = payeia, Act. vii. 11, 

and zt» = pdyos, xill. 6,8. Note that for dappyaxoi (xxi. 8, xxii. 15) 

both S and & have <x%% (so pointed in 8),—ze. Zs, distinguished 

from zie or Zi, the word here used. For the latter, ep. 

2 [4] Kin. ix. 22 (Psh., and Hxp. = ddppaxa, LXX). 

X. 1. d&wos] S, dusis. 

mat» = 70 Tpdcwrov avrov] See notes on iv. 3 and 7. In Psh. 

and Hkl., cars» never = mpdcw7ov: once (Lk. 1x. 29) = eiSos in both. 

CIMAX_= avOpaxes] Correct W¢arasaS (so ), = orvdou. which 

is the unquestioned reading of the Greek. 

3. BweXx = pvearar] So >. Not in Psh. or Hkl.; but in Hxp. 

4. Rsam asl = cuedov] Lit., jropacpevos jv, or jrotualor, 

as vill. 6, 1x. 7, &c.; also Mt. iii. 3, &e., (Psh. and Hkl.). Elsewhere 

in S pedo = tad.s: in ¥ and in Hkl. always; in Psh. usually. 

Maawy asin «5 = ek Tov ovpavod Tov EBddpov] No other 

authority supports S in inserting @sx-o22 here. Possibly it is meant 
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eacls] Correct valsn. 

azax] So &; “e., ‘ Bondage”; in Psh., only vhasas. (emphat.) 

is used. The translator has mistaken the root tas for tor; see 

ator, xvii. 8 (S and &). 

wiz .... hurtsnie’] Instead of translating the words éy ry 
‘EhAnviKn . . . . "Amodvwr (note the reading), S substitutes ‘in the 

Syriac, Looser.” So lat. vg. adds, ‘et latine habet nomen Exterminans.” 

For tz, cp. »tx = door, verse 14; in Psh. and Hkl. it commonly 

= Wo, drodvo (e.g. Mt. i.19, v.19). & (like A.V.) transliterates, -aralaar 

[nr], ahaa [dlp]. Barsal., én loc., attaches to this word the marginal 

note Wee AW Kasam aed Satmzm om; = “Sender-forth, or Destroyer, 

or Looser,—the first and third relating to Azodvar, the second to’Amo\dvov. 

12. Note that 5 divides by «= after sa Gith (= dvo ovat), so as to 

make a new paragraph begin with pare wh>, omitting the a before 

earcl=ss. This is probably a scribe’s error; for our translator’s usage 

is to write th> = at the begining of a sentence; see note on iv. 1. 

14. eshshz] In verse before, Mixxx, which is the usual mode in S 

of expressing the ordinal; see note on 1. 11. 

16. Shaliiss] = orparevpdrov] So xix. 14; but xix. 19 (d’s), eslea 

(also interpolating ehalsss, see note én loc.). > gives sila here, and 

ehasta in the other places. 

MzZLAr = 700 immov] Lit., trav imméwv, as Act. xxiii. 23, 32, (Psh. 

and Hkl.). =, more exactly, “haztax; as Hxp., Hab. i. 9[8], = trracia. 

Li ert Be, ener perpdinia = kal Todvs Kabnpuevous .... ExovTas] S om. 

the opening words of the verse, Kai ovtws etdov Tovs Urmous ev TH Opacer 

(which would be Wats eat duties erama), and thus aohisl (the 

transitive verb of which it is the object having disappeared) is left to 

depend on &os&v, and the Syr. literally represents Kai ot KaOypévor . . 

€xovTes Or €xovor. See note on Greek text. 

ciasx = wupivovs] So Psh., Ezek. xxviii. 14, where LXX has 

mupivev, and Hxp. renders by tsstas (adjective), as > here. Cp. xii. 3. 

easatna] Lit., cai kapyndova. The word recurs xxi. 19 = yadkndov 

(or kapyndav); but here is presumably = tdxiw6os, though that word is 

represented, xxi. 20, by the transliteration soahszsa. (similarly = in both 

places). S as it stands represents an unsupported reading kai vdxwfov 

Oevidy (for kai taxwivovs Kat Medes); but is probably to be amended 

into conformity with the Greek by writing a for x before ¢éu.sta-as. 
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that ‘“‘a more ancient translation existed” from which = “ was interpo- 

lated,” and that the right rendering in xix. ‘‘ may be referred to the more 

ancient version.” This acute conjecture is now verified by the discovery 

of S, and the facts as stated above confirm the opinion that it is prior to >. 

It would of course be more accurate to say that = is based on S, rather 

than ‘interpolated from” it. 

IX. 2. tXdrze1 = Kaopévns] So ¥: but elsewhere both versions 

make tm4 = xaioupar, as Psh. N.T. and Hkl. usually; and tX occurs 

nowhere else in S or &, or in Psh. N.T., or (at least as = xaiw) in Hkl. 

In O.T. (Psh. and Hxp.) it is found, though not often; eg., Ezek. xxiv. 5, 

Dan. i.19. The coincidence here between § and © is specially notable 

in a word so little used. 

5. teaizh = Bacavicpds (b7s)] In all the six places where £. (not 

else in N.T.) occurs in Apoc., 8 renders thus, or (xviii. 7, 15) by the 

cognate <aiaz. + mostly agrees, except xviii. 7, where it has ¢lsaw. 

In Psh. and Hkl., Cosseh = Bdoavos, also = kdd\acts (Mt. xxv. 46). But 

eoias is not found in Psh.: in 2 Pet. ii. 4, however [Poe., and Hkl. 

with *], it seems intended as = xédaow. The verb aise uniformly 

renders Bacavifo in S and &, as in this verse; and so in Poe. and 

Hkl., and (with one exception) in Psh. N.T. 

7. Shams sie 12+. Shams = 70 6poiwpa.... Opovoy (or dpoua, 

or opovor)] See note\on Greek text. = ins. axes before the last two 

words, thus rendering the last word twice over,—first in its own usual 

manner, then in that of S (see note on i. 13). This is a clear case of 

conflation, and evidently in the Syriac, not in the Greek original; the 

latter member of the conflate text being derived from S. Hence again 

we infer that = is dependent on 8S. 

zat] In S and & always = immo: but eamam = irzos. 

ezine .... ¢hila] Rather perhaps, ¢xaw... ela. Cp. 

vill. 9, and see the like instances in verses 9, 10, 17, 18, 20, dnfr. 

10. «x] An obelus is set before this word, as iv.4. See note on ii. 5. 

ehinion (dis)] For the regular ¢&aiox, and so verse 19: 

so 2, in both verses. The agreement in this anomalous and rare form, 

recorded else only in Psh. (not Hxp.), Judg. xv. 4, cannot be casual. 

11. Lamuls bur = dyovow én airév] S, more accurately ins. 

~om\ between these words. The use of Ax after due here is different 

from that noted on xiii. 17. 
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in Apoc. (x. 10), S uses the pe. (instead of ethpalp.) of the same verb; 

as does ¥ in both places. In the only other instance of it in N.T., Col. 

ii. 19, Hkl. (not Psh.) renders as S here; and both Psh. and Hkl. use the 

same form = zapo€vvopar, Act. xvii. 16. Its aph. = mixpaivo, x. 9 (S and &). 

12. .whs = érhijyy] So &, but in neither does x15 recur but once, 

xil. 16, = xaramtva, of which it is the invariable equivalent in Psh. N.T. and 

Hkl., and similarly in Psh. O.T. and Hxp. It = ddpopa, Lk. xii. 47, 48 

(Psh. and Hkl.); also Mk. xiii. 9 (Hkl. only); and in Psh. (not Hkl.) is 

used in like sense, 2 Cor. xi. 24. See also Lk. xxii. 51, where Psh. has 

alsa acs, = 70d thyyer0s, with one Greek ms. Barsal. writes ethp. here. 

way A Soa.a -_amdlah Qarva = Kal eoKxoticOyoay TO Tpitov 

avTav’ Katy Hepa ovK epawe] The reading here followed by S is prac- 

tically identical with one which has some small Greek support (see note on 

Greek text), and is consistent. % reads NX iaad (= va orotic Oy, 

which is the usual reading); but then \ proceeds [77] . amis <hlah 

jonas el mas .aazwa (= 70 tpirov aitav' Kal exxoticOnoav™ 7 NpEepa 

pH pavy (or, od davet |), which is unintelligible. In d there is an attempt 

to mend the broken connexion by reading (for the last four words) 

jon ls ema. w-xwa [similarly p], = Kat éoxoricOyn hepa va 

py ddvyn. This is an evident conflation: in its crude form in /2; ad- 

justed into meaning in the later texts, dp; therefore most probably 

pertaining to the Syriac of ¥, not to its Greek original. If so, it is 

evidence of the posteriority of & to 8, whence the second member of the 

conflation appears to be borrowed, for aaxs» (pl.) has no other authority. 

13. etssax5] This may be merely a loose rendering of év pecov- 

paryjpart, which S renders exactly by eum hx = (without prefix) 

in the other two places where it occurs (xiv. 6, xix. 17). So & (but with 

prefix) in the third only of these places. Its monstrous misrendering in 

the first and second is well known; m\ dur ers Casas wh 

here (= €v péo@ ovpay aipare é€xovra), in xiv. 6 (where eyovra follows) 

m\ dur erst wars (= & ovpave, aipati €yovra). Perhaps the 

translator of } had before him a Greek copy reading here (as NS reads, 

Xiv. 6), evperwovparynpare. 

Above, Part I, Dissertation, p. lxxxii, I have mentioned the remarkable 

forecast of J. D. Michaelis (Introd. to N.T., u, pt. i, ch. vii, s. 10 [Marsh]), 

who, noticing the fact that the wrong rendering of } in this verse is not 

repeated in ch. xix [he erroneously says xiv], accounts for it by supposing 
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renders cadrilo by ax (aph., here and verses 7, 15 only ; pe., verse 8 and 

the rest) throughout: ¥ by ass, with Hxp., Num. x. 6 (so Psh. there), and 

also Hkl. in the two places where o. occurs in N.T’. outside Apoc. (Mt. vi. 2, 

1 Cor. xv. 52). Psh. (N.T.) uses neither verb as = cadrile, but has as, 

= dvaxpdlw (Lk. iv. 33, pe.), = kpalw (ib. 41, aph.). Hkl. makes it (aph.) 

= poco, Gal. iv. 27, = Esai. liv. 1 (where in Hxp. it = Bod [LXX]). It is 

mostly used of the human voice, but also of the trumpet, Ephr. iii. 209 

(Thes. S., s.v.). Cp. fnaxys, xviii. 22, and note there. 

1 prada = peprypeva] So xv. 2, the only other instance of ptyvupe 

in Apoc. S renders as S here, but 1% in the second place, as Psh. 

and Hkl. where p. occurs (Mt. xxvii. 34, Lk. xiii. 1); and so Barsal. cites 

it here. See for the latter word, note on xiv.10. In Psh. N.7., aa is 

not found; in Hk1., only its ptep. pa. (= qoékdos). In Psh. O.T.. and 

Hxp., this ptep. peil is rare (but see Levit. xix. 19, Psh.); and except as 

above, the verb is not recorded as = fo iz. 

Matas = & dare] So Dln; Sd, vars; Lp alone ems, 

possibly a conjectural correction of the editor’s—to suit the Greck aipare, 

which all other authorities (see note on Greek text) exhibit. However, I 

find esass also in Barsal., cn loc. 

Here then is another very notable instance of agreement of S and =— 

this time as to text (not rendering)—against all else. 

mams = ydpros] So ix. 4 (the only other instance of ydpros in 

Apoc.), and so Psh. frequently ; but = ydpros ydwpds, Mk. vi. 89, which 

perhaps is what S here intends,—else, yAwpds is omitted (see note on 

Greek text). = gives <tasas here and ix. 4, as Hkl. always for xopros 

(in the sense of grass). So Hxp., and Psh. now and then. 

9. edstis Las] So & ins. Horbas [in / with *]: all else give 

Tov Krisparov without mavrov. Here the * can only (as it seems) refer 

to mavrwv, and therefore to §; thus attesting its priority. 

ms hors] Note the use of > for \ here, and xiii. 18. 

valws] Rather perhaps «ales. 

1]. Sahkimaw] Rather, Mrhismar; see Thes. S.,s.v. For the 

two forms of the word in this verse see notes on Greek text. The Mss. 

of > vary, but all write both forms differently from $; and Barsal. (? Joc.) 

differs from both versions. Neither form occurs in Psh., which rend ers 

“ wormwood” by e&axX_ (Lam. ii. 15, 19—also Hxp.). 

atmImad = emxpavOnoav] Where the passive TuKpatvopat recurs 
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t&Xxi = oxnvdca] So =[/np without ¥; not 7]: but in the three 
other places where ox. occurs in Apoe. (xii. 12, xiii. 6, and xxi. 3) both 

use <tx,—a remarkable instance of the connexion between the two 

versions. The Greek verb is found in N.T. else only Joh. i. 14, where 

Psh. and Hkl. render as § and & here. 

16. t5axz = xadpa] > renders tmaw (dnp; 7 alone tmara, 

wrongly |], here and in the other place where xatya occurs (not else in 

N.T.), xvi.9; as S also in that place. In Psh. ¢5a-z is not found in 

N.T., but is frequent in O.T.; ¢.g., Isai. xlix. 10 (here quoted), where 

LXX has kavowr (which would be more suitable here), and Phx. and 

Hxp. as well as Psh. render by =. But esnay is always used in N.T. 

(Psh. and Hkl.) = kcavowv, Mt. xx. 12, Lk. xii. 55, James 1. 11: also in 

Psh. and Hxp., as Gen. vii. 22, Isai. xvii. 4, = xadpa [LXX]. 

17. Lanza = ddynyjoa] The Greek verb is not else found in Apoc.: 

_ = renders it by wam, as Hkl.and Hxp.: Psh. by t=x,—nowhere by either 

of the former verbs. But we find in both Psh. and Hk]. ¢liasz = zpiBos, 

(e.g., Mt. in. 3); alsoin Psh. O.T., Phx., and) Exp. (¢.g:, Usaa) xlix. 10). 

tse = eri] Rather = zpds (as in Psh.): © has Ls. 
his = myyas] So S throughout (viii. 10, xiv. 7, xvi. 4; 

itu, xx1.6). % makes asso = rny7 everywhere; and so Psh. N.T., 

and Hkl.; also Poc., 2 Pet.i1.17. But in Psh. O.T., xs also occurs in 

this sense, 1 Sam. xxix.1; and ass, Gen. xvi. 7 (Hxp. f1.x50), Ke. ; 

also pl. Chand, Exod. xv. 27 (Hxp., tssiso), 2 Chr. xxxii.3,4. Some 

writers use also aad. See Thes. 8. 

VIII. 1. <shz] So =; also Psh. O.T. (not N.T.), and Hxp., as 

Cant. iv. 1. 

4. <t\s = 6d xazvds] So &. Elsewhere, both uniformly render 

k. by ash; as do both Psh. and Hkl. in the only other place where it 

occurs in N.T., Act. ii. 19;—making Wt)» = drpis, in same passage ; 

as also Psh. and Hxp. of Joel 11. 30, which is there cited. 

This is another remarkable token of the close relation between 8 and ¥. 

$3] >) 3 Mao. Cp. Act. xi30)(Psh., x25; Ak), Wrst 425); 
6. camualss = of dyorres] Seil., Lamals dors (for the usual 

~am\ hors, asin S). For this variation of idiom see note on xiii. 17. 

aostysal = iva cadzicwor] (i) S here deviates from its usual 

practice,—using infin. with \ prefixed to represent wa with subjunct., 

instead of x with fut.;—see second and fourth notes on ii. 10. (ii) 8 
H 2 
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(not else in N.T.): = in both places, zx sur. But in O.T. all 

the versions render as §; ¢.g., Isai. xlv. 6. 

sat] Sn, <1, as also >. 

~ainix] Sx om. & from this verb, and from yVatmrs in 

next verse; as does =. Cp. 1x. 4, x1.53; also ii. 11 and note, vi. 6, &e. 

admires Kis] Soy: used in Psh. O.T. (not N.T.), and Hxp. 

This passage proves that d&> in this phrase is prep., not noun. 

4. goiz As] Sx choix ela; %, sing. emph.: see note on v. d. 

5. poaxnth (fe7)] Sx writes <== throughout. 

pale (fer)] Sx writes this word throughout without the third 

point (see on vi.15). Where it first occurs in this verse, S 2 subjoins asd, 

with ©; and om. same word from end of verse 8 (see note on Greek text). 

7. Note that Sa om. the clause concerning Levi, but a later hand 

has supplied it on marg. S misplaces it, after instead of before Issachar. 

This looks as if the common source of S and Sz did not contain the clause. 

9. eaths] Correct by prefixing a, accidentally omitted in printing. 

catirsls = bv dpilOpjow airév] Lit., 06 eis dpiOpdv: equivalent 

to casasasais of ©, which perhaps ought to be substituted in 8. 

amc] So xiv.6; but the emph. pl. chase is found, v. 9 and 

elsewhere. % always uses the latter, as does Psh. (N.T.). The sing. 

crmad occurs in Y[d/p; not n|; but S avoids it, as does Psh. (N.T.). 

Psh. (O.T.) uses all these forms (e.g., both pl. adsol. and sing., Gen. xxv. 23). 

13. ax =drexpin] *AwoKpivopa (not else in Apoc.) is here rendered 

by =, «29, which is the regular Hkl. equivalent for it: Psh., habitually 

uses that of S; the other seldom. 

14. For 22 (a typographical error), correct ts. 

alli =érdwav] Wire also is not else found in Apoe. [except 

the doubtful instance, xxii. 14 (not in 8 or &)]; and in N.T. else only 

Lk. v. 2, = Naz (which else = virrw in both), Psh. and Hkl., as = here. 

But A\s occurs in this sense in Psh. O.T., (not N.T.), and in Hxp. (eg., 

Num. xix. 7) = advvo. In aph. it occurs, Mt. xii. 5, = BeBndo (Psh.). 

15. xm = hazpevovow] So xxu. 3 (the only other instance of 

\. in Apoe.), and so © in both places. The Syr. verb rather = drakova, 

tanpero: while Natpedo = sa uniformly in Hkl., and mostly in Psh. 

(but = xm, Rom.i.9, 25, 2 Tim.i.3; and so Num. xvi. 9, as also Hxp.): 

but in Hebrews, Psh. usually, and Hkl. twice, render it as § here. 

Note that the point over x has been accidentally omitted in printing. 
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of & [n deficit] give sx.3, xix. 18, but vary here [/n, sax.3; dp, 124 

as S]. It is remarkable that Psh. N.T. always renders @atstic ; but 

Hkl. once (Mk. vi. 21), @a\ev 1.124. 

vale] S always thus, or absol. (as vii. 4, &e.): Y mostly tralw 

(= xuades); and so Hkl., but Psh. as 8. Note the triple pointing here 

and elsewhere (except v. 11, vii. 4, xiv. 1, xxi. 16) for both forms. 

hala = ai Svvdpes] > has ads = of ioyupoi (or ot duvarot), 

which perhaps we ought to substitute here. 

ies w15 = [was] edevfepos] So ¥ (but in sing.). In Apoc., 

eéX. recurs xili. 16, xix. 18; where © renders as here. In the former place, 

S follows a different reading (see note i loc.); in the latter, has <tr» 

simply. Psh. uses both renderings: Hkl. always as =, except Rom. vi. 20 

(tts. ; as also Psh., there and in some other places). 

17. saxon = dSvvatar] So again xi. 4; elsewhere Ko, gma, 

as = here and throughout. Psh. often as 8 here. 

VII. 1. For this and the following seven verses, we have a second 

authority, a copy of which I append to the preceding text (page 35 supr.). 

In the notes on verses 1-8, I distinguish it as Sz. 

cam] Sx subjoins w\; and for peal reads “Artin. 

m&ksay = tas ywrias] So in the other place where y. occurs in 

Apoc., xx.8. % has me&s.sd\_in both; and so Hkl., Mt. vi. 5, but else 

always uses Ma31aX_(ahsol.). Psh. renders as S commonly in O.T., and 

in N.T. (except Act. iv. 11, xxvi. 26); never as =: but Hxp. as Hkl. 

vat xsi] (Cp. Mt. xxiv. 31, Psh.). Sx, ¥ asin, as ¥. 

Thus Sv and = make wat (= aveuos) fem. (see above on vi. 13); yet, 

just after, join it, as S does, with the masc. verb 24. 

exis 2 perlow; ©, waliw. This noun is not found 

in stat. absol. in Psh. N.T.; but in O.T.—e.g., Gen. i. 29. 

2, alms = dvaBaivovra] Though partly effaced in S, this word is 

so far legible that there is no doubt of its letters: but the position of 

the point is uncertain (see the autotype Plate), and I therefore insert 

brackets. In Sx, the point is clearly placed under, as I have printed it. 

Thus read, the word may represent either pres. or aor. ptcp. (see note 

on Greek text): with the point above, the pres. only. For the former 

pointing = pres. ptep., cp. x. 1; for the latter, xi. 7, xui.11. >= [inp] 

reads slsox; [so d, but without point: De Dieu misprints o for x}. 

erm .91350] So in the other instance of this phrase, xvi. 12 

H 
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occurs, and in each of the other two he supplies vowels. We find cevopos 

else only xi. 13 (d¢s), and (a second time) xvi. 18, in which three places 

S (inconsistently) renders ¢xay (= motion); and so X here [dnp; 1 writes 

coax by error], and throughout: likewise Psh. and Hkl. uniformly. 

toi] For tom (cp. <stasy, 111). But ts. = aoxds (Mt. 

ix. 17, &c., Psh. and Hkl.), which possibly S may have read for odkkos. 

13. Saxe = Baddovoa] So Y; a remarkable agreement, seeing that 

elsewhere both always make est, asic’ = Baddo,—except that S has 

ctx again, xvili.2]. Both use it (e/pe.) in superscription, g.v. It is 

found in Psh.; also (rarely) in Hkl. 

mssaia] So =; and so Psh. in the pll., Isai. xxxiv. 4 (not Hxp.). 

mvat = avesov] Note that <s»at here is fem., in both versions; 

but masc. in vil. 1, where also it = dvewos. In Psh. it is always fem. in 

this sense; in Hkl. it varies, as in S and &. In all, it is fem., when 

= mvevpa, except (as il. 7 supr.), where the Holy Ghost is spoken of. 

chizs] So the Ms. apparently; but a fine vertical line is 

inserted (prima manu) before &, correcting the word into hiss, 

Here, it = péyas: but S makes p2xs = icxupds in two of the places 

where that adj. occurs in Apoc., xviii. 10, xix. 18. Not so © (which has 

<e57 here, and elsewhere adel = icyvpds,—see note on y. 2); nor 

Hkl.; Psh. (N.T.) uses it only James iii. 4, and the verb ezs only 

(= katicyvw) Lk. xxiii. 23. But in Phx. the adj. = ioyvpds (LXX), 

Ksai. xlii. 16 (where Hxp. renders as =); and the verb = xatiyvo), 

xli.25; and both not uncommonly occur in Psh. O.T., and in Hxp. 

14, trahee] Correct ztadhee’. The reading of text = éraéxy, which 

gives perhaps better sense (cp. the pll., Esai. xxxiv.4, LXX), but has no 

other attestation. Perhaps we ought to emend further by transferring 

o from the following ea to the termination of this verb, and removing 

from the following noun the plural sign. See notes on Greek text. 

~amehkaax = tov tTé70v avtav] Here, and wherever rtéz0s means 

an abiding-place, S uses Xsan; but where it means space (as xii. 8, xx. 11), 

or locality (as xvi. 16), we find tak, <the. > does not distinguish, 

but always renders as here. Both words are common in Psh. In 

2 Pet. i. 19 (Poc.), we find &t&eX, used properly as in S; where Hkl. 

has Wdaasz. 

15. ade s2474 = of yudlapyor] So xix. 18, where alone x. recurs in 

Apoe. (ep. Exod. xviii. 21, Psh.; Hxp., ® o124; LXX, y.). The copies 
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from >. If we prefer (i), we must point Maya = kal éviknoe, which is 

the reading of N for xat wa vikyon, and this I have adopted in the 

accompanying Greek text. It is to be noted that ¥ may be claimed as 

supporting either a1 [dlp], or tay [x]; the fact being probably that 

nis right; that %, literal as usual, originally had may, with at as 

a note on the margin (such as are found in d@), which afterwards made 

its way into the text, as has often happened in case of the marginalia 

of Hkl. Thus the result is: S originally read 

either (1) SAawITA AIA LAL = viKar Kal eviknoe Kal Wa VuK_OY : 

or (il) MALIIA LAL = iKkar Kal Wa viKnon. 

5. hue] After this word, wl, or smals (as xiii. 17), is wanting. 

ewes] Rather eho, as >. 

6. cero .... an = Xow .... yotvuxes] Psh. makes ¢a5 = ap 

(2 Kin. vi. 25; and so Hxp.; [LXX, xéBos]), which measure (about a quart) 

fairly agrees with yotwg. %, saorsas; and so Ezek. xlv. 10, 11 (Hxp.), 

moar: but there x. [LXX] represents 3, very incorrectly. 

tx = «pifjs] > has the more usual plural. In sing., Xdts00 

(stat. emph.) is mostly found, as 1 Cor. xv. 37 (Psh.). 

8. ¢a2o03] S uniformly (xiv. 8, xix.14) uses this ptep.: © uses poél 

here, but pei/, xix. 14; Hkl. varies likewise. Psh. always as S where the 

verb = dkodovfe as here. 

10. 5%] Or <=at,—the word is defaced in Ms. 

R&xsha hus] = hw sasha bw os, as &. 

ll. .ts ts = €ws Kaipov, or ér1] These words though defaced in 

Ms., can be deciphered; and the brackets in the printed text are super- 

fluous. % renders by sah. Cp. Dan. vii. 12, 25 [Psh.]; and for as, 

see xil. 14 in/r. 

cele = tnpwolacr] & has calarssi, which both versions 

make = ze7\ypopeéva, il. 2 (the only other instance of wAnpotpar in 

Apoc.). Neither version is consistent in its use of s\sax as regards 

conjugation ; nor is Psh. (cp. Joh. xv. 11 with xvi. 24). S and & some- 

times have almhue = rehodpar; e.g., xv. 1. So Psh., as Lk. xii. 50. 

12. wea] Read dra. 

cimas}] Read wxada (= ceurpds), as vill. 5, [xi. 19], xvi. 18. 

This word (properly éremour) is not in Psh., but is found in good authors 

(see Thes. S., s.v.). It must have been unfamiliar, for our scribe has 

written it wrongly in two (first and third) of the four places where it 
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9. Shwaazrh axa = ddovres Gd7v] So Ps. exliv [exh]. 9 

(Psh., not Hxp.); also, (S and %), supr., xiv. 3, xv. 3 (where cp. pll., 

Exod. xv. 1, Psh.). Neither Greek word occurs else in Apoc.; in N.T., 

they are found only in Eph. v. 19, Col. iii. 16; in the former of which 

places, but not in the latter, Hkl. renders the verb as S and & here, but 

not the noun. Psh. renders both otherwise; and makes (as also Hkl.) 

swat and chwanndh = tyre, vuvos. 

Note that, in 8, the noun, whether = #dy or = d0€a, is always fem., 

and the masc. use of it alleged by De Dieu (on © im doc.) is an error [of J; 

not supported by dnp]. 

10. ealsia eimia chasis] A conflate reading; see note on 

Greek text. > reads Aa Wal. It is questionable whether the conflation 

was in the Greek original of S (as in case of ii. 13, where see note), or has 

been introduced into the Syriac, either by the translator, or by a scribe 

(from * or otherwise). The first hypothesis seems best. 

11. peak tea fast asi] So = (see also ix. 16); and so 

Psh. (after Hebr.), Dan. vii. 10; where Hxp. has tsa for wale (see 

note on vi. 15). 

12. tras = icy] So again vi. 12 (the only other instance of 

ioxvs in Apoe. ; it is misread, xvii. 2); likewise = in both places. Not a 

common word (cp. note on vi. 13), found also Esai. xlv. 1 (Phx.; not Hxp., 

which has ehash&liv); also 2 Pet. ii 11 (Poc. and Hkl.): but not 

elsewhere in Hkl., nor in Psh. N.T. (both making <lis = icyds); though 

sometimes in O.T., Psh. as well as Hxp. 

aszh] Correct printed text by removing the points wader the 

line of contraction here, and in next verse. 

13. &ssaza] Observe that S begins a new section with this word. 

See note on Greek text. 

ciratasrz] Observe the prefix, and the interpunction of the pre- 

ceding words, which make K&atas the first word of the ascription. 

VI. 2. Satisra aia 41] A conflate reading, the second word 

being an alternative, either for the first, or for the third. As above, 

v. 10, the question arises, whether the conflation (i) was in the Greek, 

or (11) has been brought into the Syriac. If we adopt (ii), the ex- 

planation will be, that S originally rendered vikdv by ai, lit. vieyrns 

(cp. Rom. viii. 37, Psh. and Hkl.), and that the more literal tay was 

added, first on the margin, then in the text of the Syriac,—possibly 
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= the seal (of God), confirming. & is less consistent as regards the nouns, 

giving Woah» (unsuitably), v.5,9, and ¢sa\, (combined with verb joes 

in next verse), vii.2. In Psh. O.T., ¢s=\, occurs, but rarely; in N.T., 

remy alone is used (and properly), Rom. iv. 11, 1 Cor. ix.2, 2 Tim. 11.19; 

in Hkl., in the third of these places only; @s-\, in the other two. 

2. eahbits = icyvpdv] So &, here and throughout, and S with but 

two exceptions, xviil. 10 and xix. 18, where «2s is used (for which see 

note on vi. 13). Psh. varies; Hkl. as 2, except Mt. xiv. 30. 

5. hax =rijs pudjs] See note on i. 27. Except here and xxi. 12, 

S renders fvdy (vii. 4 ef passim) by Catz (absol. or emph.): so % here and 

always (emph.); Hkl. likewise. Psh. varies as 5, but mostly avoids adsol. 

etzsala.... wh as = dvoiéer.... Kal Mica] This is untrans- 

latable. Perhaps we ought to prefix x to the former verb (= avotEar), 

or to read whan (= 6 dvoiywv). > agrees (against wellnigh all else) 

in reading —»é.a4 (but with ac [marked in / with *] before it). omits 

ctza\, and inserts ~xaxi. See note on Greek text. 

6. essay = eodaypevov] In = a5 always = o¢dfw; in S A\o 

is used (vi. 9, xii. 8, xvii. 24); and so in Psh. and Hkl., 1 Joh. i. 12 (des). 

The latter verb elsewhere in 8, and always in ¥, = dzoxreivo, as in Psh. 

and Hkl.: the former in Psh. = #vw: not in Hkl. See note on xii. 3. 

cere] Apparently for em.b¥; marked with an obelus, as 

for correction: but it recurs xvi. 14, with no mark. Possibly a recognized 

form of contraction. 

8. caloasz = éhaBe] So S occasionally (as also Psh.; Hkl. more 

rarely). Usually (as verses 7,9) S makes ams = hapBavw, as > here 

and throughout. ‘Cp. xvii. 12 infr., for variation of usage. In both, 

Any = alpo, xviii. 21; and by implication = dopa, xii. 15. 

<tasy = didlyvy] So S uniformly: ¥ [but with orthography 

slightly varying among the Mss.] transliterates everywhere (orclia 

= diddas here, &.; retisa = diddy, xvi. 2, &e.), as Hxp. often. 

This seems to be an unusual use of ¥, which in Psh. N.T. occurs only 

Mt. xxiii. 25, 26, = mdpoyus. Barsal. in loc. explains -worletsa [sic] 

by <tasi, with the addition eaisal seas. Cp. for these words 

Exod. xxv. 29 (Psh., and (for +) Hxp.). See hes. Syr., where 4 is 

rendered patella, scutella, but Syriac lexicographers are cited as explaining 

it = chaa, which = diddy. Note that S here and always makes this 

noun fem., with plural Wtasy, (xv. 7, &.). 
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on avd. See on Greek text; and ep. the pll., Ezek. 1. 27 (Psh. and LXX) 

for a like expression. 

eax] This pl. asol. is rare; it recurs xii. 14, where Barsal. also 

has it. Z uses emphat, only. Psh. as 8; Hxp. as &, Ezek. i. 6, &e. 

oly = dviravow] S renders this word by ¢zreéas, xiv. 11 

(the only other instance of it in Apoc.). In both places © gives su, 

by which Psh. and Hkl. render the same word. In Psh. este occurs, 

but = yadjvn, or novyxia. 

Aca amahara] See oni. 4. Note that in text, & is wrongly 

printed for ow in the preceding maha. 

9. rhansl Lsas = edyapicriavy] So S and &, here, and vii. 12 
(the only other instance of ey. in Apoc.): never found in Psh. (N.T.) or 

Hkl., which use K&sx0u; but in some of the titles to Pss. in Psh. O.T. 

10. #1 ~sa\] Displaced, probably by accident, from following 

11. am huax = afios ci] Here, and v. 9,12, Ruakw = dur Kaz. 

For the subjoined am, see Nildeke, Kurzy. Syr. Gramm., § 221. 

ea zs>] Properly = dia tod Oedjpards cov, but ep. xii. 

11, xiii. 14.) where (as in A.V.), the same inexactness of rendering occurs. 

Elsewhere, S often renders dia¢ with accus. correctly by LAs, as 

always. But note that here } has a seemingly conflate reading, ts> 

aaM ~ AM» Ss ANmna Lam dur’ x, with t25 in the first 

member and \\so ‘in the second; probably borrowing +45 from S. 

V. 1. yaazt = yeypappevoyv] So xx.15 only: elsewhere asdrva, as 

uniformly (but Barsal. here as 8). The verb mzt = yapdoow (¢tmzat 

= xdpaypa, S and & always): in Psh. N.T. and Hkl. nowhere = ypado ; 

but = évrume, 2 Cor. iii. 7 (Psh.): used as here, Dan. v. 24, 25 (Psh., 
not Hxp.). 

tal c= eSobev] So xi. 2; but ~~ tal, xiv. 20 (with genitive 

following; so Psh. and Hkl., as eg. Mk. vii. 15). For é, S (iii. 12, 

xxii. 15) uses tal simply. = follows like usage, but here reads dmudev. 

aaah, = carerdpayirpévov] So xa, (which in Psh. means 

to sink) = éodbpdyioey, xx. 33; also X in both places as Hxp. sometimes. 

Everywhere else, both versions make odpayile = yeh» (as Psh. and 

Hkl. always). S uses the latter word where the sealing confirms (yet 

hardly so, x. 4, xxii. 10), the former where it closes. So likewise S uses 

exal, = odpayis here and throughout; except vil. 2, 1x. 4, where esd 
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and so Hxp. (not Psh.) in the pll., Prov. xxv. 22: else in Psh. and Hk. 

3» always = kpaviov, in Hxp. = kopvdy (Ps. vii. 17). Elsewhere used in 8 

only of beasts (ix. 17 (bs), xiii. 1(d¢s), 3); never in &. 

5. teens = Naprddes] S, <Aetasal, and so viii. 10 (the only other 

instance of \. in Apoc.), where S has whasmilz. Both Psh. and Hkl. 

always render as ©. Elsewhere in S eters is an adjective: but we 

find it in > = dworyp, xxi. 11 (as Phil. ii..15, Psh. and Hkl.), where 

S has K¢imas (elsewhere = as). 

6. ess \X_= kpvotddio] So xxii. 1. In both places = merely trans- 

literates the Greek word (which does not occur else in N.T.); and so 

Psh. and Hxp., Isai. liv. 12, Ezek. 1. 22 (where Targ. of Jonathan has 72). 

S seems to render it mistakenly as if meaning éce (so always X_ in Psh. 

O.T.); but in expressing kpvoraddiCov7r (xxi. 11) uses the same trans- 

literation as =. In the inedited Commentary of Barsalibi on Apoc. (Brit. 

Mus., Rich. 7185, fo. 27°, line 3), which follows the text of ¥, I find, zm loc., 

the wall .wornl of S, with the note, “mi o. 

18 = foa] Stat. absol., as often in 8, and so Barsal. in loc. ; 

also Psh. (not Hxp.), Ezek. i. 5: never in %, nor Psh. N.T., Hkl., or Poc., 

all of which uniformly use stat. emph. hase. S also uses Shas as 

= Onpiov, in which sense > always writes Wax has», as Hk). and Hxp. 

passim; and Psh., Deut. xxxii. 24. The word is always fem. in §, as 

(apparently) in Psh., Hkl., and Poe. ; but = makes it masc. when = Oypiov, 

except xi. 7 (where the symbolic Beast is first introduced), and xviii. 2. 

See Thes. Syr., s.v. 

ad i] > and Hkl. ins. «= after this verb: S and Psh. 

apparently never; nor does Hxp., Ezek. 1. 18, x. 12. 

7. Note that S here, and habitually, expresses the ordinal numbers 

by the cardinals with s prefixed (and so Barsal. here and often); but see 

note on ii. 11 for an important exception: ¥, in adjectival form. 

ak = 70 tpdcwrov] So S habitually, but see x. 1, and note 

there: = always <a0e%9, as Hkl. (but Barsal. here as S$). In Psh. N.T. 

both are used. In Ezek. i. 6, &c., Psh. as 8; Hxp. as &. 

8. eemahssinc = ra réocapa] So > (also vi. 6, where S om.). 

This coincidence is notable, the form being an unusual one; in Psh. N.T. 

(also Hkl.) only Mk. xiii. 27: but Psh. and Hxp. have it in the pll., 

Ezek. 1. 16. 

Aslo costak, =] Possibly this was originally a gloss (erroneous) 
G2 
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3. cary = dpdce: (bis)] Cp. for this word Ezek. 1.5 et passim, Psh ; 

also (= épacis) Hxp. S uses it else only x. 1, where it = mpdcwzov. 

= gives ht» here; but ary ix. 17 (the only other instance of dpaccs 

in Apoc., where S om.). In this latter place 6pacis means a vision (dpapa, 

which usually = eat» in Psh. and Hkl.). Else, opaou in N.T. occurs 

only Act. ii. 17, = Joel ii. 28, in which places Psh. renders tat»; as also 

Hxp. (Joel): but Hkl. (Act.), ons. 

oars] Wrongly written mazs in all other instances in 8, viz., 

xxi. 11 (where = [d/Jp] has -assur, as here), 18, 19 (3, ors aAsor). 

Psh. as S here, Exod. xxvii. 20[18]; but Ezek. xxvii. 18, as % dip 

here (Hxp. in both places, ~+&.csc [so =x here J). 

arte] So xxi. 20, where the word recurs: 2, - asst here, 

ot trem there. Cp. Ezek. xxviii. 13, (Psh. as S$; Hxp. as © here). 

Miiss <hzo = ips] Cp. “asazs 2 (x. 1): ¥ in both places, 

wiiss a; cp. Ezek. 1.28 (Psh. and Hxp.), for a like rendering (but with 

=> for x) of rd€ov év 7H vepédj. No other instance of tps in N.T. 

x smaizy] S uses this form, or the constr., sing. or pl. (t2», 

verse 4; wtaw, v. 11), indiscriminately, for kuxddbev, Kiko: also 

dursizay, iv. 8 SY has <txas\ in the last-named place: in the 

other places as here, only prefixing «= for «cv«hdfev and omitting it for 

kiko. The first three renderings are to be found in Psh. (t#% in O.'T. 

only); but not the two of iv. 8; both of which occur in Hxp.; the latter 

also with slight variation, in Hkl., Lk. ix. 12. 

<tXton] So again xxi. 19; and so = [dp; In, XtX 3-1] 

here: but esX42a there. Psh. as 8, Ezek. xxviii. 13; Hxp. oe. 

4, Shawiaa Mawiaa = Tov Opdvov Opdvor] So 8 in every place, 

before and after this, except xx. 4, where the @pdovor (= seats of judgment) 

are = eohas, as Col. i. 16 (Psh.). In this verse, for the first time, 

S, which up to this renders as S (1. 4, 11.13, &e.), introduces -wanath 

for the former—that is, for the Supreme Throne, as distinguished from 

the surrounding thrones; but afterwards uses it uniformly for Opdves, 

except xx. 4 (Rhamiaa). So Psh. distinguishes, Mt. xix. 28; where, 

however, Hkl. uses eamias only. Both have wasath for The Throne, 

Mt. xxv. 31: but it is not found elsewhere in Psh. N.T., nor (apparently) 

in O.T.; in Hxp. rarely, as Ezek. i. 26. 

ex] Obelized in Ms. ; see note on i. 5. 

omhAsio = ras keharas advtav] So Psh. (not Hk.) Rom. xu. 20; 
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(dis), (see also xvii. 8; and ep. xiii. 12), as by = uniformly. ‘The ex- 

pression is not found in N.T. except in Apoc., but ep. Act. iv. 16 (Psh.). 

14. d<daxst = 7 dpyy] So xxi. 6; but xxii. 13 (the only other instance 

of apyy in Apoc.), Mataxw. gives x7 in all three places. Both have 

Shazst = dzapyy, xiv. 4. Psh. and Hkl. use all three words for dpy7. 

15. dar wt.) Probably to be corrected, bur Kt.t5. 

ssi» = feotds] So &; and so Psh. O.T. (as Josh. xiii. 6), and 

Hxp. (= depos, Jer. xxxi.2): in Psh. N.T. only = cecapwpevos (Mt. xii. 44). 

ram la = ddedov] In Psh. éSeu is frequently thus rendered. 
= has sal [dnp; J incorrectly a\], found in Psh. O.T. (not N.T.). 

Neither rendering occurs in Hkl., but Hxp. uses the latter. 

16. adura] Read rather dors: see note on Greek text. 

Wiazx4] Sof: notin Psh., Hxp.,\ or Hkl.; but elsewhere found. 

17. dure Stokes] Read ir for hae: see note on Greek text. 

Min nsim = ypeiav eyw] Elsewhere (xxi. 23, xxii. 5, only) S 

uses \ assdhe. & here gives al dur <insam, and similarly in the 

other places. Psh. uses both renderings of 8 (e.g., Mt. 111. 14, vi. 8), never 

that of ©. Hkl. sometimes renders as § here, sometimes as >. 

18. aalsa&sal = iva repiBddy] So &, though both render the pre- 
ceding and the following subjunctives after wa by fut. indic. with prefix x. 

<a.z] So >: not in Psh., Axp., or Hkl.; but elsewhere, ¢.g., 

Philoxenus, Discourses, xi1., p. 522 (Dr. Budge’s edition, 1894). 
Sasa] So =; and so Psh. O.T. (2 Kin. ix.30), and Hxp., notin N.T. 

c<twchsx] >, with needless periphrasis, ts amas. 
20. eure’ oe J] So &, for edv zs (here only in Apoc.), elsewhere 

uniformly for e¢ zis. The latter, S renders by 1 aur, 3 =. Psh. uses 

all three renderings: Hkl. mostly that of &. 

alos] » has the more usual J as prefix. 

21. omlis....sksx] S (with S) in these two instances uses this form 

properly for emphasis; but (between) writes so, not as } wlas or, 

where there is no emphasis. 

IV. 1. ths p= pera] So usually in §, at the beginning of a clause ; 

elsewhere, 15 simply. In Psh., > »=% is rare; rarer in Hkl.; never in %. 

Aisa = €hcidnoe] Probably we ought to correct by prefixing 3, 

as = [n; dp A\sasox; 7 wrongly Assos]. 

asm. = det] So S throughout (except i. 1, where see note); 

more fully a5) -sm., x. 11: ¥ always ssi, as Psh. sometimes and 

Hkl. usually,—also 2 Pet. i. 11 (Poe. with Hkl.). Peculiar to 8. 

G 
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ptep. (of ethpa.) is not elsewhere found in §, nor in & [in xi. 3 it is 
wrongly given by De Dieu, against his own Ms.] In all other places 8 

uses instead ptep. of pa. or aph., or peil: %, ptep. pa. or aph., never peil. 

But in both versions the infin. of ethpa. occurs, verse 18; the fut., xix. 8. 

For the verb, see on i. 12. Psh. (N.T.) mostly avoids it; but the pel is 

found Mk. xiv. 51, xvi. 5, and the ethpa., Act. xii. 8. The usage of Hkl. 

agrees with that of &. 

eole = eEareiibo] So S where éEadreldw recurs, vii. 17, xxi. 4. 

x agrees, here and vil. 17, (but reads xxi. 4 otherwise). So also Psh. 

(O.T.) and Hxp. sometimes, as Ps. li. 1,9 [1.3,11]. But Psh. N.T. renders 

by <\s in the only two places where éefadeidw occurs (Act. iii. 19, 

Col. 11.14); as also Hkl.; and so Psh. O.T. often, as Exod. xxxii. 32, 

Ps, Ixix. [Ixviii.] 28 [29], where however Hxp. uses ess. 

<tAw = 775 BiBdov] So xvi. 8, xx. 12 (ter). In all other places, 

S renders BiPdos, and BiBdiov, by faea; ¥ always, as also Hkl. Note 

that where S uses <tam, it is the Book of Life, or of Judgment; but 

the Book of Life is ¢sé4, xiii.8; and so in Phil. iv. 3 (Psh.). Psh. uses 

both renderings: in Exod. and Ps.; wf supr., Psh. has <=»; Hxp., os. 

7. x & sl (dis)] With ptep., = odSe/s with 8 pers. sing. pres. indie. 

So S mostly; as Psh., Isai. xxii. 22 (here cited): but see ii. 17, iii. 8, 

xiv. 8, for the usual 1k \ which = uniformly gives. Psh. (N.T.) 

renders as > usually (but see Mk. x. 18, 29, &c.); Hkl. apparently always. 

8. vom] Accurately, a; see 11. 2. 

10. x Ls = 67] Sov. 9, xii. 12; but % gives the more usual 1 LAs ;. 

as S, verse 8 and generally. Cp. Lk. xiii. 14, (Psh. as S here; Hkl. as %). 

wahrsax] Masc., agreeing with <aasms. So S consistently, 

omitting 1 <hsx (fem.) after ~2,—see note on Greek text. = also 

has se&as, though it reads s eaxx. Therefore, unless = follows a 

reading 77s wpas TOV TELPAT pov TOD péAXOrTOs (for THs eAAOVa'NS,—UNknown 

to all authorities), we have here clear evidence that ¥ is based on 8. 

Asseh = rHs oixovpérns] So again xvi. 14; (but txt, xii. 9, 

the only other instance of oikovyévn in Apoc.). So Psh. O.T., some- 

times; but in N.T. only (without ¢) Rom. x. 18, as in Ps. xix. [xviil.] 5 

(Psh., = 22M; = oixovpérn, LXX; but khtsax, Hxp.), whence it is cited 

in that place. In Psh. N.T., otcovp. usually = “xiv, or vals: in ¥ 

always = <hustmsxahm (unknown to Psh. but found in Hxp.) and in Hkl. 

MXIT castasas\ = rods Katoikodytas emi THs ys] So 8S usually, 

and Psh, O.T. (Hxp. rarely); but the phrase is rendered literally, xiii. 14 
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i. 8 (= Ps. xlv. 6 [xliv. 7]), where it has “mz, with Psh. and Hxp. 

S (not S) makes = = dudy, v.5 (where see note), xxi. 12, only. 

ints] Stat. constr. (so Mk. vii. 4), as Psh. of Ps. 11. 9 (here 

cited): © uses sfut. emph. followed by x, as Hxp., 2. 

~AQouwurh = cuvtpibere] Rather cuvtpiBere (-re for -rav),—see 

note on Greek text for an explanation of the difficulty attaching to these 

words. Another solution would be to read Laur osx = cvrtpipers 

abrovs (Ps. ii. 9, LXX; so Hxp.). = has Lanwhes (= ovvtprBycerar). 

Psh. (N.T.) uses osoz, Lk. ix. 89, Rom. xvi. 20, = cuvrpiBo: but 

Psh. (Q:T.). has ead, Ps. 11.9. The agreement of S, here and rarely 

elsewhere, with Hxp. rather than Psh. may be a token of the hand of 

Polycarpus, whose version of O.T. was the basis of Hxp. (See Assemani, 

B.0., tom. 1, p. 82; also Smith’s Dict. of Christian Biography, vol. 1, 

pp. 431, 433, s.v. PoLycarpus (5): also Dissertation, Part I, swpr., p. xevi1). 

28. tae maaa] Stat. constr.; and so xxii. 16 (cp. Job xxxvii. 7, 

Psh.). = has in both places stat. emph. followed by Mst%~ (adjective) 

[so dnp here; / writes <t%~ (noun), wrongly ]. 

III. 1. ~x»a%] Note the pl., stat. absol. (fem.) here and iv. 5 only: 

never in >; rarely in Psh., as Lk. xi. 26. Elsewhere, S uses emphat. 

wat, as 5; once <hnryat, xxii. 6. 

hurd awe = Cov ef = Cys] Adject., stat. emph. & has +» (stat. 

absol.), so that the usage of the two versions is here inverted. 

2. tas wan = yivov ypyyopév (an Aramaism)] A verbally exact 

rendering of the Greek: ¥ gives tashdr’ = ypyydper (the versions again, 

as in last note, exchanging characters). See Mk. xiii. 37, where Psh. 

expresses ypyyopetre as S here; Hkl. as ¥. 

dhuam wedhxn re cates] This would be = ra doura airav 

étu eweddes. Probably we ought to om. the second x so as to restore 

a (for airdv orc), with all Greek authorities. See note on Greek text. 

3. tem = type] So Psh., Lk. xi. 35, = oxdre. S renders in- 

transitively, ‘‘take heed,” which is hardly defensible: = (better), th 

= “keep” [what thou hast heard], transitively. 

4, Lamar = 7a iudria aitév] So S throughout: & uses ¢raat 

instead (except xvi. 15; xix. 13,16). In both versions murs = oxevos 

(ii. 27, xviii. 12). The usage of Psh. and of Hkl. as to these words varies. 

eazo] Perhaps an error for @axn. 

5. atshe = wepiBadrterar] Lit., wepyBeBypévos: so >. This 
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-pah = peravonoov] > uses sahde here and mostly (but .sah, 

verses 5, 21; as also ix. 20, 21): S always as here, except verse 22. So 

Phs. and Hkl.. making sahhe} = perapédopac. 

16. eas = trayv] So S everywhere except xxii. 7 [?] and 20, 

where it gives \N.s5, which is the proper equivalent of év ré&yer;— 

so both versions, xxii. 6 as well as i.1. For raxyv = here and always 

gives AN (without 5); and makes Xtss = eiféws (iv. 2, as S also 

there; Psh. similarly). In Psh. also, AN with or without -5 stands 

for tayv, ev Taye: Hkl. varies. 

17. durvxsa] Read huurvs acm, as &. Cp. verse 7 

dura] Read Mara, as ©. See notes on Greek text of this verse. 

mazanays] (See verse 10). (1) Read instead, Mi1mzay, as >. 

(11) After this word there is an omission, for which see note on Greek text. 

If this be chargeable on the Syr. text, the words winzay Lra K<ta» 

are to be subjoined, as in ¥. 

efadar....césazs] Read ashar... coz, asin >. These 

misreadings are probably the result of an editorial attempt to give sense 

to the Syr. text which the accidental errors pointed out in the preceding 

notes had made unintelligible. 

21. ehasn.h\] Perhaps only a loose rendering for sahha. 

OS igtaN or. aa ce5] So the pll., Jer. xvii. 10 (Psh.; not Hxp.): 

= (with Hxp.), «hast; but (with Psh.) me for cass of Hxp. 

wilal = éxdorw] So xxii. 12, as Lk. ii. 3 (Psh. and Hkl.); 

elsewhere +» Ma (occasionally with a second +» where = follows; 

once 9 %» without La, xx. 13), as © uniformly, and Hkl. usually,—also 

in Joh. vu. 53 (Perie. de Adultera): Psh. mostly renders by tar 2, 

very rarely (as Hebr. xi. 21) as &. 

On mg. of this verse is written in small estrangelo character, apparently 

prima mani, (OAs. War  aasriea, with a small obelus prefixed, 

but no mark in text for place ‘of insertion. 

24. mtatzl = rots Nourots] S always uses “atx thus; simply, as 

here (with Psh.), or with x prefixed. mostly prefixes demonstr. pron. 

and x, as here, x3 ics, (with Hkl.). 

27. hax = paBdo] So S always: %, always eta»; but Hxp. 
as well as Psh. gives ¢\ mx, Ps. ii. 9 (here cited). Psh. (N.T.) usually 
renders as S; but as &, 1 Cor. iv. 21 (where the sense is lower), and 

Hebr. xi. 21 (= Gen. xlvii. 31, so Psh.). Hkl. always as =, except Hebr. 
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its margin, and one (in Jude 7) interpolated into the text. And it may 

safely be inferred from what has been shown above (i. 1—8, note) that the 

scribe of our Ms. must have had at hand a copy of ¥. But on the other 

hand it is to be observed that 8, though it agrees with S as regards 

the leading word &styde of the first member of the conflate reading, 

differs from it not only in omitting the acd before isms, but 

also in omitting .ss after it, and in inserting a before the preceding 

cha.s and omitting s ale after it,—all which three variations 

imply a different Greek original (see note on Greek text). 

But the true explanation of the facts proves to be that S here repre- 

sents a conflate Greek text. The ms. 152 of Apoc. (Vatican, 370) reads 

here (see supr., Part I, p. 49, note on 11.13), dvreimas [sic] 6 paptus pov 

6 muoTOS, OTL Tas papTus mioTds. We may therefore conclude without 

hesitation that the original of S contained here an interpolation almost 

identical with that of ms. 152 (see Greek text), and that 1 LA = on 
here, as 111. 8 infr., et passim. 

The coincidence between S and & in the use of the unusual verb 

hatwdhe’, and their variations in other points, are then to be accounted 

for by supposing that the translator of ¥ had before him S (representing a 

Greek copy with conflate text as I have printed it), and a Greek copy 

(reading év tats nuepais ats dvtetras 6 pdptus pou 6 muaTds pov); and 

that he followed S$ in its rendering of the first part of its conflate text, 

adapting it to the varied readings of his Greek copy. 

14. charal= = rv Siday7yv] So Shere, and also verses 15 and 24 

(the only other instances of 6. in Apoc.); but in the latter two places S 

has ¢irala., thus distinguishing ‘“ teaching” 

“doctrine” in the latter. Psh. and Poe. always use ¢1ala. = d.dayx7: 

Hkl. always <hasalss, which in Psh. = ddacxadia (Tit. ii. 7). 

Auctmor u15=76r vidv “Iopand] Note the use of stat. constr., 

where © uses stat. emph. followed by x. 8S, with Psh., habitually employs 

stat. constr. in a limited class of cases, of which the present is a typical 

example. for the most part avoids it, as does Hkl. Yet ¥ with S has 

in this verse tah 9.523 to represent the compound eidwddbu7a. Not 

so Psh., 4 Cor. vuis 1, &c. 

15. haam = dpoiws] So again vill. 12 (the only other instance of 

opoiws in Apoc.). In both places © gives whamx> cs. So too, 

Mt. xxii. 26, &c., Psh. renders as S here; Hkl. as &. 

in the former case, from 
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ferring @1sth as “magis Syriacum,” after De Dieu (tn loc.), who regards 

it as ‘vere Syriacum,” and ass as ‘ Chaldaicum.” 

13. 33] After this word, LI (cursive, but prima manu) is interlined. 

hatwvded] Correct hatvxdae = avretras, the translator having 

taken avrevras (= Avrimas) for a verb. So in ©; d/ need the same 

emendation, but 2p give the true reading. The verb is now and then 

found in like sense in Psh. (e.g. Mt. xii. 19, = éepiZw, as also Hkl.); and 

so in Hxp., Esai. 1. 5, = dvruéyw, LXX. 

This is another striking coincidence between S and &. It is hardly 

possible that two independent translators should have hit on dtd 

as a rendering for dvretras. The verb is not a familiar one, as is shown 

by the fact that it has been misread by our scribe, and by two scribes 

of S. It would have been more obvious to use Lasal hte, as Psh. 

and Hkl. do for dvreumety, Acts iv. 14; and Hkl. again, Lk. xxi. 15 (the 
only other example of dvrevety in N.T.). 

rso2ca] The prefix is supported only by two mss. (see note on 

Greek text): perhaps we ought to read < ac, as &. 

Asx L\j=] These words [rather La LA =, = dvzi (rather iaép) 

mavtos (or tavrwy)| seem at first sight to be meant to represent ’Avrizas, 

treated as a significant appellation rather than a proper name; as 8 gives 

tz = Amohvwr, ix. 11, where = is content to transliterate the Greek : 

and in my Memoir, Transactions, R.I.A., vol. xxx, pp. 397, 407, I have 

so explained it. Yet -als, rather than LY, would be the proper 

equivalent of av7i in this sense. 

If this were so, the words avreuras [kat] 6 dptus pov 6 mards would 

be represented twice over,— 

(2) amoamm alos amma Ratvhe 

(b) rasasms wwlis <acrm Asfx] Lim 

—and we should have to suppose,—evther, (i) a deuterograph (or double 

rendering) on the part of the translator, in doubt whether to read avreuras 
as a verb or a noun: o7 (il) a conflation, due to a Syriac scribe who 
interpolated S from ¥,—or who perhaps, finding (4) in his text, borrowed 
(a2) from = and placed it on his margin, whence it was transferred by a 

subsequent scribe to the text. 

Hypothesis 1 would be admissible as a solution of the problem, failing 

a better one. 

In favour of ii is the parallel fact that one of the Mss. which contain 

the Poc. Epistles (Amsterdam 184) has Harkleian renderings written on 
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~amihhs] Note that S usually renders wa by x simply, while 

> habitually marks the final sense of the conjunction by prefixing 1dr, 

which is also the usage of Hkl., but not of Psh. In S, sor occurs 

in this sense, xiii. 13; else only = as (iii. 21, and xviii. 6). We have 

tia = 7s, lll. 3. 

cas] So S always (absol.), even before a numeral, for pl. 

(anarthrous) of yuépa; and so too Psh. sometimes: but else, K&sna. 

(emphat., as Psh. usually), 1. 15, ix. 6, x. 7, xi.6. In these four places > 

agrees ;—a notable coincidence: whereas here (and xi. 3, 11) it gives 

esas (not found in 8; once only, Gal. iv. 10, in Psh. N.T.; but some- 

times in Hkl. and Hxp.)—never ~2saas. 

11. tons = ddixn6h] >, Saxda. Usually to in pe. = épilw (so 4 Kin. 

xiv. 10, Hxp.): elsewhere in S and &, and Psh. N.T., it is found only in 

aph.—So, vi. 6, and throughout S, tar’ = ddiucd, (except xxii. 11 (d7s) 

where see note); and so in Psh. and Hkl. once, Lk. x. 19. Hence it 

follows that too (pe.) = adicotpat, as here; but this meaning is unrecorded 

in the Lexicons. & varies in its rendering of adic: see note on xi. 5. 

maith = devrépov] S and = agree in this rendering only here, 

xx. 6, xx. 14, and xxi. 8,—the four places where the ‘second death” is 

spoken of, a signal instance of their close affinity. Note that hase 

miith occurs twice in Aphraates (Demonstr. vii. 25; viii. 19). Yet, as 

Parisot points out (Praef., cap. m1, p. xliii), he may have derived the 

phrase from the Targums. Elsewhere, S always uses @itha, and > 

(except xix. 3, where gathx = advb. Sevrepov) Saath. In Psh. N.T. 

teths is generally found, and likewise in O.T.; exiah and etasth 

nowhere in N.T.; the former now and then, but the latter seldom (if ever), 

in O.T. But in Hxp. and Hkl. etasth is frequent. 

On examining Ceriani’s photozincographic reproductions of the 

Ambrosian Mss. of the Psh. and Hxp. O.T., I find many instances of 

isin in the latter, but none of aish. In the former, ‘ second” is 

not once rendered Siasth in the Book of Genesis; twice <xish (va l6g 

xxxil. 19); usually CeThT Or ate. 

Probably eéasih is a formation of the later Syriac, and = eihs 

exactly, as expressing the ordinal; while sid, in the four places cited 

(cp. also Keel. iv. 15, Psh.) means “ repeated” (in order), ‘ succeeding” 

(as secundus) rather than (numerically) ‘‘second”;—so in Psh. the title 

mmams pith for Deuteronomy. If so, Schaaf (s.v.) is wrong in pre- 

F 2 
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imp onas: inicPshs- OD. (= 7717989), not N.T., nor in Hkl.; &, here and 

usually, gives participle. 

20. Note that the stop before Jams is a scribe’s error. 

cin] =, emshar’. § prefers to represent the copula by the 

personal pronoun (enclitic), or to omit it. 

II. 1. &se5 = & péow] Here only in S: nowhere in 2; rare in 

Psh. N.T.; rarer in Hkl.; but used = ev, 2 Pet. ii. 8 (Poc. and Hk1.). 

2 hac] More correctly dug, = dur vom, which > gives. 

So <n (peil) is to be written, 111. 8, vii. 9, xv. 8. 

~amxra3 = éavtovs] Soin S usually, as in Psh.: ¥, Lam\ Lain, 

here and elsewhere, as Hkl. 

5. &R&mas = exaémrwxas] Lit., e&eBrAAOys (as Mt. viii. 12 (Psh.): ep. 

pad = exBade, xi. 2 ifr. Y has alas, probably reading wértwxas (see 

note on Greek text). 

chica = ci dé] In iv. 4, &., Gx preceded by a, where no dé 

corresponds in the Greek, is obelized in Ms.; see note on Greek text. 

lw = éav py] So verse 22, also (= ei py) verse 17, and else- 

where; but also Ve \e sometimes for e jj. ¥ here (and usually) writes 

el oe , as Hkl.; Psh. varies. 

6. dsr] Present, = dur im = pices, as &. 

7. A\sass = dXéya] Except in this recurring sentence, S makes 

Ais = dad, and tsar = héyw: as does %, here and uniformly. 

8. ava = kal Cov] Read Sawa (as S) = cai elynoev. Cp. i. 1. 

9. anQ.s (dis)] For the more usual sxdm.; so also 111.9. & gives 

the longer form here; but at 11.9 [d@p; not 7x] the shorter. 

10. wetalar = 6 dtdBodos] So 8 uniformly, as in Psh.; and so > 

here, and xx. 10: but in the other three places where 6. occurs in Apoc., 

> has tassatsa, which is frequent in Hkl.; never found in Psh. 

eotis = Badlhew] >, assatmal. S often prefers to represent 

the infinitive thus, especially when a purpose is indicated, by a fut. with 

x prefixed; while ¥ renders by infin. with \ prefixed, as here,—as S does 

in ordinary cases; e.g. in the earlier part of this verse. 

Marana» Ris = dvriaxyv] So (but without &r5) xx. 7; but 

xvili, 2 (the only remaining instance of ¢. in Apoc.), ehtals; as 

also S, which gives c&talhs d&15 here and xx. 7, as Hkl. usually does. 

Psh. generally uses instead gtio¥ 5; but eazaae (without dos) = 

dvvaxy, Hebr. xi. 36. 
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Sr3t> = vid avOpdémov] S, teins mt> (as Psh. and Hkl., 

Mt. vii. 20, &c.) ;—hbetter, for S rather renders avOpé7@. Cp. xiv. 14 

(the only other instance of vids av@p. in Apoc.), where the same difference 

recurs. So Hxp. renders as =, Ezek. ii. 1, &c.; Dan. vii. 13: Psh. as 8, 

in Ezek. ; in Dan., axe t. 

Wraan = 705i] So Hos. iii. 4,='TID8 (Psh.: also Hxp.['Theodot.]). 

> gives ina here; and so Hxp. renders wodypys of LXX, Exod. xxviii. 

27 [31] (= TDN), and Ezek. ix. 2 (= D°T2). The latter passage seems 

to have been in St. John’s mind here. Observe how the rendering of 8 

brings out the priestly aspect of Him whose appearance is described. 

tod = favnv] So xv. 6; and so Psh., Ezek. ix. 2 (trv), 

Mt. 11.4. = has eusay here (wrongly taken as pl. by De Dieu) and 

iat [”, sortiary], xv. 6. So tsar, 301, Ezek. and Mt. as above 

(Hxp. and Hkl.). 

15. etssat] Not elsewhere found; nor recorded in Lexx.: > has 

eoiiol. 

ee = rervpopevw] S treats this participle as relating to 

xalkohiBavw. & follows the same reading (see note on Greek text) and 

construction, but renders by salsex. For was, cp. xvi. 8 (723.4), 

also xvi. 9 (rena), and notes; see also note on vil. 16. 

16. etsat] (i) By error, for M52 = popdaia; probably a gloss (ep. 

Eph. vi. 17, tiv payaipav rod Ivevparos) transferred into the text of the 

Syriac; not of the Greek, for d€eta (fem.) would forbid zvedpa, whereas 

both Syr. nouns are fem. (ii) ¥ renders by @&s9 (which is common in 

Psh., and habitual in Hkl.) here and throughout: S elsewhere always 

by st», which in Psh. is not rare in O.T., and in N.T. = paxarpa, as 

Mt. x. 34; cp. also 2 Pet. ii. 12 (Poc.), where it = ddwors. 

ahtys = 7 ous ad’tod] Not elsewhere in 8. & (which renders 

by edheto here, as Akl, Joh. xi. 44) uses <dhtw, iv. 3 only, for opacs. 

It occurs Lk. xxiii. 48 (Psh. and Hkl.) = Oewpia: 2 Pet. ii. 8 (Poc. and 

Hkl.) = Bréppa. 

cxymvz] The ptep. following is fem., here and in = (though 

the verbs are different); whereas elsewhere neither version treats = as 

fem.,—a notable coincidence. But while 8, consistently, writes the next 

word calis, > has mls lis. 

17. teartsal = déyor] This gerundive use of infinitive is frequent 

F 
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10. wats = ev Hvevpari] ©, esat>. S (with Psh.) prefers sfat. absoi. in 

rendering anarthrous nouns: ¥ (with Hkl.) indiscriminately uses emphat. 

aroter] %, <ote; but <zorex [marg. of x, (prima man) |. 

Note that Psh. writes as S, 25 49; Hkl., 23 1». 

1 Ee] ol = d] This pronoun so used (especially in plural) is 

characteristic of S; as likewise of Poc., and of Phx.: = (though here 

it has x es am = o) habitually uses x cic or 3 ,a3m%; which are 

rare in 8, but frequent in Hkl., and in Hxp. 

gury] So tn. Not preterite, but = due ct», which = dlp give. 

eatasn] So ii. 8 (\ for ): cp. erX Gen, iv. 3; oy, vi. 12. 

meaotl... wamXxpa] Cp. ii.12, MmXsa; ii. 14, Mossi. 
12. hals wa....haam = exéotpepa.... émiozpéas] S renders 

inconsistently here: > has e&asdsahe in both cases (better). For waa 

(= orpéda, transitive) see xi. 6. Cp. Mt. xii. 44, Lk. 1.56, &e. (Psh.\and 

Hkl.), and 2 Pet. ii. 21, 22 (Poc. and Hkl.), where it = ém[to-|orpédo, 

intrans., as here; also Esai. xlv. 13 (Phx. and Hxp.). For -a\)s in this 

sense, see Job xxiil. 9 (Psh.); xxx. 15 (Hxp., = émorpéfopar, LXX); 

Lk. i. 43 (Akl, = troorpéfa): it usually = repiBaddo (see iil. 5 infr.). 

warml = cidévar (for Br\ézew)] = renders <tr, literally. 

elo] Not as © with prefix J; see note on verse 3, and ep. 20. 

NX ettur’ = ris] &, 1 tur’ am, here and elsewhere (but see 

note on verse 7), as Hkl. usually. 

tim = Avyvias] Note the stat. absol. (after cardinal number ; 

but cp. verse 20 (dis), 11.1); also xi. 4; a form not found in Psh., nor 

recorded in Thesau. Syr.: but for tov A\vyviav (verse 13) <dtaAzax; and 

so verse 20 (dis), 1. 1. S has <htaxs throughout. 

13. 3 chs ums] So S (as Hkl. mostly), here and throughout, 

except xix. 17: S elsewhere always uses the word in séat. constr., with 

prefix +», or without it (as Psh., Mk. vi. 47, &c.). 

x Shams ee, Lit., os dpotepa (with gen.),—for oporoy (with 

dat.); cp. Ezek. i. 5, 22,\26, x. 1, (Psh. and Hxp.). So S in most cases, or 

without ce, or with <> or x instead (i. 15, iv. 7, 1x. 7). & renders 

exactly, \e¢soxx, here and usually, as Psh. N.T., and Hkl.; but some- 

times as 8 (e.g. ix. 7, but see note there). S also (see iv. 3) uses hasax 

(stat. constr.) without x or baend (cp. Lk. iii. 22, Psh., not Hkl.): again 

(iv. 6) 3 etasman aoe again, sometimes as =. See iv. 7 fur variety of 

rendering. 
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ixid. 2 Timea. 1d¢ as also in Exp. Dana. 2) (oil sdre ie) cen. 

again = leparixds, 1 [3] Esdr. iv. 54, v. 44,—cp. Act. iv. 6 (Hkl.). Note, 

that 1{3] Esdr. is Syro-Hexaplar, though printed in Walton with Psh. 

from the Bodleian Mss., Poe. 391 (a.p. 1614), and Or. 141 (a.p. 1627). It 

is not found in the older Mss. of Psh. 

eolis vals = cis rots aidvas trav aidvev] So & [d; but Jp 

point both words as pl.]. Elsewhere S always renders this phrase by 

pemle wis (as Psh.); ¥ usually as here (as also Hk1.). 

7. 3 JQac Geka’ = oirwves] So >: nowhere else in 8, which uses 

x ol, for otrwes: = usually gives + qazin’ aim when the antece- 

dent denotes persons. So Hkl., Act. ix. 35. 

etow.....mator| Cp. Psh., and Hxp. [Aquila and Theodot. ], 

in Zech. xii. 10 (the passage here followed): also Psh. and Hkl. in 

Joh. xix. 37 (Zech. quoted), for toa1; in Mt. xi. 17, for sot. 

wala] So = [x, which begins here; but As, d/p]. 

8. ada <ix] Note that here, and in the parallel, verse 17, S and & 

express the substantive verb; but = only (not $) in xxi. 6, xxi. 13. 

tovex] > om. prefix. 

9. In this verse occur the first substantial differences between S and &, 

both as to underlying Greek text, and as to rendering. 

Aashaw to = avykowwvds tyov] Lit. vids Kowwvov vor : 

, _aales eahax = Kkowwvds tuov. Here (i) the rendering of S is 

more idiomatic: cp. (in Psh.) for like renderings of Greele eset of 

ovv, Lk. i. 58 (avyyevys); Act. xiii. 1 (ovvtpodos); Phil. iv. 3 (ovlvyos). 

It seems, however, that -aahaahaz t> would be more consistent with 

analogy. (11) ‘Apparently = Sstead Kowaves (with many mss.), for ovyk. of 

S;—ep. Adler, W. 7. Versiones Syr., p. 78, on the lack (as he wrongly 

supposes) of ‘‘ Harkleian accuracy” in this. (iil) S and = agree, against 

all else, in inserting vpor. 

mi wlars] S is supported by = d/p, against all or nearly all 

else, in omitting haslmsa after this word; but as 2 ins. it, it ought 

no doubt to be restored to the text of ©. See note on Greek text. 

Sars = TH ev Inoot] & agrees (against all else) in the former 

prefix: but differs in supporting the addition Xpio7@. 

soasz\a] = writes this word here, as in superscription, with the 

termination Ja, and [d/p; not x] with ew after \. 
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2. mharmm\] %, harmo). 

x tein poms = daa] So x [dfp; but f with * before ceria, 

which word J om.]. For this rendering, not elsewhere used in 8 (yet see 

ii. 24), ep. &, i. 24, xii. 15, &e.; and Hkl., Mt. vii. 12, Act. iv. 28. 

3. am eahrksal, = paxdpios] So = uniformly (as Hkl.): nowhere 

else in 8; see on xiy. 13, and ep. xx. 6. 

A orh....) sme] Note that it is not the usage of S 

to prefix \ to the object (other than a person) of ssax; but in &, as 

in Hkl, it is employed indiscriminately : after t4.4, it is seldom if 

ever used in S, but usually in > (as sometimes in Hkl.). Cp. the parallel 

verses, xxli. 7, 9, 18, (S and %). 

In general, the use of A as prefix of the object is habitual in ¥ (as 

in Hkl.), exceptional in S (as in Psh.). 

Misi ti\_am = 6 yap Kaipds] Pron. for art.; similarly verse 

5 (ter): usual in = and Hkl., but rare in § and Poe., as in Psh. Cp. the 

parallels (to this verse) in xxi. 10; and (to verse 5) iii. 14. 

4. ase = cipyvyn] Cp. vi. 4 (the only other occurrence of eipyvn in 

Apoc.), where = renders as here, but S has esalz. The latter is 

usually found in Psh., and also uniformly in Poc.: the former in Hkl. 

Similarly, in Phx. we find esalz for eipyvn everywhere, while Hxp, 

has ti. 

x am] Note that here, and in verse 8, this equivalent for 6 is 

prefixed, as in 3%, to every member of the sentence ; whereas in the 

parallel passage, iv. 8, 8 prefixes it only to the first, © (as here) to each 

of the three. Cp. also xi. 17, xvi. 5. 

220] = om. prefix here: also before usr, verse 7. 

5. eftz.t] Nowhere else in 8: in &, only vi. 15 (Jn; but not dp], 

in which place S has ¢zs%, which, conversely, ¥ gives here; (note that 

miz.t of x. 11 is a misreading, [of =/ alone]). In Psh. N.T., only 

Lk. xviii. 18; but frequent in Hkl., Hxp., and Phx. 

WLZA ... caesar aco] S and & here agree against the other 

authorities, translating as if the Greek were 6 dyamav .... kai Mvwr, (for 

dat.). 

c<tza] > points <tra. 

6. Shatms = iepdy] Or iepatixyy. So X. Here again S and ¥& 

agree against all else, which read ‘epets or -drevya. The adj. ators 

does not occur in Psh., O. or N. T.: but in Hkl. is found = tepds, 1 Cor. 
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NOP ior 

SUPERSCRIPTION. 

A heading almost identical with this is prefixed to = [flp; but 

not d; x has lost its first leaf]; but it omits ¢z.25, and substitutes 

wale c= for cam s,maths’ ta before amdlbas [sic]. 

ama] Cp. verse 9. = writes with « after \. 
<rtiX_] The point overt is omitted in Ms. 

m\] So = [f2; but wl pl}. 

too] So y[p; but tm fi]. 

I. 1-8. Note that the text of these eight verses is substantially (in 

verses 1, 3, and 6, absolutely) identical with that of ©. On the one 

hand, it shows peculiarities of that version foreign from the usage of S 

elsewhere ; on the other, the differences between the two texts, whether 

as to diction, or as to the underlying Greek, are few and trivial, such 

as are to be expected in two independent copies of the same text. See 

following notes for details. Probably the scribe of our Ms. had before 

him an exemplar which had lost its first leaf, and borrowed these verses , 

and the heading, from a copy of >. 

1. Cp. this verse with its parallel, xxii. 6, on the following points :— 

miss (/e)] This separate mode of rendering the possessive 

pronoun by \ss with suffix, elsewhere exceptional in S (as in Psh. and 

Poc.), but habitual in © (as in Hkl.), is uniformly used in verses 1-8; 

and the proper rendering, by suffix alone, takes its place for the first time 

in verse 9. 

cic] Here and throughout the eight verses (see 2, 3, 4, 7), 

~aicn, aio, and tein are employed according to the usage of > 

(and Hkl.), where the usage of S would lead us to expect Ertir (see 

note on verse 11), or esa (as xxii. 6). 

em = det] Nowhere else in S (see on iv. 1): uniformly in 3; 
frequently in Psh. and Hk. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND CONTRACTIONS USED IN THE FOLLOWING NOTES. 

8, 
Sx, 

2, 

Poc. 

Psh. 

The Syriac Version of the Apocalypse, as printed in this book from the Crawford Ms. 
(in chap. vii.) The fragment of same (chap. vii. 1-8), contained in the Nitrian Ms., 

Brit. Mus. Add, 17193, fo. 142°; for text of which see page 35. 

The Syriac Version of the Apocalypse printed by De Dieu (1627), and in the Paris and 
London Polyglots and subsequent editions of the Syriac New Testament. I have 
used all the available authorities for this version, distinguishing them as follows :— 

, The Dublin Ms. (Trinity College, B. 5, 16, Ussher’s), written a.p. 1625; 
inedited ; complete. 

J, The Florence Ms. (Library of 8S. Marco), said to have been written 1582; now 

missing, and only known in the fragment (superscription and chap. i. 1, 2) 
printed by Adler, Versiones Syr., p. 78. 

l, The Leyden Ms. (Cod. Sealig. 18), probably of late 16th century; the copy 
whence De Dieu derived his text; complete. 

n, The Nitrian Ms. (Brit. Mus. Add. 17127), written a.v. 1088; inedited; has lost 

ff. 1 and 83, so that verses 1-6 of chap. i, and 6, 7 and part of 8, chap. xiv, 
are wanting: text (mixed with Commentary) otherwise complete down to 
xiv. 11, after which verse omissions occur, increasing so rapidly in frequency 
and extent that of the last six chapters but fourteen verses in all are given, 

p, The Paris Polyglot text, repeated by Walton; derived in whole or in part from 

a Ms. or Mss. now unknown, but certainly distinct from all the above. 

The Harkleian Version of the New Testament: White’s edition (1778-99) ; for Hebr. 
xi. 28 to end, Bensly’s (1889). 

The Syro-Hexaplar (in some Books properly Syro-Tetraplar) Version of the Old 
Testament (LX X).* 

The fragmentary Version of Esaias (LXX), preserved in Brit. Mus. Add. 17106, 
printed by Ceriani in Monumenta S. et P., tom. v. fasc. i. ; supposed to be part 
of the translation made in a.p. 508, by Polycarpus for Philoxenus of Mabug. It 
includes only xxviii. 8-17, xlii. 17—xlix. 18, lxvi. 11-23. 

The Version of the Four Minor Catholic Epistles, first edited by Pococke, in 1630, and 

printed in the Polyglots, &c. 
The Peshitto Version, of Old and New Testaments.t 
The appended initials, A.E.J., H.J.L., distinguish the Notes suggested by the Rev. 

A. E. Johnston and the Rev. H. J. Lawlor, respectively. 

RN a 

* For the earlier Books extant of this Version, I have used the printed texts of Ceriani (Genesis; 1863) 
Lagarde (Exodus, Numbers, Joshua, 3 and 4 Kings; 1880: also the posthumous reissue of the same, with Genesis, 

Judges, and Ruth, by Rahlfs, 1892: and 1 [3] Esdras; 1861), and Skat-Rérdam (Judges and Ruth; 1861): for 

the rest, Ceriani’s photographic facsimile edition of the Ambrosian Ms., C. 313 inf. ; testing by it the printed texts 
of Bugati (Daniel and Psalms; 1788 and 1820), Norberg (Jeremiah and Ezekiel; 1787), and Middeldorpf (remaining 
Prophets, Job, and Solomon; 1835). 

t I have used Walton’s Polyglot, and Lee’s editions; and (for N.T.) Schaaf’s, with occasional reference to 
Widmanstad’s. 
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AL Pa END exe 

The following is a fragment of the version above printed, contained in the Ms. Add. 17193 

(British Museum), in which it is No. 34. See Wright’s Catalogue, vol. 11, p. 992. 

Fo. 14 v°, line 12. 

VII. 1 0 

wavina js sice hur» wl Krm ths 

Coteerda otis chads sin Ls mis 

eesie As Swot ones wls Swat sil 

2 Dawa elo’ As As Kila .wms As wla 

emer owt os olor caclo oto 

Wana . wa Kaien Koh» mi duro 

Smedheds Coin wavion wxsicl ot “los 

3MN toa . tle sil Coimis -aml 

<i lara ol wba sich Laima 

comix amorsst\ pohsas Yor wale 

sMomodhot isis hamza .  amsaiasn a> g 

pols po Gale casio Eissica Ket J 

st¥tome1 mbhksiz oo .Aacimords Khoiz 4 
Asai: mhstz ta. Sadie reaie a 

6( seal ae TAT mht = sec Se eae. 

mraty ceale o> .tands mhz 

> rims mhz a . ease = was . albany 

ieee = > -.aamr7 mhsotin eo . ve | 

sMRDIL —— . ese eae as Patmos mhotr v 

Ss Awasr Motz ce -ale a. .alasis 

E 2 
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[This and the ensuing pages of the MS. contain 

the rest of the New Testament, ending with the 

Epistle to the Hebrews, of which the latter part is 

wanting, two leaves having disappeared. The last 

leaf of the MS., however, is preserved, and is occupied 

by—(7’), an enumeration of the sections, canons, &c., 

of the whole Book; and (v’), the scribe’s concluding 

note. These are as follows :— | 
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[This space in the MS. contains 

the opening words of the Acts, with 

superscription. ] 

xxii. 11—19. 
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xxi, 21—xxii. 2. 98 
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